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ABSTRACT 
This study of the Baroque Requiem Mass at the imperial Habsburg Court in 
Vienna explores the historical and musical context of six settings composed from 
1621 to 1720. The Austrian Habsburg Emperors Ferdinand II, Ferdinand III, Leopold 
I, Joseph I, and Charles VI supported the imperial musical establishment, the 
Hojkapelle, due to a nearly consistent zeal for music and religion. The Hojkapelle 
expanded in size and incorporated an increasing variety of singers and 
instrumentalists throughout this period. This institution was musically influential 
throughout the Holy Roman Empire and magnified the prestige of each emperor 
through its prominent role at public performances. Hojkapelle liturgies incorporated 
unique practices, and they commemorated the deaths of emperors and other 
important members of the Habsburg family with concerted settings of the Requiem 
Mass. Composers of these Requiem Masses reflect the German and Italian 
constituency and musical style espoused by the Hojkapelle. 
iv 
Musical analyses identify common and unique characteristics among six 
compositions: Christoph Straus's Missa Pro defunctis, Giovanni Felice Sances's Missa 
Defunctorum a 12 and Requiem Ferdinand III a 20, Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer's 
Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine, Johann Kaspar Kerll's Missa Pro defunctis, and 
Johann Joseph Fux's Requiem a 5. The analyses address compositional context, 
performing forces, structure, motivic characteristics, text illustration, counterpoint, 
and text setting. The analyses also establish the influences of rhetoric and oratory 
upon these compositions. The study distinguishes between techniques of musical 
rhetoric, such as large-scale structures and Figurenlehre, and musical oratory, 
including elements of speech-like delivery. 
Correlations between compositional theory and the Hofkapelle repertoire are 
explored through primary sources of the seventeenth and early eighteenth 
centuries. These correlations focus on elements of musical rhetoric and oratory with 
treatises by Johannes Nucius, Athanasius Kircher, Christoph Bernhard, Tomas 
Baltazar Janovka, Mauritius Johann Vogt, and Johann Mattheson. These primary 
sources lead to inquiries regarding the signification of Hofkapelle Requiem Masses. 
This investigation explores possible meaning conveyed at specific commemorations, 
beliefs regarding death and the Habsburgs, and perceptions about the relationship 
between the living and the deceased. 
v 
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CHAPTER ONE 
MUSICAL AND HISTORICAL CONTEXT: 
THE VIENNESE HABSBURG HOFKAPELLE AND THE REQUIEM MASS 
Music is the pleasure of saints and mankind, the exercise of piety, a symbol of 
human virtues. And certainly this Sacred-Profane Musical Concord thus is 
collected especially so that it would be able to serve both to the pious 
worship of the saints and the honest pleasure of mankind, both to arousing 
piety in church and outside the church by refreshing the human spirit. 
-Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer, Sacro-profanus 
concentus musicusfidium, 16621 
Introduction 
The Baroque Requiem Masses composed for the imperial Habsburg Court in 
Vienna were influenced by the political, religious, and musical environments in 
which they were created. This genre was principally composed for members of the 
Habsburg family, and thus the historical and musical contexts of the imperial court 
provide background information necessary for an appreciation and analysis of these 
specific compositions. The Habsburg emperors who reigned from 1619 to 1720 
exemplified pious Catholicism and perpetuated an aggrandized view of themselves 
both within and outside the Holy Roman Empire. Furthermore, each emperor placed 
an exceptionally high value upon music in his personal life and in the life of the 
1 Johann Heinrich Schmelzer, Sacro-profanus concentus musicus fidium aliorumque 
instrumentorum (1662) (Graz: Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1965), 
translated in Charles E. Brewer, The Instrumental Music of Schmeltzer, Biber, Muffat 
and Their Contemporaries (Farnham, Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2011), 65. 
1 
court. The combination of these historical, religious, and musical elements shaped 
the characteristics of the Requiem Mass during this period, and this contextual 
framework will facilitate an inquiry into the features and signification ofthis genre.z 
The historical context of the emperors and Hojkapelle before 1619 
establishes a tradition of political and religious importance associated with the 
position of Holy Roman Emperor, and the musical context of this period 
demonstrates a slow but steady increase in the significance of music at the imperial 
court. A survey of the emperors from 1619 to 1720 reveals a nearly consistent zeal 
for religion and music. The contexts of liturgical practice, sacred music, and funerary 
customs during this period establish norms for performances of concerted settings 
of the Requiem Mass. Lastly, the musical characteristics and personnel 
developments of the Hofkapelle provide additional necessary contexts regarding the 
performance of compositions included in this study. 
Austrian Habsburg Emperors and the Imperial Hojkapelle 
Emperors and the Hofkapelle Pre-1619: Setting the Stage 
The position of Holy Roman Emperor contlated sacred and secular roles in a 
complicated manner, for the emperor was elected by both sacred and secular 
German princes, and he also served as the most important lay person representing 
2 "Signification" refers to the representation or conveying of meaning. In this study, 
it specifically describes the means by which composers conveyed meaning through 
music. 
2 
the Catholic Church outside of Rome.3 At the beginning of the seventeenth century, 
there were seven German electors: the prince-archbishops of Mainz, Trier, and 
Cologne; the lay princes of Saxony, Brandenburg, and the Palatinate; and the King of 
Bohemia.4 Other weak ruling bodies included the College of Princes and the even 
weaker College of Imperial Cities. This electorate precluded an autocratic form of 
governance with power concentrated solely in the emperor's hands. Instead, the 
elector system necessitated that competing forces share authority as an oligarchy. 
Thus, the Habsburgs relied on the support of the German electors, and the emperors 
secured and maintained power for their progeny through political maneuvering. 
Religion played an integral role for the emperors in personal and public 
spheres. Beginning in the thirteenth century, the Habsburgs subscribed to a code of 
religion and morality referred to as Pietas Austriaca. This code asserted a zealous 
personal pietism and, thus, reinforced the authority from which the emperors ruled 
and simultaneously distinguished them from competing nobility.s The numerous 
historical documents that exalt Pietas Austriaca indicate that this code reached its 
pinnacle in the seventeenth century.6 At the same time, the emperor's sacred role 
3 Susan Wollenberg, "Vienna under Joseph I and Charles VI," in The Late Baroque 
Era: From the 1680s to 1740, ed. George J. Buelow, (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice Hall, 1994), 327. 
4 Charles W. Ingrao, The Habsburg Monarchy: 1618-1815, 2nd ed. (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2000), 17. 
5 Anna Coreth, Pietas Austriaca, trans. William D. Bowman and Anna Maria Leitgeb 
(West Lafayette, Indiana: Purdue University Press, 2004). 
6 Andrew H. Weaver, "Music in the Service of Counter-Reformation Politics: The 
Immaculate Conception at the Habsburg Court of Ferdinand III (1637-1657)," Music 
& Letters 87, no. 3 (2006): 363-64. 
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reinforced his secular position of leadership, in spite of conflicts between the two 
spheres of interest. In an early example that established imperial control over 
sacred institutions, Ferdinand I (1503-1564) attempted to limit clergy misconduct 
by instituting secular and ecclesiastical commissions for the visitation and 
inspection of monasteries and churches. He also declared that church property 
could be sold only with the imperial government's approval, a policy that continued 
under his descendant emperors.? 
The Habsburg presence and power in Austria had been long established by 
the turn of the seventeenth century. The House of Habsburg originated in 
Habichtsburg (Hawk's Castle) in Switzerland, and it expanded its power in the 
thirteenth century when King Rudolf I (1218-1291) acquired Austria and Styria, 
becoming King of Germany and the Romans in 1273.8 Beginning with Frederick III in 
1440, the House of Habsburg exclusively supplied the Holy Roman Empire with its 
emperors. The dynastic succession of leaders that ensued in the fifteenth and 
sixteenth centuries further consolidated the Habsburgs' power. 
The Holy Roman Empire under Habsburg rule in the fifteenth and sixteenth 
centuries experienced a more delayed and diminished cultural renaissance than that 
of Italy. The Renaissance reached the Habsburgs only at the end of the fifteenth 
7 RobertA Kann, A History of the Habsburg Empire: 1526-1918 (Los Angeles: 
University of California Press, 197 4 ), 134. 
8 Michael Mullett, The A to Z of the Reformation and Counter-Reformation. (Lanham, 
Maryland: Scarecrow, 2010), 227. 
4 
century, and several factors inhibited its expansion throughout the Empire.9 The 
political system of the Holy Roman Empire centralized power in the hands of the 
emperor and the absolutist princes, which prevented the spread of representative 
government and limited artistic endeavors to a small number of courts.1o The 
economy depended on the exploitation of local resources such as metals and 
agriculture rather than developing a lucrative and cosmopolitan trading economy.ll 
Although trade existed, the Habsburg lands did not experience an "age of 
mercantilism," nor did they feature major intellectual and scientific advances.1z This 
slow economic progress and centralized power structure curtailed the widespread 
reach of the cultural renaissance throughout the Habsburg lands.13 
In addition to the delayed arrival of the Renaissance in the Habsburgs' lands, 
central Europe did not move entirely in tandem with the religious trends of Rome in 
the face of the Reformation. Previous to the Baroque, the region of central Europe 
communicated and coordinated only sporadically with Rome. For example, between 
1553 and 1600, no prelate from Hungary visited the pope, and those who did travel 
in 1600 advocated an approach of moderation in the face of reformers.14 In the 
sixteenth century, the combination of the Reformation and Renaissance in the Holy 
9 Kann, 102. 
1o Ibid., 103. 
11 Robert John Weston Evans, The Making of the Habsburg Monarchy, 1550-1700: An 
Interpretation (New York: Oxford University Press, 1979), 37. 
12 Kann, 103. 
13 Ibid. 
14 Evans, 18. 
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Roman Empire produced a relatively tolerant climate.1S This religious climate of 
detachment from Rome and the slow economic progress described above produced 
an "urge for ideological conformity" that eventually advanced the fine arts, albeit in 
a discriminating and focused manner.16 This uniform cultural climate increasingly 
concentrated activities at the imperial court, and as a result, the musical activities of 
the Holy Roman Empire centered on the Hojkapelle. 
The glorification of pre-Baroque emperors occurred in several forms, though · 
this imperial glorification only later approached deification with Baroque emperors. 
Pre-Baroque Habsburg rulers were represented in art as Hercules, reinforcing the 
impression of a far-reaching ancestral family lineP Emperors seldom appeared as 
the sole subject of glorification, often depicted with ancestors, heirs, and saints, such 
as Saint Leopold.18 This glorification included art associated with death: the tomb of 
Maximilian I took years to complete and was "an imposing and complex affair."19 
Each Habsburg emperor was uniquely glorified in various forms of visual art, 
architecture, and music. Each emperor, however, shared the prestige of the 
Hojkapelle as a vehicle of dynastic glorification. 
In the Habsburg monarchy, as elsewhere in the Renaissance and Baroque, 
Kapelle (chapel) referred to two different subjects: the physical setting and a group 
15 Ibid., 37. 
16 Kann, 103. 
17 Thomas DaCosta Kaufmann, Court, Cloister, and City: the Art and Culture of Central 
Europe,1450-1800 (Chicago: UniversityofChicago Press, 1995), 290. 
1s Maria Goloubeva, The Glorification of Emperor Leopold I in Image, Spectacle, and 
Text (Mainz am Rhein: Philipp von Zabern, 2000), 33. 
19 Ibid., 31. 
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of people or chaplains.20 The latter reference to a group of people is the subject of 
this discourse; henceforth, Kapelle will refer generally to a musical establishment, 
and Hojkapelle will refer specifically to the musical establishment at the imperial 
court. Throughout the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries, the Kapelle functioned as an 
element of a courtly institution's dynastic heritage: upon the death of a court's 
leader, such as an emperor, the successor naturally inherited, combined, dissolved, 
or suspended the Kapelle. 21 This status of the Kapelle as property to be inherited and 
managed continued through the Baroque era and followed traditions established 
during the Renaissance. 
A survey of the Hojkapelle under Habsburg emperors from the late fifteenth 
century to 1619 reveals its dynastic tradition, and it also frames the musical and 
regional contexts in the Renaissance, out of which emerged the Baroque Kapelle. 
This brief survey establishes that, during this period, the Hojkapelle experienced 
undulations in size rather than an even rate of growth, dependent on the reigning 
Habsburg. It also reveals the shift from Austrian-German to Flemish musicians 
beginning circa 1540. Lastly, it hints at forthcoming trends in the Baroque period: 
Italian musical predominance and the increasing importance of instruments in the 
Hojkapel/e. 
2o Juan Jose Carreras, "The Court Chapel: A Musical Profile and the Historiographical 
Context of an Institution," in The Royal Chapel in the Time of the Habsburgs: Music 
and Ceremony in the Early Modern European Court, eds. Carreras, Juan Jose and 
Bernardo Garda Garda, English version ed. Tess Knighton, trans. Yolanda Acker. 
(Woodbridge, Suffolk, England: Boydell, 2005), 11. 
21 Ibid., 15. 
7 
Maximilian I (1459-1519, emperor from 1493) inherited and acquired 
several Kapellen throughout his life. In 1477 he married Mary of Burgundy and 
acquired her father's Kapelle, which included twenty-six singers and 
instrumentalists under the direction of Antoine Busnoys. In 1490 he inherited the 
region of Tyrol and its Kapelle at Innsbruck. Upon the death in 1493 of his father, 
Emperor Frederic III, Maximilian also inherited the imperial Hojkapelle. 22 In 
addition to these Kapellen acquisitions, Maximilian significantly expanded and 
organized the structure of the Hojkapelle. In 1498 he established the Kapelle in 
Vienna with two bass singers and six boys, who primarily sang sacred Franco-
Flemish polyphony.23 The clergy presided over the Kapelle within a hierarchical 
structure: the preacher headed the sacred establishment, assisted by the chaplains; 
the lowest-ranking group of the Kapellewas the Kantorei (choir), and it consisted of 
the male singers, the choirboys and their teacher, one copyist, one organist, and the 
Kalkant, who operated the bellows and maintained the organ.24 
By the time of Maximilian's death in 1519, the Hojkapelle had expanded to 
eight chaplains and forty singers. These singers included six basses, six tenors, 
seven altos, and twenty-one boys; a bassist doubled as organist.25 The heir to this 
significant-sized Hofkapelle, Charles V (1500-1558), disbanded it in 1520. Rather 
22 Herbert Seifert, "The Institution of the Imperial Court Chapel from Maximilian I to 
Charles VI," in The Royal Chapel in the Time of the Habsburgs: Music and Ceremony in 
the Early Modern European Court, eds. Carreras and Garda. (Woodbridge, Suffolk, 
England: Boydell, 2005), 40. 
23 Ibid. 
24 Ibid., 40-41. 
2s Ibid., 41. 
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than focus patronage on one Hojkapelle, he developed several imperial chapels, 
including Vienna as well as Brussels and Madrid.26 
Procedural norms and practices for the choirboys of the Hojkapelle were 
established under Ferdinand I (1503-1564, emperor from · 1558). Although 
Ferdinand I's Hojkapelle included only three to five adult male singers, the choirboys 
numbered between ten and twenty-three. They sang only the highest part of 
polyphonic compositions, while the changed-voice males sang the alto, tenor, and 
bass parts, joined by the copyist and singing teacher. The boys entered the chapel 
before they were six years old and served between ten and twelve years. When their 
voices changed they received a three-year scholarship to study at a university.27 
Previous to the mid-1500s, the Hojkapelle musicians were primarily Austrian 
or German, but beginning in 1540 Flemish musicians increasingly dominated the 
establishment. For example, Maximilian II (1526-1576, emperor from 1564) 
appointed the Flemish Philippe de Monte to the position of Kapellmeister in 1568.28 
Although a substantial number of Austrian and German musicians remained at the 
Hojkapelle, rosters from this period reveal an increasingly Flemish constituency.29 
From 1550 to 1600 the Hojkapelle underwent significant developments of 
personnel, musicians' origins, and musical quality. In addition to twelve to sixteen 
26 H. V. F. Somerset, "The Habsburg Emperors as Musicians," Music & Letters 30 
(1949): 205. 
27 Seifert, 42. 
28 Kochel, Ludwig Ritter von. Die Kaiserliche HofMusikkapelle in Wien von 1543 bis 
1867 (Vienna: Becksche Universitats-Buchhandlung, 1869, repr. Hildesheim; New 
York: Georg Olms, 1976), 45. 
29 Ibid., 42-45. 
9 
choirboys, as many as four male sopranists (Discantisten) joined the treble 
personnel, and the number of changed-voice males increased to fifteen altos, eleven 
tenors, and thirteen basses by 1564.30 In addition to the vocal enlargement, the 
number of instrumentalists grew during the second half of the sixteenth century: 
the number of organists increased to three in 1573; fifteen trumpeters and one 
timpanist appear on the roster beginning in 1566; and chamber instrumentalists 
joined the Hojkapelle for the first time under Maximilian 11.31 The addition of men 
and women chamber musicians marked a particularly significant event, for they 
included bowed-string instrumentalists, cornettists, chamber organists, and a 
lutenist. Surpassing the significance of the inclusion of women in this group was the 
Italian origin of these musicians, which marked the initial shift away from Flemish 
musicians. Thus, the Hojkapelle under Maximilian II gained prominence by means of 
its important musical figures and its expanded size, and it notably began to favor 
Italian musicians over those of Flemish origin. Primary accounts affirm the musical 
quality of the Hojkapelle, including a statement by Orlande de Lassus, who noted the 
exquisite quality of the imperial Kammermusik in 1573.32 Upon Maximilian II's 
death, his son, Rudolf II (1552-1612, emperor from 1576), maintained his father's 
musicians but moved them to Prague rather than Vienna; the Hojkapelle's return to 
the Viennese court would be delayed until1612.33 
30 Ibid., 46-48. 
31 Ibid., 49. 
32 Seifert, 43. 
33 Ibid. 
10 
Before 1612, Vienna was only one of several imperial seats, and without the 
permanent concentration of the Hojkapelle there in the late sixteenth century, music 
did not significantly flourish during the pre-Baroque period. Rather, the musical 
establishments at other imperial cities, such as Graz and Prague, overshadowed the 
Kapelle in Vienna.34 In 1612, however, the central location of musical importance 
shifted to Vienna upon the death of Rudolf II, which cleared the way for his younger 
brother, Archduke Matthias (1557-1619), to become emperor. Matthias boasted his 
own Kapelle with important musicians, including the organist Christoph Straus.3s 
Upon becoming emperor, Matthias moved the imperial court back to Vienna and 
reduced its size.36 The inclusion of several Italian musicians in his Kapelle and the 
use of a style from the south called stile nuovo indicated that the shift to the 
Italianate style was well underway,37 
Ferdinand II: Religion, Music, and the Italianized Hojkapelle (1619-1637) 
The commencement of Ferdinand Il's (1578-1637) imperial reign in 1619 
marked the beginning of three major trends that continued for one hundred years: 
first, Holy Roman Emperors adopted a zealous approach to promoting Catholicism 
and suppressing Protestantism; second, the emperors valued music as an institution 
34 Theophil Antonicek, "Vienna, 1580-1705," in The Early Baroque Era: From the 
Late 16th Century to the 1660s, ed. Curtis Price (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice Hall, 1993), 149. 
35 Seifert, 43. 
36 Kochel, 53-55. 
37 Seifert, 43. 
11 
of personal glorification; and third, the emperors increasingly favored Italian 
musicians and musical styles. Furthermore, music assumed a role beyond the public 
manifestation of imperial glory; it assumed personal importance to these emperors 
as performers and composers themselves. As Charles Brewer states, "the Habsburgs 
sought to use music not only as a visible and aural symbol of the erudition and the 
munificence of their court, but since most of the emperors were also knowledgeable 
in music, it came to be a personal avocation throughout their reigns."38 
Religion 
The reign of Ferdinand II initiated a trend of heightened pietism and 
religious zeal among the Holy Roman Emperors. His reign was marked by 
suppressing Protestants and reinforcing Catholic institutions, which denoted a 
departure from the tolerance of previous emperors. Ferdinand II believed that 
Protestantism (i.e. religious heresy) equaled disloyalty (i.e. political opposition), and 
this belief necessitated the intensification of efforts to suppress Protestantism.39 In 
1621, Calvinist preachers were expelled from Bohemia, and similar action against 
Lutheran ministers quickly ensued. Within four years, public Protestant worship 
ceased.40 Ferdinand II's zealous propagation of the Catholic faith later included 
expelling Protestants in 1626, which provoked a peasant revolt that he "brutally 
38 Charles E. Brewer, The Instrumental Music of Schmeltzer_ Biber, Muffat and Their 
Contemporaries, (Farnham, Surrey, England: Ashgate, 2011), 45. 
39 Evans, 68. 
40 Evans, 70. 
12 
crushed."41 He decreed a constitution in 1627 that explicitly asserted the single-
confession of the state and gave Protestant nobles an ultimatum of either accepting 
Catholicism or relinquishing their titles and power within six months.42 Ferdinand 
ll's reign also witnessed efforts to reinforce Catholic institutions, including a "flood" 
of Jesuits into Austria and Bohemia, for which the emperor provided institutional 
support.43 In accordance with Ferdinand II's support of the Jesuits' presence, he laid 
the groundwork for a new Jesuit church and gymnasium in 1627.44 
Ferdinand II's religious zeal also manifested itself in his personal life. He 
maintained a rigorous daily routine of attending two masses plus two or more hours 
of prayer and meditation.4S He also retained a Jesuit confessor, Father Wilhelm 
Lamormaini, signifying a close relationship with the proselytizing Order.46 
ltalianized Hojkapelle 
Ferdinand II's musical taste favored Italian musicians and music, signaling a 
shift away from Flemish preferences previous to 1619. This musical preference 
marked the beginning of Italian dominance for nearly one hundred years at the 
Viennese imperial court. Ferdinand Il's musical predilection was particularly 
influenced by a visit to Venice, where he attended vespers at the Basilica of Saint 
41 Kaufmann, 241. 
42 Evans, 70. 
43 Ibid., 7 4. 
44 Kaufmann, 241. 
45 Ingrao, 33. 
46 Kaufmann, 240. 
13 
Mark and heard Giovanni Gabrieli play the organ. This visit fostered his preference 
for music composed in the Venetian polychoral style and especially that which 
emulated Gabrieli.47 
Upon Matthias's death in 1619, Ferdinand II dismissed nearly all of his 
predecessor's court musicians, including seventeen singers.4B Before Ferdinand II's 
coronation, the court paymaster investigated unpaid wages owed to Matthias's 
musicians, an action that normally preceded the dismissal of a Kapelle. 49 Ferdinand 
II then moved his court from Graz to Vienna, bringing with him most of his own 
Kape/le. 50 Due to Ferdinand II's Italian preference in his own Kapelle, this action 
marked the beginning of Italian dominance in the composers and musicians of the 
Hojkapelle. After dismissing Matthias's Austrian Kapellmeister, Christoph Straus, 
Ferdinand II retained his own Kapellmeister, Giovanni Priuli, upon whose death 
Giovanni Valentini was appointed as Kapellmeister.51 Priuli and Valentini were the 
first Italians to hold the position of imperial Kapellmeister. 
The musical rosters from Ferdinand II's reign include representatives from 
every major Italian musical center, and the majority of the approximately twenty-
five composers active in the court of Ferdinand II were Italian.s2 Of the eighteen 
singers listed in the Hofzahlamtsbiicher (imperial pay records), only six have 
47 Steven Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre: Sacred Music at the Imperial Court of 
Ferdinand II ofHabsburg (1619-1637) (New York: Oxford University Press, 1995), 7. 
48 Kochel, 52-56. 
49 Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 23. 
so Brewer, 45. 
51 Kochel, 56. 
52 Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 23. 
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surnames of Germanic descent, and less than half of the twenty-three 
instrumentalists possess Germanic names.S3 This trend of Italian musicians at the 
Viennese imperial court continued throughout Ferdinand II's reign, for the rosters 
of 1637 contain a similar Italian-to-Germanic proportion ofmusicians.54 
Music 
Ferdinand II had already assembled a significant Kapelle before becoming 
emperor in 1619. The train that facilitated his move from Graz to Vienna 
transported fifty-three musicians from his own Italianate court. These fifty-three 
musicians included eighteen to twenty-three singers, twelve choirboys, two or three 
organists, and nineteen to twenty-three instrumentalists; it also included twelve 
trumpeters not counted in the court numbers.55 During the financial and personnel 
strains of the Thirty Years War, rather than reduce the number of court musicians, 
Ferdinand II increased the Hojkapelle roster from fifty-three to sixty-eight 
persons. 56 This action stood in stark contrast to Heinrich Schutz's predicament 
during the same period at the Dresden court, where the significant cost of war 
resulted in the decline of music. In his Kleine geistliche Konzerte dedication of 1636, 
Schutz wrote: 
53 Kochel, 56-58. 
54 Steven Saunders, "The Hapsburg Court of Ferdinand II and the 'Messa, Magnificat, 
et Iubilate Deo a sette chori concertato con le trombe' (1621) of Giovanni Valentini," 
journal of the American Musicological Society 44 (1991): 370. 
55 Seifert, 44; Kochel, 56-58. 
56 Seifert, 44. 
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Praiseworthy music, amongst other free arts, has not only fallen into great 
decline through the constant perils of war in the beloved Fatherland of our 
German nation, but in many places is discontinued altogether, standing side 
by side with other general ruins and prevalent disorder, as is the usual 
outcome of unholy warfare in the eyes of Everyman.57 
Thus, Ferdinand II's musical munificence remained a steadfast priority during 
periods of financial stress and contrasted with reductions at contemporary courts. 
The Hofzahlamtsbilcher contain sporadic information for court musicians 
throughout most of Ferdinand II's reign, becoming more complete only near the end 
of his rule. 58 The absence of court payments can be attributed not to a decrease in 
the number of Hofkapelle musicians but rather to the channels of processing 
payments. At this time, Hojkapelle payments were often processed through the court 
treasury of Inner Austria and, thus, did . not appear in the imperial court's records.59 
In addition to the few regular payments that appear in the Hofzahlamtsbilcher, 
musicians commonly received large rewards that dwarfed their monthly salaries.6o 
In spite of the absence of specific payment records, primary accounts confirm 
Ferdinand II's emphasis on music at the imperial court in both financial and 
personal terms. The Venetian ambassador in Vienna estimated Hojkapelle music 
expenses at 150,000 florins. 61 Critics targeted Ferdinand Il's lavish musical 
57 Heinrich Schutz, Kleine geistliche Konzerte 1636/1639, vol. 10 of Neue Schiltz-
Ausgabe, eds. Wilhelm Ehmann and Hans Hoffmann (Kassel: Barenreiter, 1977), xi. 
58 Saunders, "The Hapsburg Court of Ferdinand II," 362. 
59 Ibid., 363. 
60 Ibid., 370-71. 
61 Ibid., 361. 
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spending, further indicating this excess.62 In 1630 the Venetian ambassador, 
Sebastiana Venier, relayed to his superiors that a reduction in imperial music 
expenditures had been proposed on multiple occasions, but due to the emperor's 
predilections such recommendations eventually ceased.63 Venier reported from 
Regensburg, "The hunters and musicians are the first and the most promptly 
satisfied .... They are admitted easily to see His Majesty, cherished, and favored with 
signs that they will receive everything for which they ask."64 Giovanni Priuli, 
Ferdinand II's Kapellmeister, stated in a publication's dedication that Ferdinand II 
was "pleased by harmonious music, and above all by that music which seems to 
serve piety and religion."65 Ferdinand II's Jesuit confessor, Wilhelm Lamormaini 
(1570-1648), confirmed this image, apparently supporting Ferdinand II's approach: 
62 Ibid. 
[Ferdinand II] greatly enjoyed singing and music, and called to his court 
excellent musicians, with diligence and at the greatest expense, partly so that 
he could endure the important matters of state all the more easily and 
conveniently with a refreshed spirit, and partly, in fact most importantly, so 
that the religious observance could be conducted with greater dignity in the 
churches with magnificent music. And he held that all money spent to 
achieve this was well spent, since one can absolutely never spend too much 
to honor God.66 
63 Ibid., 366. 
64 Joseph Fiedler, ed., Die Relationen der Botschafter Venedigs iiber Deutschland und 
Osterreich im siebzehnten ]ahrhundert, Fontes rerum Austria cum, Abteilung II, Bd. 
26 (Vienna: Kaiserlich- konigliche Hof- und Staatsdruckerei, 1866), 157, translated 
in Saunders, "The Hapsburg Court of Ferdinand II," 366. 
65 Giovanni Priuli, Sacrorum concentuum, pars prima (Venice: Bartolomeo Magni, 
1618), translated in Saunders, 367. 
66 Wilhelm Lamormaini, S. J., Ferdinand II Romanorum lmperatoris Virtutes (Vienna: 
Gregor Gelbhaar, 1638), translated in Saunders, "The Hapsburg Court of Ferdinand 
II," 368. 
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Ferdinand II's status as a patron of the arts was broadly recognized, for 
prominent composers such as Orazio Vecchi, Tomas Luis de Victoria, and Lodovico 
Viadana dedicated works to him.67 Ferdinand II, however, claimed that music did 
not exist solely as a tool for his own glorification. Rather, he emphasized the dual 
importance of music as a vehicle for glorifying God and for edifying man. He wrote 
that music was "useful and appropriate to the praise and honor of the Almighty, and 
to preserving the cheerful spirit of man."6B In spite of this lofty intent, music was a 
public event, particularly in liturgical contexts, and the impressions generated by 
the Hojkapelle establishment and its performances reflected upon the emperor. 
Ferdinand II's glorified status was intimately intertwined with the "magnificent 
music" provided by his generously funded and large-numbered Hojkapelle. 
Ferdinand III: Emperor as Musician, Patron, and Italophile (1637-1657) 
Ferdinand III (1608-57) ascended the imperial throne upon his father's death 
in 1637, and he followed the musical and religious trends established by Ferdinand 
II with few exceptions. Ferdinand III continued to fund the Hojkapel/e generously; 
he preserved the Italian constitution of its musicians and composers; and he 
persevered in the Holy Roman Empire's commitment to Catholicism, though the 
Thirty Years War forced him into a moderately conciliatory position. A notable 
67 Antonicek, 151. 
68 Status particularis regiminis S. C. Majestatis Ferdinandi II. (Leiden: ex officina 
Elzeveriana, 1637) in Die Relationen der Botschafter Venedigs ilber Deutschland und 
6sterreich im siebzehnten]ahrhundert ed. Joseph Fiedler, translated in Saunders, 
Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 10. 
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development during Ferdinand III's twenty-year reign included the inception of an 
emperor-as-musician pattern, which continued with the next three emperors. 
Religion and Imperial Representation 
Ferdinand III's rule reflected a tempered approach towards Protestants 
within the Empire and corresponded with the centralization of power and control at 
the imperial court. By the time Ferdinand II died in 1637, internal political and 
religious issues had lessened as a result of his aggressive suppression tactics 
towards Protestants. Instead of the internal strife confronted by Ferdinand II, 
Ferdinand III faced problematic international issues, such as the rising ambition of 
France and the direct threat of war from Sweden. 69 Perhaps due to these 
international strains, Ferdinand III adopted a more conciliatory religious approach 
within the Holy Roman Empire than that of his father. Rather than focusing on 
efforts of Protestant suppression, Ferdinand III strengthened Counter-Reformation 
efforts by tightening control over Catholic institutions, especially at monasteries and 
universities. For example, he delegated authoritative visitations of monasteries to 
foreign generals of church orders, and secular courts decided issues about church 
propertyJO In addition, he appointed Catholics to administrative positions almost 
exclusively.71 Ferdinand III's conciliatory religious approach culminated in the 1648 
Peace of Westphalia, in which the policy of Cuius regia, eius religio received formal 
69 Evans, 75. 
70 Kann, 134. 
71 Evans, 76. 
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sanction, a policy previously revoked by Ferdinand II in 1628. Although the strains 
of the Thirty Years War forced Ferdinand III into a placatory position with regard to 
Protestants, it also translated into a shift towards strengthening control over 
Catholic institutions and increasing support for them, including the Hojkapelle. 
Ferdinand III devoted financial support not only to the musical establishment 
at the imperial court. He also committed resources to sacred architecture, using 
visual inspiration to instill faith at private and public venues. In the midst of the 
Thirty Years War, in 1639, he undertook a major renovation of the private imperial 
chapel, adding oratories, galleries, and windows; this culminated in a reconsecration 
of the chapelJZ Architectural monuments also connected testaments of faith to 
military victories. For example, after the 1645 siege of Vienna was lifted, Ferdinand 
III erected and consecrated his Mariensiiule (Marian Column) on the Platz am Hofin 
front of the Jesuit Kirche am Hofin 1647.73 Unlike the private imperial chapel, the 
unrestricted nature of this large, public square resulted in an omnipresent Catholic 
reminder that the Immaculate Mary stood guard over the city's inhabitants. 
The decline of the Holy Roman Empire's success in the Thirty Years War 
problematized Ferdinand III's public representation. Previous to the empire's 
military struggles, the court artist Frans Luyckx depicted Ferdinand III in 1639 as a 
bold military leader fully clad in solid armor, but in the 1640s the Flemish painter 
72 Karl Wisoko-Meytsky, The Hofmusikkapelle: The Musical Establishment of the 
Vienna Court and The Hojburg Chapel, trans. Richard Rickett (Vienna: 
Hofmusikkapelle, 1965), 8. 
73 Weaver, "Music in the Service ofCounter-Reformation Politics," 370. 
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Jan van den Hacke depicted the emperor plainly without any wartime associationJ4 
Andrew H. Weaver posits that the outcome of the Thirty Years War caused 
Ferdinand III to redirect his efforts from propagating a positive public image via the 
visual arts towards doing so with sacred music. This shift to sacred music benefitted 
Ferdinand III in several ways: it "drew attention to his participation in liturgical 
observances and other pious activities;" it limited the scope of the narrative that 
could be presented, particularly when compared with the dramatic genre of opera; 
sacred music was a relatively cheap means of representation, requiring no staging 
and, thus, limiting the cost to the emperor; and Ferdinand III could reach a wide 
audience through music performed by the Hojkapelle.75 By exploring Sances's 1638 
Motetti and additional works composed for the imperial court in the 1640s, Weaver 
addresses a question relevant to the signification of Requiem Masses: "How could a 
composer create a work that represents a specific person and yet at the same time is 
suitable for religious services?"76 His explication demonstrates that the context of 
these works' relationships to Ferdinand III and the manner in which composers set 
the texts enabled sacred music to present a portrait of Ferdinand III as a "wise 
lec;tder, devout Counter-Reformer, and protective father watching over his people."77 
Having established the feasibility of Ferdinand III's representation and glorification 
74 Andrew H. Weaver, Sacred Music as Public Image for Holy Roman Emperor 
Ferdinand III: Representing the Counter-Reformation Monarch at the End of the Thirty 
Years' War (Burlington, Vermont: Ashgate, 2012), 20-21, 34-35. 
75 Ibid., 41-42. 
76 Ibid., 160. 
77 Ibid., 192. For detailed evidence, see "Musical Portraiture: Representations of the 
Emperor in Sound," 160-92. 
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in sacred music, the signification of funereal works associated with him will be 
explored below. 
Italianized Hojkapelle 
Italian musicians continued to lead the Hojkapelle and dominate its rosters of 
musicians under Ferdinand III. The emperor himself sought to master various 
Italian arts, writing Italian poetry before he reached the age of twenty.78 Upon the 
death of Kapellmeister Giovanni Valentini in April 1649, Ferdinand III appointed 
Antonio Bertali as his successor by the following October.79 Bertali was a violinist, 
and Giovanni Felice Sances, an Italian tenor, assisted him as Vice-Kapellmeister.80 
Under Ferdinand III, approximately two-thirds of the Hojkapelle musicians were 
Italian, and the remaining third were native Austrians or Germans.81 After the 1648 
Peace of Westphalia, Ferdinand III enlarged the Hojkapelle by first expanding the 
complement of instrumentalists and then adding a number of Italian singers, 
including castrati for operatic performances.82 Not a single Flemish musician 
appears on imperial rosters after 1637. The age of Netherlandish musicians at the 
imperial court had quickly come to an end.83 
78 Giovanni Felice Sances, Motetti a una, due, tree Quattro voci (1638), ed. Steven 
Saunders (Middleton, Wisconsin: A-R Editions, 2003), xii. 
79 Kochel, 58. 
80 Seifert, 45. 
81 Ibid., 45. 
82 Seifert, 45. 
83 Kochel, 58-61. 
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In addition to appointing Italians to leadership positions and to a majority of 
the musical posts in the Hojkapelle, Ferdinand III demonstrated an interest in 
training his German and Austrian musicians in Italian styles. For example, he sent 
Johann Jakob Fro berger, court organist, to study with Giralomo Frescobaldi in Rome 
from 1637 to 1641.84 This Italianizing trend at the Hojkapelle influenced the region 
of central Europe, and other important courts in the Holy Roman Empire emulated 
this imperial trend. For example, the Archduke Leopold Wilhelm in Brussels sent his 
court organist, Johan Kaspar Kerll, to study with Giacomo Carissimi in Rome in the 
late 1640s and early 1650s. The increasingly Italian Hojkapelle reflected both the 
musical trends of the period and the religious and political environments. 
Music and Musician 
Ferdinand III supported and expanded the imperial musical establishment 
throughout his twenty-year reign. Upon Ferdinand II's death, Ferdinand III 
maintained his father's musical court rather than disband it. The Hojkapelle he 
inherited in 1637 included fifty-three singers and instrumentalists, not including 
choirboys and trumpeters. The Kapellmeister, assisted by the Vice-Kapellmeister, led 
four organists, twenty-seven singers (including castrati and two women), twenty-
two instrumentalists, and eight or nine trumpeters.85 He continued to add musicians 
until 1645, when he dismissed or retired eleven musicians, presumably doing so 
84 Guido Adler, ed., Musikalische Werke der Kaiser Ferdinand III., Leopold I. und 
joseph (Vienna: Artaria, 1892-93, repub. Farnborough, England: Gregg, 1972), iv. 
8s Kochel, 58-61. 
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under the financial pressures of the Thirty Years War. These musicians' back wages 
were paid in full, affirming the emperor's commitment to the Hofkapelle.86 
At the end of Ferdinand III's reign, the Hojkapel/e roster remained slightly 
reduced, comprising four organists, twenty-six singers, and sixteen instrumentalists 
plus trumpeters.87 In spite of this minor reduction, Ferdinand III valued the 
impression of a large Hojkapelle at foreign political events. At the Diet at 
Regensburg, for example, he brought at least sixty musicians with him.88 Therefore, 
the Hojkapel/e existed not solely for the sake of providing music at the imperial 
court in Vienna, but it also symbolized imperial prestige to foreign powers. 
Numerous composers dedicated musical publications to Ferdinand III, and 
authors of treatises also praised him. In 1638, Monteverdi dedicated his eighth book 
of madrigals to Ferdinand III, a fitting gift from a composer desiring to pay homage 
to the new emperor and king of the Romans. Athanasius Kircher praised Ferdinand 
III with flattery characteristic of the time in his 1650 treatise, Musurgia universalis, 
declaring that the emperor had "no equal among sovereigns." 89 
In addition to continuing the Habsburg tradition of musical patronage, 
Ferdinand III initiated a new model of emperor-as-musician. He studied music with 
his father's Kapellmeister, Giovanni Valentini_ and he composed both secular and 
86 Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 22. 
87 Kochel, 58-61. 
88 Somerset, 206. 
89 Athanasius Kircher, Musurgia universalis sive Ars magna consoni et dissoni, 1650, 
trans. Josef-Horst Lederer in "Ferdinand III," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music 
Online, http:/ fwww.oxfordmusicoline.comjsubscriberjarticlefgrovejmusic/09477 
(accessed May 4, 2012). 
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sacred works, including two masses, four motets, ten hymns, litanies, and a setting 
of the Stabat mater dolorosa and Miserere.9o In 1649, he composed the first Italian 
opera north of the Alps, Drama musicum, dedicated to Athanasius Kircher.91 Beyond 
his musical activities, Ferdinand III also danced in operas staged at his court, such as 
Antonio Bertali's La Gara. This further expanded his reputation as a patron of and 
participant in multiple art forms.n 
Leopold 1: Pious Emperor and Active Musician (1658-1705) 
Leopold I (1640-1705) reigned as Holy Roman Emperor for forty-seven 
years, longer than any previous or future Habsburg. Because he was the second son, 
he was not destined to become emperor, and therefore his education focused on 
scholarly and pietistic subjects. This religious training prepared him uniquely for 
the role of emperor and proved relevant to the manner in which artistic 
representations portrayed him, for the characteristic of divinely ordained rule 
appears prominently. As a musician, Leopold regularly composed and performed, 
and he assumed an active role in the administration of the Hojkapelle. Under his 
reign, the Hojkapelle flourished and witnessed an increase in the numbers of 
musicians and performances. He continued the trend of an Italianate imperial court 
90 Adler, iv. 
91 Giovanni Felice Sances, Requiem Ferdinandi Ill a 20, vol. 35 of Wiener Edition Alter 
Musik, eds. Rudolf Hofstetter and Ingomar Rainer (Vienna: Doblinger, 2010), i. 
92 Goloubeva, 40. 
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and intensified anti-French musical sentiment, but he also gradually promoted 
Austro-German musicians. 
Unexpected Emperor: Scholarship and Piety 
As the second son of Ferdinand Ill, Leopold's childhood education differed 
from that of his brother, Ferdinand IV, who was destined for the imperial throne. 
Leopold's upbringing prepared him for an ecclesiastical career, and his father 
charged the Jesuits with his education. As a result of this training, Leopold spoke five 
languages; he was knowledgeable in history, science, and literature; he became an 
accomplished musician; and he developed a pious character and devotion to the 
Blessed Virgin Mary.93 Rather than concentrate on political and military matters, his 
tutors emphasized social grace and piety, which were intended to train him 
properly for a life in the church.94 
The succession of Leopold's older brother, Ferdinand IV (1633-1654), as 
Holy Roman Emperor was essentially secured by his twentieth birthday. Kingships 
of Germany, Bohemia, and Hungary had all but confirmed Ferdinand IV's election as 
emperor upon his father's eventual death. Smallpox intervened, however, causing 
the death of Ferdinand IV on July 9, 1654. This unexpected event shifted the heir-
apparent status to the fourteen-year-old Leopold, and after a series of "difficult 
93 Ingrao, 58. 
94 John P. Spielman, Leopold I of Austria (New Brunswick, New Jersey: Rutgers 
University Press, 1977), 33. 
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negotiations," Ferdinand III eventually secured his second son's future election.95 
Leopold was elected King of Hungary at the age of fifteen on June 27, 1655; King of 
Bohemia on September 14, 1656; and King of Croatia on April 2, 1657, the date of 
Ferdinand III's death. Leopold was only seventeen years old upon his father's death, 
and because imperial law prohibited the succession of an emperor before his 
eighteenth birthday, a waiting period of one year ensued.96 On July 18, 1658, the 
German electors designated Leopold, "by the Grace of God, [the] Elected Roman 
Emperor of the German Nation, Eternal Augmentor of the Empire."97 His coronation 
in Frankfurt followed on August 1, 1658. 
The ecclesiastical traces of Leopold's childhood education manifested 
themselves in several ways as emperor. His personal piety translated into 
depictions of the emperor as an elevated human being who interceded on behalf of 
his imperial subjects. His scholarly acumen and broad intellectual interest led him to 
amass a vast library and to correspond with significant theorists, including 
Athanasius Kircher. Lastly, his musical instruction laid the groundwork for 
performing and composing music throughout his life and caused him to maintain 
the Habsburg tradition of substantially supporting the Hojkapelle. 
Divinely Ordained Ruler 
95 Brewer, 60. 
96 Ingrao, 55. 
97 Spielman, 31. 
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Leopold enjoyed the stature of ruling by divine right in spite of his unplanned 
ascendancy to emperor. This perception of Leopold as a divinely ordained ruler was 
perpetuated through carefully designed rituals and through depictions of him in 
visual art and music. Artists used the outcome of the Great Plague in Vienna to 
further reinforce this image, and Leopold also prepared the way for his successor to 
enjoy the same status. 
Sacred events boldly reinforced the image of Leopold's piety. In liturgical 
rituals, Leopold went so far as to associate himself directly with Christ. For example, 
to commemorate the Fufiwaschung (foot washing) on Maundy Thursday of Holy 
Week, the emperor dressed in black, hosted a meal with twelve poor men, and 
washed their right feet.9B The representation as Christ-like servant reinforced 
Leopold's pious image and depicted him as an emperor who remembered those in 
Vienna who suffered from any malady. 
In a manner similar to the French exaltation of Louis XIV, imperial composers 
glorified Leopold in extravagant Baroque operas and ceremonies that accompanied 
the emperor's entries into imperial cities, praising his virtue and power.99 Above all, 
visual and literary representations of Leopold depicted him as a preserver of peace 
9B Goloubeva, 194. 
99 Ibid., 2. 
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and stability through divinely ordained hierarchy.100 His exequies, discussed below, 
depicted him as a ruler of "piety and victory."101 
In 1679 a great plague swept through Vienna, claiming the lives of more than 
76,000 residents in the city, according to city mortality lists.1o2 The plague's severity 
caused Leopold to flee Vienna, taking with him most-but, importantly, not all, as 
discussed below-of the imperial court. Before leaving Vienna, he pledged that he 
would erect a column dedicated to the Holy Trinity if the city was delivered from the 
plague. Already in 1679, Johann Friihwirth erected a wooden Pestsaule (plague 
column) on the Graben that depicted the Holy Trinity. The more elaborate column 
that stands on the Graben today resulted from the work of multiple artists over the 
span of ten years. Its structure dually represents the Trinity and the three sources of 
the Habsburgs' dynastic power: the coats of arms of the lands of Hungary, Bohemia, 
and Austria appear on the three jutting bases that support the column_103 The 
component of the Pestsaule relevant to Leopold's divinely ordained rule appears on 
the south side in a relief by Paul Strudel. Strudel depicted Leopold as intercessor 
between God and humanity, showing the emperor kneeling in prayer for 
deliverance from the plague; above him, angels carry symbols of rule to him, 
1oo Ibid., 231. 
1o1 Ibid., 226. 
1o2 Boris Velimirovic and Helga Velimirovic, "Plague in Vienna," Reviews of Infectious 
Diseases 11, no. 5 (1989), 819. 
103 Nicholas Parsons, Vienna: A Cultural History (New York: Oxford University Press, 
2008), 159. 
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signifying his reign by divine right.104 This column promotes the notion of Leopold 
as a saint interceding on behalf of his imperial subjects. Thus, his role in providing 
relief from the plague, though it did not elevate him beyond human status, served to 
promulgate the perception of him as an elevated human with a powerful, effective, 
and divine connection.1os 
Leopold used his status of divinely ordained ruler to increase control over 
ecclesiastical institutions. He empowered secular courts to review and oversee 
ecclesiastical decisions, an action which asserted secular control over church 
matters. He also prohibited the sale of private and secular lands to the church, 
limiting the church's economic growth. 106 Although Leopold did not act in 
opposition to the church, the orders and institutions operating within the Holy 
Roman Empire existed to serve the aims of the emperor and not vice versa. Thus, 
imperial control trumped ecclesiastical independence. 
Leopold propagated an exalted image of the Habsburg bloodline through 
spectacles in honor of his successor, his son, Joseph I. Leopold commissioned 
portraits and triumphal arches of Joseph I that depicted him as a sun god. 
Competition with the French court further motivated the exaltation of the 
Habsburgs, for Leopold also created plans for Joseph I's extravagant palace at 
Schonbrunn. Its immense size and design served as a response to the Palace of 
Versailles. The exaltation of Joseph I reflected positively on Leopold, for such 
104 Kaufmann, 298-99. 
1os Goloubeva, 226. 
106 Kann, 134. 
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dynastic undertakings implicitly reinforced the perception of power and divine right 
of all the Habsburg rulers. 
Emperor as Musical Patron and Administrator 
Leopold continued the recent Habsburg musical traditions of developing 
personal musical skills and of maintaining his predecessor's Kapelle upon becoming 
emperor. Leopold's teachers included Wolfgang Ebner (1610-1665), who served 
first as court organist to Ferdinand III and later as Kapellmeister at St. Stephen's 
Cathedral in Vienna. Antonio Bertali (1605-1669) also provided musical instruction 
to Leopold. Given that Bertali was appointed imperial Kapellmeister when Leopold 
was nine years old, Bertali's role as music teacher indicates that the Habsburgs 
received the finest musical instruction available.l07 Similar to Ferdinand III's actions 
upon Ferdinand II's death, Leopold re-employed nearly all of the formally dismissed 
members of his father's Kapelle upon his coronation in 1658.108 
Leopold also continued the practice of sustaining significant funding for the 
Hojkapelle. Under Leopold's rule, the funding of the imperial music establishment 
superseded nearly all other financial priorities, with annual expenditures exceeding 
60,000 florins.109 When imperial funds dwindled, Leopold paid his musicians before 
107 Gunter Brosche, "Die musikalischen Werke Kaiser Leopolds 1: Ein systematisch-
thematisches Verzeichnis der erhaltenen Kompositionen," in Beitriige zur 
Musikdokumentation: Franz Grasberger zum 60. Geburtstag (Tutzing: Hans 
Schneider, 1975), 28. 
108 Seifert, 45. 
109 Somerset, 206. 
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his court officers.11° Financial priorities ranked the musical establishment higher 
than even the military; in a period when a shortage of funds left the empire's army 
immobilized, the number of string players in the Hojkapelle increased.111 Leopold 
further elevated the musicians' standing by exempting some from paying taxes and 
by ennobling many in the Hojkapelle.11z 
Throughout his forty-seven-year reign as emperor, Leopold expanded the 
size of the Hofkapelle. In 1658, the year of his coronation, the roster numbered 
thirty-nine musicians, not including trumpeters and staff, such as the Kalcant, lute 
maker, and copyists. The thirty-nine musicians included the Kapellmeister, Vice-
Kapellmeister, three organists, twenty singers, and fourteen instrumentalists; the 
imperial pay record does not account for choirboys.113 Johann Joachim Muller 
confirmed this size in a trip to Vienna in 1660 in his Endecktes Staats-Cabinet (travel 
diary). He recorded, "Inside the Imperial Chapel, which is in the castle, all the 
musicians, about forty strong, sat and stood all crowded together down in the 
choir."114 Before the plague swept through Vienna in 1679, the Hojkapelle musicians 
numbered forty-eight, excluding choirboys, trumpeters, and staff. Most of this 
increase occurred in the number of instrumentalists, which reached twenty by 
1679.115 At the time of Leopold's death in 1705, the Hojkapelle boasted eighty-six 
11o Goloubeva, 98. 
111 Wollenberg, 348-49. 
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musicians, excluding choirboys and staff. This large number included an increasing 
variety of instrumentalists, numbering forty musicians plus five organists.116 
Specific developments in the Hojkapel/e throughout this period receive 
further attention below in a detailed survey of the institution from 1619 to 1720, 
but two additional points relate directly to Leopold's unique expansion of his 
Kapelle: he added new musical positions, and he supported a great number of 
performances. In 1674 he added the position of Hoftheater-Intendant, or court 
theatre artistic director, and Antonio Draghi filled this position from its inception 
until it ceased in 1681.117 Leopold also added the position of Compositore, or court 
composer, in 1696. Although the firs t Compositore, Karl Badia, was Italian, the next 
three were German: Johann Joseph Fux, Joseph Hoffer, and Franz Thalmann.llB This 
position proved an enduring one, lasting well beyond Charles VI's death in 1740.119 
Leopold also created the position of Concertmeister, filled first by Kilian Reinhardt in 
1698. This leadership position endured until the death of Charles VI in 17 40.120 
In addition to the creation of these new positions, Leopold's court witnessed 
a plethora of performances. While oratorio and opera performances under 
116 Ibid., 65-72. 
117 Ibid., 62, 66. 
11s Kochel, 66. It is notable that the imperial pay records use the Italian term for 
some positions, such as Compositore and the German term for others, such as 
Kapellmeister. Joseph Hoffer is listed as both Compositore and Dirigent (conductor). 
In spite of this distinction, the overall musical style of the repertoire primarily 
reflected Italian influences. 
119 Ibid., 96. Franz Krommer appears as the last Compositeur in the imperial pay 
records, marking the end of the position with his death in 1831. 
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Ferdinand II and Ferdinand III numbered sixteen between 1630 and 1657, under 
Leopold they numbered more than four hundred between 1658 and 1675.121 The 
Tuscan ambassador to Vienna, Count Lorenzo Magalotti, wrote from Vienna to Abate 
Apollonio Basseti in Pisa on February 2, 1674: 
I envy you everything except for the operas; lovers of these would certainly 
lose their taste for them for their whole lives if they were sent for a couple of 
months to this court. How many services would you think that these 
musicians perform, including those in the chapel, at Tafelmusick, in the 
chamber, oratorios during Holy Week, operas etc., not counting rehearsals? 
More than 800. So don't tell me that it is possible to live in Vienna and still 
keep a taste for music.1z2 
The implications of Magalotti's commentary on performance practice (i.e. number of 
performers on each part given the demanding performance schedule, "not including 
rehearsal") will be considered below. Regarding Leopold, however, this statement 
highlights the impression of his Hojkapelle upon foreign dignitaries and confirms 
music's integral and frequent presence at the imperial court. 
Leopold involved himself more directly in the ongoing administrative 
operations of the Hojkapelle than did his predecessors. This approach included 
addressing personnel concerns and specific musical issues beyond those in regard 
to his own compositions, which were regularly performed at the court. For example, 
Leopold attended the auditions for new musicians rather than fully entrust his 
Hojkapelle leaders with that responsibility.123 He also personally examined the 
121 Somerset, 208. 
122 Seifert, 46. 
123 Ibid., 44. 
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musicians newly admitted to his Kapelle. 124 Regarding musical issues, his 
correspondence included numerous practical musical references, such as inquiring 
about how to obtain manuscripts by Palestrina.12s 
Operatic productions received substantial financial support during Leopold's 
reign, with yearly expenditures ranging between 10,000 and 20,000 florins. Beyond 
this minimum annual amount dedicated to opera, extravagant exceptions occurred. 
In 1668, the Hofkapelle staged Antonio Cesti's 11 Porno d'oro, produced at an 
estimated cost of 100,000 florins.126 In addition to Leopold's financial support, he 
performed in dramatic productions. The Flemish painter Jan Thomas van Ieperen 
(1617-1763) vividly depicted Leopold's participation in the portrait, Kaiser Leopold 
/, in which the emperor is portrayed in full costume as Acis in La Galatea. Beyond 
Leopold's artistic motivation of underwriting theatrical productions, his support 
was intertwined with the desire to impress other rulers. For example, he sent copies 
of the libretti of recently premiered operas abroad for the explicit purpose of 
circulation among foreign dignitaries.127 
In comparison to Leopold's lavish support for the Hofkapelle and dramatic 
productions at the imperial court, his support of the other fine arts was limited. 
Architectural projects were few in number.128 In addition, the activities of painters 
and engravers remained secondary to Leopold's sacred and secular musical 
124 Brewer, 46. 
12s Evans, 153. 
126 Goloubeva, 47. 
127 Ibid., 48. 
12s Ibid., 13-14. 
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pursuits. 129 Therefore, Leopold's artistic priorities were not equal and all 
encompassing. Rather, his artistic priorities focused on music and its use as a means 
for both personal enjoyment and promoting imperial prestige. 
Leopold continued to perform music up until his death in 1705. Three days 
before his "inevitable decline" and shortly after he had recovered from a mild heart 
attack, Leopold accompanied the Italian singer Angelo Grimaldi with several other 
musicians.Bo His exequies appropriately included a monumental musical setting of 
the Requiem Mass by Johann Joseph Fux, discussed in detail in chapter three. 
Emperor as Composer 
Leopold not only played the clavier and flute, but like his father, he also 
composed music. Although the quality of Leopold's compositions was a subject of 
critique by contemporary witnesses, and although his music may similarly prove 
questionable under modern scrutiny, the quality of his compositions remains less 
relevant than the facts that Leopold composed at least through the year 1695 and 
that his works continued to be performed well after his death.131 This evidence 
underscores the importance of Leopold's interest in music and establishes that his 
influence lasted through the end of the Baroque era. Furthermore, his significant 
funereal compositions, the Missa Pro Defunctis and Tres Lectiones nocturni pro 
129 Ibid., 46. 
130 Spielman, 196. 
131 Brosche, 50, 72. 
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Defunctis, highlight the importance of similar funereal works at the imperial 
Habsburg court in Vienna. 
Leopold sought the finest musicians and intellectuals to support his personal 
musicianship. In addition to receiving musical training from Ebner and Bertali, he 
consulted with the one of the foremost theorists on composition of his day, 
Athanasius Kircher (1601/2-1680).132 Among Kircher's treatises, his Musurgia 
universalis (1650) enjoyed wide circulation, and Leopold's personal library 
contained thirteen of Kircher's volumes.133 Kircher's influence with regard to 
rhetoric will be discussed below, and the connection between Kircher and the 
Viennese Hojkapelle-promoted by Leopold-will have further significance for 
understanding the funereal works at the Hojkapelle. 
Contemporary accounts noted Leopold's personal musical ambition and also 
qualified the praise lauded on the emperor's compositions. Describing Leopold's 
compositions and motivation, the Marechal de Grammont noted, "His sole delight is 
to compose doleful melodies."134 The Venetian ambassador to Vienna wrote in the 
1680s that "His delights are music and the chase-innocent amusements of a pure 
nature."135 Diplomats and witnesses at the imperial court may have exaggerated the 
importance of Leopold's musical contributions; they were prone to flattery given his 
position of emperor. In 1700 Lorenzo Fondra noted in his Diario di Vienna, "On the 
132 Brewer, 46. 
133 Evans, 318. 
134 Somerset, 211. 
135 Ibid., 211. 
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third (of March) there was an oratorio in the imperial chapel. The words were 
unfortunate, the music not bad. Being a composition of His Imperial Majesty, 
adulation called it wonderful."136 Regardless of the quality, Leopold's music held an 
esteemed position due to his imperial status, and it continued to be performed 
regularly until174Q.137 
Accounts differ on the exact number of Leopold's compositions, but all point 
to a predominance of sacred and vocal music over secular and instrumental music. 
According to Guido Adler, Leopold composed seventy-nine works, which included 
two masses, twenty motets, nine psalms, twelve hymns, fourteen Marian works, four 
litanies, five offices of the dead, eight oratorios, and thirteen smaller sacred 
works.Ba Gunter Brosche's more recent systematic-thematic catalogue, however, 
identifies sixty-six vocal works: the forty-nine sacred works include nine dramatic 
works (oratorios and Sepolcri, seven in Italian and two in German), two masses, and 
thirty-eight smaller works; the secular works include three operas, six Singspiele, 
and eight chamber works. Brosche lists only three instrumental works.139 
Leopold's compositions included funereal works composed for religious 
ceremonies of deceased members of his family. These works include a "gro8e 
Requiem" for his first wife, Margarita Teresa (Missa Pro Defunctis, WV 11); a Dies 
irae that presumably belonged with the Requiem due to the same year of 
136 Goloubeva, 97. 
137 Brosche, 28. 
138 Adler, i. 
139 Brosche, 35. 
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composition (1673, WV 16); and Tres Lectiones nocturni pro Defunctis, or lessons 
from the Office of the Dead, for his second wife, Claudia Felicitas von Tirol (WV 
33).140 Leopold composed these funereal works in close succession, as Margarita 
died in 1673 and Claudia died in 1676. 
The bsterreichische Nationalbibliothek holds the manuscript of Leopold's 
Missa Pro defunctis, and a facsimile of the title page for Leopold's Requiem Mass in G 
minor reads, "Leopoldus I. imperator, Missa pro defunctis a 5 voci." The catalogue 
provides further information: "Kyrie, Christe, Sanctus, et Agnus Dei (cum, Lux 
aeterna). a 5 voci, 4. viole, 2 cornetti mutti, 2 tromboni, e 1 fagotto in concerto. Anno 
1673." These fourteen parts are also joined by cantus, altus, tenore, and bassus in 
ripieno, a third trombone in concerto, violone, and organ. The Dies /rae, though 
catalogued separately, may well have belonged to this Missa Pro defunctis, due to the 
year composed and also due to score packaging practices.141 The instrumentation 
and movements set in this Missa Pro defunctis suggest that Leopold's funereal works 
were significant in scoring and scope. Furthermore, Leopold's notable compositions 
on the occasions of the deaths of his wives suggest that music of this genre served 
an important function at the Viennese court. 
140 Adler, vi; Brosche, 54-55. 
141 The Sequence of the Requiem Mass was often catalogued separately or preserved 
with performance parts in a distinct envelope, as was the case with the Missa 
Defunctorum a 12 by Giovanni Felice Sances and the Requiem a 5, K51-K53, by 
Johann Joseph Fux. See chapter three. 
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Pro-Italian, Pro-German, and Anti-French 
Leopold's preference for Italian and German music and his aversion to 
French styles arose naturally from conflicts between the French monarchy and the 
Holy Roman Empire. The major military conflicts between Leopold I and Louis XIV 
(1638-1715) included the Franco-Dutch War (1672-78), the Nine-Years War (1688-
97), and the War of the Spanish Succession (1701-14). These conflicts and the 
ensuing competition between Leopold and his French monarch cousin influenced 
several aspects of the Viennese court. The language spoken at courts in central 
Europe, including Vienna and the Holy Roman Empire, was Italian, which paralleled 
the preference for Italian visual arts, architecture, and music. This contrasted with 
the language spoken in many German courts, which remained French.142 Dance at 
the Viennese court also eschewed French styles. According to Eucharius Gottlieb 
Rinck's biography of the emperor, Leopolds des Crossen, 
[Leopold] also esteemed dance, not only because he observed well-practiced 
masters in that art with pleasure, but he also frequently had the habit of 
dancing himself at the court and chamber festivities with the Empress and 
the other noble ladies. This was however never in the French manner, but 
rather a style of German movement which was in accordance with the gravity 
of this highest leader.143 
Leopold's antipathy towards the French strengthened his partiality towards 
Italian and German musicians and musical style. Italian and Austro-German 
musicians continued to dominate the Hojkapelle rosters. In 1679 Leopold appointed 
142 Kaufmann, 270, 
143 Paul Nett!, "Die Wiener tanzkomposition in der zweiten halfte des siebzehnten 
jahrhunderts," in Studien zur Musikwissenschaft, vol. 8 (1921), 53, trans. Brewer, 90. 
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Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer as the first non-Italian Kapellmeister since Christoph 
Straus's dismissal in 1619. Leopold's pro-Italian and pro-German partiality 
paralleled his anti-French musical sentiment, and this may have been a catalyst for 
dismissing Johann Jakob Froberger, a prominent organist and composer whose 
works embraced French styles. Ferdinand III had employed Froberger 
intermittently between 1637 and 1657. Froberger's travels brought him to France 
and influenced his compositions, including his suites, which employ French styles. 
Upon Ferdinand III's death, Leopold retained many of the musicians from Ferdinand 
III's Kapelle, but he chose not to retain Froberger. Brewer postulates, "Given 
Leopold's attitude towards France and French culture, [Froberger was] perhaps too 
identified with the French style."144 Thus, the Hojkapelle remained firmly Italian and 
Austro-German in its personnel and musical style throughout Leopold's reign. 
Joseph I: Unlikely Advocate of Music (1705-1711) 
Several factors pointed to the likelihood of a period of restrained musical 
growth under Joseph I: he was active with military pursuits before becoming 
emperor; his education hinted at a shift away from the religious tendencies of his 
predecessors by embracing an ideology influenced by the Enlightenment; and his 
reign was short-lived due to his premature death during a smallpox outbreak in 
1711. In spite of these factors, music persisted as one ofJoseph's personal pursuits, 
and he expanded the Hojkapelle during his six-year reign. 
144 Brewer, 56. 
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Tempered Strengthening ofthe Imperial Throne 
Joseph I (1678-1711) became emperor at the age of thirty-two upon the 
death of his father, Leopold I, and his actions as emperor focused on strengthening 
imperial power through tempered actiori. Previous to becoming emperor, Joseph 
engaged in military campaigns, such as sieges against the French in 1702 and 
1704.145 As emperor, he strengthened control over imperial lands by driving foreign 
forces out of Germany, and he sought to expand the Habsburgs' rights to land in Italy 
even -at the prospect of conflict with the pope.146 After defeating the rebellious 
Hungarian kuruc forces at Trencsen in August 1708, Joseph restored peace in 
Hungary in April1711 through a compromise that both satisfied his own terms and 
avoided violent repercussions from the rebels.147 This peaceful resolution differed 
strikingly from his predecessors, who executed leaders of rebellions. In accordance 
with this tempered approach, Joseph repealed several of Leopold's authoritative 
policies in order to pacify opponents ofthe empire. 
Enlightened and Anti-Jesuit Education 
Joseph's childhood education did not follow the Habsburg pattern of 
education by the Jesuits. Instead, his tutors and childhood friends included 
Protestants and enemies of the Jesuits. Non-Jesuit influences included his grand 
145 Ingrao, 113. 
146 Ibid., 114. 
147 Ibid., 117. 
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chamberlain, Prince Dietrich Otto von Salm, who was formerly a Protestant.14B 
Although Joseph was hostile towards Jesuits, he remained devoutly Catholic.149 In 
spite of his personal devotion, religion played a less significant role in his decisions 
and in his concern for how others perceived him than it did his predecessors. In his 
personal life, for example, Joseph was known for his drinking parties and romantic 
involvement with noblewomen and female servants. 15° From an intellectual 
perspective, he and his ministers were open to secular and scientific developments 
that corresponded with the beginning of the Enlightenment_151 
Emperor as Musician and Patron 
Although Joseph's education fostered an ideology different from that of his 
Habsburg ancestors, it nevertheless included significant linguistic and musical 
training. Johann Jakob Prinner was his childhood musical instructor, and Joseph 
composed and played the harpsichord and flute.152 From the age of four to the age of 
twenty-two, Joseph performed as a singer, dancer, and flautist in the court theater. 
The Hojkapelle grew gradually under Joseph's rule, and his reign witnessed 
notable developments in the musical establishment. Having inherited Leopold's 
eighty-six Hojkapelle musicians in 1705, Joseph increased the number of musicians 
to one hundred by the time of his death in 1711. Nearly all of the expansion 
148 Ibid., 112. 
149 Ibid. 
150 Ibid., 113. 
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occurred in the number of instrumentalists.153 He integrated three or four oboists 
and a bassoonist into the Hojkapelle who had been employed in his own Kapelle 
since 1700.154 Joseph also created the position of Hojkapelle Musik-Oberdirector and 
appointed a certain "March. Scip. di S. Croce" to the position in 1709.155 Joseph's 
expansions also included building projects that housed artistic operations: in his six 
years as emperor, he built an opera house, two theaters, and a fine arts academy.156 
Charles VI: Security and Musical Expansion (1711-1740) 
Charles VI (1685-1740) became emperor when his older brother, Joseph I, 
unexpectedly died in 1711. He continued Joseph's tempered appeasement through 
agreements with foreign entities to ensure the empire's security and Habsburg 
lineage. This allowed him to focus on internal issues and undertakings. As a 
musician and patron, Charles continued the tradition of generous spending on the 
Hojkapelle. His successor daughter, Maria Theresa, the last Habsburg empress, 
would be left with the task of balancing the financial books after more than a 
century oflavish spending on music.157 
153 Kochel, 65-72. 
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Political Security 
Charles VI signed six treaties within his first seven years as emperor, which 
increased stability for the Habsburg Empire.15B These treaties focused on various 
aspects of the empire's political security and also guaranteed the Habsburg line of 
succession. As a result of these treaties, the empire's domain expanded to include 
more land than at any other time in the Austrian monarchy's history, and only 
France boasted a larger population.159 One of Charles's agreements, the 1713 
Pragmatic Sanction, provided for a non-male successor in order to guarantee that 
one of his female progeny would become emperor. 
The foreign security that resulted from Charles's efforts enabled him to focus 
on internal building projects and expand several institutions. These endeavors 
included building great palaces, churches, monasteries, and monuments.160 He also 
concentrated on religious undertakings to a greater extent than his older brother. 
For example, Charles's emphasis on religious projects manifested itself in the 
renovation of Mariazell, in the commissioning of many Mariensiiule (Marian 
columns), and in the construction of churches.161 
158 Ingrao, 120. 
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Music 
Upon becoming emperor in 1711, Charles VI inherited and largely preserved 
the composition of Joseph l's one-hundred-member Hojkapel/e. Among his minor 
changes included the addition of five trumpeters of the "musical" type and one 
timpanist, which he brought with him from Barcelona to Vienna.162 
Charles continued the Habsburg tradition of supporting the Hojkapelle 
through substantial financial underwriting and by gradually increasing the size of its 
musical roster. By 1723, the Hojkapelle numbered over one hundred thirty 
musicians. The number of singers, thirty-eight, grew only nominally, while the 
number of instrumentalists grew to seventy-nine. The Hojkapelle remained 
approximately at this size until the emperor's death in 17 40. 
Charles also maintained the Habsburg preference for Italian and German 
musicians. He favored the Hojkapelle leadership inherited from Joseph I, Johann 
Joseph Fux and Francesco Conti, who served as Vice-Kapellmeister and Compositore, 
respectively.163 Shortly after Fux's promotion to Kapellmeister in 1715, Charles 
engaged Antonio Caldara as Vice-Kapellmeister. Charles was familiar with Caldara's 
music, for the Italian composer's operatic music had been performed at Charles's 
Barcelona court.164 In 1717 the German organist, Gottlieb Muffat (1690-1770), was 
engaged as one of the five court organists. 
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Like his Habsburg ancestors, Charles VI exhibited interest in music by his 
personal participation. Although he was a composer, none of his works survive. As a 
performer, he played the harpsichord, from which he led performances such as 
Caldara's Euristeo in 1724.165 In addition, he supported significant publications and 
underwrote the printing of Fux's Gradus ad Parnassum in 1725_166 
The Habsburg Hojkapelle 
Personnel, Structure, and Function 
Defining the Hojkapelle 
The term Kapelle referred to both the physical setting of the chapel and the 
group of people or chaplains who served in the chapel. This study concerns the 
latter definition of the term: the institution of musicians and staff that served in the 
ranks of the chapel. The term Hojkapelle referred to the chapel of the court, that is, 
to the chapel associated with the governing body or person of a given region. Here, 
Hojkapelle refers to the institution of chaplains and musicians of the imperial court, 
centered in Vienna during the period under investigation, 1619-1720. 
In spite of the shared court terminology with the Hotburg Palace, located in 
Vienna, the Hojkapelle did not perform at only one location. Instead, rather than 
function as a musical institution attached a single location, the Hojkapelle was 
165 Herbert Seifert, "Charles VI, Emperor," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, 
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attached to the person and position of the Holy Roman Emperor. This transformed 
an institution comprised of people into a component of dynastic inheritance. As 
previously stated, the Hojkapelle was formally disbanded on the occasion of each 
emperor's death. Upon becoming emperor, each successor Habsburg chose one of 
several options: leave the previous Hojkapelle disbanded and designate his own 
previously formed Kapelle as the new Hojkapelle; maintain the complete roster of 
his predecessor's Hojkapelle; use the occasion of his predecessor's death as an 
opportunity to pension older or undesirable musicians; or combine members of his 
predecessor's Hojkapelle and members of his own pre-existing Kapelle into a hybrid 
Hojkapelle. 
The primary location of the Hojkapel/e depended on the residence of the 
emperor and, thus, shifted with the seasons. During the winter months, the 
Hojkapelle was located at the main Hofburg Palace and performed in its chapel, the 
Grosse Hojkapelle or Capella grande. In the spring and summer months, the 
Hojkapelle resided with its emperor at one of three palaces: Schloss Laxenburg, 
Schonbrunn Palace, or Neue Favorita.167 These palaces were located just outside 
Vienna and had physical chapels where the Hojkapelle performed during the 
warmer seasons. In addition to these primary residences, the Hojkapelle traveled 
with emperors for significant occasions, and this public role warrants further 
discussion due to its purpose of projecting a glorified image of the emperor. 
167 Wollenburg, 333. 
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Hojkapelle Personnel 
The Hojkapelle comprised a complex group of musicians, administrators, and 
support staff. As the seventeenth century progressed, the institution's structure 
gradually expanded and became more complex. While the roster of singers 
remained relatively stable throughout this period, instruments gradually assumed 
an important role and appeared on the rosters with increasing variety. New 
positions were created to support the Hojkapelle's enlargement and diverse 
performances at the imperial court. In addition, the Hojkapelle served an important 
function for special occasions outside of Vienna, traveling as part of the emperor's 
retinue for such events. 
Ludwig Kochel's compilation of Hofzahlamtsbilcher (imperial pay records) in 
Die Kaiserliche HofMusikkapelle in Wien von 1543 his 1867 serves as the chief source 
for constructing the size and constitution of the Hojkapelle from 1619 to 1720. His 
compilation includes details of imperial musician payrolls, organized by time period 
and by distinguishing musical roles. Accounts relayed in primary sources confirm, 
nuance, or expand upon the information contained in this compilation. The 
combination of pay records and original witness accounts is necessary because the 
Hofzahlamtsbilcher included only limited payroll information for certain periods, as 
Steven Saunders has identified during Ferdinand ll's reign.16B Although Kochel's 
account may contain gaps in addition to those already identified, his account 
168 Saunders, "The Hapsburg Court of Ferdinand II," 362-63. 
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provides the most comprehensive assemblage of information regarding size and 
development of the Hojkape/le for this period. 
Hojkapelle Musical Leaders, Organists, and Staff 
The leadership, administrative, and staff positions included roles that largely 
remained unchanged throughout this period. These standard positions involved 
both musical and non-musical aspects of the Hojkape/le, and the responsibilities 
covered by these positions consisted of musical leadership, personnel management, 
musical instruction, instrument maintenance and operation, score preparation, and 
general support to the institution. 
Beginning in the sixteenth century, leaders of the Hojkapelle were officially 
called Kapellmeister Sr. Majestic des Kaisers, "Chapel Master of his Majesty the 
Emperor."169 This position, referred to simply as Kapellmeister in courtly parlance, 
conferred the titleholder with disciplinary power and the responsibility for the 
practice and direction of music performed at court. The Kapellmeister played in 
performances, depending on his instrument. Particularly in the early stages of this 
period and before the creation of a distinct court composer position, the 
Kapellmeister also composed music suitable for use in church, court, and chamber 
settings. From 1650 to 17 40 this role expanded to include composing music for 
operatic productions.170 The emperor consulted with the Kapellmeister on musical 
169 Kochel, 15. 
170 Ibid., 16. 
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matters, which, under Leopold I, included applicants for musical positions. The non-
musical responsibilities of the Kapellmeister entailed managing the financial 
accounts of the Hojkapelle and serving as arbiter in disputes between musicians.171 
The first assistant to the Kapellmeister appears in the imperial records as 
early as 1634 until 1635, when Pietro Verdina was known as a "Kapellmeister 
mentioned alongside Giovanni Valentini."172 The official position of assistant to the 
Kapellmeister, titled Vice-Kapellmeister, was created by 1637, when Verdina was 
recorded as such with a significant raise from 240 to 1200 florins.173 From that time 
onward, one Vice-Kapellmeister assisted the Kapellmeister, though it remains 
feasible that two musicians served as Vice-Kapellmeister between 1666 and 1669, 
when both Felice Sances and Antonio Cesti received payment for this position.174 
The Hojkapelle included choirboys as integral musicians throughout its 
history. The Hojkapelle rosters designated one person to serve as instructor to the 
young singers from 1543 until at least 1619 and then beginning again in 1701.175 
This person, the Cantoreiknaben Praeceptor, served as the preceptor of the twelve or 
more choirboys. In addition to his teaching responsibilities, the Cantoreiknaben 
Praeceptor could perform as a regular musician of the Hojkapelle, although the pay 
records do not indicate that this was normal. In such cases, the pay records indicate 
171 Paul Nettl, "How Augustin Cheated the Plague while Johann Heinrich Schmelzer 
Succumbed," in Forgotten Musicians (New York: Philosophical Library, 1951), 10-11. 
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that the preceptor was a minor position when compared to the musical performance 
position. For example, Paul Paganini is listed both a Capellsinger and Cantoreiknaben 
Praceptor beginning in 1619. He received 144 florins annually for the position of 
Capellsinger but only four florins for the position of Cantoreiknaben.176 
Other staff positions did not identify specific persons, and these positions 
included a variety of activities that supported the daily operations of the Hojkapelle. 
The Kalcant operated the organ bellows and maintained keyboard instruments. At 
least one Kalcant appears on the pay records from 1619 forward, and the position 
could include up to three persons.177 The rosters normally specified one Diener 
(servant), though the responsibilities of this position remain unclear. Beginning in 
1637, two to five Notisten are included, presumably performing the function taken 
on by the three Copisten in 1712: copying parts from scores.178 The Lautenmacher 
(lutemaker) appears to be a standard position from 1637 until at least 1741, 
confirming the regular participation of this instrument at the Hojkapelle throughout 
the Baroque period.179 In 1619, six clerics are noted in addition to the musicians, 
though it remains unclear in what musical capacity, if any, they participated.180 
Lastly, in the sixteenth and possibly the early seventeenth centuries a person 
entitled elemosinarius auditioned singers with the assistance of the Kapellmeister. 
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The elemosinarius also assisted the court preacher, who headed the overall 
Hojkapelle musical and clerical institution.181 
Hojkapelle Singers 
Four types of singers populated the rosters of the Hojkapelle and performed 
in sacred and secular contexts. The first category of singers consisted of adult males, 
who were more prevalent than any other type of singer. They sang parts that 
remained within their natural vocal range. The term "natural" refers here to singers 
without physical alteration (i.e. castrati). From 1619 to 1636 the Hofzahlamtsbiicher 
list the adult male singers as simply Capellsinger (chapel singer), but beginning in 
1637 they are divided into Bassisten, Tenoristen, and Altisten. The evidence that 
adult males sang the alto parts is noteworthy for ramifications of timbral quality 
and vocal production, and the ranges of voice parts in the works included in this 
study supports this distribution of adult male voices, for the tessituras of alto parts 
generally lie in a high-tenor range. 
In 1619 the number of Capellsinger entries totaled eighteen, and this number 
rose to as many as twenty-three singers in 1637.182 Although not specified, these 
eighteen to twenty-three singers likely sang the bass, tenor, and alto parts due to a 
contemporary entry referring to Cantoreiknaben, who sang soprano. Beginning in 
1637, the specification of voice part for each adult male singer on the payroll 
181 Antonicek, 146-47. 
182 Kochel, 56-57 and Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 22. 
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provides a more detailed picture of the size and development of the Hojkapelle 
(Figure 1.1). In 1637, the year in which Ferdinand III became emperor, these singers 
totaled twenty and favored basses (seven) and tenors (eight) over altos (five). The 
final phase of the Thirty Years War appears to have taken a toll on the imperial 
finances, for the Hojkapelle diminished to only ten adult male singers from 1646 to 
1648. The rebuilding of the Hojkapelle commenced in 1649: its roster reached 
twenty by the time Leopold I became emperor in 1658, and it continued expanding 
until1679, when the plague struck Vienna. Once again, gradual rebuilding ensued in 
1681 and reached twenty-five adult male singers in 1705. Joseph I maintained 
around this number of singers until his death. In 1711 Eleonora pensioned twelve of 
these sirigers, which resulted in a diminished roster,183 but Charles VI then enlarged 
the number of singers so that it reached thirty-one by 1720.184 
Although the exact number of singers may not be reflected in the 
Hofzahlamtsbiicher, the general proportion of singers yields information that proves 
relevant for the performance of works respective to the period in Vienna between 
1619 and 1720. From 1637 to 1698, the basses ranged from four to eight singers 
and usually outnumbered the tenors, who ranged from three to eight singers. During 
the same period, the number of tenors was similar or slightly larger than the 
number of altos, which ranged from three to six singers. From 1698 to 1720, the 
183 Harry White and Thomas Hochradner, "Fux, Johann Joseph," Grove Music Online, 
Oxford Music Online, 
http:/ fwww.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edu/ subscriber I article/ grovefmus 
ic/49235 (accessed September 30, 2011). 
184 Kochel, 66-68. 
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tenors numbered five to eleven singers and consistently outnumbered the basses 
and altos, which ranged from three to nine and three to six, respectively. 
The second category of singers, choirboys, appears in the Hofzahlamtsbiicher 
between 1619 and 1637 under the title Cantoreiknaben. Unlike other categories, no 
specific names are given for the choirboys. As established above, choirboys sang 
only the highest vocal part in Renaissance polyphony, and they presumably 
continued this practice in Baroque music, given that the imperial records note the 
continued presence of male Altisten on the payroll throughout the Baroque.18S After 
1637 no record of choirboys exists in the Hofzahlamtsbiicher, but this does not 
preclude the practice of choirboys continuing to sing at the Hojkapelle due to 
previous patterns of record keeping. For example, from 1577 to 1600, there is no 
documentation of any Cantoreiknaben in the Hofzahlamtsbiicher, but the imperial 
records do include the position of Cantoreiknab(m-Praeceptor from December 1, 
1576 through 1608, with the exception of a seven-month vacancy in the position 
from May 11, 1598 until January 1, 1599. If there was a Cantoreikanben-Praeceptor 
during this period, it logically follows that he oversaw choirboys even if they are not 
recorded in the Hofzahlamtsbiicher. In 1701, after the absence of any indication of 
choirboys at the Hojkapelle since 1637, Peter Laboussier appears on the payroll as 
both a Trompeter and an Instructor der Knaben.186 Therefore, including the specific 
number of unnamed choirboys in the Hofzahlamtsbiicher was not compulsory but 
185 Seifert, 42. 
186 Kochel, 72. 
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optional.187 The Hojkapelle choirboys rarely numbered under twelve and totaled as 
many as sixteen to nineteen throughout this period.188 
The third category of singer, male soprano, appears throughout this period in 
the Hofzahlamtsbiicher as Sopranisten. Male sopranos appeared in the Hojkapelle as 
early as 1564, when a certain "Mart. de Bauieris" received payment for serving in 
the Kapelle as a soprano.189 These male sopranos sang as falsettisten (falsettists) in 
the Hojkapelle until 1798. The category of Sopranisten also included male castrati, 
who performed at the imperial court beginning in 1640; castrati sang only in opera 
productions.190 The distinction in performance duties between falsettisten and 
castrati remains unclear in the pay records, but the numbers of both rose 
significantly under the rule of Ferdinand III, reaching ten Sopranisten by 1657. In 
1720, the period during which the Hojkapelle reached its highest membership, the 
187 Research by Steven Saunders confirms that choirboys continued to participate in 
the Hojkapelle from 1619 until at least 1637, and a cross-section of the Hojkapelle 
membership reveals that the choirboys usually numbered twelve. This number is 
confirmed in the years 1619, 1622, and 1637 (Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 22). 
However, Saunders also indicates that the number of choirboys rose to as many as 
eighteen in 1622 and twenty in 1630, though he acknowledges that the higher 
number in 1630 included the "Diener" and likely also the Kalcant, choirboy 
preceptor, and others (Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 22). The primary sources 
for the number in 1622 are "reports to the Holy See" by papal nuncio Carlo Caraffa 
(Saunders, Cross, 20). This apparently does not refer to the well-known Carlo Carafa 
della Spina, who was born on April 21, 1611 and thus would only have been eleven 
years old in 1622, according to public domain records. The lack of clarity lies in the 
fact that this younger Carafa later served as papal nuncio in Austria from 1658 to 
1664. According to Italian public domain records, an elder Carlo Carafa lived from 
1561 to 1633, but there is no mention of his serving as papal nuncio during the 
period in question. 
188 Kochel, 27. 
189 Ibid., 44. 
190 Ibid., 17. 
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roster included up to five alto and eight soprano castrati.191 According to 
Wollenberg, after the introduction of castrati into the Hojkapelle, they sang the 
soprano and alto solos, while the choirboys sang as ripienists.192 
The fourth category of singers, female singers, appears only rarely in the 
Hofzahlamtsbilcher during the seventeenth century, but it appears more frequently 
during the eighteenth century. Although absent from the Hofzahlamtsbilcher, 
Saunders claims that the female singers, often wives of Hojkapelle members, were 
regularly employed in the Hojkapelle beginning in the 1620s.193 From April 1 
through August 31, 1637, two Frauen received payments, possibly for an operatic 
production due to the short duration of employment.194 Female singers next 
appeared in the pay records in 1700, when two Sangerinen began receiving 
payments; they remained on the roster for more than a decade. The number of 
female singers in the Hojkapelle reached three in 1707 and seven in 1721.195 After 
1718, the number of Sangerinen never fell below four, and this period, as Kochel 
notes, coincided with the flowering of opera at the Viennese imperial court.196 
191 Seifert, 46. 
192 Wollenberg, 333. 
193 Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 26. 
194 Kochel, 60. 
195 Ibid., 68, 75-76. 
196 Ibid., 18. 
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Hojkapelle Instrumentalists 
Instrumentalists performed in sacred and secular contexts at the Viennese 
imperial court, and they grew in number and variety at a rate greater than that of 
the Hojkapelle singers throughout this period. Sacred performances by 
instrumentalists included music at masses and the Divine Office, for which they 
played one of three types of music: colla parte with singers, in concerto parts 
independent of the singers' parts, or works for instruments alone, a rare occurrence. 
Johann Joachim Miiller's 1660 Endecktes Staats-Cabinet, quoted above, describes the 
location of the specified musicians as in "the choir," and the passage confirms the 
performance of instrumental works, stating "and [all the musicians] had shortly 
before performed a sonata with twenty string players."197 After the imperial court 
relocated back to Vienna in 1612, the Hojkapelle increasingly assumed secular 
responsibilities in addition to its previously established sacred role.19B Secular and 
other unique performances included various works with obbligato instrumental 
parts, tafelmusik, dance music, and music for dramatic works such as opera and 
Sepolcri, oratorios performed on Good Friday.199 
Trumpeters were the earliest instrumentalists to be added to the Hojkapelle, 
with the exception of organists. Trumpets first joined the Hojkapelle in 1549, when 
197 Brewer, 48. 
198 Saunders, Cross, Sword and Lyre, 26. 
199 Ibid., 27. 
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six Trompeter were added along with one Heerpauker (army drummer).200 Soon 
after trumpeters were added, they were divided into musicalische Trompeter 
(musical trumpeters), who played with the Hojkapelle establishment in chamber 
and concert settings, and nichtmusicalische Trompeter (non-musical trumpeters), 
who played only signals and fanfares as members of the trumpet corps.zot The first 
such division occurred as early as 1566, when four musical trumpeters appeared 
separately from the eleven non-musical trumpeters in the Hofzahlamtsbilcher.2oz In 
1617, trumpets and drums began to be used more frequently in sacred music, 
increasing their integration into the Kapelle.203 In 1665 the non-musical trumpeters 
were designated with the title Velttrompeter (field trumpeters), indicating their 
military duties.204 From 1661 to 1669 at least one cornettist served at the 
Hofkapel/e, and the repertoire from before this period suggests that at least two 
cornettists were available to play in concerto parts.205 In 1670 three Trompeten 
were added, and a Posaune appeared specifically as one of the Instrumentisten.206 
Musical scores indicate that trombones had participated earlier than this specific 
mention in 1670, particularly due to colla parte doubling with ripienist singers.207 
zoo Kochel, 45. 
2o1 Seifert, 43. 
202 Kochel, 49. 
203 Seifert, 43. 
zo4 Brewer, 47. 
2os Ibid. For example, Giovanni Felice Sances's Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20 (c. 1657) 
includes parts for two cornetti muti. 
zo6 Kochel, 65. 
207 The Requiem Ferdinand III a 20 by Sances include parts for "Trombone 1. Bis. 4." 
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Bowed string instruments appeared early in the Hofkapelle's history. They 
steadily increased throughout the seventeenth century, at the end of which their 
expansion accelerated. The appearance of bowed string instruments in the 
Hofkapelle was first recorded in 1566, when two violinists were added to the 
payroll.2os Although the specific string instrument played by each musician was 
rarely specified until 1680, Muller's account confirms that at least twenty string 
players performed in the Hofkapelle in 1660.209 In 1665 a group of string players 
was specified for performances of court operas and ballets, called Ballettgeiger.21o 
Change and innovation were slow to arrive in Vienna, where, for example, 
the use of viols long outlasted that in Italy. Viols participated regularly in 
performances, for the viola da gamba was featured as a member of the continuo 
group.211 The Hofzahlamtsbiicher confirm ten Violinisten, and they specify the first 
Violoncellisten in 1686.212 The number of Violinisten reached twenty-two before 
Eleonora pensioned much of the Hofkapelle in 1711, and the number of 
Violoncellisten remained at three or four from 1710 to 1720.213 The first violone 
appeared on the payroll in 1701 and was joined by a second in 1705.214 Overall, the 
2os Kochel, 24, 48. 
209 Brewer, 48. 
210 Ibid., 4 7. 
211 Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 30. 
212 Kochel, 68-70. 
213 Ibid. 
214 Ibid., 70. 
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size of the Hofkapelle strings increased from fifteen to twenty-nine players from 
1690 to 1705, and by 1728 they totaled forty-one players.21s 
The Hofkapelle included a significant number of wind instruments in the 
early eighteenth century under the reign of Joseph I, but they had also appeared 
previous to 1700, albeit in smaller numbers. The Hofzahlamtsbiicher first note the 
participation of a wind instrument in 1662, when Giro Margiarotti began to receive 
payment for performance on the Fagott.216 From 1662 onward the Hojkapelle's 
standard roster included the Fagott: by 1680, their number rose to two, by 1682 to 
three, and by 1708 to four.217 The dulcian was noted for its use in instrumental 
sonatas and in at least some sacred music, such as a Dixit Dominus by Valentini, 
which may have been performed by a bassoon virtuoso visiting from Spain.21s 
Oboisten arrived later than the Fagott at the Hofkapelle: the first pair of oboists was 
employed only in 1701.219 In 1705 Joseph I integrated four more oboists from his 
own Kapelle that had been in his employ since 1700. 22o 
String and wind players often doubled on other instruments of the same 
family. In the mid-sixteenth century, for example, a string doubling included the 
violino piffaro, which was a violin with gut strings and fine wire.221 Wind players 
frequently doubled other instruments, beginning especially in the early eighteenth 
21s Wollenberg, 348-49. 
216 Kochel, 64. 
217 Ibid., 71. 
218 Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 30. 
219 Kochel, 71. 
22o Brewer, 48. 
221 Ibid., 47. 
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1 
century with Joseph I's musicians. In addition to the instrument listed on the payroll, 
they played recorder, flute, and chalumeau.222 
The continuo group included a variety of bowed and plucked string 
instruments. With the exception of the organ in sacred settings, however, keyboard 
instruments were not used during this period. Plucked instruments enjoyed a long 
period of use at the Hojkapelle with the first Luttinist appearing on the payroll in 
1566.223 The first Harfenist joined the Hojkapelle in 1613, and the harp continued to 
be used until at least 1666.224 The first theorbist appeared in the Hofzahlamtsbiicher 
in 1663, and this became the plucked instrument of choice, for by 1707 four 
Teorbisten appeared on the payroll while only one Lautenist appeared for the same 
period.22s The theorbo's preponderance in the early eighteenth century may have 
resulted from its varied uses: from 1663 to 1751 the court used it in both sacred and 
operatic works. 226 Regarding the continuo group and the use of keyboard 
instruments, an engraving of Eleonora Gonzaga's coronation as Roman Queen in 
1630 depicts the continuo group as including organ, lutes, theorbo, and violone.227 
Keyboardists played only the organ or portable regal in sacred music; there is no 
known instance of using the harpsichord in sacred music.22B Furthermore, the first 
appearance of the harpsichord in the Hofzahlamtsbiicher occurs after the period of 
222 Seifert, 46. 
223 Kochel, 49. 
224 Ibid., 56, 61. 
22s Ibid., 64, 70-71. 
226 Ibid., 22. 
227 Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 29. 
228 Ibid., 29. 
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this study in 1721.229 While the tradition of using harpsichord in a variety of genres 
occurred in other locations during this period, Vienna was not among them. 
Hojkapelle Developments: 1619-1720 
New Hojkapelle Positions 
Certain Hojkapelle leadership and support positions were standard from 
1619 to 1720, including the positions of Kapellmeister, Vice-Kapellmeister 
(beginning in 1634), Kalkant, Diener, copyists, and Lautenmacher (beginning in 
1637). Other positions, identified above, were added as the Hojkapelle grew in size 
and in the number and variety of performances. After the official creation of the post 
of Vice-Kapellmeister in 1637, the next major additions occurred during Leopold I's 
reign: he created the positions of Hoftheater-lntendant (court theatre artistic 
director) in 1674, Compositore (court composer) in 1696, and Konzertmeister in 
1698. Joseph I added a Musik-Oberdirectoren in 1709 to act as a liaison between the 
Kapellmeister and colonel courtmaster. The title of this position changed under 
Charles VI to Hofmusik-Oberdirectoren, but it essentially accomplished the same 
function, serving as intermediary between the Hojkapelle and court steward.230 
Figure 1.2 depicts the general development of the Hojkapelle by listing the 
constituency of the Hojkapelle in years significant to this study. Years are designated 
as significant due to an emperor's death or by the approximate or exact years of 
229 Kochel, 78. 
230 Ibid., 72. 
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Figure 1.2 - Hofkapelle musicians by year, 1619-17203 
1619 1637 1654 1657 1679 1689 1697 1705 1711 1720 
······--······---~- - -·----·---~·········---·-·····--·-·· ·· --···· ···-·-·······------- --------------------·--- - ····-··-········----~----···-····- ------~--- ---~----··--· .. -- ······----·······-------- ········-··-··········-------
Choirboysb 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 12 
Adult Male Singers 18 20 12 17 25 19 22 30 27 31 
Female Singers 2 2 3 4 
Organists 3 2 3 3 4e 3 2 5 6 6 
Instrumentalists 23d 22 13 15 22 18f 23h 37i 50i 45k 
Trumpeters _d 11 8 8 8 3g 3 5 9 171 
Otherc 10 7 7 7 7 8 9 11 12 13 
Total 66 75 55 62 78 63 71 102 119 128 
Figure 1.2 Notes 
a Saunders, "The Hapsburg Court of Ferdinand II," 364-5. A 1619 manuscript list of court personnel 
relays the state of the Hofkapelle shortly after Ferdinand Il's coronation. It details a total of sixty-six 
musicians, including eighteen singers, twelve boy singers, three organists, twenty-three 
instrumentalists, six clerics, a drummer, servant, and Kalcant, whose responsibilities included 
operating the organ bellows and maintaining keyboard instruments. This list omitted the 
Kapellmeister, Giovanni Priuli. 
b If the Hofzalhamtsbiicher do not specifY, a minimum of 12 choirboys is assumed, based on Kochel, 
cited above. The number of choirboys may have risen above this number, as both Kochel and 
Saunders have suggested. See above. 
c Includes Kapellmeister, Vice-Kapellmeister, other Kapelle leaders, Compositoren, Kalkant, copyists, 
lutemaker, and servants 
d The 1619 number of instrumentalists includes the trumpeters. 
e The Hofzah/amtsbilcher do not account for Kerll's 1677 appointment (Giebler 25) until1680. 
f 10 violins, 1 cello, 1 theorbo, 1 bassoon, 3 trombones, and 2 cornettos 
g 13 violins, 1 cello, 2 theorbos, 1 bassoon, 3 trombones, 2 cornettos, and 1lute 
h Based on the specification in 1711 of musica/ische Trompeter on the payroll and the simultaneous 
exclusion of nichtmusicalische Trompeter, it is possible that the number trumpeters beginning in 
1689 refers only to that of the musicalische Trompeter because the musicians are named like the 
other Hofkapelle musicians. Previous to 1689, trumpeters were only indicated in a generic group as 
Trompeter. 
19 violins, 3 cellos, 1 theorbo, 3 bassoons, 2 oboes, 5 trombones, 3 cornettos, and 1lute 
24 violins, 4 cellos, 2 violones, 2 theorbos, 4 bassoons, 6 oboes, 5 trombones, 2 cornettos, and 1 
lute 
k 20 violins, 5 cellos, 2 violones, 2 gambas, 1 theorbo, 3 bassoons, 6 oboes, 4 trombones, 1 cornetto, 
and 1lute 
I Includes one /agerhornist (hunting hornist). 14 musicalische Trompeter. and 2 Pauker 
composition of Requiem Masses included in this study. This figure does not purport 
to assign numbers of singers or instrumentalists to specific works due to the use of 
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non-Hojkapelle musicians at the imperial court, which complicates the issue of the 
exact number of performers. This complication receives further attention below. 
Although the Hofzahlamtsbiicher provide a consistent survey of the number 
of musicians receiving payments for musical services to the Hojkapelle at any orie 
time and thus indicate comparative changes from 1619 to 1720, they do not identify 
the number of performers for specific performances. As Brewer has identified, 
determining a precise number of musicians for any one performance remains 
difficult due to the "very few references to the actual number of musicians who 
performed at any one time."231 Muller's account of a performance in 1660, cited 
above, places the total number of musicians performing at forty, twenty of which 
consisted of string players. His account, however, is problematic for two reasons. 
First, according to the Hofzahlamtsbiicher compiled by Kochel, the official Hojkapelle 
roster included only fifteen Instrumentisten, and this does not specify the 
instruments that the musicians played.232 If Muller's count of twenty string players 
reflects a precise number, then supplemental musicians must have been engaged 
from an outside source, a possibility addressed below. Importantly, this number 
indicates a doubling practice at the Hojkapelle: based on existent repertoire from 
the period, the number of twenty performers would have resulted in three to four 
performers playing each part. Second, regarding Muller's total number of 
performers-"about forty strong"-the Hofzahlamtsbiicher include twenty singers 
231 Brewer, 48. 
232 Kochel, 64. 
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plus Kapellmeister, Vice-Kapellmeister, and three organists, which totals twenty-five 
musicians not including choirboys, likely numbering about twelve. Subtracting the 
twenty string players from the number of "about forty," and assuming the 
participation of at least one organist, the total number of musicians used in this 
performance was less than the total number of musicians available. This indicates 
that the entire Hojkapelle did not perform at every engagement. 
Regarding the use of supplemental players, at least two sources of musicians 
were available to the Hofkapelle during the seventeenth century. The chapels of 
Eleonora Gonzaga (1598-1655), widow of Ferdinand II in 1637, and the second 
Eleonora Gonzaga (1630-1686) each consisted of twenty-four musicians. According 
to Seifert, these musicians were available for reinforcement of the Hofkapelle.233 
Regarding the total number of musicians used at any one performance, no 
primary sources identify a system that accounts for the discrepancy in the total 
number of performers available and the actual number of performers used at any 
given time. In a discussion of the Hofkapelle under the reign of Charles VI, however, 
Seifert identifies a practice in which the instrumentalists alternated in services on a 
weekly basis.234 It remains unclear whether this practice had been established 
previous to Charles VI, though even Muller's 1660 account indicates this possibility. 
Therefore, the exact numbers used for any one performance at the Hofkapelle 
cannot be ascertained from the number of musicians on the imperial payroll at any 
233 Seifert, 45. 
234 Ibid., 46. 
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given time. The imperial payroll can, however, present possibilities regarding the 
instrumentation available for the doubling of ripienist lines. Although the total 
number of Hojkapelle musicians available may not have been used at a single 
performance, Muller's account suggests that at least some doubling occurred based 
on the repertoire of the period. His account also indicates sizeable numbers of 
performers for occasions outside the Hojkapelle. In the same travel diary he wrote, 
"At the convent of Saint Jacob, forty to fifty nuns, mostly relations of princes, counts, 
and lords, performed both vocally as well as instrumentally on dulcians, viola da 
gambas, lutes, and string instruments."23S According to this account, performances 
by large numbers of musicians also occurred outside the imperial court. Thus, the 
practice of sizeable groups in performance and the implicit doubling of parts must 
not be ruled out as a possibility regarding settings of the Requiem Mass investigated 
in this study. Although the content of these musical works does not suggest that 
participation was required by more than one performer per part, Muller's accounts 
suggest that this was possible and even probable. 
Extra-Viennese Occasions and Influence 
The Hojkapelle played a significant role in representing and glorifying the 
emperor to entities outside Vienna when the musical court traveled with him in the 
imperial retinue. In 1622, early in Ferdinand Il's reign, more than seventy musicians 
235 Brewer 49, 50. 
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traveled with him to Innsbruck for his marriage to Eleonora Gonzaga.236 At least 
sixty Hojkapelle musicians accompanied Ferdinand III to one of the two Diets held in 
Regensburg during his reign (1640-1 and 1653-4). The latter was the more likely 
occasion for making a striking impression with his Hojkapelle given that his goal at 
the second Diet was the election of his elder son, Ferdinand IV, as emperor-
designate. In addition, the 1653 Diet included a performance of the opera, L'Inganno 
d'Amore.237 Not only did performing musicians accompany the emperor on such 
travel; rather, the full staff of the Hojkapelle journeyed with the emperor's retinue to 
sustain musical activity over extended periods. For example, a journey in 1675 with 
Leopold I included forty musicians and the Kapellmeister, two copyists, one servant, 
one treasurer, one Kalkant, and one lutemaker. 
When the emperor and Hojkapelle traveled outside Vienna, the Kapellmeister 
and musicians of Saint Stephen's Cathedral in Vienna performed in their absence; 
the imperial court was not devoid of music. For example, Christoph Straus, 
Kapellmeister at the cathedral from 1619 to 1631, led the substitute performers 
during Ferdinand II's absence in 1622, due to his marriage to Eleonora Gonzaga.23B 
The Hojkapelle exerted musical influence throughout the empire via its 
travels to regions both near and distant from Vienna, "disseminating the musical 
repertory and style" of the imperial court.239 In addition to journeys imbued with 
236 Saunders, "The Hapsburg Court of Ferdinand II," 365. 
237 _Weaver, Sacred Music, 82. 
238 Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 15. 
239 Wollenberg, 348. 
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political implications, the musicians also performed at significant sacred events. 
Leopold l's Hojkapelle, for example, joined with the musicians of Archduke Leopold 
Wilhelm's Kapelle to perform at the veiling of a nun, the music for which included 
chant, concerted music, and a sonata composed by the emperor.240 The significance 
of this particular occasion lies not solely in the Hojkapelle's traveling with the 
emperor but also in the musical environment of exchange resulting from the two 
distinct, prominent musical establishments joining together in performance. Not 
only was the repertoire of the Hojkapelle disseminated, including a composition by 
Leopold I, but musical styles and practices were also exchanged in such a setting. 
Regional Influence: Italian and Austro-German Dominance 
The regional musical preferences of the emperors remained predominantly 
Italian and Austro-German from 1619 to 1720, as determined above. Although the 
constituency of the Hojkape/le was comprised of Italian and Austro-German 
musicians, a brief examination of the leadership of the Hojkapelle reveals that 
Italians led the court for most of the period from 1619 to 1720 (see figure 1.3). As 
noted above, Christoph Straus led the court for the brief period previous to this from 
1617 to 1619. In spite of the continuous presence of Austro-Germans in the 
Hojkapelle rosters, the regional preference for leadership remained clear: the 
Habsburg emperors of this period preferred Italians. 
240 Brewer, 51. 
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Figure 1.3- Hojkapelle Kapellmeisters and Vice-Kapellmeisters, 1619-1720 
Emperor (reign) Kapellmeister 
Ferdinand II (1619-37) Giovanni Priuli (1619-26) 
Giovanni Valentini (1626-1649) 
Vice-Kapellmeister 
............... -------··········-···· .... ··································-··- ······························--······ ························ ···········-·-···· ····························-···-······· ················································-···········-······· 
Ferdinand III (1637-57) 
Leopold I (1658-1705) 
Joseph I (1705-11) 
Charles VI (1711-40) 
Antonio Bertali (1649-1669) 
Felice Sances (1669-79) 
Johann H. Schmelzer (1679-80) 
Antonio Draghi (1682-1700) 
Antonio Pancotti (1700-11) 
Marc'Antonio Ziani (1712-15) 
Johann Joseph Fux (1715-1740) 
Peter Verdina (1637-43) 
Felice Sances (1649-69) 
Antonio Cesti (1666-1669) 
Johann H. Schmeltzer (1671-79) 
(vacant) 
Antonio Pancotti (1697-1700) 
Marc'Antonio Ziani (1700-11) 
········································- ······················································································································-······ 
Johann Joseph Fux (1711-1715) 
Antonio Caldara (1716-1736) 
Requiem Mass Context at the Habsburg Court 
Counter-Reformation and Jesuit Aesthetics 
The religious context in which Requiem Masses were composed and 
performed provides important background to the signification of these concerted 
compositions. The presence of the Jesuits in the Holy Roman Empire as well as the 
actions of emperors Ferdinand II and Ferdinand III imbued the region with the 
religious zeal of the Counter-Reformation. This zeal corresponded with implicit and 
explicit efforts, such as Ferdinand III's Mariensiiule and Leopold I's Pestsiiule, to 
perpetuate a perception of the emperors' piety. 
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Masses for the Dead were seldom observed with concerted settings of the 
Requiem Mass; rather, they normally utilized plainchant or stile antico works. 
Concerted settings of masses bestowed heightened importance and reflected the 
significance of both the occasion and, in the case of Requiem Masses, the person for 
whom the Mass for the Dead was celebrated. Many of the Requiem Masses in this 
study were composed for members of the imperial family and thus highlighted the 
Habsburgs' elevated importance. Because of this, these compositions functioned as 
final monuments, perpetuating the emperors' pious images. This use of concerted 
music as a tribute to the Habsburgs was reinforced by the religious zeal and the role 
of the arts cultivated by the Jesuits in Austria. 
The Jesuit influence on the emperors has been asserted above, exemplified 
by the Jesuits' roles as confessors and teachers of members ofthe imperial family. In 
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, the Jesuits' religious influence was broad 
throughout Austria, and they appreciated the efficacy of the arts in advancing the 
Counter-Reformation. In the mid-sixteenth century, however, much of Austria's 
population was Protestant; a 1564 figure calculates the percentage of Protestants in 
Vienna at roughly eighty percent241 In 1540, the year of Pope Paul III's approval of 
the establishment of the Society of Jesus, the first Jesuit, Pierre Favre, entered 
Germany.242 Following the establishment of their presence, the Jesuits broadened 
241 Michael A. Mullett, The Catholic Reformation (London: Routledge, 1999), 185. 
242 Jeffrey Chipps Smith, Sensuous Worship: jesuits and the Art of the Early Catholic 
Reformation in Germany (Princeton and Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2002), 
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their influence, spreading throughout the Austrian lands in the late sixteenth 
through eighteenth centuries. Jesuit colleges opened in Vienna (1552), Prague 
(1555), Munich (1559), and Innsbruck (1562).243 In 1585, Archduke Charles II of 
Tyrol established a university in Graz, a city that was a major Lutheran center and 
served as the capital of Inner Austria. 
The Jesuits' prominent presence continued to influence the region in the 
seventeenth century. By the year 1640, twenty-four Jesuit colleges had been 
established and nine more were undergoing development. In addition, the number 
of Jesuits in the region increased, growing from 870 in 1651 to 1300 by the turn of 
the eighteenth century. The Jesuits spun their "web of influence" through important 
positions, such as those in close proximity to the emperors, through teaching in 
colleges, and through what Robert John Weston Evans calls their "sensitive attention 
to the emotional needs of their audience."244 One of the means by which they tended 
to these "emotional needs" was art. 
Ignatius of Loyola, the founder of the Jesuits, recognized the potency of using 
the arts as a means to achieve the religious aims of the Order. As Smith summarizes, 
"Ignatius was first and foremost a sensualist in that he clearly recognized that one 
should utilize all of one's capabilities when attempting to understand God. This 
included the five senses."245 The art promoted by the Jesuits was "inextricably 
bound to the idea of ... Christian formation .... The [art] mediates the individual's 
243 Smith, 16. 
244 Evans, 125. 
245 Smith, 35. 
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experience."246 This use of art overflowed into the imperial court, where visual art 
portrayed the emperors favorably and in a virtuous, pious manner.247 Although this 
depiction appeared explicitly in visual art, music's ability to glorify the emperors 
remained subtle. The preservation of a sizable Hojkapelle even in the midst of 
financial stress reflected positively on the emperors by impressing visitors, as 
previously mentioned. The final musical testaments to emperors, however, were the 
performances of Requiem Masses at their commemorative liturgical services. These 
occasions served theologically and perceptively for the dead, as the name implies: 
Missa Pro Defunctis (emphasis added). Thus, concerted settings of the Requiem Mass 
heightened the importance of the commemoration and the person commemorated. 
Liturgical Practice at the Habsburg Court 
The Viennese Habsburgs followed the official liturgical rite of the Vatican, but 
they also added distinctive practices. The imperial court followed the Tridentine rite 
of the Roman Missal promulgated by Pope Pius V in 1570 and revised by Pope 
Clement VIII in 1592.248 The official language of the rite during this period remained 
obstinately Latin. When a French translation of the Roman Missal appeared in 1661, 
for example, Pope Alexander VII condemned the translation and forbade future 
246 Ibid., 7. 
247 Howard Louthan, Peacemakers in Counter-Reformation Vienna (Cambridge, 
United Kingdom: Cambridge University Press, 1997), 24. 
248 Wollenberg, 328. 
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vernacular translations under the threat of excommunication.249 In Vienna, unlike 
other German-speaking regions, Latin persisted as the official liturgical language. 
A peculiar aspect of the Viennese liturgy was the observance of events 
associated with the Order ofthe Golden Fleece, an honorary order founded in 1429 
in both Spain and Austria. Emperors granted membership to aristocrats based on 
extraordinary service to the imperial family and the Catholic Church. Special 
ceremonies called Toisonfeste marked occasions of membership and other feasts of 
the Order in a grand and splendid style.250 These events included public liturgical 
ceremonies, and they appear regularly in Kilian Reinhardt's account of the liturgies 
in 1727, discussed in detail below. Liturgies associated with the Order ofthe Golden 
Fleece exemplified the use of sacred services in Vienna to exalt certain persons and 
honor their contributions. The existence of such liturgies establishes that the 
practice of honoring specific persons in public liturgical settings was normative. 
Therefore, the practice of glorifying individuals, such as the emperors, through 
Masses forthe Dead naturally coincided with this practice. 
The imperial court maintained an active liturgical schedule, for which the 
well-staffed Hojkapelle provided music as part of its regular responsibilities. The 
daily routine of Ferdinand II illustrates this level of activity, as recorded by Carlo 
Caraffa, papal nuncio in Vienna from 1621 to 1628. His report, Relatione dello stato 
249 Rev. Roseph A. Jungmann, S. J., The Mass of the Roman Rite: Its Origins and 
Development, vol. 1, trans. Rev. Francis A. Brunner, C. SS. R. (New York: Benziger, 
1950), 43. 
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dell'imperio (Relation of the State of the Empire), conveys that on feast days 
Ferdinand II typically attended two masses in the private court chapel, one of which 
was "for the soul of his first wife ... whom he loved very much, even though she was 
in poor health."251 After listening to an hour-long "sermon in German delivered by a 
Jesuit," Ferdinand II heard a "solemn sung mass with exquisite music, which [lasted] 
at least an hour and a half."252 Ferdinand II attended private masses in the "capella 
caesarea" on the third floor of the Hotburg Palace. His six chaplains sang plainchant 
at these masses. These chaplains resided in the palace and received payment 
separately from the Hojkapelle. 253 In addition to masses, Ferdinand II placed such a 
high value on vespers liturgies that he planned his travel to facilitate his attendance 
at these services. According to Caraffa's report in 1621 to 1622 to the Holy See, 
these vespers could last as long as two to three hours.254 
A Gradual prepared fourteen years after Ferdinand II's death confirms his 
dedicated liturgical schedule and specifies the activity of the Hojkapelle. It indicates 
that the Hojkapelle provided concerted music at the masses on sixty annual feast 
days in addition to Sunday masses.255 This high level of activity was not unique to 
Ferdinand II, as confirmed above by the account of the Tuscan ambassador to 
Vienna, Lorenzo Magalotti. Although Magalotti's figure of eight hundred annual 
251 Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 34. 
252 Ibid., 34-35. 
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performances included both sacred and secular music, the number likely comprised 
at least a significant number of "those in the chapel."256 
Counterpoint and Concerted Practice 
Sacred music at the Hojkapelle in Vienna reflected a composite of the various 
styles available and in use at the time. Stile antico, stile concertato, and polychoral 
techniques coexisted during the same period and even within the same works. The 
musical customs of the imperial court demanded that composers master both the 
contrapuntal techniques of stile antico and the new concerted style in their sacred 
works. Palestrina's works served as exemplar of the conservative style for Viennese 
composers; his compositions continued to be performed throughout the 
seventeenth century as part of the sacred imperial repertoire. In particular, the 
Hojkapelle performed his and others' stile antico works during Lent and Advent, 
when instruments were forbidden in liturgical settings.257 In the pre-Lenten season, 
beginning with Septuagesima Sunday, organ and violon were allowed, but they, too, 
were silenced starting on Ash Wednesday.258 The choir books that Ferdinand II 
brought with him from Graz to Vienna in 1619 included conservative music such as 
polychoral masses for three choirs (twelve to fifteen voices), for four choirs (sixteen 
to twenty-four voices), vespers music for twelve to thirty-three voices, and motets 
256 Seifert, 46. 
257 Antonicek, 153. 
258 Albert C. Giebler, The Masses of johann Caspar Kerll, vol. 1 (PhD diss., University 
ofMichigan, 1956), 27. 
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for four to six voices by Palestrina and Lasso.259 This music served as the model for 
future stile antico compositions by Italians and also by Austro-Germans such as 
Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer.260 Simultaneous with this continued performance of 
stile antico music, the early seventeenth-century Hojkapelle repertoire featured stile 
concertato music, such as settings by Valentini and Priuli.261 From 1619 to 1720, the 
use of counterpoint in new compositions and the performance of older works 
remained a hallmark of the Viennese imperial court. Therefore, composers 
synthesized both styles of composition in settings of the Requiem Mass. Under 
Joseph I and Charles VI, the Hofkapelle continued to perform music from its choir 
books of earlier periods as well as music by Ferdinand III and Leopold I. 
In the seventeenth century, it was common for the Hofkapelle to replace the 
Proper ofthe Mass with motets and instrumental music.262 According to Saunders, it 
is probable that instrumental music such as sonatas and canzonas replaced the 
Gradual, given that this practice was commonly documented at other locations. For 
example, a motet frequently replaced the Offertory Proper. When Ferdinand III was 
considering musicians to fill the Kapellmeister vacancy in 1649, he requested 
sonatas in addition to masses and motets as representative audition works, 
illustrating the importance of instrumental compositions.263 Organ music similarly 
supplemented standard settings for the Elevation (e.g. Froberger's Libro second di 
259 Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 39. 
260 Brewer, 55. 
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Toccate marked "da sonarsi alia Levatione"), introit, and Gradual.264 Although the 
practice of using such instrumental music in Requiem Masses is not documented, its 
use cannot be wholly excluded, particularly in the compositions of this study that do 
not include music for the full text of the Requiem Mass. 
The Requiem Mass 
Signification and the Office of the Dead 
Requiem Mass settings that were performed at the exequies of an emperor or 
member of the imperial family assumed heightened importance, serving as a type of 
monument to the virtue and piety of that person. As Wollenberg and Weaver have 
asserted, sacred music in the Baroque era was directly connected to politics and the 
success of the emperor.26S This musical reinforcement and propagation of the 
imperial idea operated within the larger context of ostentatious display and 
symbolism at the imperial court. Noble officers carefully regulated the display of 
imperial hierarchy by complementing imperial governance with symbolism that 
reflected and inspired loyalty to the Habsburgs. Evans notes: 
Court festivities, carefully and lavishly prepared, celebrated all major 
occasions, and the literature of Habsburg eulogy, mediocre but influential, 
unfolded from Berger (1612) to Glabotsnig (1699) via dynastic 
historiographers like Khevenhiiller and Gualdo Priorato.266 
264 Ibid., 43. 
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Performances of settings of the Requiem Mass fit into this practice of imperial 
symbolism by perpetuating the importance of the honored dead by musically 
complementing the accolades in the eulogy literature. 
Funerary observances did not center only on a singular Mass for the Dead. 
Rather, they involved a series of services that potentially honored the anniversary of 
the deceased for many years, depending on the importance of the person. One 
element of these observances, the Office of the Dead, was celebrated close in time to 
the Mass for the Dead, and the practices of the Office reveal insights about the 
meaning and custom of funerary music. The texts of the Office of the Dead focus on 
themes of death and disease. In the readings taken from the Book of Job, the 
recitation of the Office occurs on behalf of the dead, and the texts consider the 
deceased to be living and not dead: the deceased person cries out, complains, and 
suffers.267 At the same time, the deceased person maintains confidence in God's 
mercy, demanding forgiveness for sins.26B This duality of suffering yet unflagging 
faith in a benevolent God resonates with certain texts of the Requiem Mass set by 
composers in Baroque Vienna. Living persons' motivation of "supporting the dead 
through praying for their deliverance underlies the celebration of both the Office of 
the Dead and Masses for the Dead."269 
267 Knud Ottosen, The Responsories and Versicles of the Latin Office of the Dead 
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The practice of reciting the Office of the Dead primarily occurred on the wake 
of a person's burial, but the recitation was also repeated on the third, seventh, and 
thirtieth days after a person's death.270 The Office dates back to at least the early 
ninth century, when Amalar (d. 850) referred to the recitation of the Office on those 
particular days after a person's death; elsewhere in the ninth century, accounts refer 
to the recitation of nine psalms, lessons, and responsories for the deceased at the 
beginning of the month.271 This practice of a series of observances continued in the 
Baroque in the form of anniversary Requiem Masses and Offices; they occurred in 
the period immediately following the person's death and yearly on the date of death. 
In monasteries, this elaborate series was observed particularly for abbots, 
benefactors, and members of the monastery's order.272 Thus, the greater a person's 
importance to a local community, the greater the number of funerary observances. 
In the eleventh century an additional observance was created, that of All 
Souls, a feast for the dead celebrated on November 2.273 This feast offered yet 
another opportunity to commemorate the deceased, but it did so in a general 
manner rather than designating the liturgy for a specific person. Together, the feast 
of All Souls, anniversaries of a person's death, and the period immediately following 
a person's death served as opportunities for funerary observances. The imperial 
270 Ibid., 44. 
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court, where those who were commemorated held status of the utmost importance, 
exploited these ample opportunities to honor the dead. 
Stile Antico and Concerted Elements 
The occasion of a Mass for the Dead demanded the performance of stile 
antico works; the performance of concerted music for this ceremony marked an 
exceptional occasion. Other religious services included the stile antico requirement, 
and what these varied stile antico occasions shared in common was the association 
with either a liturgical action, such as a procession or blessing, or a solemn or 
penitential feast, such as Holy Week, Masses for the Dead, and Rorate Masses of 
Advent.274 The stile antico works used at the Habsburg Imperial court in the early 
seventeenth century included those composed by Carl Luyton, Bartolomeo 
Spontone, Lasso, Palestrina, and Jean de Chaynee.27S 
In spite of the fact that stile anti co was the normative compositional style for 
Requiem Masses, composers added instrumental elements early in the Baroque. 
Claudio Monteverdi contributed a Dies irae to one such early example for a 
memorial service in honor of the deceased Duke of Tuscany in 1621. Although the 
music did not survive, a description by Giulio Strozzi, a Florentine poet, documents 
the use of instrumental music in this setting. The Requiem Mass, he wrote, was 
274 Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 55. 
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preceded by "a plaintive sinfonia which brought tears to the eyes."276 That the 
sinfonia moved Strozzi is not of primary relevance to this study; that this Requiem 
Mass included it, however, establishes an early date for concerted settings of the 
Requiem Mass. The practice of doing so was apparently expected in Vienna but not 
necessarily elsewhere in the Holy Roman Empire. For example, Johann Joseph Kerll 
composed his 1669 Requiem a 5 vocibus in Munich without concerted elements, but 
he composed his 1689 Missa Pro defunctis in Vienna with concerted viols. 
Occasions for Requiem Mass Performances 
A record of funerary practices at the imperial court over the course of one 
year contextualizes performances of the Requiem Masses included in this study. 
Although many of these settings identify the deceased person for whom they were 
composed, they do not indicate additional possibilities for performances of both 
plainchant and newly composed Requiem Masses. Kilian Reinhardt documented the 
liturgical practices of the Viennese imperial court occurring throughout the year 
1727, and his account provides insight into the funerary practices of the court.277 
Kilian Reinhardt (1653/4-1729) started his tenure at the Hojkapelle as a 
librarian and copyist in 1683, and Leopold I appointed him Konzertmeister in 
1698.278 Charles VI included Reinhardt on a commission to reorganize the 
276 Alec Robertson, Requiem: Music of Mourning and Consolation (New York: Praeger, 
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Hojkape/le in 1712; thus, the emperor apparently valued his perspective. In 1727 
Reinhardt assembled a Rubriche generali per le Funzioni Ecclesiastiche Musical di 
tutto l'anno con un appendice in fine dell'essenziale ad uso, e servizio dell'Augustissima 
Imperiale Capella (General headings for musical ecclesiastical functions throughout 
the year, with a final, essential appendix, in the service of the most august imperial 
Kapelle).279 Reinhardt's position in the Hojkapelle may have been less prestigious 
than that of other court musicians, and, perhaps because he had the emperor to 
thank for his position, Reinhardt's Vormerkbuch specifies only compositions created 
by members of the imperial family. In spite of this unfortunate limitation, the first 
section of the account provides useful information by detailing the "annually 
recurring liturgical musical functions according to the sequence of the calendar."28o 
That is, Reinhardt provides a calendar not solely of the musical-liturgical events that 
occurred uniquely in 1727; he also includes those events that repeated each year. 
Reinhardt's Vormerkbuch, reprinted in Kochel's Die Kaiserliche Hof-
Musikkapel/e in Wien von 1543 his 1867, includes significant information of general 
interest to the musical-liturgical life of the imperial court.281 For the purpose of 
examining the funerary practices, however, only those events that relate to Requiem 
Masses, memorials, and anniversaries are extracted here. On the feast of Saint 
Vincent, January 22, one mass was sung for the dead and another was sung for the 
279 Ibid., 135. 
280 Ibid., 136. "Die erste Abtheilung behandelt die jahrlich wiederkehrenden 
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living.282 Saint Vincent of Saragossa was the patron Saint of Lisbon, but the reason 
for including a sung Mass for the Dead is unknown. On April 17, the anniversary of 
Joseph I's death, a "low" or "private" mass was held for his widow, Welhelmine 
Amalia of Brunswick-Liineburg; she did not die until April10, 1742.283 On May 5, the 
twenty-second anniversary of Leopold I's death, the Hojkapelle performed his first 
Lection, his Requiem Mass, and an unspecified "Libera;" a mass "for the living" 
followed.284 On the feast of All Souls, November 2, the Hojkapelle joined the 
Augustinians for a sermon and prayers, followed by a Mass for the Dead.285 
The second section of Reinhardt's Vormerkbuch indicates musical-liturgical 
functions that did not recur annually. He indicated two such funerary occasions: 
first, the vigil and funeral rites of one of the Habsburg princes or princesses, and 
second, mass with the Augustinians on the anniversaries of deceased warriors.286 
Thus, even in a year in which no major death of the Habsburgs occurred, 
several funeral masses were observed at the Hojkape/le. In addition to the vigil and 
funeral rites upon the death of one of the Habsburgs and of imperial soldiers, the 
Hojkapelle included funerary observances on the anniversaries of the deaths of 
282 Ibid., 137. "Janner: Am Tage des h. Vincenz. Eine gesungene Messe fiir die Todten 
und eine fiir die Lebenden." 
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Messe, Compositionen des Kaisers Leopold I. Libera. Dann Messe fiir die Lebenden." 
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significant Habsburgs, on the feast of All Souls, and on the feast of Saint Vincent. 
These commemorations played a regular, if infrequent, role at the Habsburg Court. 
The reference to "die verstorbenen Krieger" (the deceased soldiers) refers to 
a practice initiated at least as early as the reign of Leopold I. He attended Masses for 
the Dead who were killed in Hungary, an act viewed by others as the emperor's 
"paternal care for his subjects."287 Published in 1698, the Kaiserliche Hofgeschichte 
for the year 1687 confirmed this practice, later noted by Reinhardt: 
On [16] August, Prince Eugene's report of the successful and victorious battle 
... near Harsan was received; after which His Majesty [Leopold I] attended in 
person a mass for the souls of all soldiers who stayed and died in Hungary, in 
order to demonstrate how graciously They are disposed not only towards 
those courageous soldiers still fighting, but also towards the ones who 
already had to sacrifice their lives in this Turkish war.288 
Funerary practices thus had a dual function for both the living and the dead. In the 
case of Leopold I, his attendance at a mass for the deceased soldiers outwardly 
manifested his support for the living. In the same way, exequies for members of the 
imperial family served not only religious purposes for the dead, but they also 
functioned as a testament or tribute by the living to the character of the deceased. 
Exequies of Selected Habsburgs 
The funerals and burial rites of selected members of the imperial family 
contextualize the role of the Requiem Mass within the setting of the court's 
comprehensive funerary practices. The complex burial procedure indicates the high 
287 Goloubeva, 205. 
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degree of ritualization for the Habsburg emperors and their family members. An 
emperor's death necessitated his commemoration through both a Mass for the Dead 
and the Office of the Dead, and the exequies of particular emperors illustrate the 
characteristic environments that surrounded Requiem Mass settings. 
Many of the Habsburgs share the same final resting place. One year previous 
to her death in 1617, Anna of Tyrol, wife of Matthias, set aside funds for a new burial 
crypt and Capuchin cloister to be constructed for herself and her husband. 
Construction commenced under Ferdinand II in 1622, and it was completed in 1632. 
Leopold I later enlarged the crypt, and many of the Habsburg emperors, their wives, 
and their children are buried there. When Ferdinand IV died prematurely, it was 
specified that his heart was to be separated from the viscera (placed in an urn under 
Saint Stephen's Cathedral) and body (buried in the Imperial Crypt), secured in an 
ornate urn, and placed in the Loreto Chapel of the Augustinerkirche. Leopold 
modeled future burials on the tripartite distribution of Ferdinand IV's body. 
Ferdinand II died on February 15, 1637, and his exequies followed Habsburg 
customs. His body lay in state at the Hofburg Palace, and it was then moved to an 
Augustinian cloister, where it was placed under a mourning structure in the church. 
On February 17, a Mass for the Dead was celebrated with Latin and German 
sermons, and on February 27 the papal nuncio presided over a mass for the 
emperor's soul.2B9 Antonio Bertali provided music for some of the emperor's 
liturgies, including a Requiem and lessons from the Office for the Dead. At the time 
289 Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 223. 
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of the emperor's death, Valentini served as Kapellmeister, and Bertali served under 
him as a Hofkapel/e musician in 1637, becoming Kapellmeister only in 1649. 
Therefore, the task of composing Requiem Masses did not necessarily fall to the 
Kapellmeister. Lastly, Ferdinand II's body was transferred and interred in a 
mausoleum in Graz, the city from where he had moved his court to Vienna.290 
Like Ferdinand II, the funeral mass for Joseph I occurred shortly after his 
death: it took place three days after his death on April17, 1711. Burial practices of 
the time necessitated this efficient process. The brief period between the death and 
the initial funeral mass for the emperors suggests that Requiem Masses composed 
specifically in honor of an emperor were likely performed at an anniversary mass, 
possibly on the third, seventh, or thirtieth day after death. 
Leopold I's exequies stressed the theme of his trust in God. They emphasized 
his piety and provided a devout context to the funerary proceedings. A text that 
describes his exequies stated that Leopold I's "constancy in averse circumstances 
was a virtue so particular to the emperor that it is well worth a special 
remembrance .... "291 Funerary sermons and services called Leopold "the Great" for 
his military accomplishments, and, outside the Habsburg realm, commemorations 
connected Leopold I's "virtue and victory" and "piety and virtue."292 Likewise, a 
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commemorative poem in San Lorenzo in Florence focused on Leopold's trust not in 
the arms of men but in God alone. 
The glorification of Leopold I and the propagation of his pious character 
remained effective even after his death. Works composed for him and for all the 
Habsburg family necessitated a dignity appropriate to both the deceased person's 
character and the occasion. In the Viennese Hojkapelle, Requiem Masses that 
utilized both counterpoint and concerted elements suited this purpose, bestowing a 
unique, Viennese Habsburg solemnity through the musical settings. 
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CHAPTER TWO 
VIENNESE HABSBURG IMPERIAL COURT COMPOSITORI: 
COMPOSERS OF THE BAROQUE REQUIEM MASS 
Above all, it is for the sole reason of an obsequious tribute that I dedicate to 
Your Excellency these sacred compositions, which if through their own 
weaknesses do not succeed in being worthy of the greatness of your merit 
will at least be well suited to your always pious and most religious intentions. 
I request, therefore, that Your Excellency remain willing to accept this, my 
demonstration, with your usual inimitable goodness, for which I shall in the 
future never cease to multiply the acts of my most humble observance, in 
order to match it as I am able to. 
-Giovanni Felice Sances, Motetti a 2, 3, 
4, e cinque voci, 16421 
Introduction 
The composers of Baroque Requiem Masses at the Habsburg Court in Vienna 
included in this study represent a variety of musical and personal backgrounds. 
Some composers came from families who had served the Habsburgs for generations, 
while others received their training elsewhere and only later were imported by the 
imperial court. The majority were native Austrians or Germans, though one was 
born in Rome, and another received significant training there. These composers 
served in a variety of positions in the Hojkapelle, including violinist, singer, organist, 
Kapellmeister, and court composer. The following biographical surveys of Christoph 
1 Giovanni Felice Sances, Motetti a 2, 3, 4, e cinque voci (1642), ed. Andrew H. Weaver 
(Middleton, Wisconsin: A-R Editions, 2008), 2. 
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Straus, Giovanni Felice Sances, Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer,z Johann Kaspar Kerll, 
and Johann Joseph Fux do not aim to be exhaustive. Instead, the surveys seek to 
place these composers' Requiem Masses within the context of their overall musical 
training, activity, and output. 
Christoph Straus 
(1575/80- 1631) 
Organist and Composer Emulating the Venetian Style 
Organist and composer Christoph Straus was born between 1575 and 1580, 
likely in Vienna, where Emperor Rudolf II maintained his court until moving it to 
Prague in 1583. Straus began his service to the Habsburgs in 1594, continuing a long 
and continuous family tradition. The court apparently recognized his skill, for it 
appointed him organist at the church of Saint Michael in 1601.3 Emperor Matthias, 
not long after relocating the imperial court to Vienna in 1612, appointed Straus Vice-
Kapellmeister on January 26, 1616, and Kapellmeister in 1617.4The death of 
Matthias on March 20, 1619, and the ensuing ascendancy of Italophile Ferdinand II 
to the imperial throne led to the end of Straus's position in the Hofkapelle on April 
z Schmeltzer's last name appears as both "Schmelzer" and "Schmeltzer." The spelling 
given with his Requiem Mass, "Schmeltzer," is used in this study. 
3 A Lindsey Kirwan and Peter Downey, "Straus, Christoph," Grove Music Online, 
Oxford Music Online, http:/ fwww.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edufsubscribe 
rfarticlefgrovefmusic/26919 (accessed September 24, 2011). 
4 Kochel, Ludwig Ritter von Die Kaiserliche HofMusikkapelle in Wien von 1543 his 
1867 (Vienna: Becksche Universitats-Buchhandlung, 1869, repr. Hildesheim; New 
York: Olms, 1976), 52. 
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30, 1619.5 After the dissolution of Matthias's Hofkapelle, Straus ceased appearing on 
the imperial payroll, though he received a bureaucratic position in the court.6 
According to Saunders, after the dissolution of the Hofkapelle in 1619, Straus was 
"the only composer in Vienna of any stature not employed at court."7 From 1626 
until his death in 1631 he served as Kapellmeister at Saint Stephen's Cathedral in 
Vienna. Although the stature of Straus's last position stood diminished in 
comparison with his role at the Hofkapelle, Saint Stephen's served as the seat of the 
Bishop of Vienna, who, for most of Straus's tenure, was the Austrian Cardinal 
Melchior Klesl. In addition, whenever the Hofkapelle travelled away from Vienna, 
Straus and the musicians of Saint Stephen's substituted as performers in the 
absence of the imperial court. 
Straus's compositions synthesize stile antico techniques and the Venetian 
influence of Giovanni Gabrieli. His works appear in two publications and are divided 
by genre. The first publication, Nova ac diversimoda sacrarum cantionum compositio 
seu motettae (New and different. compositions of sacred songs or motets), was 
published in Vi~nna in 1613, and it includes thirty-six motets that alternate between 
traditional imitative polyphony and homophony in the style of Gabrieli. In this 
publication Straus employs instruments in families-in groups of like-
instruments-which would continue to be a technique employed by later 
5 Ibid. 
6 Ibid., 56; Steven Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre: Sacred music at the Imperial 
Court of Ferdinand II ofHabsburg (1619-1637) (New York: Oxford University Press, 
1995), 23. 
7 Saunders, Cross, Sword, and Lyre, 15. 
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composers at the Viennese Hojkapelle. The use of plainchant tones in this 
publication also alludes to the Venetian influence upon Straus's compositions.s 
After Christoph's death, his son, Matthias, prepared the second collection, 
Missae, for publication in Vienna in 1631. Missae includes sixteen masses, the 
majority of which Straus composed using parody techniques in stile antico. In 
contrast, four masses include the delineation "concertata" and utilize Venetian 
concertato style.9 For example, in Straus's Missa Veni sponsa Christi he instructs the 
mass to be performed partim concertato, partim plena choro (partly concertato, 
partly for full chorus).10 The 1631 Missae publication also includes two Requiem 
Masses, the second of which, Missa Pro defunctis, is included in this study. 
Giovanni Felice Sances 
(1600/3 -1679) 
Roman-Trained Singer and Composer 
Biographical Overview 
Giovanni Felice Sances was born in Rome around the turn of the seventeenth 
century to a musical family: his father, Orazio, was a singer, and his brother, 
Lorenzo, was an opera virtuoso.11 Felice received his official musical training as a 
boy soprano under the tutelage of Ottavio Catalani and Annibale Orgas at the 
a Kirwan and Downey. 
9 Ibid. 
1o Albert C. Giebler, The Masses of johann Caspar Kerll, val. 1 (PhD diss., University of 
Michigan, 1956), 57. 
11 Giovanni Felice Sances, Motetti a una, due, tree Quattro voci (1638J ed. Steven 
Saunders (Middleton, Wisconsin: A-R Editions, 2003), ix. 
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Collegia Germanico in Rome from November 16, 1609, to April 1, 1614.12 A letter 
from the Collegia Germanico to the President of the Prisons in Rome gives these 
precise dates of his enrollment at the college, and it attests to his early success. It 
notes, "The said Felice, besides [learning] good habits, has made progress in the 
Latin language, and in the art of singing, to such a degree that he sings securely and 
composes ... for two voices."13 He developed soloist skills, performing the roles of 
Clio and Eternita at the college's production of Giacomo Cicognini's opera, L'amor 
pudico, in February 1614. Orazio may have recognized that abundant opportunities 
awaited Felice outside the confines of the college, for he removed his son from the 
school in 1614 before Felice's voice had changed. A letter from the college's rector, 
Bernadino Castorio, to Cardinal Bellarmine on April 12, 1614, confirms that Orazio 
was jailed for failing to pay the 400-scudi fine for prematurely removing Felice, who 
had been "brought there to sing as long as his soprano voice might last."14 Felice 
sought to maintain positive relations with his former rector, writing to Castorio 
from Padua on December 14, 1618, in a letter in which he inquired after his brother, 
Lorenzo, with honorable language, such as "Very reverend Father and my dear Sir" 
and "The most indebted servant of your very reverend Lordship."15 
12 Thomas D. Culley, S. }.,jesuits and Music: A Study of the Musicians Connected with 
the German College in Rome during the 17th Century and of Their Activities in 
Northern Europe (Rome: Jesuit Historical Institute, 1970), 142. 
n Diverse positioni de liti, et instrumenti et alter scritture (Rome), 83, trans. in Culley, 
142. 
14 Culley, 141. 
1s Ibid., 143. 
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After a period of employment in northern Italy, during which Felice worked 
alternately in Venice and Padua between 1618 and 1636, Ferdinand II engaged him 
as a tenor in the Viennese Hojkapelle by December 17, 1636.1fi The first entry for 
Sances in the Hofzahlamtsbiicher appears in April1, 1637, as a tenor with an annual 
salary of sixty florinsP He remains listed under Tenoristen until September 30, 
1649. Sances promoted his own advancement in the Hojkapelle shortly after his 
arrival, publishing several collections of sacred music and establishing himself as a 
teacher.18 Following the death of Ferdinand II on February 15, 1637, he quickly 
sought to earn the favor of the twenty-five-year-old Ferdinand Ill. Sances dedicated 
a collection of motets, Motetti a una, due, tree Quattro voci, to him in 1638. Sances's 
efforts and musical talent did not go unnoticed, for he received many benefits 
somewhat unusual for a Hojkapelle tenor: already in 1637 he was provided with 
court lodging, and he also received multiple pay raises so that he was the "best paid 
singer in the chapel"-even more so than the famous imperial castrati.19 Sances 
earned the resentment of his fellow musicians through this advancement due to his 
self-motivated scheming. A Hojkapelle castrato; Domenico Rodomonte, wrote to 
Giacomo Carissimi on March 19, 1638: 
16 John Whenham and Steven Saunders, "Sances, Giovanni Felice," Grove Music 
Online, Oxford Music Online, 
http:/ Jwww.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edufsubscriberjarticlejgrovefmus 
ic/24486 (accessed September 25, 2011). 
17 Kochel, 59. 
18 Sances, Motetti, x. 
19 Ibid., xi. 
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And now Felice [Sances] is making arrangements (vigorously [and] 
underhandedly) about [Signor Giovanni Battista's] staying with him. Signor 
Giovanni Battista, [however], does riot have [any] inclination to stay with 
him, but [is] well [content] with Signor Sansone. The means of Felice, 
[however,] are great."20 
On October 1, 1649, Ferdinand III appointed Sances to the Hojkapelle 
position of Vice-Kapellmeister, vacated by Antonio Bertali when he became 
Kapellmeister upon the death of Giovanni Valentini. Sances continued to enjoy the 
favor of the emperor, for he received an annual salary of 1000 florins, only 200 
florins less than salary of the Kapellmeister.21 Sances's Italian heritage worked to his 
advantage, for he assumed Valentini's "longstanding role as informal advisor to the 
Habsburgs on Italianate music and poetry."22 Upon the death of Antonio Bertali in 
April 1669, Sances reached the pinnacle of his ascendancy in the Hojkapelle: 
Leopold I appointed him to the position of Kapellmeister, accompanied by a 
generous annual salary of 2000 florins. 23 The musicians of the Hojkapelle 
maintained their aforementioned animosity towards Sances for a long period, for at 
the new Kapellmeister's installation ceremony on April 23, 1669, they were 
"instructed to render Sances obedience and respect."24 
By the time Leopold I appointed him Kapellmeister, Sances was already 
approximately seventy years old, and his attention turned towards his family's well-
2o Ibid., x. 
21 Kochel, 58. 
22 Sances, Motetti, xi. 
23 Kochel, 62. Sances's salary was particularly generous in comparison with Bertali's, 
which is noted in the Hofzahlamtsbilcher as 1200 florins. Kochel, 58. 
24 Sances, Motetti, xi. 
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being after his eventual death. Sances thus requested that after he died Leopold 
provide court lodging for his daughter and continue to pay his sons, one of whom 
sang as a bass in the Hojkapelle. 25 Leopold assented, "noting that Sances was already 
quite old and deserved some consolation before his death.''26 The significance in 
Sances's decline over the last six years of his life lies in the fact that Johann Heinrich 
Schmeltzer, a composer included in this study, assumed many of Sances's duties 
beginning in 1675.27 By 1677, Sances could no longer attend chapel services. He 
died two years later and was buried on November 12, 1679.28 
Compositional Overview 
Sances composed a substantial quantity of sacred and secular vocal music in 
addition to dramatic works, which included six Sepolcri and musical contributions to 
operas. The extant sacred vocal works belong to the period in which he served as a 
tenor in the Hojkapelle. These publications include: Motetti for one voice and 
continuo (1638), Motetti for one to four voices and continuo (1638), Antifone e 
litanie della Beatissima Vergine for two to eight voices and continuo (1640), Motetti 
for two to five voices and a six-voiced litany of the Blessed Virgin (1642), Salmi 
concertati for eight voices and continuo (164 7), Salmi brevi concertati for four voices 
zs Kochel, 62. Under Bassisten: "Ad Felice Sances ( 45 fl), 1. Apr. 1669- 3. Sept. 
1711." 
26 Sances, Motetti, xi. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid., xii. 
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(1647), a full year's cycle of Antiphonae sacrae Beatae Mariae Virginis for one voice 
and continuo (1648), and six motets published between 1641 and 1653.29 
The catalogue of Leopold I's private collection provides a comprehensive list 
of Sances's compositions, though much of the music remains lost.3o This catalogue 
denotes that Sances composed fifty-four masses and three Requiem Masses in 
addition to nearly six hundred other works. Sances composed his first two settings 
of the Requiem Mass for Ferdinand IV (1654) and Ferdinand III (1657), and they are 
described in further detail below. Sances composed the third requiem, now lost, also 
for a member of the Habsburg family; it commemorated Empress Margarita Teresa, 
who died on March 12, 1673. It is listed as Requiem Pro defuncta Imperatrice 
Margarita a 5 Voci 5 Viole 2 Cornetti mutl4 Tromboni con Ripieni.31 
These sacred works feature a variety of musical techniques and forces. 
Imitative polyphonic works employ simplified plainchant; the masses include 
unaccompanied stile antico settings; the motets range from dialogic to polychoral 
forces; and still other sacred works utilize large concertato settings with "massive 
instrumental ensembles."32 As will be demonstrated in his two settings of the 
Requiem Mass, the sacred works for large forces utilize solo and ripieno divisions. 
In a scholarly edition of Sances's 1638 Motetti, Steven Saunders describes 
Sances's salient compositional techniques found in that collection: Sances regularly 
29 Whenham and Saunders. 
30 Leopold's private catalogue is titled Distinta specificatione dell'archivio musicale 
per if servizio della cappella e camera cesarea. 
31 Sances, Motetti, xxii. 
32 Whenham and Saunders. 
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changes the arrangement and appearance of established texts; he repeats closing 
formulas at significant cadences; and at the beginning of sections he introduces a 
short motive, repeats it, and then expands upon it.33 These characteristics belong 
not only to Sances's compositions, but, as analysis reveals, they also pertain to the 
Viennese Requiem Masses throughout the period of this study, from 1621 to 1720. 
Saunders also discusses the large-scale organization in Sances's 
compositions, noting that in the Motetti Sances uses refrain structures, instrumental 
ritornellos, ostinato bass lines, walking bass lines, and cantata designs, among other 
formal techniques. Saunders argues that these formal designs operate in a manner 
beyond their function of musical structure. They often "serve a rhetorical function 
by underlining some textual point."34 This point can be most clearly illustrated via 
the varied texts of the Motettt but it will also be addressed regarding Sances's 
Requiem Masses in honor of Ferdinand IV and Ferdinand III. 
33 Sances, Motetti, xvi. 
34 Ibid. 
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Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer 
(c. 1620 -1680) 
Renowned Violinist and Composer, Three-Month Kapellmeister 
Biographical Overview 
The renowned violinist Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer was born in Scheibbs, 
Lower Austria, between 1620 and 1623.35 In a 1673 petition for ennoblement he 
identified his father as an imperial soldier who fought in the Thirty Years War battle 
"am weissen Berg" in 1620, but a marriage certificate confirms that his father was 
Daniel Schmelzer, a baker in Scheibbs.36 Johann Heinrich's possible teachers include 
Antonio Bertali, Giovanni Sansoni, and Burckhardt Kugler, a violinist who received 
30 florins for training young musicians.37 Evidence of Schmeltzer's marriage on June 
28, 1643, confirms that Saint Stephen's Cathedral in Vienna had employed him as a 
cornettist by that date. Schmeltzer's employment as a violinist at the Hofkapelle may 
have begun intermittently as early as 1635 or 1636 according to a 1674 imperial 
document.38 It was not until October 1, 1649, however, that he officially appeared on 
the Hofzahlamtsbiicher as a violinist with an annual salary of 50 florins.39 Upon 
35 Rudolf Schnitzler, "Schmelzer, Johann Heinrich," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music 
Online, 
http:/ fwww.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy. bu.edu/ subscriber I article I grovefmus 
ic/24921 (accessed September 30, 2011). 
36 Paul Nett!, "How Augustin Cheated the Plague while Johann Heinrich Schmelzer 
Succumbed," in Forgotten Musicians (New York: Philosophical Library, 1951), 6; 
Schnitzler. 
37 Nett!, 7. 
38 Schnitzler. 
39 Kochel, 61. 
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Leopold I's ascent to the imperial throne, the emperor retained Schmeltzer in the 
Hojkapelle. Soon thereafter Leopold engaged Schmeltzer to direct the instrumental 
music at his coronation on August 1, 1658 in Frankfurt.40 Schmeltzer's abilities as a 
violinist earned him a widespread reputation by 1660, for in that year Johann 
Joachim Muller identified Schmeltzer as the "most famous and almost the most 
distinguished violinist in all of Europe" in his travel diary (Reise-Diarium bey 
Kayserlicher Belehnung des Chur undfuerstl. Hauses Sachsen).41 
Schmeltzer's responsibilities in the Hojkapelle continued throughout the 
1660s and 1670s. In 1665 Schmeltzer traveled with Leopold's retinue to Innsbruck 
for the reunification of the Austrian territories and for the emperor's installation as 
Archduke of Further Austria. In the same year, perhaps in association with this 
travel, the imperial court charged him responsible for composing operas and music 
for court festivities.42 After Sances succeeded Bertali as Kapellmeister in 1669, 
Schmeltzer was appointed Vice-Kapellmeister on January 1, 1671, with a salary of 
1080 florins. 43 Leopold ennobled Schmeltzer on June 14, 1673, adding "von 
Ehrenruef' to his name. Schmeltzer gradually assumed greater Hojkapelle 
responsibilities during the decade as Sances aged and grew ill.44 Sances died in 
November 1679, and on December 18 Schmeltzer completed his official application 
40 Charles E. Brewer, The Instrumental Music of Schmeltze'"' Biber, Muffat and Their 
Contemporaries, (Farnham, Surrey, England: Ashgate, 2011), 53. 
41 Nettl, 7-8. 
42 Ibid., 8. 
43 Kochel, 62. 
44 Schnitzler. 
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for the position of Kapellmeister. Leopold granted the application and made 
Schmeltzer's appointment and 2000-florin salary retroactive to October 1, 1679. 
This appointment marked a significant moment for Austro-German musicians at the 
Hojkapelle, for Schmeltzer became the first Austrian-born Kapellmeister since 
Christoph Straus's dismissal in 1619.45 Schmeltzer's official tenure as Kapellmeister 
passed quickly, however. By 1679 the plague had reached both Vienna and Prague, 
and Schmeltzer succumbed between February 29 and March 20, 1680.46 
Compositional Overview 
Schmeltzer's renowned musical reputation rested on his abilities as a 
violinist and as a composer of instrumental music. His instrumental compositions 
include approximately one hundred fifty ballet suites and one hundred eight 
sonatas. He dedicated his 1659 Duodena Selectarum Sonatarum to Leopold I and 
indicated in the preface that the compositions were to be used both as "a noble 
forum" and "a devout sanctuary."47 In addition to influencing the development of the 
suite in Austria and lower Germany, his instrumental works are significant for their 
use of folk elements, such as the influence of alpine wind instruments.48 Viennese 
45 Kochel, 65. 
46 Schnitzler. 
47 Brewer, 59. 
48 Schnitzler. 
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and Austrian dances also influenced Schmeltzer's compositions, evident in the 
incorporation of other "alpine elements and yodel phrases."49 
Schmeltzer imbued his instrumental works with an underlying element of 
sacred conception and intent. In the preface to his 1662 instrumental publication, 
Sacro-profanus concentusmusicus, Schmeltzer stated: 
And certainly this Sacred-Profane Musical Concord thus is collected 
especially so that it would be able to serve both to the pious worship of the 
saints and the honest pleasure of mankind, both to arousing piety in church 
and outside the church by refreshing the human spirit. so 
For Schmeltzer and his contemporaries, therefore, the separation between sacred 
and secular music did not explicitly coincide with instrumental and vocal genres. 
Although Schmeltzer's reputation largely rested on his instrumental works, 
he also composed significant vocal repertoire. He provided music for at least three 
Sepolcri, including Die Starke der Liebe, and his non-dramatic sacred music includes 
eleven extant masses, one vespers setting, one compline setting, and ten other 
assorted works. Some of these extant sacred works are dated and, thus, contribute 
to Schmeltzer's chronology. The Missa Tarde venientium is dated February 1671, the 
year Schmeltzer was appointed Vice-Kapellmeister; two offertories are dated 1676; 
the Missa Mater purissima is dated January 1677; and the Missa Ad honorem S. Rochi 
is dated April 1679, the same year and month listed for his setting of the Requiem 
Mass. One hundred seventy-three of Schmeltzer's sacred works that Leopold I listed 
in the catalogue of his private collection remain lost. 
49 Nettl, 12. 
so Trans. in Brewer, 65. 
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Regarding musical style, Schmeltzer continued the Viennese Hojkapelle 
tradition of composition, incorporating stile antico counterpoint and concertato 
techniques in his vocal repertoire. In his instrumental works, he exchanged motives 
between different families of instruments, and he emphasized what Brewer labels a 
"patchwork-like succession of different sections."51 An analysis of Schmeltzer's 
Requiem Mass below will reveal that he also transferred this practice to his vocal 
works, exchanging motives between groups of instruments and vocalists in 
concertato sections. 
Johann Kaspar Kerll 
(1627-1693) 
Italianate-German Organist and Composer 
Biographical Overview 
Johann Kaspar Kerll was born to a musical family in Adorf, Saxony, on April 9, 
1641. His earliest musical instruction came from his father, who served as an 
organist at Adorf. Kerll continued his musical studies in Vienna in the 1640s with 
Hojkapellmeister Giovanni Valentini, and from 1647 to 1656 he served as court 
organist for Archduke Leopold Wilhelm in Brussels. Wilhelm sent Kerll to Rome to 
study with Carissimi in the late 1640s and early 1650s.52 
51 Brewer, 67. 
52 C. David Harris and Albert C. Giebler, "Kerll, Johann Caspar," Grove Music Online, 
Oxford Music Online, 
http:/ jwww.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edujsubscriberjarticlejgrovejmus 
ic/14913 (accessed September 25, 2011). 
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Kerll enjoyed significant successes and recognition through his appointments 
at the electoral court in Munich. On March 12, 1656, elector Ferdinand Maria 
appointed Kerll Vice-Kapellmeister of his Munich court; six months later on 
September 22, Ferdinand Maria appointed him Kapellmeister. The Munich· Kapelle 
was a sizeable establishment, so this appointment represented a significant position 
for Kerll. One year before Kerll became Vice-Kapellmeister, the Munich Kapelle 
numbered thirty-nine musicians, which included fourteen adult singers, five 
choirboys, seventeen instrumentalists, two organists, and one organ student. The 
majority of these musicians were of Austro-German descent, but notably, eight were 
Italian.53 While the Munich Kape/le was not insignificant in size, the contemporary 
Viennese Hojkapelle outnumbered it with over fifty-five musicians. The repertoire at 
the Munich Kapelle featured both modern and historical composers, focusing 
primarily on Italian-born or Italian-centered musicians, such as Palestrina, Lasso, 
Valentini, Monteverdi, and Sances.54 
Kerll continued to gain the attention of prominent Austro-German leaders. 
He composed and performed a mass for Leopold I's coronation in Frankfurt in 1658, 
and in 1664, Leopold recognized KerB's contribution by ennobling him.55 Johann 
Mattheson's account of Leopold's coronation, though perhaps prone to excessive 
flattery or conjecture, likewise honored Kerll and described the occasion: 
53 Giebler, 10. 
54 Ibid., 11. 
55 Harris and Giebler. 
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When subsequently a Mass by [Kerll] was performed, the emperor could not 
help but be astonished over Kerll's great gifts, that he was not only an 
excellent organist, but also a skilled composer and was worthy to head a 
large Capelle. The emperor thus graciously honored and ennobled him. 56 
Leopold's recognition of Kerll at this significant event would prove important in 
preparing the way for his future appointment at the Hojkapelle in Vienna. 
Similar to the Viennese Hojkapelle, the Munich Kapelle grew steadily from the 
1650s through the 1670s. By 1673 the Munich Kapelle numbered fifty-seven 
musicians, including nineteen adult singers, five choirboys, twenty instrumentalists, 
and ten trumpeters. The Italian presence persisted and grew: of the fifty-seven-
person Kapelle, ten singers and three instrumentalists were Italian.57 At the 
beginning of Kerll's tenure, the Italian musicians in Munich welcomed Kerll due to 
his training in Rome. Mattheson related this positive reception, recounting, "Since 
he made good use of his time in Italy, and managed to act to the satisfaction of the 
Italians at the Bavarian court, they sang and played his compositions with delight at 
first."58 The Italians did not approve of Kerll's later musical "deviations," however, 
as Johann Krieger conveyed in 1713: 
[Kerll] had a great quarrel with the other musiCians of the Capelle, 
particularly with the Italians, because he had composed a piece of music full 
of strange intervals and such deviations from the usual rules that the good 
people could make no headway in the execution of the work.59 
56 Johann Mattheson, Ehrenpforte, (Hamburg: 1740), 136, trans. in Giebler, 13-14. 
57 Giebler, 10. 
58 Mattheson, 136, trans. in Giebler, 21. 
59 Johann Krieger, "Gedanken iiber die, dem Neu-ErOfneten Orchestre durch das Ut 
erregte, Controvers," (1713), reprinted in Johann Mattheson, Critica Musica, vol. 2 
(Hamburg: 1722-25), 220, trans. in Giebler, 22. 
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Kerll's quarrel with the Italians at the Munich court in 1673 resulted in his 
subsequent resignation and move to Vienna.6o In 1675, Leopold I granted Kerll a 
pension, and on March 16, 1677 he was appointed as a fourth organist in the court.61 
His first listing in the Hofzahlamtsbiicher begins later on October 1, 1680, with an 
annual salary of seventy-five florins, and it ends in 1692 only a few months before 
his death.62 Kerll's reputation outlasted his death on February 13, 1693, as the 
aforementioned praise by Mattheson and Krieger attests. In addition, Athanasius 
Kirchner praised Kerll in his Musurgia universalis (1650) for the employment of 
theoretical aspects of music in practical composition, calling him "an excellent 
musician, in which the manner of a most perfect type of style conceived, as it were, 
in a particular form, appears brilliantly."63 
Compositional Overview 
Kerll composed mostly vocal music and instrumental sacred music, but he 
also composed a limited number of works for use in dramatic and secular settings. 
He composed up to eleven operas, the music for all of which is lost.64 He also 
composed a number of keyboard toccatas, canzonas, battaglia, ciaccona, and 
passacaglia. The 1686 publication, Modulatio organica super Magnificat octo 
60 Harris and Giebler. 
61 Giebler, 25. 
62 Kochel, 66. 
63 Giebler, 7. 
64 Johann Kaspar Kerll, Requiem a 5 vocibus, vol. 11 of Wiener Edition Alter Musik, 
eds. Rudolf Hofstotter and Ingomar Rainer (Vienna: Doblinger, 2000), i. 
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ecclesiasticis tonis respondens, contains Magnificat verses for organ in the eight 
church modes. His instrumental works also include four keyboard suites and five 
works for strings and continuo. 
Eighteen of Kerll's masses survive in manuscript, copy, or published forms. 
Fourteen masses survive in full; an additional three contain only the Kyrie and 
Gloria, and one contains only the Sanctus. The stile antico Requiem a 5 vocibus from 
Munich (1669) stands as the earliest of the extant masses. A significant collection 
that contains six other masses and one Requiem Mass is KerB's 1689 publication, 
Missae Sex a IV. V. VI. ... Adjuncta una pro Defunctis cum seq: Dies irae, which he 
dedicated to Leopold I. The collection contains nineteen total partbooks, all of which 
are imbued with symbols of the Jesuit Order. The title page bears the IHS monogram 
along with Jesuit symbols depicting the vows of poverty, obedience, and celibacy; 
therefore, the title page includes the complete sign of the Jesuit Order. Furthermore, 
the last page bears the Jesuit motto, "Omnia ad maiorem Dei gloriam."6S Kerll 
dedicated the publication to an emperor trained by the Jesuits, Leopold I, and Kerll 
justifying this dedication with the question, "Why should not my musical works tend 
to incline towards their own native origin ?"66 In his preface, Kerll uses typically 
reverential and only mildly self-deprecating language, stating, "Therefore, Most 
65 Johann Kaspar Kerll, Missae Sex a IV. V. VI. Vocibus, cum Instrumentis 
concertantibus, & vocibus in Ripieno, Adjuncta una pro Defunctis cum seq: Dies irae 
(1689), trans. Nicolas J. Radulescu in Johann Kaspar Kerll, Missa Renovationis, vol. 26 
of Wiener Edition Alter Musik, eds. Rudolf Hofstotter and Ingomar Rainer (Vienna: 
Doblinger, 2006), xiii. 
66 Ibid., xiv. "Their own native origin" refers to the emperor, Leopold I. 
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August Emperor, I lay this my work, although it is but meager, in a venerating spirit 
of deference and observance where it belongs: at the August feet of Your Sacred 
Majesty."67 At the same time, KerB's preface does not focus on demeaning himself 
with self-deprecating language commonly pervasive in similar dedications of his 
contemporaries. The closest that Kerll comes to this is a comparison of his own state 
to that of the famed Orpheus, who owes his lyre to Phoebus: 
Then why should not I (if it may be permitted to compare the smaller to the 
greater) trace back as to their origin my musical works collected in this book, 
and my own lyre (by which I mean the musical science) to the most august 
munificence of the house of Austria ... ?68 
Kerll concerned himself with adapting works to the trends of the time period 
and location. He reworked one of his mass settings for this purpose, and his preface 
explains the renaming of his Missa Renovationis, "I have decided to add two 
obbligato violins to the sixth Mass, which heretofore was lacking concertato 
instruments; and I have named it Missa Renovationis for it was altered because of 
this addition in not a few places."69 The use of the term renovationis (renewal) 
rather than renovata (new), Ingomar Rainer argues, indicates that Kerll recognized 
the trend of "the new stylistic orientation of counter-reformation church music with 
its certain instrumental-concertante lavishness, and its incorporation of expressive 
means of the seconda pratica." 70 This renaming implies that Kerll and his 
contemporary composers understood music's role in advancing the Counter-
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid. 
69 Ibid., xviii. 
70 Ibid., XX. 
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Reformation by impressing listeners with new musical techniques and by 
overwhelming the senses with "lavishness." The date of composition of the Missa 
Renovationis is no later than 1674, suggesting that this new style of lavish Counter-
Reformation music was sufficiently established to warrant a revision of the mass 
from its original, stile antico form to the newer, opulent style. 
Albert Giebler identifies the essential characteristics of KerB's compositions 
in an extensive survey of his masses.71 KerB, he states, clearly separates the forces 
into solo and ripieno groups, and he regularly alternates between the two groups. 
This characteristic, however, was not unique to KerB within the context of music at 
the Hojkapelle. Additional characteristics that Kerll shared with other composers of 
the time were a sense of thematic unity, particularly in Requiem Mass settings; the 
persistent use of modes while also moving towards major and minor tonalities; the 
expressive use of dissonance; "gently rising and falling lines;" and "effective word-
painting."72 The aspects identified by Giebler that KerB uniquely employs include 
the use of highly developed contrapuntal textures and, in particular, fugues at the 
close of major sections. The characteristics and techniques of KerB's composition 
will be further addressed in detail regarding his second Requiem Mass. 
The writings by Mattheson, Krieger, and Bernhard prove that theorists 
pointed to KerB as an exemplary composer in several capacities. In addition to 
Mattheson's and Krieger's praise, quoted above, Kerll's contemporaries recognized 
n Giebler, 2. 
72 Ibid. 
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his adherence to counterpoint and modal composition. Heinrich Schutz's successor 
in Dresden, Christoph Bernhard (1627-92), singled him out in Tractatus 
compositionis augmentatus (c. 1680) as a representative composer of the style.73 
Johann Joseph Fux 
(1660-1741) 
Theorist and Composer 
Biographical Overview 
Johann Joseph Fux was born in 1660 to a peasant family in Hirtenfield, Lower 
Austria. His father, Andreas, served as an official of Saint Marein parish, and given 
this position, Johann may have sung in the choir there as a boy_74 Little else about 
the first twenty years of Fux's life appears in any record until 1680, when he 
enrolled at the university in Graz, possibly resulting from youthful meetings with an 
organist and a Kantor from Graz that visited Saint Marein.75 
From 1681 to 1687, Fux benefited from a multi-disciplined Jesuit education, 
studying music, languages, logic, and law. In 1681, he commenced nearly three years 
of grammar and music study at the Jesuit Ferdinandeum, but he left two months 
before graduation to enroll at the Jesuit university in Ingolstadt on December 28, 
1683. There he appears in the registry as "Joannes Joseph Fux, Styrian of Hirtenfeld, 
73 Ibid., 185. 
74 Harry White and Thomas Hochradner, "Fux, Johann Joseph," Grove Music Online, 
Oxford Music Online, 
http:/ Jwww.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy.bu.edufsubscriberjarticlejgrovefmus 
ic/49235 (accessed September 30, 2011). 
75 Ibid. 
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student of logic, pauper." Two years after his arrival in Ingolstadt, he accepted a 
position as organist at Saint Moritz, where he composed some of his earliest works, 
including two Latin motets and a German funeral ode, listed in the church's 1710 
music inventory. Fux remained in lngolstadt until1687.76 
The interregnum between 1689, when Saint Moritz employed a new organist, 
and 1696, the year of Fux's marriage in Vienna, has been subject to creative 
hypotheses that seek to explain Fux's unlikely rise in the Italian-dominated musical 
environment of the HojkapelleJ7 Through the course of unconfirmed events in this 
period, Fux became organist at the Viennese Schottenkirche by 1696. The preface to 
Fux's Gradus ad Parnassum in 1725 implies that his employment in the Hojkapelle 
began as early as 1693 or 1695, though an entry in the Hofzahlamtsbiicher confirms 
his appointment as one of three court composers only by January 1, 1698.78 Fux's 
responsibilities as court composer included composing sacred music for Sundays 
and feasts of the church year. This task must not have wholly consumed his time, for 
he remained organist at the Schottenkirche until 1702. In 1705, he was appointed 
Vice-Kapellmeister of Saint Stephen's Cathedral while he maintained his position in 
the Hojkapelle. Promoted to the position of Kapellmeister of Saint Stephen's in 1712, 
he continued his duties at the cathedral until 1714, when his activity increasingly 
76 Ibid. 
n For such unsubstantiated hypotheses, see Johann Adolph Scheibe, Der critische 
Musicus (Leipzig: Musikbibliotek der Stadt, 1745); and Johann Friedrich Daube, 
Anleitung zum Selbsunterrich in der musikalischen Composition (Vienna: Commission 
der Schaumburgschen Buchhandlung, 1798). 
78 Kochel, 66. 
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turned to the Hojkapelle. On October 1, 1711, six months after Joseph I's death, Fux 
was appointed Vice-Kapellmeister of the Hojkapelle with an annual salary of 1600 
florins. On February 16, 1715, Charles VI promoted him to Kapellmeister, a position 
with an annual salary of 3100 florins. Fux held this position until 17 40, less than one 
year before his death. 79 
Compositional and Theoretical Overview 
Fux's compositional output is remarkable alone due to its volume. His sacred 
music includes ninety masses, nine settings of the Requiem Mass, thirty-three 
litanies, forty-eight vespers settings, five compline settings, six Te Deum 
compositions, and over two hundred other sacred works. He also composed 
dramatic works, including twenty-two operas and thirteen oratorios and Sepolcri. Of 
his ninety settings of the Mass Ordinary, Fux composed only two completely in stile 
antico, the Missa Quadragesimalis and Missa Di San Carlo. Other masses incorporate 
stile antico techniques but utilize instrumental doubling. In addition to these stile 
antico masses, Fux's works consistently integrate contrapuntal composition with 
concertato techniques, as two settings of the Requiem Mass, the Requiem a 4 voci 
(1697) and Requiem a 5 (1720), demonstrate. The compositional genesis of these 
settings demonstrates Fux's close association with the Habsburgs. The Requiem a 4 
voci commemorated the death of Archduchess Eleanor Maria Josefa of Austria, 
79 Ibid., 72. 
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Leopold I's half-sister, and the Requiem a 5 commemorated the death of Leopold I's 
third wife, empress dowager Eleonora Magdalena Theresia of Neuberg. 
Fux's theoretical works address vocal pedagogy, counterpoint, and modal 
composition. In approximately the year 1705, Fux published his first treatise, 
Singfundament, which included vocal exercises for one or two voices using 
solmization syllables.80 In 1725, Fux published his second treatise, Gradus ad 
Parnassum, and dedicated it to Emperor Charles VI. In this treatise, Fux prescribed 
rules of counterpoint for composers through conversations between a master and 
student, Aloysius and Josephus, respectively.81 In addition to stipulating rules of 
counterpoint in each species, Fux described exemplary characteristics of sacred 
music. While Fux's official publications included only Singfundament and Gradus ad 
Parnassum, he also exchanged letters with Johann Mattheson in 1717-18 in 
response to Mattheson's Das Neu-Eroffnete Orchestre (1713). In this lively 
correspondence, Fux advocated for traditional modal theory, while Mattheson 
argued in favor of the new system of twenty-four major and minor keys.82 
8o White and Hochradner; Johann Joseph Fux, Singfundament, vol. 2 of Siimtliche 
Werke: Theoretische und piidagogische Werke, eds. Eva Badura-Skoda and Alfred 
Mann (Graz: Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1993). 
8l Johann Joseph Fux. The Study ofCounterpointfromjohannjoseph Fux's Gradus ad 
Parnassum, eds. John Edmunds and Alfred Mann (New York: W. W. Norton, 1965). 
sz Joel Lester, "The Fux-Mattheson Correspondence: An Annotated Translation," 
Current Musicology 24 (1977), 37-38. 
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CHAPTER THREE 
VIENNESE BAROQUE REQUIEM MASSES 1621-1720: 
CONTEXT AND MUSICAL ANALYSES 
Therefore, most August Emperor, I lay this, my work, although It is but 
meager, in a venerating spirit of deference and observance where it belongs: 
at the August feet of Your Sacred Majesty. If it succeeds in pleasing You, my 
mind will rejoice, and I will join the poet in the following words: "Now we 
reach the Lordly ears, and then the Regal house and the lyre resounds, 
touched by the August finger." 
I humbly pray all Domini Phonasci [masters of singing], whom I embrace 
most amicably, to have their subordinates sing this same Mass with its 
sequence Dies irae for my own soul when they learn that I travel from this life 
into the next on the command of the supreme Lord of Heaven and Earth-
and let me have some solace. 
-Johann Kaspar Kerll, Missae Sex a IV. V. VI. 
Vocibus, cum Instrumentis concertantibus, & 
vocibus in Ripieno, Adjuncta una pro Defunctis 
cum seq: Dies irae, 16891 
Introduction 
Six settings of the Requiem Mass serve as representative works of the genre 
as performed by the Viennese Hojkapelle over the span of one century. They 
represent works by prominent Austro-German and Italian composers, and a 
majority of the settings can be confirmed as composed specifically for a member of 
the Habsburg family. These compositions incorporate stile antico and stile 
concertato techniques, a combination typical in sacred music composed for the 
1 Johann Kaspar Kerll, Missa Pro defunctis, vol. 27 of Wiener Edition Alter Musik, eds. 
Rudolf Hofstotter and Ingomar Rainer (Vienna: Doblinger, 2005), xiii, xviii. 
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Viennese Hojkapel/e. They utilize a variety of vocal and instrumental forces, and 
some works feature instrumental sections without voices. Background information 
about each Requiem Mass provides compositional and historical context. 
Furthermore, musical analyses of these works investigate the use of performing 
forces; formal structure; elements of harmony, rhythm, and phrase structure; 
contrapuntal techniques; motivic composition and transformation; text illustration; 
treatment of the Requiem Mass text; rhetorical construction at the structural and 
phrasal levels; and elements of oratorical delivery. 
The six settings included in this study were explicitly composed for use at the 
Viennese Hojkapelle. They include Christoph Straus's Missa Pro defunctis (c. 1621), 
Giovanni Felice Sances's Missa Defunctorum a 12 (1654) and Requiem Ferdinandi Ill 
a 20 (1657), Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer's Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine 
(1679), Johann Kaspar Kerll's Missa Pro defunctis (1689), and Johann Joseph Fux's 
Requiem a 5, K 51-53 (1720). Figure 3.1 outlines the movements set by composers 
in these and related settings of the Requiem Mass. In addition to an examination of 
these Viennese Requiem Masses, a survey of non-Requiem funereal and lamentation 
music in Baroque Vienna complements the appraisal of the function and 
characteristics of the Viennese Requiem Mass. This non-Requiem music includes 
Johann Jacob Froberger's Lamento sopra Ia dolorosa perdita della Real Maesta di 
Ferdinanda IV Re de Romani and Lamentation faite sur Ia mort tres douloureuse de sa 
majeste Imperiale, Ferdinand Ill; Schmeltzer's La men to sopra Ia morte Ferdinand III a 
tre; and Leopold I's Tres Lectiones. 
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Figure 3.1- Requiem Mass movements set by Viennese Baroque composers 
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Straus, Missa Pro defunctis (1619) xz X X3 X4 X X X 
Sances, Missa Defunctorum a 12 (1654) X X X X X X X 
Sances, Requiem Ferdinandi Ill a 20 (1657) xs X X6 X X 
Schmeltzer, Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine (1679) X7 X X X X 
Kerll, Requiem a 5 vocibus (Munich, 1669) X X X X X X X 
Kerll, Missa Pro defunctis (1689) X X X xs X X X 
Fux, Requiem a 4 voci, K 55 (1697) X X X X X X X 
Fux, Requiem a 5, K 51-53 (1720) X9 X X X X X XlO 
Each Requiem Mass analysis includes a section that identifies elements of 
musical rhetoric and oratory. While the terms "rhetoric" and "oratory" are 
frequently used interchangeably to describe persuasive communication, this study 
differentiates between the two due to their distinct effects in these settings. 
"Rhetoric" refers to the large-scale structure of constructing an argument, and it 
2 "Symphonia ad imitationem campanae" precedes Introit. 
3 Setting omits stanzas seven through seventeen. 
4 Setting omits "Hostias" section and reprise of "Quam olim Abrahae" text. 
s Introit preceded by Sonata. 
6 Sanctus opens and closes with Sonata. 
7 Each movement pair of this setting begins with an instrumental Sonata. 
8 Setting omits "Hostias" section and reprise of "Quam olim Abrahae" text. 
9 Introit preceded by Sonata. 
1o Introit preceded by Sinfonia. 
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operates in individual movements and the overall structure of complete Requiem 
Masses. "Rhetoric" also refers to the phrase-level Baroque system of Figurenlehre. 
Conversely, "oratory" refers to speech-like techniques used to deliver arguments, 
and they are usually limited to short, textual devices found at the phrase level. 
Oratorical elements are important because they affect the delivery and meaning of 
the Requiem Mass text. George Kennedy states, "[Speech] is in itself an act and not a 
text. Delivery is an important part of rhetoric."11 The same may be said about music. 
The musical elements of rhetoric and oratory are closely related, and 
Hojkapelle composers employed both techniques in their Requiem Masses. While 
rhetoric and oratory are related in these compositions, their unique characteristics 
suggest distinct influences. Dietrich Bartel suggests that these differences 
corresponded to regions: the German approach favored musical-rhetorical figures 
and structures, while the Italian approach focused on oratorical elements of 
affective delivery.12 Chapter one established the presence of both German and 
Italian musicians at the Hojkapelle, and this confluence also manifests itself in 
rhetorical and oratorical elements in the music. The musical analyses below 
establish the influence of rhetoric and oratory in these Requiem Masses, and chapter 
four will explore primary source correlations and implications for signification. 
11 George Kennedy, Classical Rhetoric and Its Christian and Secular Tradition from 
Ancient to Modern Times (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina, 1980), 109. 
12 Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica: Musical-Rhetorical Figures in German Baroque 
Music (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997), 88. 
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Missa Pro defunctis (c.1621) 
Christoph Straus 
Compositional Context 
The occasion for which Christoph Straus composed his second Requiem 
Mass, Missa Pro defunctis, cannot be confirmed. His son, Matthias, included it in the 
second publication of his father's music in 1631, Missae. It appeared with sixteen 
settings of the Mass Ordinary and one other Requiem Mass.13 The title page reads: 
Missae 
Christophori Stravs, 
Sacrae Caesareae Maiestatis Ferdinandi II. 
Organistae, et Cathedralis Eccesiae Viennensis ad D. Stephanom Capellae Magistri; 
Octo, Novem, Decem, VnDezim, Dvodezim, Tredezim et Viginti, Tam Vocibvs, 
Quam variis instrumentis, 
et Basso Generali ad Organvm Accommodato. 
Bassus Generalis, pro Organa. 
Cum Privilegio, Sacrae Caes: 
Maiestatis. Svmptibus Amplissimi Senatvs Viennensis. 
Viennae Avstriae, Excvdebat Matthaevs Formica, 
in Avla Coloniensi. 
Anno M. DC. XXXJ.14 
This title page identifies Christoph Straus's final positions: organist at the court of 
Ferdinand II and Kapellmeister at Saint Stephen's Cathedral in Vienna. Notably, it 
omits positions in the period previous to Ferdinand II's coronation, such as 
Christoph's role as Hojkapellmeister under Emperor Matthias. This omission likely 
13 Christoph Straus, Missa pro defunctis, vol. 59 of Denkmiiler der Tonkunst in 
Osterreich, ed. Guido Adler (Graz: Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1960), 100. 
The "Revisionsbericht" lists the contents, and the first Requiem Mass appears as 
"Missa pro defunctis, 8. Voc: plena choro adjunctis Instrumentis." 
14 Ibid. 
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derives from the financing of the publication's printing: Matthias published his 
father's works with the financial support and privilegio (privilege) of Ferdinand II. 
According to reprinted plates of the manuscript, Straus composed the Missa 
Pro defunctis ten years before its 1631 publication. He dated the work "Wien, 
Oktober 1621" and dedicated it to Ferdinand II.15 The Hojkapelle musicians likely 
performed the Requiem Mass because, at that time, the Hojkapelle continued to 
employ Straus in a bureaucratic position. His appointment as Kapellmeister of Saint 
Stephen's Cathedral occurred only well after this date, in 1626. 
An examination of significant events in the year 1621 presents three possible 
impetuses for composing the Missa Pro defunctis. The death of Albert VII, Archduke 
of Austria, on July 13, 1621, presents one possibility. As Archduke of Austria, the 
lands under his rule included Vienna, but he held this role only from March 20 until 
October 5, 1619, when he abdicated in favor of his cousin, Ferdinand II. Albert VII 
ruled primarily in the Habsburg Netherland territories with his wife, Infanta Isabella 
Clara Eugenia. He died in Brussels, the location of which renders the occasion an 
unlikely impetus of composition of a Requiem Mass by a Viennese composer. 
A second, more promising occasion shares a direct connection with Emperor 
Ferdinand II. His younger sister, Archduchess Maria Christina of Austria, died on 
April 6, 1621. In 1607, she joined the Haller Convent in Tirol, where she lived until 
her death in 1621. The two connections with the imperial court-the relationship of 
sister to Ferdinand II and the location in Austrian lands-point to the possibility 
15 Ibid. 
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that Straus composed his Missa Pro defunctis for an anniversary commemoration of 
Archduchess Maria Christina. Based on the "Oktober 1621" date, such a 
performance would have taken place on the six-month anniversary of her death. As 
established in chapter one, anniversary Requiem Masses customarily occurred 
within the first thirty days of a person's death or on the date of death in the 
following year. Viennese funereal customs did not stipulate the practice of a six-
month anniversary commemoration. An association with the Archduchess's death, 
though improbable, may remain feasible due to the large performance forces and 
scope of Straus's Missa Pro defunctis. 
A third possible impetus is the feast of All Souls. The Viennese liturgical 
calendar stipulated the performance of a Mass for the Dead on this feast, celebrated 
on November 2. All Souls did not require a concerted Requiem Mass, but the use of 
instruments is plausible because its date falls in the liturgical period during which 
instruments were allowed. Straus's "Oktober 1621" date establishes that he 
completed the composition before this feast, and, thus, the Missa Pro defunctis may 
have been performed at the Viennese Hojkapelle on the feast of All Souls in 1621. 
The scope and forces of Straus's Missa Pro defunctis suggest that he may have 
composed it to mark a specific, commemorative occasion. Straus set a substantial 
number of movements of the Requiem Mass, including the Introit, Kyrie, Sequence, 
Offertory, Sanctus, Agnus Dei, and Communionn. Its forces of double choir, two 
violins, viols, and organ minimally comprise thirteen distinct musical lines. The 
completeness of the composition, the number of performing forces, and the 
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occasional nature of the Requiem Mass genre suggest that Straus composed this 
mass for a distinct liturgy. As identified above, probable candidates in 1621 include 
the anniversary commemoration of Archduchess Maria Christina and the feast of All 
Souls on November 2. Furthermore, a liturgy associated with both events remains 
possible. For example, although the work may have been performed on the feast of 
All Souls, given the Archduchess's death in the same year, the feast may have 
assumed a deepened commemorative meaning associated with the Archduchess. 
Performing Forces 
The partbooks specify the performance forces for Straus's Missa Pro defunctis 
and divides them into two choirs.16 The parts for the first choir are designated as 
"Voce e violino" or "Voce e viola," while the parts for the second choir are labeled as 
"Viol e voce." Realized in performance, these two labels indicate the default order of 
participation of forces: each section begins with voices in choir one and viols in 
choir two; the strings in choir one and voices in choir two enter near the end of each 
section. This accumulative pattern receives further discussion below, and figure 3.2 
summarizes the instruments and voices according to clef. 
Because each partbook contains the music for both a voice and instrument, 
Straus provides two indications regarding the participation of the voices and 
instruments in each choir. First, he instructs "Son" for "Sonant" (sound) and "Ta" for 
"Tacent" (silent) in the first choir. Second, the parts in both choirs contain texted 
16 Straus, 101. 
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Figure 3.2 - Straus, Missa Pro de[unctis: Performance forces ~nd ranges 
Choir I 2 "Voce e Violino" and 2 "Voce e Viola" I Range 
Cantus I, violin I D4-FS 
Cantus II, violin II B3-ES 
Tenor I, viola I D3-G4 
Tenor II, viola II C3-F4 
Choir II 6 "Viole Voce" 
Tenor, viol 
Baritone I, viol 
Baritone II, viol 
Baritone III, viol 
Bass I, viol 
Bass II, viol 
Organ "Bassus generalis" 
C3-E4/F417 
B2-D4 
A2-D4 
G2-A3 
A1-G3 
G1-E3 
and untexted sections. The first choir, consisting of two cantus and two tenor parts, 
functions as the primary group of vocalists due to the texted presentation in all 
parts. With the exception of the opening instrumental section, these partbooks 
always contain text, and thus these vocalists participate throughout the Missa Pro 
defunctis in a requisite, principal role. Straus adds "Son" and "Ta" throughout the 
work in the first choir, indicating when the two violins and two violas double the 
vocalists. Conversely, the second choir functions primarily as an ensemble of viols 
and secondarily as ripienist singers. Often, no text accompanies the notation in the 
second choir, indicating the viols' performance without voices. 
Straus composed his Missa Pro defunctis with clear soli and tutti divisions. At 
the points where he indicates "Son" in choir one, text accompanies the notation in 
17 Voce part extends to E4. Viol extends to F4 in Symphonia atm. 19. 
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choir two. This results in tutti participation: instruments double the vocalists in 
choir one, and vocalists double the instruments in choir two. At soli points, when 
only the vocalists sing in choir one, the choir-two viols play without singers.1B The 
second choir does not function merely as a ripienist choir, however, for it contains 
parts distinct from the first choir. 
Two aberrations remain unexplained by this system of designating 
participation by voices and instruments. The lowest two parts of choir two (Bass I, 
Bass II) frequently contain text in sections that clearly are soli sections based on the 
"Ta" indications in choir one and the untexted notation in the other choir-two parts. 
The low tessituras and extreme ranges of these parts cast doubt on vocal 
participation in these parts: the Bass II part descends to G1 (m. 11, "Te decet") and 
the Bass I part descends to Al (Offertory m. 58, Benedictus mm. 43 and 49). 
The performing forces information on the 1631 Missae title page indicates 
that only the organ performs the eleventh line of music. This title page summarizes 
the eighteen works included in the publication, designating that they require eight, 
nine, ten, eleven, twelve, thirteen, and twenty voices; a variety of instruments; and 
"general bass, an organ."19 Therefore, the information regarding the Bassus Generalis 
implicitly indicates that this part was only performed by organ. Other parts 
reinforce this instruction, for the two lowest viols frequently double this Bassus 
Generalis line. The organ functions as basso seguente throughout the Missa Pro 
18 Aberrations from this soli-tutti system occur in the lowest two parts of choir two, 
found in the "Bassus" and "Decimus" partbooks. 
19 Straus, 100. See above. 
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defunctis: it doubles the lowest musical line, usually appearing in one of these two 
lowest viol parts. These viols nearly always double the lowest organ note; rare 
exceptions occur when the vocal ranges are unusually high and when choir two 
remains silent, such as in the Benedictus (mm. 14-18). 
With the exception of the Symphonia, Straus employs the voices and 
instruments in each choir consistently throughout the Missa Pro defunctis. The 
voices in choir one contain the primary musical motives, and the instruments in this 
choir double the voices in phrases that lead to sectional, final cadences. The 
instruments in choir two primarily function as an accompanying consort with 
chordal construction and limited motivic material. The choir-two singers double the 
instruments as the music approaches sectional cadences. 
The predominant texture throughout the Missa Pro defunctis features a 
combination of one or two choir-one singers, three choir-two viols, and organ. This 
texture standardly results from paired imitation performed by the choir-one 
singers, accompanied by non-motivic viols in choir two. Exceptions to this texture 
occur in limited instances of choir-one quartet singing (e.g. Kyrie II, mm. 1-3, 5-10) 
and in tutti textures. Tutti textures occur at final, cadential phrases that definitively 
articulate the ends of sections or movements. 
Textures generally follow accumulative patterns. Each section or movement 
begins with a texture of four to five parts, accumulating voices and instruments as 
the section progresses and especially as an important, sectional cadence 
approaches. For example, at the beginning of the Introit, each of the four choir-one 
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vocalists successively sings a solo, accompanied by three choir-two viols and organ 
( mm. 1-18); the texture then increases to pairs of voices with three viols and organ 
(mm. 18-24); and the final, tutti section occurs in two stages, first with the addition 
of three choir-two singers (mm. 24-5), and second with all voices and instruments 
performing at the final cadence (mm. 26-8). Three exceptions to this accumulative 
pattern are striking for their rarity. They occur at "Lacrimosa," which opens the 
third section of the Dies irae; "Luceat eis," which opens the Communion; and "Et lux 
perpetua," which opens the final section of the Requiem Mass. In each of these 
exceptional sections, tutti forces participate immediately from the beginning rather 
than adding to the texture as the section progresses. 
The timbre of the Missa Pro defunctis is particularly dark and somber due to 
the low ranges of its parts (figure 3.2). The preponderance of low parts, particularly 
the six viols of choir two, and the manner in which Straus employs them results in 
thick-textured chords in the bass and tenor ranges, which contrasts with the 
isolated treble parts. These dense, low sonorities may have been inspired by 
Venetian models as well as the solemn character of the genre.zo In addition, Straus 
utilizes Venetian effects of polychoral divisions by grouping parts selected from 
both choirs. 
Although instruments function almost exclusively as an accompanying 
consort or as vocal reinforcement, the Missa Pro defunctis begins with a section for 
20 Albert C. Giebler, The Masses of johann Caspar Kerll (PhD diss., University of 
Michigan, 1956), vol. I, 57. Giebler notes that the Missa Pro defunctis is similar to 
Giovanni Gabrieli's Symphoniae Sacrae of 1615. 
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instruments alone. Straus marks this section "Symphonia ad imitationem campanae" 
(Symphony in imitation of bells) and indicates its performance as optional with the 
inscription "ad placitum" (as it pleases). The Symphonia is scored for two violins, 
five viols, and organ, and it contains three sections (mm. 1-8, 9-15, 16-29), each of 
which features the same descending motive. The bass line repeats in each of these 
sections, and it may be loosely modeled on the Dies irae chant.21 The implied sound 
of bells, the low range of the viols, and the gently repetitive and descending gestures 
establish a solemn character. At the end of the Symphonia, having established the 
character, Straus writes, "Hie incipe 'Requiem~~~-"here begin 'Requiem'." 
Formal Structure 
Straus set seven movements of the Requiem Mass text after the Symphonia: 
Introit, Kyrie, Dies irae, Offertory, Sanctus-Benedictus, Agnus Dei, and Communion 
(see figure 3.3). No movement shares thematic links with another movement, but 
the tonal-center relations between the Introit and Kyrie and the Agnus Dei and 
Communion facilitate their performance as pairs, appropriate in the liturgical 
context. With the exception of the Offertory, each movement features sectional 
divisions marked by decisive cadences, long durations of final notes, and fermatas. 
In the Introit, Kyrie, Sanctus, Agnus Dei, and Communion, these divisions 
correspond with inherent textual groupings or repetitions. In the Sanctus and 
Communion, the sectional divisions are indicated by decisive cadences and 
z1 Straus, Vorwort. 
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Figure 3.3 - Straus, Missa Pro defunctis 
Sectional divisions, tonal centers, and formal repetitions 
Movem_en_t, S~_ction Tonal Center Form mm. 
~ ~- ~- -··--. -··· ·-··--·-··--· o·-on. o~- ·---· ·••••• •-
Symphonia G-C-F-G a, a', a" 1-29 
Introit 
Requiem G A 1-28 
Te decet G B 29-85 
Requiem G A 1-28 
Kyrie 
Kyrie G A 1-27 
Christe G B 28-52 
Kyrie G c 53-80 
Dies irae 
Diesirae G A 1-34 
Mors stupebit22 G B 35-73 
Lacrimosa E-G c 74-119 
Offertory23 Em-G- C-A Non-sectional 1-121 
Sanctus 
Sanctus Ern-E A 1-14 
Dominus Deus E-C B 15-35 
Osanna F-A c 35-56 
Benedictus Am-F D 1-28 
Osanna F-A c 28-49 
Agnus Dei 
Agnus Dei I Am-G A 1-22 
Agnus Dei II Am-G B 23-41 
Agnus Dei Ill Am-G c 42-72 
Communion 
Luxaeterna G A 1-29 
Requiem C-D B 30-41 
Cum sanctis G A 41-67 
repetitions at "Osanna" and "Cum sanctis," respectively. In the Dies irae, divisions 
occur at the fourth and eighteenth stanzas; the latter corresponds with a change in 
the poetic rhyme structure, which shifts from tercets to couplets at "Lacrimosa." 
22 This section omits stanzas seven through seventeen. 
23 The Offertory omits the "Hostias" section and the reprise of the "Quam olim 
Abrahae" text. 
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Each musical section employs through-composed form and avoids large-scale 
repetition. Only three exceptions occur, in which sections are repeated within 
movements. The third section of the Introit repeats the first "Requiem" section in 
the same movement; the final section of the Sanctus repeats the movement's third 
section, "Osanna;" and the Communion repeats music at the two appearances of 
"Cum sanctis tuis in aeternum" (mm. 4-29). Notably, unlike several other composers 
in this study, Straus avoids repeating music from the Introit in the Communion at 
the reappearance of the text, "Et lux perpetua luceat eis." He also avoids repetition at 
the second "Kyrie." Therefore, each movement stands independently without 
drawing upon material found in other movements. 
In spite of the fact that Straus predominantly uses through-composed form, 
each section maintains cohesion by presenting the music in a naturally unfolding 
manner. Straus accomplishes this by repeating motives, overlapping cadences, 
gradually adding voices, and frequently establishing tonal centers. The ensuing 
examination of harmony, motives, and counterpoint further explores such vehicles 
that cohere musical material within sections of the Missa Pro defunctis. 
Harmony, Rhythm, and Phrase Structure 
The Missa Pro defunctis primarily operates within major and minor tonalities, 
but it also uses modal harmonic language. The Sanctus beginning uses E Phrygian, 
which is exemplified by the descent in the lowest viol and organ, emphasizing the 
semitone from F toE (mm. 1-5). Authentic cadences, often utilizing 4-3 suspensions, 
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close sections and internal phrases, but plagal cadences rarely conclude such points. 
Plagal cadences occur at the ends of the Offertory (Dm - A) and the first section of 
the Sanctus (mm. 13-14, Am - E), and plagal extensions confirm two sectional 
cadences in the Communion (mm. 26-9, mm. 64-7). Plagal cadences seldom occur 
within sections, though one occurs at the textual division in the Offertory beginning 
at "Quam olim Abrahae" (m. 75-6). Medial cadences, used infrequently, appear at 
junctures of repeated motives (Introit, mm. 14-15). 
The tonality of the Missa Pro defunctis centers on G (see figure 3.3). Within 
this large-scale stability, however, tonalities shift frequently in sections, primarily 
using leading tones or secondary dominants in sequential progressions. Examples of 
such tonal shifts abound, such as in the Kyrie I, which includes five iterations ofthe 
same motive in different tonal areas (mm. 1-6: G, 6-11: C, 11-16: Am, 16-21: Em, 21-
7: G). Progressions related by fifths appear in sequential phrases and serve as an 
additional means for accomplishing tonal shifts. In the "Christe," for example, 
progressions of fifths establish new tonal areas in sequential iterations of the 
"Christe" motive (e.g. mm. 34-6, 39-41). 
Chromatic alterations occasionally appear in modal sections of the Missa Pro 
defunctis. These alterations shift harmonies quickly and serve as expressive and 
cadential vehicles. In the Symphonia, one such alteration sets up the final cadence 
by facilitating the quick return from F major to G major (mm. 26-7). Alterations 
often occur at points of heightened significance due to the simultaneous use of tutti 
forces. Examples include the repetition of the tutti, homophonic "exaudi" (Introit, 
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mm. 56-7); the tutti entrance at "Rex gloriae" (Offertory, mm. 3-4), and the 
accumulation ofpolychoral forces at "et terra gloria" (Sanctus, mm. 30-1).24 
Overlapping cadences enable motion to continue forward without pausing at 
less important cadences. Overlap, especially in the choir-one soli parts, links phrases 
together to create long, continuous sections. In the Offertory, for example, the four 
singers in choir one sustain a long, thirty-five-measure section without any pause 
(mm. 23-57). Sections such as this, which sustain extended phrases via overlapping 
cadences, draw attention to the ensuing delayed pause and music. In this example, 
the pause after the continuous section's resolution (m. 57) creates a dramatic effect 
at the next tutti entrance at "sed signifer sanctus Michael." 
Motivic Composition, Transformation, and Text Illustration 
The through-composed form of the Missa Pro defunctis derives from Straus's 
construction of motives. Each new motive corresponds with a new phrase of text, 
reminiscent of Renaissance composition, and motives often repeat at least one time. 
Restatements may begin on different pitches and commonly result in sequential 
repetition at the fourth or fifth (e.g. Introit, mm. 67-70, 69-73, 72-6: "orationem 
meam," tenor I in C major, cantus II in E minor, and cantus I in G major). Motives 
also repeat at the unison, in which case they either utilize a different harmonization 
24 This section omits stanzas seven through seventeen. 
24 The Offertory o 
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(Introit, mm. 1-8, 7-13: "aeternam dona eis Domine") or retain the original 
harmonization (Offertory, mm. 52-7: "ne cadant in obscurum"). 
Straus constructs motives of various lengths. The majority extend for several 
measures and are sung by concertists in choir one. This use of long phrases and the 
consequent focus on horizontal aspects of music derives from stile antico practice. 
Straus also constructs motives as short as one measure, and they usually repeat 
immediately and receive extended, imitative treatment. For instance, the end of the 
Offertory at "et semini ejus" features a motive less than two measures long (mm. 97-
121); Straus uses this motive to create a concluding section lasting twenty-four 
measures. In contrast, the mono-motivic Kyrie I consists of twenty-seven measures 
but uses a motive that is six measures in length. 
The Missa Pro defunctis includes unaccompanied plainchant incipits from the 
Requiem Mass at the beginnings of ten sections. Plainchant incipits begin each 
section of the Introit, the beginnings of the Offertory and Sanctus, the three Agnus 
Dei sections, and the two Communion sections; Straus omits incipits in the Kyrie 
and Dies irae movements. In spite of the frequent inclusion of these incipits, Straus's 
newly composed motives do not emulate the Requiem Mass plainchant. 
Two motives repeat in the Missa Pro defunctis; one recurs overtly and the 
other recurs subtly. The "descending-tritone motive" appears first with the text 
"Christe eleison" (Kyrie, mm. 28-52). This motive features two descending tritones, 
and each of the four choir-one singers performs it once. It is established distinctively 
through its jagged contour, chromatic character, and four expository iterations. This 
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descending-tritone motive appears in the Offertory three times (mm. 29-39: "et de 
profunda lacu"), where it utilizes the same texture, intervals, and multiple iterations 
as the "Christe" section. In the Agnus Dei, the head motive of the first "Qui tollis" 
matches the first "Christe" motive exactly one octave lower (mm. 1-3). Although the 
second "Qui tollis" alters the descent to a perfect fifth (mm. 7-9), the motivic 
connection remains clear. The use of this descending-tritone motive in these three 
sections may find inspiration in the chromatic musical association with texts of 
suffering, associating physical pain with "Christ" as sacrificial "lamb" and with the 
"pains of hell and the deep pit." 
The motive that recurs subtly in the Missa Pro defunctis does so frequently 
throughout the work, beginning in the instrumental Symphonia. Due to its musical 
characteristics, it shall be referred to as the descending-suspension motive. Its 
characteristics include descent by conjunct motion, starting on a weak beat, and 
creating a suspension via its entrance; it also often appears with a second, imitative 
voice. The Symphonia is saturated with this motive, for nearly all of its twenty-nine 
measures rely on the same conjunctly descending motive. It appears in canon at the 
unison (mm. 9-12), in descending pairs (mm. 9-11), and in fragmented repetitions 
(mm. 17-20). This motive next appears subtly throughout the Kyrie I, the head 
motive of which shares the figure's descent and syncopated rhythm. In the Dies irae, 
the motive's contour and rhythm appear at the texts "Quantus tremor" (mm. 12-15) 
and "Pie Jesu" (mm. 95-101). In the Agnus Dei III, the descending contour and 
suspension appear again in the staggered entry of voices at "Qui tollis" (mm. 42-62). 
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In addition, the descending motive omits the suspensions but utilizes the staggered 
entry of voices in the Introit (mm. 75-83: "ad te omnis caro veniet") and in the 
Communion (mm. 37, 41-5: "Cum sanctis"). Although the descending-suspension 
motive appears subtly, it provides an underlying unity to the Missa Pro defunctis. 
Motivic transformation seldom occurs in the Missa Pro defunctis. As stated 
above, if a motive is repeated, the repetition occurs at either the same pitch or a 
sequential pitch. Motives rarely undergo rhythmic transformation, inversion, or 
segmentation; rather, Straus uses canonic imitation or exact repetition. An 
exception occurs in the Offertory at the final "et semini" (mm. 118-19, cantus I), 
where the rhythm of the head motive appears in augmentation. Because this 
rhythmic alteration affects only the first part of the motive and not the complete 
figure, it functions as an isolated tool that decelerates the motion at the end of the 
movement rather than serving as a compositional device. 
The Missa Pro defunctis includes limited instances of text illustration. An 
overt depiction occurs in the Sanctus as the "Osanna in excelsis" motive ascends to 
the highest note in the entire work (F5 in soprano I, mm. 40-1). The few remaining 
instances of text illustration in the Missa Pro defunctis generally exclude such overt 
madrigalisms. For example, the ample opportunities in the vivid text of the Dies irae 
remain largely unexploited. A notable exception occurs at "Quantus tremor est 
futurus," at which point Straus writes "Tremula" and repeats eighth notes in the 
parts for soprano I and three accompanying viols. This use of tremolo at the 
"tremor" text in the Sequence is one of the earliest-if not the earliest~known 
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instances of doing so. Therefore, Straus may have instigated the practice of setting 
this text with tremolo in later Requiem Masses.25 The Dies irae contains few other 
instances of text illustration, and, overall, it does not convey a wrathful character. 
Rather, by using conjunct lines, by yielding to the text's triple rhythm, and by 
avoiding chromatic intervals and alterations, the Dies irae placates the meaning of 
the text. This placation is addressed further in chapter four regarding signification. 
The few remaining instances of text illustration are concentrated in the 
Offertory. Its first part boldly illustrates the text "Rex gloriae" (King of glory): after 
the plainchant incipit, the tenor II sings a solo that leads with a triumphant perfect 
fourth; the tutti forces repeat the text in a splendor of texture in Venetian style, 
including a rapidly ascending scale in the third viol and second baritone of choir 
two; the bold gesture continues by maintaining the thick texture and widening into 
one of the most expansive ranges in the entire work ( cantus I and violino I ascend to 
F5; the lowest viol and organ descend to C2). The Offertory also includes contrasting 
illustrations through dynamics and register. At the texts "defunctorum" (dead, mm. 
18-21) and "in obscura" (darkness, mm. 54-7),26 Straus marks a subdued dynamic 
with "pian." The lowest viol also depicts the "fall into darkness" by descending to A1 
(mm. 55, 57). Finally, the Offertory closes with an extended section using the "et 
mits the "Hostias" section and the reprise of the "Quam olim Abrahae" text. 
e, Oxford Music Online, 
http:/ fwww.oxfordmusiconline.com.ezproxy. bu.edu/ subscriber I article/ grovefmus 
ic/26919 (accessed September 24, 2011). 
26 Straus deviates from the text, using "obscura" rather than "obscurum." 
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semini ejus" motive; here, the abundance of repeated text depicts the many 
generations of Abraham's descendants. 
Counterpoint 
Straus's composition is more successively imitative than it is simultaneously 
contrapuntal; the music focuses on motives and combinations of voices in a manner 
that is more linear than it is vertical. Imitation dominates sections in the concertato 
choir one. Conversely, the choir-two viols function as an accompanying, chordal 
group, avoiding linear musical ideas that interact with the singers in choir one. 
Straus employs transparent counterpoint, using simple techniques and 
sparse textures. He frequently uses parallel thirds in voice pairs, either by 
successive entries that utilize the same material (Introit, mm. 75-7: "ad te omnis;" 
Communion, mm. 3-6: "cum sanctis tuis") or by simultaneous entries followed by 
parallel motion (Introit, mm. 18-24: "luceat eis;" Dies irae, mm. 95-103: "Pie Jesu"). 
The Kyrie I uses two-voice counterpoint, and the combinations of choir-one singers 
impel the music forward through sequential repetition. The opening of the Sanctus 
similarly features two-voice counterpoint, and Straus's treatment of tritones 
suggests the primacy of linear over vertical principles (mm. 1-10). The Benedictus 
texture is saturated with the "in nomine" motive and focuses on imitation between 
voice pairs (mm. 1-28). This section creates the impression of vertically integrating 
voices through frequent statements of the "in nomine" motive. 
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Intimations of advanced counterpoint occur, though they do so in limited and 
often unrefined ways. In the second Kyrie, Straus employs chains of suspensions in 
descending voice pairs (mm. 66-75), but this fourth-species counterpoint gives an 
undeveloped impression due to the stepwise harmonic progressions outlined by the 
organ and lowest viol (G - Am - B) and for its awkward exit out of the sequence 
(parallel fourths, mm. 68-9). Straus inverts this technique in the ascending fourth-
species counterpoint at "Quam olim Abrahae" with similar strengths and 
deficiencies in contrapuntal technique (Offertory, mm. 76-98). 
Venetian style influenced Straus's composition, as previously discussed 
regarding texture. and concertato technique. Cadences contain Venetian features, 
such as the accumulation of forces at decisive conclusions and Venetian-style 
cadential motives in choir two. One voice and viol frequently perform quick, 
ascending scales that add flourishes to the ends of cadences. Cadences also delay 
two or three notes of the resolved tonic harmony until after the other parts have 
resolved. Polychoral divisions also evoke the Venetian style: in the Sanctus (mm. 23-
35) Straus divides the forces into two choirs of higher and lower forces (SSTBarB 
and TTBarBarB) and sets them in quickly alternating antiphonal style. 
Text Setting 
Straus's treatment of the text in the Missa Pro defunctis corresponds to stile 
concertato practice and uses agogic accents: the rhythm of the text determines the 
length of notes. This begins in the first sung section, "Aeternam dona eis Domine," 
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where each stressed syllable is set with three to four beats and each unstressed 
syllable with one to two beats. The agogic correlation of text stress with rhythmic 
values continues throughout the work. 
Stressed syllables are frequently misaligned from the stressed beats of the 
meter. Points of text stress often contradict the stressed beat, indicated in Adler's 
edition with bar linesP This tension between metric and text stress occurs in the 
first and second sections of the Dies irae ("Dies irae" and "Mars stupebit"), where 
the trochaic text stress often results in a dance-like, triple re-barring of the music. In 
these cases, the continuo rhythm also matches the text stress instead of the metric 
stress. Beyond contradicting the meter, Straus's use of triple and dance-like rhythms 
in these sections subverts the apocalyptic and violent imagery. 
Straus regularly restates phrases of text, but he also repeats just one or two 
words to construct motives. Examples include "luceat, luceat eis" (Introit, mm. 18-
28), "de ore, de ore, de ore, de ore leonis" (Offertory, mm. 42-7), and "sanctus, 
sanctus Michael" (Offertory, 61-64). These repetitions utilize the words' rhythms to 
create lengthy motives that maintain syllabic text setting. Thus, the text's rhythm is 
used to generate motives; the text's meaning remains secondary. 
The Missa Pro defunctis omits two large sections of text. First, the Dies irae 
omits the seventh through seventeenth stanzas, leaving out the texts from "nil 
inultum remanebit" to "Lacrimosa dies illa." Second, the Offertory ends after the first 
appearance of the "et semini ejus" section of text. Consequently, it omits the "Hostias 
27 Straus, Missa pro defunctis. 
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et preces tibi, Domine," and the repetition of "quam olim Abrahae ... et semini ejus." 
The omission of a substantial section of the Sequence will be discussed in chapter 
four as it relates to the composition's possible signification and placation of the Dies 
irae text. This possible placation may result from the elimination of stanzas that 
address guilt, the accursed, and judgment. 
Rhetoric and Oratory 
Rhetoric and oratory govern much of Straus's musical construction of the 
Missa Pro defunctis, though connections between musical and textual rhetoric are 
not ubiquitous. Straus employs rhetorical techniques most effectively in bold, 
homophonic statements to present or draw attention to an idea. At the outset of the 
Requiem Mass, he also uses them to introduce gradually the principal text, "Rest 
eternal grant to them, Lord." There, the Symphonia establishes a placid character in 
a medium-low register, and it gradually expands by adding instruments. After the 
"Requiem" incipit, the tenor II sings the first text slowly like an orator's rhetorical 
exordium, slowly introducing the idea: the phrase spans seven measures; the 
rhythmic values are slow; and the harmonic rhythm proceeds deliberately, changing 
once per measure until the cadence (mm. 2-8). Then, as the tenor I overlaps and 
assumes the tenor II's initial motive, the harmonic rhythm accelerates and smaller 
rhythmic values begin to appear (mm. 7-13). The remainder of the single sentence 
of text continues to unfold: the rhythmic motion sounds regularly at the quarter-
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note level (mm. 12-18), and repetitions of "luceat, luceat eis," lead to the final, 
accumulative tutti statement (mm. 18-28). 
Bold, homophonic statements emphasize rhetorical junctures and resolutely 
introduce themes. The first such use of homophony occurs in the Introit after "in 
Jerusalem" (mm. 24-62). Two beats of rest precede three homophonic iterations of 
the single word "exaudi" (hear), and the third iteration states the word twice. The 
sudden shift from silence and the homophonic tutti declamation adds an emphatic 
character to the entreaty: the tutti "hear my prayer" sounds as a direct command 
instead of a supplicant request. After this rhetorical shift, each of the four choir-one 
vocalists successively sing the five-measure "orationem meam." Thus, after the tutti 
forces emphatically declaim "hear," the consequent "my prayer" unfolds in an 
individual manner befitting the text's first person voice. 
The Offertory includes an example of stating an idea and then quickly 
expanding upon it with impressive effect. As described above, the tenor II's 
introduction of "Rex gloriae" precedes the homophonic tutti restatement and its 
immediate repeat. These three intensifying statements emphasize the subject. The 
homophonic use of tutti forces imparts a commanding and emphatic character to 
the request that follows: "free the souls of all the faithful departed." 
The beginning of the Communion similarly emphasizes the text. This 
movement avoids a solo introduction and, instead, opens with homophonic tutti 
forces declaiming "luceat eis, Domine." Although the Requiem Mass text "may 
perpetual light shine upon them" grammatically uses the subjunctive form of the 
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verb, Straus sets the declamation "shine upon them, Lord" forcefully by using full 
forces in homophony. This results in it sounding nearly as an imperative and 
stresses the subject of shining of light upon the dead. Combined with the ensuing "in 
aeternum," stated by each of the four choir-one singers, Straus emphasizes the 
supplication for the dead to rest in a blessed state. 
Summary 
Straus's Missa Pro defunctis exhibits the influence of Venetian style in its 
forces, texture, stile concertato techniques, cadences, and occasional polychoral 
divisions. It features minimal vertical counterpoint and rarely uses stile antico 
technique; instead, exact repetition and imitation emphasize horizontal melodic 
lines. It rarely employs text illustration, though instances occur in the Dies irae and 
Offertory. The rhythm and stress of the text determine note durations and rhythms 
of motives. The Missa Pro defunctis uses limited rhetoric to introduce the overall 
subject of the Requiem Mass and to impart an emphatic character to texts that 
convey supplications on behalf ofthe deceased. 
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Missa Defunctorum a 12 (1654) 
Giovanni Felice Sances 
Compositional Context 
Giovanni Felice Sances composed the Missa Defunctorum a 12 to 
commemorate Ferdinand IV's death in 1654. Ferdinand IV was born to Ferdinand III 
and Mary Anne of Spain in 1633, and as the eldest son, he was destined to succeed 
his father as Holy Roman Emperor. Ferdinand IV's elections as King of Bohemia 
(1646), Hungary (1647), and Rome (1653) all but confirmed his succession. A 
smallpox infection prevented Ferdinand IV's ascension to the imperial throne, 
however, leaving him dead on July 9, 1654, at the age of twenty. 
The exequies for Ferdinand IV's death included the burial of his heart in the 
Augustinerkirche Chapel of Loreto. Custom also stipulated commemoration with a 
Mass for the Dead and Office of the Dead, which traditionally took place both soon 
after his death and later to mark the anniversaries of three days, seven days, thirty 
days, and one year.2B Composers observed Ferdinand IV's death through a variety of 
genres, as exemplified by Froberger's instrumental Lamento sopra Ia dolorosa 
perdita della Real Maesta di Ferdinanda IV Re de Romani, published in 1656.29 At the 
time of Ferdinand IV's death, Antonio Bertali had led the Hojkapelle as Kapellmeister 
for five years, and Sances had served as Vice-Kapellmeister for the concurrent 
28 See chapter one, "The Requiem Mass." 
29 Giovanni Felice Sances, Missa Defunctorum a12, vol. 34 of Wiener Edition Alter 
Musik, eds. Rudolf Hofstotter and Ingomar Rainer (Vienna: Doblinger, 2010), ii. 
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period. Although Bertali composed a Requiem Mass for the exequies of Ferdinand II 
in 1637, the task fell to Sances upon Ferdinand IV's death. 
The envelopes containing the Missa Defunctorum a 12 were discovered in the 
music archive of the Benedictine abbey in Kremsmiinster in Upper Austria by the 
editors of the Wiener Edition Alter Musik series, the principal scholarly edition of 
this composition.30 The first envelope contains the Introit and Kyrie, Sanctus and 
Benedictus, and Agnus Dei and Communion. Its title page identifies the movements, 
forces and occasion for composition: 
Missa Defunctorum 
Kyrie, Sanctus, Agnus Dei, 
Et lux perpetua 
A.6. 
Voci Concert[at]e Doi Canti, Alto, 
Doi Tenori e Basso, Agi ontorsi 
6 Viole ad libitum 
Con violone. 
Di Sign[no]re Giovan[ni] Felice Sances Vice Maestro 
Di Capella di sua Sacra Maiesta Cesarea31 
The title page indicates a particular style of composition, for it specifies that the six 
singers function as concertato voices. A total of six viols join these voices, taking into 
account that the 6 Viole indication includes the violone. The ad libitum marking for 
the viols is incongruous with their parts; though they double the vocal lines in tutti 
sections, they also perform independently in concertato sections. 
30 Ibid., i. 
31 Ibid. 
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Separate envelopes contain the Dies irae and Offertory movements, and they 
provide additional details regarding forces and the occasion of its performance: 
Dies irae Dies ilia 
A.6. 
Voci Concert[at]e Doi Canti, Alto, 
Doi Tenori e Basso, con sei 
Viole e Quattro Tromboni 
Con Rip[ieno] 
Peril Funerale de Ia Maesta Regia di 
Ferdinanda III/ 
L'Anno165432 
The concertato voices and strings remain the same, but this page also includes four 
trombones and Ripieno, which refers to six vocal reinforcement parts. Furthermore, 
this envelope specifies the occasion for the work's performance, "For the funeral of 
the Royal Majesty of Ferdinand IIII," thus confirming its designation for Ferdinand 
IV's funeral in 1654. The Offertory title page notes differences in instrumentation: 
Offertory piis Defunctis Domine jesu Christe 
Cinque viole, Con Quattro Tromboni ad libitum e Sette Rip[ienij33 
In practice, the instrumentation remains the same as the other movements because 
the cinque viole indication does not include the violone, found with the organ in this 
set of parts. The correlation of identical performance forces and the fact that the 
same copyist's writing is found in each of the three groups confirm that Sances's 
Missa Defunctorum a 12 comprises music from all three envelopes.34 
32 Ibid., ii. 
33 Ibid. 
34 Ibid. 
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Performing Forces 
The a 12 in the title of Sances's Missa Defunctorum a 12 refers to the primary 
parts of six strings and six concertato singers. The instrumental parts also include 
organ and four trombones, which predominantly provide ripieni doubling but also 
contain limited sections of obbligato accompaniment. In addition to the six 
concertato singers, six vocal parts marked da Capella indicate ripieni participation 
in tutti sections (see figure 3.4); the division between concertato and da Capella 
singers is clearly delineated in both the da Capella vocal parts and the organ part. 
Figure 3.4 - Sances, Missa Defunctorum a 12 
Performance forces and concertato singer ranges 
4 trombones 
Alto Trombone 
Tenor 1 Trombone 
Tenor 2 Trombone 
Basso Trombone 
6 viols "concertata" 
Violetta 1 
Violetta 2 
Violetta Alto 
Tenor Viola 
Basso Viola 
Violon 
6 singers "concertato" 
Canto 1 
Canto Secondo a 6 
Alto a 6 
Tenore 1 
Tenore 2 
Basso 
Or ana 
6 singers "da Capella" 
Canto 1 
Canto 2 
Alto a 6 
Tenore 1 
Tenore 2 
Basso 
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Concertato range 
C4- GS 
B3- E3 
[E3]/B3- A4 
D3-G4 
B2- F4 
D2- C4 
The trombones and strings seldom perform without the concertato singers. 
The instruments most often double the da Capella and concertato singers in tutti 
sections: the six viols double the voices in respective order, and the trombones 
double the lowest four concertato voices. In these tutti sections, textures include 
homophonic declamation and polyphonic imitation at cadences. 
Instruments occasionally perform independently with concertist singers, and 
. they do so in three combinations. In the first combination, the trombones play 
chordal, non-motivic accompaniment with a vocal soloist in three sections of the 
Sequence. This accompaniment is primarily sustained (mm. 30-34: "Quaerens me," 
mm. 50-53: "Confutatis"), but in one instance it pulses rhythmically with repeated 
notes, which draws attention to the timbre and text illustration (mm. 8-10: "Tuba 
mirum"). In the second combination, the six strings play as a consort, providing 
chordal accompaniment for one or more concertato singers; examples of this 
combination abound throughout the Requiem Mass. 
In the third combination, the pair of concertata violettas play independent, 
thematic material with a soloist in one of three ways.35 First, the violettas assume 
the role of a concertato singer by playing a motive that was previously sung; that is, 
they play a motive that has already been introduced with a specific textual 
35 Howard Mayer Brown and Stephen Bonta, "Violetta," Grove Music Online, Oxford 
Music Online, 
http:/ jwww.oxfordmusiconline.comjsubscriber /articlejgrovejmusic/29459 
(accessed May 5, 2013). "Violetta" often referred to viola in the 17th and 18th 
centuries. Given the three violettas' ranges in this composition, they were likely 
violas that were smaller and higher in pitch than tenor and basso violas. 
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association (Introit, mm. 3-4: "Requiem;" Kyrie, mm. 5-7: "Kyrie"). Second, the 
violettas play a motive that is simultaneously introduced by a concertato singer 
(Introit, mm. 25-7: "Exaudi;" Sequence, mm. 54-7: "Oro supplex"). In both 
subcategories of this combination, the violettas substitute for singers, most often 
performing with the concertato bass singer. Third, the violettas introduce a motive 
before the singers do so. This occurs once in the Agnus Dei, when the violettas have 
the primary melodic material and the concertato bass sings secondary material 
(mm. 1-3). The text of this motive is only understood retrospectively in the third 
Agnus Dei iteration, when the canto prima sings the motive introduced earlier by 
the violettas (mm. 8-10). 
The concertato singers and instruments perform in a wide variety of 
combinations. Common combinations include solo concertist plus organ, solo 
concertist plus two violettas, solo concertist plus consort of trombones or viols, 
concertist duet plus organ, and concertist trio plus organ. The voice can be situated 
at the top, middle, or bottom of the texture (e.g. Sequence mm. 7-9, 50-3, and 36-40, 
respectively). Each of the six concertists usually sings once before tutti cadences.36 
Most of the concertato singers' ranges extend one and one-half octaves. The 
bass concertist's range, however, approaches two octaves with its single D2. The 
narrow range of the alto concertist listed in figure 3.4-less than one octave-does 
not reflect one deviation outside this range: it descends to E3 at "obscurum," 
indicating the low extension of the singer's range (Offertory, mm. 17 -18). 
36 One exception occurs in the Sequence before m. 41. 
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The organ primarily functions as basso seguente; its use as basso continuo is 
limited (e.g. the independent bass line in the Introit, mm. 1-4). Because of the 
organ's basso seguente role, textural relief occurs in soli sections that omit the bass 
voice. For example, the "Quid sum miser" trio consists of two cantus voices and one 
tenor voice; the organ doubles the lowest voice of the trio, thereby omitting a true 
bass voice. No instrument doubles the organ bass line as a member of the continuo 
group. The concertato violon primarily participates as a member of the string group, 
playing in sections of consort accompaniment and in tutti sections. It only doubles 
the organ in the Offertory, but, because this movement appears in a separate 
envelope, this may be the result of a copying discrepancy. 
Formal Structure 
Sances composed the Missa Defunctorum a 12 in six movements by linking 
the Sanctus and Benedictus and the Agnus Dei and Communion (see figure 3.5). In 
addition to the liturgical context, two elements link the Benedictus to the Sanctus: 
the common tonal center and the Benedictus's short duration (6 mm.) before the 
"Osanna" reprise. These elements prevent the Benedictus from standing alone as an 
independent movement. Sances also links the Agnus Dei and Communion by 
omitting the title of the Communion, separating the sections with only a fermata and 
the markings "Lux perpetua" or "Lux aeterna" in the instrumental parts (m. 16-17). 
Sectional and motivic repetitions in the Missa Defunctorum a 12 create a high 
level of unification and structural integrity. Sances heightens this unity by including 
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Figure 3.5 - Sances, Missa Defunctorum a 12 
Formal divisions, repetitions, and tonal centers 
M()\'~!!1~_11,~. --~-~-<:~!()~ --- Tonal Center Form mm . Other 
.. ··························-
Introit 
Requiem F A 1-17 
Te decet F B 18-29 
Requiem F A 30-46 
Kyrie continuous; no sectional divisions 
Kyrie F A 1-2 homophonic 
Kyrie + Christe F B 3-13 
Kyrie + Christe Bb-F B' 13-19 
Kyrie F A' 20-23 homophonic 
Sequence 
Diesirae G A 1-4 tutti, ritornello 
Quantus tremor G B 5-17 soli 
Judex ergo G A 17-21 tutti, ritornello 
Quid sum G c 22-40 soli, tutti 
Qui Mariam G A 41-44 tutti, ritornello 
Preces meae G D 45-57 soli 
Lacrimosa G E 58-74 tutti, soli, tutti 
Offertory 
Domine Jesu G A 1-29 a + b + c + d + e (fugal) 
Hostias C-G B 30-38 
Quam olim G A' 38-48 e section only (fugal), expanded 
Sanctus 
Sanctus F A 1-13 
Osanna F B 14-25 fugal 
Benedictus F c 1-6 soli 
Osanna F B 1-13 fugal 
Agnus Dei-Communion 
Agnus Dei I, II, III G A 1-16 a+ b, a'+ b', a"+ [b"+c] 
Lux aeterna D-F B 17-27 (sempiternam) 
Cum sanctis F c 27-32 
Requiem F D 33-46 modified return: Introit "Requiem" 
Cum sanctis F c 47-55 
a cyclical repetition that connects the first and last movements. He also repeats and 
develops motives to construct extended sections, thereby extending the function of 
repetitions beyond merely coordinating music with textual repetitions. 
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Repetitions in the Missa Defunctorum a 12 serve a two-fold purpose: they 
acknowledge textual repetitions in the Requiem Mass, and they provide structural 
cohesion for the composition as a whole. The Missa Defunctorum a 12 repeats 
complete and partial musical sections in four ways. The first type repeats complete 
sections of music within individual movements, preserving text, motives, and 
texture. It corresponds to text repetitions of the Requiem Mass, such as the Introit 
"Requiem aeternam," the Sanctus "Osanna," and the Communion "Cum sanctis" (mm. 
1-17, 30-46; 14-25; and 24-32, 47-55; respectively). The substantial durations of 
these repetitions are notable, for although the repetitions primarily acknowledge 
the repeated text, they secondarily function as internal structural pillars. 
The second type of sectional repetition incorporates slight changes, and two 
examples demonstrate this. First, a homophonic phrase begins the Kyrie and repeats 
at the end of the movement, adding a conclusive phrase for the final cadence (mm. 
1-2, 20-23). Second, the Introit "Requiem" (mm. 1-17) returns in the Communion, 
partly in diminution and partly in exact form (mm. 33-46). The purpose of these two 
repetitions is structural, for they maintain the text, motives, and texture and only 
alter the rhythm or number of iterations. In the Kyrie, the text does not stipulate the 
restatement of the opening "Kyrie eleison" because the B section stated the text well 
beyond the requisite two statements. The Communion "Requiem" section is the only 
instance of inter-movement repetition in the Missa Defunctorum a 12; it creates a 
semi-cyclical structure by connecting the first and last movements. 
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The third type of repetition occurs when a musical motive repeats and affixes 
a new text to the original motive, texture, and rhythm. The Sequence utilizes this 
type of repetition, which comprises a three-line stanza ("Dies irae, Dies illa," m. 1-4; 
"Judex ergo," mm. 17-21; "Qui Mariam," mm. 41-44). The text of the Sequence 
readily lends itself to this type of repetition: the constant trochaic tetrameter easily 
refits different stanzas to the same music due to the text's recurrent stress and 
number of syllables. This repetition reinforces structural unity: its three iterations 
serve as a ritornello in the Sequence, binding together the extended movement. 
In the fourth type of repetition, multiple motives repeat in different voice 
combinations and harmonies in order to lengthen sections. This technique occurs in 
the three Agnus Dei iterations and at the Offertory "Quam olim Abrahae." In the 
latter example, Sances initially states the two motives briefly (mm. 25-9). Later, he 
expands them into a developed fugal section (mm. 37-48). Whereas the first section 
plainly introduces the motives, the second, expanded "Quam olim Abrahae" section 
imparts finality to the end of the movement. 
Repetitions in the Missa Defunctorum a 12 are primarily governed by the 
inherent structure of the text. For example, the internal structure of the Agnus Dei 
features the fourth type of repetition: Sances repeats the motives and text in three 
different combinations and mirrors the three-part structure of the text. The third 
iteration of the text, which adds "sempiternam requiem," corresponds with the 
addition of a motive that is integrated into the structure of the subsection. 
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Harmony, Rhythm, and Phrase Structure 
The harmonic rhythm and cadences of the Missa Defunctorum a 12 follow 
regular patterns and feature a small number of techniques. Two cadences dominate: 
the authentic V4-3-to-I cadence appears so frequently that it becomes formulaic at 
sectional divisions; the medial viF-6-to-I cadence links short phrases together within 
a larger phrase, functioning as a mid-phrase resting point. The beginnings of new 
phrases frequently overlap cadences of preceding phrases; this maintains forward 
motion through multiple phrases towards final cadences. Authentic and medial 
cadences predominate, but plagal cadences also occur, appearing with similar 
frequency in major (IV-I) and minor (iv-I). Often, they confirm another cadence and 
heighten finality at significant points. For example, the Sequence sustains a plagal 
harmony for eight beats, confirming the previous authentic cadence (mm. 72-74). 
The final cadence in the Kyrie exemplifies the use of a plagal cadence at a 
structurally significant moment, for it concludes the movement (mm. 22-3). 
Sections follow a cumulative pattern, opening with sparse . textures and 
ending with tutti forces. Sections commence with a small number of concertists; the 
texture accumulates throughout phrases; and lastly, ripieni forces augment the 
concertists, emphasizing cadences. Two exceptions to this pattern occur: the Kyrie 
and Sequence begin with brief tutti phrases, followed by sections for soloists that 
lead to tutti cadences (Kyrie mm. 1-2, Sequence, mm. 1-4). 
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The harmonic rhythm adheres to a consistent pattern: an initial period of 
regular changes precedes an acceleration of harmonic motion as the music 
approaches a cadence. Harmony serves as the primary generator of forward motion 
and only rarely becomes static. Such static points suspend harmonic rhythm and are 
concentrated in the Sequence; they de-emphasize the harmony and coincide with 
textually idiosyncratic motives (e.g. m. 5: "Quantus tremor," m. 8: "Tuba mirum," 
mm. 10-11: "Mors stupebit"). The beginning of the Offertory also features static 
harmonic motion, where its use establishes the tonal center and presents the initial 
text in a rhetorical manner, proposing it as the subject of a spoken argument (m. 1). 
Harmonic rhythm in the Offertory deviates from the standard pattern 
outlined above. After its stable and static opening section, the harmonic rhythm 
quickens for an extended period (mm. 16-29, 38-46), changing more rapidly than in 
other movements. This harmonic motion utilizes passing harmonies, changing every 
quarter note (mm. 21-3). Later, the harmonic rhythm accelerates until the final 
plagal cadence, which strikingly juxtaposes via slow harmonic rhythm (mm. 38-49). 
The greatest concentration of diverse harmonic rhythms occurs in the Offertory, for 
other movements utilize such deviations less often (e.g. Sanctus, mm. 9-12). 
Tonal centers shift quickly in the Missa Defunctorum a 12. In general, new 
tonal areas relate closely to the main tonal center and are tonicized through 
dominant progressions and frequent cadences. The beginnings of movements 
establish tonal centers quickly through short, closed phrases; these are followed by 
immediate shifts to the dominant. The Introit, Kyrie, and Sequence exemplify this 
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harmonic outline: the first measure establishes the tonic (I - x - 1), and the ensuing 
phrase shifts to the dominant via a secondary dominant (I-V fV- V).37 
Harmonic progressions most frequently utilize closely related harmonies, 
proceeding through harmonies related by fifths. 38 These closely related harmonic 
progressions are primarily facilitated through secondary dominants and sequential 
repetition of motives (e.g. Kyrie B and B' sections, mm. 5-19). Sances constructs such 
motives in ways that highlight the series-of-fifths progressions. For example, in the 
Sequence the tenor II first sings the descending triad "Statuens" in A major, followed 
by the alto in D major, and lastly the cantus I in G major (m. 49). 
Sances juxtaposes harmonies not related by fifths through chromatic 
alterations. They span rests in the middle of tutti homophonic sections (Introit, m. 7: 
C to A; Sequence, m. 65-6: G to E), and they also occur between the ends of 
homophonic sections and the beginnings of solo sections (Introit, mm. 9-10 and 
Kyrie, m. 13: D to B-flat). In addition, a single multi-syllable word may juxtapose 
harmonies, such as the homophonic, tutti declamation of "Recordare" (Sequence, m. 
28: G to E). Notably, all chromatic alterations occur with tutti forces, and the shift 
always occurs as a descent from the first to the second harmony. 
The harmonic language of the Missa Defunctorum a 12 primadly features 
major and minor triads. Exceptions include augmented triads, which are created 
through suspensions and anticipations. One is used in the Sequence at "Dona eis 
37 x = one or more harmonies that establish the tonic, including IV, V and viF. 
38 These harmonic progressions are henceforth referred to as "series-of-fifths." 
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requiem," where the augmented triad dissonance appears at the beginning of the 
text and resolves for "requiem," perhaps subtly illustrating "rest" (m. 67). 
Common meter is used throughout the Missa Defunctorum a 12. Stressed 
beats do not occur exclusively on the first and third beats; that is, each bar line does 
not necessarily indicate that a stressed beat follows. The Sequence ritornello 
exemplifies this stress displacement. Each phrase of the ritornello lasts five half 
notes (1.25 measures), and the beginnings of each phrase coincide with points of 
text stress: the first phrase begins on the downbeat, the second on beat two, and the 
third on beat three. The stress displacement does not translate into metric 
modulations, however. That is, unlike Straus's Missa Pro defunctis, the meter 
remains in duple groupings and does not undergo rebarring into triple groupings. 
Motivic Composition, Transformation, and Text Illustration 
Like Straus's Missa Pro defunctis, new motives correspond with new texts in 
Sances's Missa Defunctorum a 12. When texts include recurrent rhythms and 
rhymes, the musical motive often repeats as well. For example, solo sections in the 
Sequence frequently establish a motive with a distinctive rhythm and continue the 
rhythm for each three-line stanza; at each new stanza and its respective rhyme, the 
music shifts to a new motive (e.g. mm. 22-7, 54-7). Particularly in motives sung by 
concertists, the rhythm is often derived from the text's natural, spoken declamation. 
Most motives utilize syllabic text setting for both concertato and tutti forces. 
As cadences approach, the syllabic text setting often shifts to a brief melisma on the 
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penultimate syllable. Other exceptions to syllabic text setting occur at the ends of 
the Sequence and Offertory, for which limited amounts of text undergo extended 
treatment, respectively expanding upon the texts "Amen" and "promisisti et semini." 
Common characteristics of motives include short lengths, modulatory tonal 
centers, and imitative repetitions. Short motives of one measure or less dominate, 
and often they are linked to create phrases. Although motives may stay in one tonal 
area, they usually shift to a related tonal center. They often undergo imitation, which 
may begin before or after the motive's complete statement. Imitative voices may 
repeat the motive on the same pitch (Sanctus, m. 3), on a pitch related by fifths, or 
on a pitch reached by ascending or descending one step. Motives infrequently 
incorporate rests, such as in the Sanctus: "Pleni sunt coeli [rest] et terra" (mm. 6-9). 
Sances avoids using plainchant and composes distinctly pronounced motives 
with leaps and marked rhythmic figures. Motives feature triadic leaps (e.g. Sequence 
mm. 8-12: "Tuba mirum," "Mors stupebit"), and leaps span intervals as large as an 
octave (Sequence, mm. 45-6, 54). The wide variety of rhythms, such as dotted 
figures, solidifies each motive's textual association. For example, the distinctive 
"Kyrie eleison" rhythm in sections B and B' transfers the textual association to the 
violettas when they play the same motive with the bass concertist (mm. 5-7, 15-16). 
Sances alters motives through fragmentation, rhythmic transformations, 
and-occasionally-inversion. These transformations occur infrequently in the 
Missa Defunctorum a 12; rather than depend on such transformations to expand the 
scope of musical sections, Sances relies heavily on various types of repetition to do 
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so. The "Quam olim Abrahae" motive is fragmented and interrupted by rests, and the 
simultaneous "et semini eius" motive is similarly fragmented but is also extended by 
repeating internal rhythmic figures (mm. 38-45). Although Sances does not alter the 
rhythm of an entire motive through diminution or augmentation, he frequently does 
so for a portion of the motive (Introit, mm. 10-11, 16: "perpetua"). In the Sanctus, 
the descending "Osanna in excelsis" motive is roughly inverted to create a 
secondary, ascending motive. A similar, approximate inversion occurs in the Introit 
"et lux perpetua" at the singular ascent in the cantus II (mm. 14-15). 
Sances unifies the outer and central sections of the Kyrie through motivic 
transformation. The A sections homorhythmically declaim the initial "Kyrie" motive, 
and the B sections use the rhythm of this "Kyrie" in diminution with the same text. 
Because the motive continues throughout the movement in both its original and 
shortened forms, it imparts a high-level of unity to the movement. 
The Missa Defunctorum a 12 features numerous instances of text illustration. 
The Sequence, with its ample opportunities for vivid textual imagery, includes 
several illustrations: the pair of cantus voices quickly repeat pitches and trill in 
parallel thirds at "tremor," evoking the quiver of treble bird calls (notably avoiding 
the powerful shaking of the earth, m. 5); the alto sings a fanfare-like motive of 
dotted rhythms and triads, and the trombones literally accompany at "tuba mirum" 
(m. 8-10); the quick rhythm at "Mars stupebit" depicts the swift strike of death with 
its snapped ascent (mm. 10-11); and "liber scriptus" (the written book) subtly 
features canonic imitation at the perfect fourth (mm. 14-17). In the Offertory, tutti 
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forces sing homophonically at "omnium fidelium" to literally depict "all the faithful" 
(mm. S-6, 8-10), and the basso and tenore II voices descend moderately to the "deep 
pit" ("profunda lacu," m. 12, 14 ). At "ne cadant," each of the concertists sing in pairs 
as they plummet quickly with descending sixteenth notes, depicting the falling 
plunge (mm. 16-19); the full range of the concertist group illustrates this fall, 
starting with cantus I and II, followed by alto and tenore I, and ending "lowly in 
obscurity" with tenore II and basso ("in obscurum," m. 19). 
The Sanctus and Agnus Dei also feature literal text illustration. In the Sanctus, 
Sances divides the concertists into two choirs, calling "Sanctus, sanctus" back and 
forth, evoking the biblical text upon which it is based.39 He illustrates the "fullness of 
the heavens" by using tutti forces, and he contrasts the treble "coeli" with a 
relatively lower voicing at "terra" ("earth," mm. 6-9; e.g. the bass concertist sings A3 
at "heavens" and F2 at "earth"). In the Agnus Dei, the cantus concertists and then 
cantus singers illustrate "sempiternam" (forever) by repeating the same pitch for 
twenty-nine quarter notes; at the same time, the harmony and bass remain largely 
static and sustained, adding to the endless sense of"forever" (mm. 11-16). 
Counterpoint 
The Missa Defunctorum a 12 opens with a contrapuntal figure that is a 
hallmark of several Requiem Masses of the Viennese Hojkapelle; this study labels the 
39 The Sanctus text originates in Isaiah 6:3, in which six-winged seraphim call to one 
another. 
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figure the "fourth-species 'Requiem' motive" (figure 3.6). In this two-voiced figure, 
one voice sings "Requiem" on scale degrees 1-2-1 or 5-6-5, reminiscent of the 
plainchant of the Requiem Mass Introit. A second voice enters in fourth-species 
counterpoint on the same initial pitch and sustains it as the first voice rises to create 
a suspension; the second voice then descends and rises in inversion against the first 
voice's descent, resolving on a unison. Sances presents this fourth-species 
"Requiem" motive four times above an independent bass line, and each of the 
concertists and two violettas perform it at least once. The deliberate and repeated 
use of counterpoint imparts a solemn character, but excessive melancholy is 
avoided via the active basso continuo and the ascending major tonalities (F - C - G -
D). The lean, three-part texture and measured presentation of voices introduce the 
theme of "rest" without forcefulness. 
Figure 3.6 - Sances Missa Defunctorum a 12 
Fourth-species "Requiem" motive. mm. 1-2 
Ten ore 1 mo Concertato 
Re 
Tenore 2do Concertato 
Re 
Organo 
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qui -em 
qui em 
6 6 4 3 
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Sances properly resolves dissonances at cadences. For example, the 
dissonant figure most frequently used to signal a cadence is the V4-3, and the 
suspended fourth consistently resolves to the raised leading tone before all voices 
arrive at the tonic harmony. Sances's practiced use of counterpoint applies to voices 
and instruments, for he prescribes the same procedure when instruments 
accompany as a consort (e.g. Sequence, mm. 10-14). 
The most notable use of counterpoint lies in the tutti sections with textures 
saturated by imitative motives. Although Sances does not compose a conventional 
fugue in the Missa Defunctorum a 12, three sections include elements sufficient to 
designate them fugal. Fugal elements include successive and cumulative entries of 
motives, fragmentation of motives, the use of counter-motives, and the use of a 
single motive as the sole basis of an extended section of music. Each of the fugal 
sections concludes a movement. 
The Sanctus "Osanna" is the most ordered of the three fugal sections, 
particularly with its deliberate, voice-by-voice exposition of the motives (mm. 14-
25). For example, the cantus II presents the first motive; the cantus I follows a 
perfect fourth higher; and the cantus II presents a counter-motive, inverting the 
contour of the first motive. The length of this fugal section, twelve measures, enables 
the motive's development through stretto and episodic fragmentation (mm. 19-21). 
The "Osanna" culminates in two tutti cadences, dividing the larger section into two 
fugal expositions. In a manner similar to the "Osanna," another fugal section 
concludes the Offertory at the "Quam olim Abrahae" text (mm. 38-48). 
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The Sequence ends with a section that uses two distinct "Amen" motives 
(mm. 69-74). This section is highly imitative rather than fugal due to the lack of an 
intentional exposition: the texture quickly becomes saturated with the two motives, 
and they are introduced in trios. Regardless, it closes the Sequence with a 
triumphant and definitive flourish through the preponderance of quick rhythms and 
the quickly ascending scalar motives that permeate every voice at the conclusion. 
Text Setting 
The Missa Defunctorum a 12 includes the complete text of the selected 
movements of the Requiem Mass, and sectional repetitions of music correspond to 
repeats in the Requiem Mass text. The text setting is syllabic with few exceptions, 
most of which appear in fugal sections. Sances repeats individual words and phrases 
of text in imitative sections, such as the fugal sections. 
Syllabic motives frequently repeat a single word or pair of words. These 
repetitions increase the number of syllables, and thus notes, in each motive; Sances 
exploits the text's rhythmic properties to construct motives with more notes than 
the textual phrase has syllables. Therefore, the text's meaning is subordinate to the 
text's rhythm as a compositional tool. In the Offertory, motives that integrally repeat 
the first word include "Domine," "Libera," and "gloria" (mm. mm. 1-3; 4-5, 7-9; 9-
12). Motives similarly repeat the final word in an integral manner, such as "Kyrie 
eleison eleison" ( mm. 3-19). Text repetitions also include pairs of words, such as 
"omnium fidelium omnium fidelium," "sed signifer sed signifer sanctus Michael," and 
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"Tu suscipe Tu suscipe" (Offertory mm. 5-6, 8-9; 19-20; 31-2). An exceptional, 
fourfold statement occurs in the Introit: Sances constructs a remarkable phrase with 
the text, "aeternam aeternam aeternam aeternam" (mm. 5-7, 34-6). These 
repetitions do not function as rhetorical emphases due to their perfunctory 
appearance, nor do they function as madrigalisms due to their contradictory 
elements (e.g. "in excelsis" descends more often than it ascends). 
Rhetoric and Oratory 
Sances employs rhetoric to set up the themes, "problems," and "issues" at the 
phrasal and structural levels of the Missa Defunctorum a 12. He introduces musical 
and textual ideas gradually with concertists and expands upon or summarizes them 
through repetition. He utilizes emphatic, text-driven homophony to introduce 
themes and to emphasize ideas or entreaties. Lastly, he composes with recitative-
like techniques to deliver the text in the manner of an orator. 
Sances slowly and deliberately introduces the primary idea of the Missa 
Defunctorum a 12 through the fourth-species "Requiem" motive. Its contrapuntal 
exposition presents the "Requiem" text four times, each in a different combination of 
concertists (Introit, mm. 1-4). The slow revealing of "Requiem" functions as an 
invitation, introducing the subject of "rest" with its inherent tension and release; it 
also prepares the bold, homophonic "aeternam" that follows (mm. 5-9). The two 
repetitions of this section, once in the Introit and once in the Communion, reiterate 
the idea in a manner similar to an orator's restatement of a main argument. 
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Tutti homophonic sections emphasize texts through full textures and bold 
contrast, and they feature text-driven rhythms that allow the text to be conveyed 
clearly and with natural stress. The first such section occurs at "aeternam" after the 
introduction of the fourth-species "Requiem" motive. Four repetitions of "aeternam" 
use active rhythms and tutti forces to assertively contrast the opening idea and 
emphasize "eternal." These active rhythms pause at a rest and contrast with the next 
phrase, which sustains the entreaty, "grant to them, Lord." The uses of rest, contrast, 
and text-driven rhythm imitate techniques of presenting an oral argument. 
Tutti homophonic sections also introduce and conclude particular ideas. 
These sections serve as structural pillars that bookend a central section, which 
develops the core idea. For example, the Kyrie begins and ends with tutti phrases of 
homorhythmic declamation. The central B section of the Kyrie continues this initial 
rhythmic motive and develops it, presenting it in different ranges, tonal areas, and 
textures; the motive also combines with and contrasts the "Christe" motive. After 
the "Christe" motive is developed, Sances reiterates the original homophonic 
"Kyrie," but he avoids exact duplication, for the "Kyrie" idea has already been 
developed and expanded; thus, Sances adds an additional homophonic statement 
and a concluding cadence. Whereas the first homophonic Kyrie posits and opens the 
idea for consideration, moving to a half cadence on V in F major, the final 
homophonic section closes the idea by resolving with a plagal cadence. 
Homorhythmic declamation emphasizes texts by contrasting concertist with 
tutti forces. Three tutti homorhythmic declamations transform supplications into 
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forceful demands or confident acclamations. In the Offertory, the tutti "Libera eas de 
ore leonis" follows a section sung by a trio of concertists. The sudden use of the full 
forces and the quick, text-driven rhythms add an emphatic, exclamatory quality to 
the request, sounding more like a demand than a request: "Free them from the 
mouth of the lion, and do not let them be swallowed by the abyss." (mm. 14-16). 
Second, the threefold Offertory "Repraesentet eas in lucem sanctam" intensifies with 
each iteration, sung first by a concertist trio, then higher by another trio, and lastly 
by tutti forces. This crescendo via range and forces heightens the demand, "lead 
them into the holy light." Tutti emphasis also occurs at the Communion text "Luceat 
eis Domine." It is preceded by six concertists successively singing the "Lux aeterna" 
introduction. The tutti "Luceat" differs from "Lux aeterna" with its full texture and 
rhythmic declamation, emphasizing the command "shine upon them, Lord." 
Seventeenth-century composers often reserved recitative for dramatic 
genres, but Sances's use of text-driven rhythms resembles a recitative style of 
delivering the text. For example, the alto concertist sings the Introit "Te decet 
hymnus" with rhythms that yield to the spoken rhythm and emphasis, especially at 
"et tibi reddetur votum" (m. 19). The accompaniment begins with only one 
harmonic change in the first phrase ("Te decet hymnus," moving from I to V, m. 18), 
directing attention to the recitation-like presentation of the text. The solo texture 
and recitative-like technique present the text in the manner of a single orator 
positing an argument, upon the conclusion of which another soloist (tenore I) 
assumes the argument in a new tonal area, reiterating the idea in a different context. 
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Summary 
The Missa Defunctorum a 12 exemplifies the full integration of stile concertato 
techniques in a Requiem Mass setting. It synthesizes stile concertato imitation with a 
Venetian style of concertato-ripienist contrast and homorhythmic text declamation. 
It expands the role of instruments by assigning them primary motivic material, 
particularly in the case of the violettas. Motives comprise concise figures with text-
driven rhythms, and they exploit series-of-fifths relationships within motives and 
for sequential repetitions. Motivic imitation and development is important, but 
motivic transformations are rare. Text illustration occurs frequently through 
distinct motives, instrumentation, and range. The work exhibits an emerging 
interest in contrapuntal composition in the fourth-species "Requiem" motive and in 
fugal sections. Lastly, it employs rhetorical and oratorical devices, which 
emphatically introduce, argumentatively expand, and definitively summarize ideas. 
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Requiem Ferdinandi Ill a 20 (1657) 
Giovanni Felice Sances 
Compositional Context 
Ferdinand III died on April 2, 1657, three years after the death of his son, 
Ferdinand IV. Elegies invoked Ferdinand III's motto, Pietate et iustitia (piety and 
justice), and they extolled his merits.40 Several compositions commemorated his 
death, including instrumental lamentations by Froberger and Schmeltzer, but the 
foremost musical monument to Ferdinand III is the Requiem Mass explicitly 
designated for his exequies. The task of composing this fell to Giovanni Felice 
Sances, who had already composed a Requiem Mass for emperor-designate 
Ferdinand IV in 1654. Sances composed the Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20 with the 
scope and size of forces befitting a musical emperor. 
The partbooks surviving in the music archive of the Benedictine abbey in 
Kremsmiinster, Upper Austria, serve as the primary source for Sances's Requiem 
Ferdinandi III a 20, assembled in a modern, scholarly edition in the Wiener Edition 
alter Musik series.41 The title sheet for these partbooks specifies the work's forces: 
Requiem Ferdinand 3. Impera; 
Toris Augustissimi. 
A2o. 
2. C[anti]. 2. A[ltus]. 2. T[enores}.2. B[assi] 
40 Giovanni Felice Sances, Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20, val. 35 of Wiener Edition Alter 
Musik, eds. Rudolf Hofstotter and Ingomar Rainer (Vienna: Doblinger, 2010), i. For 
example, Nikolaur Avancini praised Ferdinand III in Sapientia terrarium caelique 
potens, panegyricus funebris ad solennes exsequias Ferdinandi Ill. 
41 Ibid. 
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6 Viole. 2. Cornetti mutti. 
4 Tromboni. Org[ano}. Con Vio= 
lone. 
Di Sig[n6r] Sances. 
Sub P[atre]: T[eodorico]: B[eer]: 
{1]698 
Sine D[6mi]ne, et Dies irae. 
L.A.42 
Father Theodorich Beer served as the choirmaster at Our Lady's in Munster from 
1689 and 1708, and he copied several scores from Vienna and the surrounding 
region.43 The envelope with this title page contains the following performing parts: 
Canto 1 Cone[ ertato] 
Canto 2 Conc[ertato] 
Alto, Tenore und Basso (two parts each, labeled primojsecondo concertato) 
Violetta 1. 
Violetta 2. 
Viola 1 
Viola 2. Ad libitum 
Viola 3. 
Cornetto muto 1 
Cornetto muto 2. 
Trombones 1. through 4. 
Organo (figured) 
The performing parts confirm the large scale of the Requiem Mass. They do not 
include the sixth viole part, the violone, but the editors of Wiener Edition alter Musik 
have reconstructed this part by using the organ part. In addition, no ripieni vocal 
parts survive, but these can be reconstructed based on the vocal doubling by 
trombones and strings, which correspond to sections of ripieni participation. No 
42 Ibid. 
43 Ibid., ii. 
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music exists for the Sequence and Offertory. If Sances composed such movements, 
they may have been contained in separate envelopes that no longer survive. 
Performing Forces 
The a 20 in the title of the Requiem Mass refers to the requisite twenty 
performers: eight vocal concertists, six strings, two cornetti muti, and four 
trombones. The concertato designation on the performing parts implicitly indicates 
ripienist reinforcement in spite of the title page omission and lack of performing 
parts. The a 20 number does not account for organ and eight ripienist singers. Thus, 
with one musician on each part, the minimum number of performers totals twenty-
nine, comprising thirteen instrumentalists and sixteen singers. 
Instruments double vocal concertists in tutti sections (see figure 3.7), and 
they also play independent material. Thus, the second viola ad libitum indication 
misleads: its participation is obligatory due to its independent role. Instruments 
perform as families, frequently playing as distinct groups of brass and strings, and 
they alternate timbres when accompanying concertists. For example, families of 
string and brass instruments alternate each measure at "Te decet" (Introit, mm. 25-
7). Pairs of instruments similarly alternate in the Kyrie "Christe" section: first the 
violettas accompany, second the cornetti muti, and lastly the trombones (mm. 23-
31). The two cornetti muti and two violettas regularly play soli without their 
respective instrument families, combining with one solo voice to form a trio of 
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Figure 3. 7 - Sances, Requiem Ferdinandi Ill a 20 
Performance forces, instrumental doubling, and vocal concertato ranges 
6 brass I Vocal concertato doubling 
Cornetto muto 1 Canto 1 
Cornetto muto 2 
Trombone 1 
Trombone 2 
Trombone 3 
Trombone 4 
6 strings 
Violetti 1 
Violetti 2 
Viola 1 
Viola 2 ad libitum 
Viola 3 
Violone 
8 singers "concertato" 
Canto 1 
Canto 2 
Alto 1 
Alto 2 
Tenore 1 
Tenore 2 
Basso 1 
Basso 2 
Or ano 
8 singers "in Capella" 
Canto 1 
Canto 2 
Alto 1 
Alto 2 
Tenore 1 
Tenore 2 
Basso 1 
Basso 2 
Canto 2 
Alto 1 
Tenore 1 
Tenore 2 
Basso 1 
Canto 1 
Canto 2 
Alto 1 
Alto 2 
Tenore 1 
Basso 2 
; Concertato range 
F#4- GS 
D4- ES 
G3- B4 
G3 -A4 
D3- F4 
C3- E4 
F#2- C4 
D2-C4 
concertists. This is often accomplished through instrumental substitution: cornetti 
muti or violettas replace a concertist singer by playing a motive previously sung. 
Instruments serve an increasingly important role and are not dispensable in 
the Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20. In Sances's earlier Requiem Mass, instruments 
rarely precede voices with motivic expositions, and when such instances occur, at 
least one voice joins the instruments. In the Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20, however, 
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instruments more frequently anticipate motives sung by concertists, and they do so 
without vocal participation. For example, all instruments perform the Introit Sonata 
and introduce the fourth-species "Requiem" motive before the concertists (mm. 1-5, 
6-10). The Sanctus Sonata functions similarly: instruments present the primary 
motives before singers add the text ( mm. 1-7). This order reverses at the end of the 
first "Osanna:" instruments conclude the section with an instrumental Sonata (mm. 
50-59) that repeats music sung in the previous phrase (mm. 32-6). 
Sances's systematic use of vocal forces reveals his methodical approach. In 
the fourth-species "Requiem" motive, he exploits the forces available by stating the 
motive once in each vocal pair (e.g. cantus I and II). In solo sections, each concertist 
routinely sings at least once before tutti forces enter (e.g. Introit, m. 35). He takes 
advantage .of possibilities created by the vocal complement of two parts for each 
range of singer. For example, in the Sanctus "Osanna," the repetitions sung by alto II 
and tenor II exactly echo the first statements by alto I and tenor I (mm. 37-8, 40-1). 
Sances frequently sets tutti sections homorhythmically in the Requiem 
Ferdinandi III a 20, like the Missa Defunctorum a 12. Unlike his earlier work, 
however, he often divides the voices and corresponding instruments into polychoral 
forces: the first and second vocal parts divide into two antiphonal groups of CATB I 
and CATB II. These antiphonal choirs alternate orders of entry: choir I leads at 
certain points, and choir II leads at others (e.g. Introit, mm. 21-4: choir I leads at 
"Luceat;" mm. 35-7: choir II leads at "ad te omnis"). This polychoral division of tutti 
voices and reversal of entrance order also occur in imitative textures (Kyrie, 
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"Christe," mm. 14-23, 34-44). Alternation between choirs can occur as quickly as 
every half-measure, such as in the Kyrie II. In this section, the choirs do not overlap 
or accumulate texture. Rather, they function in a responsorial or echo-like manner. 
Similar echo effects are prominent in the vocal opening of the Sanctus, where forces 
divide into CATB I and II and alternate with repeated or sequential material (mm. 8-
16). The Sonatas that surround this section highlight this polychoral character by 
doing the same with choirs of homogenous instruments. (Sanctus, mm. 1-7, 50-9). 
The Benedictus illustrates Sances's stile concertato writing for strings. In this 
alia breve section, violettas I and II and violas I and III accompany in duet with quick 
motives that outline triadic harmonies. This conspicuous and relatively demanding 
section provides evidence that some string players were more accomplished than 
implied by the simpler string parts in other movements of the Requiem Mass.44 
The ranges of the vocal concertists are generally conservative. They remain 
narrow with few exceptions, such as the single D2 in the bass II part. The concertato 
and ripieno tessituras span one octave or less. For example, although the cantus I 
part occasionally reaches GS, its tessitura extends only to ES. The limited tessituras 
may be due to the ample number of voice parts, which results in sufficient coverage 
of each range without requiring significant range overlap. The two violettas, which 
regularly function as concertists, feature wider ranges, extending from C4 to F#S. 
Sances contrasts textures by utilizing subsets of performers, relieving the 
wide-ranged texture of the eight vocal concertists and instruments. In the Agnus 
44 The Viola 2 ad libitum is the sole string part that is not difficult in the Benedictus. 
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Dei, the first "Dona eis Domine" statement features a treble texture of CCAT, 
accompanied by basso seguente organ (mm. 3-4); the second iteration of "Dona eis 
Domine" differs from this treble texture with ATTB voices plus independent basso 
continuo and violone, which descends to E2 (mm. 6-7). 
Formal Structure 
Sances composed the Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20 in three pairs of 
movements: Introit-Kyrie, Sanctus-Benedictus, and Communion-Agnus Dei. It does 
not include music for the Sequence or Offertory (see figure 3.8). 
The Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20 utilizes two categories of structural 
repetition: that which adds or removes all voices and that which maintains the 
vocal-instrumental texture. The first category occurs in the Introit and Sanctus at 
the three "Sonata" or "Son" indications, and they incorporate variations upon 
repetition. The Introit Sonata (mm. 1-5) comprises four one-measure phrases of the 
fourth-species "Requiem" motive, alternating between pairs of cornetti muti and 
violettas, plus a cadential measure. Trombones and strings accompany the pair of 
instruments that correspond to their respective instrument families. In the repeat 
(mm. 6-10), voices replace the pairs of concertist instruments, and their pitches are 
transposed down one or two octaves to accommodate the lower vocal ranges. 
Although the fifth measure of the Introit Sonata concludes with a cadence, the fifth 
measure of the singers' repetition abruptly changes to an Allegro tempo and shifts 
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Figure 3.8 - Sances, Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20 
Formal divisions and repetitions, tonal centers, and meter 
Movement, Se<;tion Tonal Center Form45 mm. 
................................ M~!~!"~I~!l:lP<>· ... 9.tl1.~.!" .. ···-····· ...................... -.... 
Introit 
Sonata G A] 1-5 ¢Adagio 
Requiem G A 6-24 ¢ Adagio - Allegro 
Te decet G B 25-37 ¢ 
Requiem G A 38-55 ¢ Adagio - Allegro 
Kyrie 
Kyrie I G A 1-13 ¢Allegro 
Christe G B 14-44 3/2 Adagio (ending on V) 
Kyrie II G A' 45-51 ¢ 
Sanctus 
Sonata G A] 1-7 ¢Allegro 
Sanctus G A 8-19 ¢ 
Pleni sunt G B 20-31 3/2 Allegro 
Osanna + Sonata G c 32-59 3/2 Adagio 
Benedictus 
Benedictus G D 1-10 ¢Adagio 
Osanna G c 11-29 3/2 Adagio 
Agnus Dei-Communion 
Agnus Dei G A 1-17 ¢Adagio [sub-structure: a a a'] 
Lux aeterna A B 18-33 ¢ 
Requiem G c 34-48 ¢,Reprise of Introit mm. 6-14 
Cum sanctis [B' 49-61 
from a contrapuntal to homophonic texture (m. 10). Thus, the Introit Sonata 
functions as a foreword or preface, introducing the fourth-species "Requiem" motive 
before concertists add text. 
The first Sanctus Sonata similarly performs a prefatory role. Instruments 
introduce the "Sanctus" motive and establish the antiphonal polychoral texture 
(mm. 1-7); then, tutti forces emulate the instruments and add text (mm. 8-16). A 
second Sonata ends the Sanctus, repeating the first four measures of the sung 
45 "A]" designates partial exposition consisting of only the beginning of the A section. 
"[B" designates partial exposition consisting of only the end of the B section. 
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"Osanna" (mm. 50-9, 32-5). The Sonata concludes the movement by accelerating the 
rate of alternation, creating a crescendo by combining the antiphonal groups, and 
closing with a hemiola cadence. In summary, these three instrumental-vocal 
repetitions in the Introit and Sanctus function primarily as prefaces and summaries, 
foretelling or reiterating partial sections. 
Repeated sections that maintain the vocal-instrumental texture dually 
strengthen the musical structure and observe the prescribed Requiem Mass text. 
They often incorporate minor changes upon repetition. The return of the "Requiem" 
text in the Introit (mm. 38-55) exactly repeats the vocal exposition but excludes the 
Sonata (mm. 1-14). This confirms the Sonata's introductory role: it is not repeated 
because the fourth-species "Requiem" motive has already been sufficiently 
introduced. The return of this motive frames the movement with an arch structure 
that provides structural resolution. The fourth-species "Requiem" motive also 
appears in the Communion with minor truncations: it states "dona eis Domine" only 
once, and it deletes a rest (mm. 34-42). 
Sectional repetition also occurs in the Sanctus-Benedictus, where the 
"Osanna" section appears after the "Pleni sunt coeli" and "Benedictus" sections (mm. 
32-59, 11-29). Like the Introit repetition, only the first "Osanna" section includes the 
instrumental sonata. 
Near-exact repetition occurs in sections with identical texts by modifying 
textures upon repetition. In the central "Christe" section of the Kyrie, pitches and 
rhythms repeat exactly, but the two choirs (CATB I, CATB II) exchange parts ( mm. 
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14-23, 34-44). The only substantive change occurs at the final cadence, which is 
extended to definitively conclude the section (mm. 43-4). 
Sances notably avoids an opportunity for exact repetition in the tripartite 
Kyrie. Rather than creating an arch form similar to the Introit, Sances composes the 
final "Kyrie" section in quickly alternating antiphony. This alternation combines 
with quick harmonic changes, resulting in a brief section that accelerates towards 
the final cadence. In this section, structural stability via repetition yields to the 
enlivened, impressive, and conclusive musical effect. 
In summary, Sances limits the use of exact structural · repetition in the 
Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20. He repeats large sections, but they often incorporate 
subtle textural changes, truncate sections of music, or add significant cadential 
material. Repetitions reinforce the textual organization and the structural unity of 
movements without excess. Sances's avoidance of repetition at every textual 
opportunity signals an interest in creating specific musical effects in the Requiem 
Ferdinandi III a 20 rather than setting the text in a perfunctory manner. 
Harmony, Rhythm, and Phrase Structure 
Harmonies related by series-of-fifths are ubiquitous in progressions and 
sequences in the Requiem Ferdinand III a 20. Series-of-fifths progressions generate 
rhythmic motion within individual motives, and they elongate phrases through 
sequences. The first "Kyrie" exemplifies the internal, motivic function of series-of-
fifths progressions: three pairs of dominant-seventh harmonies propel the motive to 
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its cadence (m. 6). Longer, sequential series-of-fifths progressions pervade the 
composition. For example, the Introit iterates the first "Te decet" motive in G major 
and the second in D major; the third starts in A major but shifts to E major. 
Mode mixture, static harmonic motion, and chromatic alterations provide 
limited relief from the numerous series-of-fifths harmonic progressions. Mode 
mixture exchanges major and minor harmonies in quick alternation, especially at 
cadences. Static harmonic motion appears at the beginning of a few sections. For 
example, the harmony is static in the first and second "Agnus Dei" iterations, which 
begin with three beats of tonic harmony (m. 1, 5). They establish the tonal center 
and allow the phrase to unfold at a slower rate of harmonic changes. Chromatic 
alterations appear infrequently, and they typically do so at the juncture of two 
phrases separated by a cadence (Introit, m. 28: E major-C major; Sanctus, mm. 16-
17: G major-E major). When alterations appear within phrases, the potential aural 
jolt is minimized through an intervening plagal relationship (e.g. Kyrie, mm. 1, 2-3: 
I-ii-VI). Thus, Sances maintains the distinctive sound of the chromatic alteration but 
lessens it through a mitigating common-chord. 
Sances seldom uses plagal progressions, reserving them to signal structurally 
significant conclusions. The first pair of movements closes with four plagal 
progressions that serve as structural confirmations: after three iterations of an 
authentic cadence, the four statements of IV-I harmonies confirm the final cadence 
(Kyrie, mm. 48-51). A plagal cadence also concludes the Agnus Dei. Finally, the two 
"Cum sanctis" sections use the same music (Communion, mm. 21-33, 49-61), but 
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only the second section-which closes the entire Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20-adds 
a plagal extension. 
Adagio and Allegro tempo markings appear in the organ part, and ¢ meter 
pervades the composition with three exceptions of 3/2 meter: one coincides with 
Adagio in the "Christe," the second with Allegro at the Sanctus "Pleni sunt coeli," and 
the third with Adagio at the Sanctus "Osanna." The Benedictus supports the possible 
use of proportional tempo relationships in the two "Osanna" sections (mm. 6-10, 11-
29): they occur in two different meters and tempos but use the same motive and 
rhythms; proportional relationships of 3:2 and 2:1 yield similar-sounding motives. 
One tempo change occurs in the middle of a phrase of text in the Introit: the tempo 
shifts from Adagio to Allegro between the concertist "Requiem" and tutti "aeternam" 
(m. 10). The suddenness of this indication supports the use of a 2:1 relationship, 
which doubles the tempo but maintains continuity. 
Sections follow a general pattern of textural accumulation as the music nears 
final cadences. For example, in the first part of the Kyrie, three trios of concertists 
open the movement (mm. 1-7); tutti choir I follows (mm. 7-8); tutti choir II answers 
(mm. 9-10); and lastly, both tutti choirs conclude in a cadence of total accumulation 
(mm. 11-12). Modest patterns of textural accumulation also occur within solo 
sections. In the Sanctus "Osanna" duets, for example, the two concertists alternate 
solos but always sing together at important cadences. Exceptions to this 
accumulative pattern are rare. For example, in the "Christe" section of the Kyrie, the 
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overall structure is tutti-soli-tutti; within this large arch structure, however, each 
tutti and soli section follows the pattern of textural accumulation. 
Overlapping cadences occur regularly at points that do not use sectional 
cadences (e.g. Kyrie, mm. 14-23, 34-44: stile antico "Christe" section). Overlapping 
phrases often use the same pitch to end and begin each phrase, further smoothing 
the overlap (e.g. Benedictus, mm. 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7). Overlapping cadences impart a 
sense of perpetual motion to linked phrases by reserving non-overlapping cadences 
solely for the ends of sections. This linking of short phrases is the primary means by 
which Sances constructs long phrases, rather than by composing long motives. 
Motivic Composition, Transformation, and Text Illustration 
Motives relate closely to texts in Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20. The rhythms of 
motives derive from the text's natural stress and rhythm, and new motives 
correspond to new texts. When a text returns, it usually repeats its earlier 
corresponding motive, though it may undergo transformation. The Kyrie exemplifies 
such transformation of a motive upon repetition: the Kyrie I section (mm. 1-13) 
features a four-beat motive, and in the final polychoral Kyrie II section (mm. 45-51), 
it is fragmented into two-beat motivic cells (see figure 3.9). These cells retain the 
motive's original rhythms and pitches yet enable rapid, polychoral exchange. Thus, 
Sances maintains the motive's textual association but also innovates through 
motivic transformation. 
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Figure 3.9- Sances Requiem Ferdinandi Ill a 20 
Kyrie motivic transformation 
Kyrie I, mm. 1-2 
Kyrie II, mm. 45-6 
~ 
Canto lmo Concertato 
I liD 
Ky - ri - e 
f'l 
Canto 2mo Concertato 
~ 
v. 
•J 
Organo 
' 
e - lei - son 
I 
4-3 • 
4-3 
4-3 
Textual rhythms generate musical rhythms and articulate motives. Sances 
accentuates the natural stress of the text to create highly rhythmic motives, such as 
the "luceat eis" motive, which features dotted rhythms and invokes a regal character 
(Introit, m. 21-4). The Benedictus also exemplifies this text~derived rhythmic 
construction; its shorter note values approach the speed of spoken declamation 
(mm. 1-5). Sances infrequently repeats words within motives, such as "aeternam 
aeternam aeternam" (Introit, mm. 10-12), "Christe eleison Christe eleison" (Kyrie 
mm. 14-44), and "osanna in excelsis in excelsis" (Sanctus, mm. 32-49). These few 
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instances confirm that the text's rhythm serves as a tool for constructing motives. In 
each instance, the musical rhythm utilizes an inherent rhythm of the text. 
Motives tend to be brief. The first section of the Introit establishes this 
characteristic brevity, for its motives last one to two measures (mm. 1-24). Motives 
are frequently presented in two parts, similar to a hemistich: the first part 
introduces the motive, and the ensuing part expands upon and concludes it. The 
motive "et tibi reddetur votum in Jerusalem" exemplifies this construction (Introit, 
mm. 28-32). It begins with a concertist trio homophonically singing the two-beat "et 
tibi," followed by a pause; this first part sets up the "problem," posing the question 
through its succinctness and by ending on an unresolved dominant harmony. The 
second part, the two-measure "reddetur votum in Jerusalem," responds to the first 
part in an expanded form: it provides the "solution" or resolution through its longer 
duration and imitative entrances, and it concludes the phrase on a resolved tonic 
harmony. This two-part, hemistich construction of motives exhibits the underlying 
influence of rhetoric in the Requiem Ferdinand Ill a 20. Additional examples below 
further address the rhetorical presentation of motives. 
Characteristics of motives in the Requiem Ferdinandi Ill a 20 include the use 
of preexistent material, distinctive intervallic contours, and highly rhythmicized 
elements. Sances invokes the same fourth-species "Requiem" motive found in the 
Missa Defunctorum a 12. In this later use of the motive, the stepwise, continuous 
bass line is absent, however, which increases the sense of solemnity. Perhaps the 
dual usage of this motive connected the deaths of father and son, or perhaps it more 
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generally invoked the solemnity of the Requiem Mass. The motive may have served 
as a common "motto" theme for Requiem Masses in general or specific to the 
Habsburgs. Regardless, the motive's distinctive contrapuntal construction and its 
frequent repeats effectively connect the two works. 
Solo concertists sing particularly distinctive and prominent motives, which 
repeat and clearly contrast one another. For example, the "Te decet hymnus Deus in 
Sion" motive features a triadic descent followed by an octave leap; two concertists 
immediately repeat the motive, accompanied by contrasting groups of instruments 
(Introit, mm. 25-8: strings, brass, strings). The "Agnus Dei qui tollis peccata mundi" 
motive similarly features a downward arpeggio and upward octave leap, but, 
instead of repeating, it is immediately followed by a new motive constricted to the 
range of a perfect fifth (mm. 1-4, S-7). The contrast between these two motives 
renders them with starkly different characters. Distinctive intervallic contours 
occasionally highlight the modes, such as the · Communion "Lux aeterna," which 
twice repeats the Phrygian motion E- F-natural- E (m. 18). 
The distinct rhythmic character of motives has been established. However, 
some motives share rhythmic qualities. For example, the aforementioned Introit 
"Luceat eis" rhythm returns pervasively throughout the Kyrie I and II. Such 
rhythmic similarities impart unity to sections: the Kyrie I is mono-motivic, derived 
from one dotted-rhythm figure, and the Kyrie Il's use of the same fragmented 
motive unifies the two sections of the movement, resulting in an arch-like structure. 
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Rests significantly define motives and create rhythmic propulsion. The "Te 
decet" motive begins with an eighth rest that fundamentally defines the rhythmic 
figure, and ensuing repetitions include the rest. In tutti homophonic sections, rests 
rhythmically activate the united entrance of all forces: the rest serves as an 
energized springboard from which the phrase begins. This occurs at the rhetorical 
repetitions of "dona eis, Domine", where the placement of the stressed syllable on a 
weak beat following a rest results in an active, syncopated stress (Introit, mm. 13, 
15). This use of rests results in a declamatory, oratorical style of music. 
An extended, imitative section in the Communion concludes the Requiem 
Mass, similar to fugues in later works (Sections B and [B', mm. 22-33, 49-61). It 
simultaneously presents two motives with distinct texts and rhythms, and the 
second acts like a countermotive. The imitative section resembles fugal technique: 
its straightforward exposition clearly establishes each motive; it includes staggered 
entrances; and the contrapuntal texture increases in complexity:46 
1. Motive e is introduced in concurrent, parallel voice pairs; the overlapped 
entrance ofmotive fis delayed (mm. 22-4). 
2. Imitative motive e and motive f overlap (mm. 24-6). 
3. Imitative motive e provides a link to the previous phrase; motive e 
combines with and overlaps motive f (mm. 26-9). 
4. Motive f proliferates tutti texture. Entrances overlap at internal cadences. 
Sances minimally transforms motives in the Requiem Ferdinandi Ill a 20; they 
generally remain intact and do not undergo fundamental or ornamental changes, 
even when fragmented. Instead, Sances develops motives in repeated sections by 
46 Motive e is "Cum sanctis tuis in aeternum." Motive fis "quia pius es." 
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varying textures, harmonies, and tonal areas. In the Sanctus, the Sonata alternates 
instruments and truncates a phrase by fragmenting the motive (mm. 1-4, S-6). The 
truncated phrase retains the essential components of the second half of the motive, 
which results in a fluid progression to the cadence. Fragmentation also occurs in the 
extended "Osanna" section, where the motive is separated by rests but maintains its 
essential components (mm. 44-50). At the anticipation of the imitative "Osanna" in 
the Benedictus, the basses maintain the rhythms and intervals of the "Osanna" 
motive in spite of the change in meter (¢and 3/2, mm. 6-10). An exception to this 
norm of non-transforming motives occurs in the Kyrie, in which the canto I 
ornaments the "Christe" motive (mm. 31-3). This ornamentation coincides with the 
final concertist statement of the motive and may signal the return of tutti forces. 
Text delivery in the Requiem Ferdinandi Ill a 20 focuses on natural, speech-
like declamation rather than on illustration. The few instances of text illustration 
rely on forces and ranges to convey images. For example, tutti forces in the Introit 
illustrate "all" by overlapping homorhythmic choirs at "ad te omnis caro veniet" (to 
you all flesh, mm. 35-7). The polychoral opening of the Sanctus opulently illustrates 
the seraphim "calling to another" by exactly echoing each other and by accumulating 
texture (mm. 8-16). Also in the Sanctus, the basso concertists sing "earth" in the 
lowest extremes of their ranges (mm. 22, 27: basso II D2 47). This texture contrasts 
with tutti forces hoinophonically singing "gloria tua," illustrating the fullness of 
47 This D2 is the lowest note of the Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20, using the same 
technique as that in the Missa Defunctorum a 12. 
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"glory" (mm. 23-24, 28-29). In ·the Agnus Dei, Sances illustrates "sempiternam" 
(forever) by repeating pitches: canto singers repeat the word for a total of eight 
consecutive DS pitches, and alto singers further emphasize with sixteen consecutive 
G4 pitches (mm. 11-12, 14-17). 
Counterpoint 
The Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20 incorporates stile antico counterpoint and 
stile concertato imitative techniques. The "Christe" section clearly exemplifies stile 
antico technique, featuring imitative counterpoint with overlapping entrances and 
colla parte textures, including basso seguente organ (mm. 14-23, 34-44). The 
"Christe" motive is primarily constructed of conjunct and narrowly disjunct 
intervals, reminiscent of Renaissance polyphony. In spite of the polychoral texture, 
imitation pervades all voices, which equally perform the primary motive. The text 
does not consistently line up with the metric stress (e.g. the accented "Chris-te" 
occurs on beats two and three), minimizing the downbeat stress of each measure. 
When the central "Christe" subsection shifts to a concertist texture, instruments 
participate in an imitative, stile antico manner as substitutes for vocal concertists. 
Because the concertist subsection of the "Christe" maintains the stile antico motive 
and technique, it principally provides relief from the tutti texture. 
In spite of stile antico examples, the counterpoint in the Requiem Ferdinandi 
III a 20 primarily focuses on vertical relationships. The fourth-species "Requiem" 
motive conspicuously exemplifies such vertical counterpoint. Its immediate 
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introduction at the beginning of the composition and repeated presentation in the 
Communion prominently establishes the importance of counterpoint. The Sanctus 
also typifies this counterpoint in the first sung section, which divides tutti forces 
into two identical choirs of voice parts (mm. 8-16). The basses in each choir provide 
the harmonic foundation for the cantus, while the inner voices provide contrapuntal 
interest through varied rhythms that counter the outer voices. 
Text Setting 
Sances sets the Requiem Mass text with few additions and no omissions in 
the Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20. The use of word repetition to construct motives has 
been addressed above; such repetition occurs less often than in his earlier setting of 
the Requiem Mass. One deviation occurs in the Agnus Dei, where the text "dona eis, 
Domine" replaces the standard "Dona eis Requiem" (mm. 2-4: cantus I, II). Because it 
appears close to or simultaneously with the proper text (m. 4), this change likely 
reflects a copying error or confusion of the Introit text with that of the Agnus Dei. 
The Benedictus blurs the standard division between "Benedictus ... Domini" and 
"Osanna" by introducing the "Osanna" text and motive in the bass concertists before 
the final cadence of the Benedictus (mm. 6-10). This section serves as a transitional 
bridge and supports the notion that Sances's compositional process considered 
large-scale structure and connections between sections. 
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Rhetoric and Oratory 
Rhetoric operates on a large structural scale in the Requiem Ferdinandi III a 
20. Sances's use ofthe fourth-species "Requiem" motive exemplifies this. It uses only 
one word and is concise in its four iterations, repeating "Requiem" in short, closed 
phrases. Here, unlike his earlier setting, Sances introduces this motive twice by 
preceding the sung statement with an instrumental Sonata that replicates the 
motive. This opening statement functions as a large-scale rhetorical introduction, 
deliberately presenting the primary idea of "rest-tension-rest" in the manner of an 
exordium, revealing the composition's theme. Tempo markings suddenly shift at this 
point (Adagio until the Allegro "aeternam"), and the change in tempo further 
isolates this idea from the ensuing declamatory, oratorical section. Later, the theme 
of "rest" and its associated motive concludes the Introit and returns in the 
penultimate section of the Communion, which recalls the main idea in the manner of 
a peroratio. 
The first movement further unfolds the primary idea of "rest eternal." The 
first phrase of text, "Requiem aeternam dona eis, Domine," utilizes only closed, 
authentic phrases; each phrase is complete, even when it shifts to a new tonal area. 
Thus, the idea is presented and established with certainty. The following section, 
however, reveals and explores the ensuing text, "et lux perpetua," through open-
ended medial cadences; the idea of "light perpetual" develops gradually only after 
its original title of "rest" has been definitively identified. 
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Rhetoric also operates on a small scale in the construction of motives. The 
two-part composition of motives-previously described as problem-resolution, 
question-solution, and hemistich-occurs in numerous other places. Such motives 
appear in the Kyrie I: a short, homophonic phrase ends on an open, unresolved, or 
questioning harmony (Kyrie m. 1: G major - A minor - E major); the resolution 
expands upon the question by using the dotted "Kyrie" rhythm in imitation, and 
lastly, it arrives at a closed cadence (mm. 1-2). The Kyrie II recapitulates and 
abbreviates the first "Kyrie" motive. Rhetorically, the Kyrie II sums up the idea but 
does not restate it in its original form: the polychoral texture magnifies the question 
through multiple harmonic shifts, and tutti forces and a plagal extension resolve the 
Kyrie II more conclusively than the Kyrie I. The brevity of the Kyrie II (8 mm. of four 
quarter notes) imparts a concise, summarizing character compared with the longer, 
expository Kyrie I (20 mm. of four quarter notes). 
An exemplary model of the rhetorical construction of two-part motives 
occurs in the Agnus Dei. The "problem" corresponds with the text, "Agnus Dei, qui 
tollis peccata mundi" (Lamb of God, who takes away the sins of the world), which 
finishes open-ended on a medial cadence. A trio of concertists answers the soloist 
with the "solution" to the text and harmony, "dona eis requiem" (grant them rest; 
mm. 1-4, S-7). In this instance, the problem-solution construction corresponds to 
addressee and supplication. The soloist identifies the addressee only once, but the 
trio emphasizes the supplication in five sequential iterations of the "solution" text. 
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Summary 
The Requiem Ferdinandi Ill a 20 utilizes a large ensemble appropriate to the 
occasion of the emperor's death. Sances employs polychoral, stile concertato, and 
stile antico compositional techniques, and the focus on counterpoint surpasses that 
of his earlier Requiem Mass. Motives derive from text-driven rhythms and are 
characterized by their brevity, active rhythms, and distinct contours. Minor text 
illustration is accomplished through range and texture, and motives infrequently 
undergo motivic transformation. Series-of-fifths harmonies operate pervasively at 
the levels of sequential imitation and sectional organization. Rhetoric governs large-
and small-scale construction of the Requiem Mass, operating on a structural level to 
introduce and conclude the composition's primary idea and on a phrasal level to 
create two-part rhetorical motives. 
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Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine (1679) 
Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer 
Compositional Context 
In the late 1670s, the Great Plague raged through Vienna, claiming more than 
76,000 lives between 1678 and 1680. In September 1679, the number of recorded 
deaths per month peaked at 16,774, according to city mortality lists.48 In the wake of 
this wave of death, Kapellmeister Giovanni Felice Sances died at nearly eighty years 
of age on November 24, 1679, ending a period of at least forty-three years of service 
to the Habsburg family. On December 18, 1679, the ennobled Vice-Kapellmeister, 
Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer, officially applied for the position of Kapellmeister, 
which Leopold I granted and backdated to October 1. Beginning in 1675, Schmeltzer 
had already assumed many Kapellmeister duties, and his responsibilities increased 
after 1677, when Sances could no longer attend Hojkapelle services. 
Schmeltzer composed the Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine in 1679 when 
death was a daily part of life in Vienna and the Hojkapel/e. Death by the Plague 
pervaded the city, and Sances also died in this year. Unfortunately, Schmeltzer 
himself would die soon as welt succumbing to the Plague between February 29 and 
March 20, 1680. The title page of his Requiem Mass provides no clue about its 
genesis and performance other than the year of composition: 
48 Boris Velimirovic and Helga Velimirovic, "Plague in Vienna," Reviews of Infectious 
Diseases 11, no. 5 (1989), 819. 
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Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine. 
4 voc: 3 Violae A.D. Henrico Schmeltzer 16 7949 
Schmeltzer may have composed his setting for several occasions. Although the title 
page includes no occasional reference or specific date, copies of four movements 
provide the date April 1679.50 It may have commemorated a person's death before 
that date or anticipated one of two foreseen occasions later in the year. First, it may 
have been performed at the Hojkapelle on the feast of All Souls. In 16 79-a year in 
which death pervaded Vienna-the performance of a concerted Requiem Mass on 
the feast of All Souls is probable; it may have been a natural consequence of the 
desire to honor the deaths of tens of thousands of the city's citizens, including four 
hundred ten clergymen.51 Second; given Sances's long record of service to the 
Viennese Hojkapelle, his ailing health and inevitable exequies may have been the 
impetus for Schmeltzer's composition, a possibility proposed by Ingomar Rainer.52 
The limited number of performing forces may be explained by its date, reflecting the 
decline in the number of Hojkapelle musicians due to the Plague. From 1677 to 1680 
the number of adult male singers declined from twenty-seven to nineteen (see 
chapter one). This corroborates the possibility of a performance in November 1679 
for either the feast of All Souls or the funeral mass of Sances. 
49 Johann Heinrich Schmelzer, Requiem, vol. 9 of Wiener Edition Alter Musik, eds. 
Rudolf Hofstotter and Ingomar Rainer (Vienna: Doblinger, 2000), ii. 
50 Charles E. Brewer, The Instrumental Music of Schmeltzer, Biber, Muffat and Their 
Contemporaries (Farnham, Surrey, England: Ashgate, 2011), 53,364. 
51 Ibid. 
52 Schmelzer, Requiem, ii. 
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Performing Forces 
The sole source of music for Schmeltzer's Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine 
survives in the archbishop's palace in Kromeriz, Czech Republic in a manuscript 
score. The score contains eight parts, as indicated by its principal scholarly edition: 
Viola 1 
Viola 2 
Viola 3 
Vox (four parts, indicating voice range by clef) 
Orgl53 
No performing parts survive, but a contemporary work provides a clue about the 
total number of forces. Schmeltzer's Missa Mater purissima (1677) survives in the 
same archive, and its envelope and corresponding performance parts indicate brass 
and vocal doubling. The score contains music for "4. Voc[es] in Conc[erto]," "4 
Voc[es] in Capella," three violae, one violone, and organa. The performing parts, 
however, also include "Cornetto ad libit[um]" and three trombones "ad libit[um];" 
the score version excludes these brass parts.54 Therefore, the score is a reduction 
and does not include all the parts that double concertists in tutti sections. The 
practice of presenting a composition in a reduced score and similarities between the 
two compositions led Rainer to assert that the score of Requiem aeternam dona eis 
Domine is a reduction analogous to the Missa Mater purissima.55 Furthermore, the 
53 Ibid. The Wiener Edition Alter Musik contains the principal scholarly edition. 
54 Johann Heinrich Schmelzer, Missa Mater Purissima, vol. 8 of Wiener Edition Alter 
Musik, eds. Rudolf Hofst6tter and Ingomar Rainer (Vienna: Doblinger, 2000). 
55 Schmelzer, Missa Mater Purissima, i. 
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Figure 3.10- Schmeltzer, Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine 
Performance forces and vocal concertato ranges 
[4 brass] 57 
Cornetto ad libit 
Trombone Primo ad libit 
Trombone Secundo ad libit 
Trombone Tertio ad libit 
4 strings 
Viola 1ma 
Viola 2da 
Viola 3a 
[Violone] 
4 singers concertato 
Canto 
Alto 
Tenore 
Basso 
[ 4 singers in Capella] 
Canto 
Alto 
Tenore 
Basso 
Organo 
· Sonata/consort range 
F4- GS 
A3 -A4 
C3-F4 
• Concertato range 
E-flat4- GS 
F3 -A4 
C3- F4 
E2- C4 
Cappella markings in the Requiem Mass score imply ripienist participation.56 Thus, 
the Wiener Edition Alter Musik includes reconstructed parts comprising one 
cornetto, three trombones, violone, and four singers in Capella (see figure 3.10). 
The violas play a prominent, independent role throughout the Requiem 
aeternam dona eis Domine, exemplified by four Sonatas. Such integral string writing 
56 Schmelzer, Requiem, iii. 
57 Individual parts or groups of parts in brackets indicate reconstruction of colla 
parte instruments and ripieno singers from existing concertato vocal parts. 
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may be expected from a composer renowned for his skills as a violinist and 
composer of instrumental music. Each pair of movements begins with a substantial 
Sonata for violas and continuo: the Introit Sonata consists of fifteen measures, the 
Sanctus nine measures, and the Agnus Dei ten measures. A ten-measure Sonata also 
appears in the Kyrie between the "Kyrie" and "Christe" sections (mm. 88-97). 
The three violas also prominently accompany concertato singers, and they do 
so as a consort, never performing solo or duet but always as an ensemble with 
viol one and organ. This group of strings almost always accompanies only one singer. 
In the "Te decet" section of the Introit, for example, the violas play with the tenor 
concertist, but at the moment when the alto concertist joins the tenor in duet, the 
violas fall silent (mm. 36-49). One exception to this pattern occurs in the Benedictus, 
when the violas continue with the canto-alto duet (mm. 65-70). At this singular 
instance, the vocal and instrumental parts remain distinct via rhythm: the violas 
mostly stay within their normal usage of quarter notes or longer durations, while 
the concertato singers employ rhythms in sixteenth notes. 
The ranges of the violas and vocal concertists are similar in concertato 
sections. The clefs of the violas and violone correspond to those of the vocal 
concertists: soprano, alto, tenor, and bass. Figure 3.10 includes the ranges of the 
three violas in the Sonatas and sections of consort accompaniment, demonstrating 
the range similarities with their corresponding concertato singers. Notably, the first 
viola reaches the extreme of its range, GS, not only in doubling the concertato canto 
in tutti sections but also in the exposed, independent Sonatas (Kyrie, m. 90; Sanctus, 
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m. 6). Each of the three violas similarly reaches the apex of its range in exposed 
sections, and all include prominent motivic material. This musical evidence suggests 
the virtuosity of the violists, which may have included Schmeltzer himself. 
The violas occasionally assimilate motives introduced by a vocalist, resulting 
in an instrumental substitution. They participate integrally in such cases, interacting 
with at least one vocal concertist. In the Kyrie, for instance, the alto and tenore 
concertists first introduce the "Kyrie" motive (mm. 65-61); then violas accompany 
the canto concertist with non-motivic material; lastly, the viola II duets with the 
canto in parallel sixths, and the viola I and viol one imitate the duet in parallel thirds. 
The organ and violone function as both basso seguente and basso continuo in 
the Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine. In tutti sections, they consistently perform 
as basso seguente. In all other sections, they perform as basso continuo, often 
containing parts with distinct rhythms or motives that extend beyond a simple 
harmonic foundation. For example, they accompany the tenore concertist's 
unembellished "Te decet Hymnus Deus in Sian" with active rhythms (mm. 36-44). 
The brass, strings, and singers in Capella double the four-part texture of the 
concertato singers in tutti sections. In spite of the score's omission of these parts, 
tutti sections can be determined by observing the sections where the violas double 
the concertato singers. These sections feature contrasting textures of homophonic 
declamation and imitative or fugal textures in stile antico sections. 
The ranges of each voice part span approximately one-and-one-half octaves, 
similar to those of earlier Requiem Mass settings. Unlike earlier settings, however, 
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the tessituras of the Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine lie high within respective 
ranges. The canto regularly sings in the upper extreme of its range; the pitches FS 
and GS appear multiple times in each section rather than only once or twice in the 
entire composition. Also unusual is the widely spaced voicing that occurs in many 
tutti sections: the distance between voice parts frequently exceeds more than one 
octave, particularly between the canto and alto and the tenore and basso. 
Formal Structure 
The Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine utilizes sectional construction, and 
breaks correspond to textual divisions or occur between phrases. Fermatas, long 
final note values, and clear final cadences demarcate sectional divisions. An example 
of a phrasal division occurs in the "Te decet" section: an antecedent phrase pauses 
for four beats on a V harmony, and its consequent phrase resolves on an authentic 
cadence; then, before the voices of the next "exaudi" phrase enter, the organ marks 
the divide between the phrases with a submediant harmony (Introit, mm. 36-44). 
Phrases rarely overlap at cadences except in stile antico sections, most of 
which overlap imitative entrances. Some stile antico sections use breaks between 
phrases, such as in the imitative "Kyrie." Its first section concludes for two beats on 
C major before the following phrase commences with its four beats of C major (mm. 
61-2). This practice creates pauses in harmonic and rhythmic motion, which 
clarifies the phrase structure. 
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Schmeltzer minimizes the potential start-and-stop lurch of sectional phrase 
divisions with transitional material at cadences. In the "Te decet" example above, 
violas and organ provide a rhythmic bridge through motion on the sustained A 
major chord (m. 39). Short harmonic transitions also connect phrases having 
different tonal centers. In the Introit Sonata, a two-beat harmonic transition 
connects the first phrase in F major with the second phrase, which begins in B-flat 
major (mm. 3-4). Phrase extensions also shift and then confirm tonality for ensuing 
phrases through added cadential figures (Introit Sonata, mm. 7-8). 
Several types of repetitions add to the structural integrity ofthis setting (see 
figure 3.11). They include . exact duplication of complete sections, sectional 
repetition that integrates changes upon restatement, and repetition of individual 
phrases. Exact sectional repetitions parallel the text's structure, and Schmeltzer 
indicates these sections with the instruction "ut supra." They include the "Kyrie" in 
the Introit-Kyrie and "Osanna" in the Sanctus-Benedictus. No such indication 
appears for the Introit "Requiem aeternam," in spite of the standardized text and 
common practice. It is feasible that a copyist inadvertently omitted the "ut supra" 
indication, given that Schmeltzer did not otherwise modify the Requiem Mass text. 
Two sectional repetitions in the Communion modify original statements of 
the music. The first repetition quotes the "Requiem aeternam" section from the 
Introit and truncates it by excising the second iteration of the first phrase (Introit, 
mm. 23-6). The Communion's deletion creates two sequential statements of "dona 
dona eis Domine," uninterrupted by the original, intervening "Requiem aeternam" 
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Figure 3.11- Schmeltzer, Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine 
Formal divisions and repetitions, tonal centers, and meter 
Movement, Section Tonal Center Form mm. Meter Other 
························-----·············-· 
................... ,,, ___ .,,, 
. ... .. ................ ----······ 
Introit-Kyrie 
Sonata F A 1-15 c 
Requiem F 8 16-35 c 
Te decet F-C c 36-55 c 
Kyrie F D 56-87 c mono-motivic, fugal 
Sonata Dm-F A' 88-97 c 
Christe F E 98-124 c fugue 
Kyrie "ut supra" F D 56-87 c mono-motivic, fugal 
Sanctus-8enedictus 
Sonata F A 1-9 c 
Sanctus F-C 8 10-31 c 
Osanna F c 32-59 3/2 concertato + tutti fugue 
8enedictus F-C D 60-70 c canto + alto concertists 
Osanna "ut supra" F c 32-59 3/2 concertato + tutti fugue 
Agnus Dei-Communion 
Sonata F A 1-10 c 
Agnus Dei F-Eb 8 11-35 c a+ a+ a' 
Lux aeterna C-F c 36-41 c 
Cum sanctis Dm-A D 42-48 3/2 
Requiem F E 49-63 c 8' of Introit 
Cum sanctis Dm-F D' 64-79 3/2- c Imitation + extended end 
(mm. 53-7: A-flat major; E-flat major). Given the two Introit statements of the 
"Requiem aeternam" motive, this omission corresponds with a summarizing 
function in the rhetorical structure; that is, only partial repetition is required to 
recall and summarize the initial "Requiem" idea. 
The second sectional repetition in the Communion imparts decisiveness to 
the conclusion by adding an extended section of imitation and final cadence. The 
first homophonic "Cum sanctis" section lasts seven measures, and the repetition 
preserves the first five measures (mm. 42-8, 64-8). Instead of the immediate, piano 
echo, however, the repetition adds five measures of imitation, and the echo phrase 
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follows this (mm. 69-76). Lastly, the repetition adds a final cadence in augmented 
rhythmic values, effecting a composed ritardando. The additions in this section 
accentuate its conclusive character and strengthen the overall structural integrity. 
Repetitions in the Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine directly correlate to 
structural design and increase the composition's cohesiveness. In the Introit, 
repetitions of complete phrases provide coherence. The "Requiem aeternam" and 
"dona dona eis Domine" phrases both repeat in tonalities one fifth higher (mm. 16-
22, 23-9). The repetitions preserve the texture, exchanging only the alto and tenore 
parts. This restatement strengthens the first movement's integrity, creating a 
structural pillar at the work's beginning in the same way that the "Cum sanctis" 
repetition reinforces the structural pillar in the final movement. 
Four instrumental Sonatas articulate the overall structure of the Requiem 
aeternam dona eis Domine. Three Sonatas introduce each movement pair, and their 
substantial lengths surpass that of several vocal sections (e.g. "Lux aeterna," 6 mm.). 
The extended lengths of the Sonatas allow for motivic development, and they 
establish harmony and character. The Sonatas and their respective ensuing sections 
share subtle commonalities, such as the harmonic progression in the Sanctus Sonata 
and the first sung section (mm. 1-2, 10-11). Thus, the Sonatas punctuate the overall 
structure via their substantial lengths; they establish tonal centers and evoke 
specific characters; and they subtly prepare for the ensuing vocal sections. 
The Sonata between the "Kyrie" and "Christe" is an enigma, for it does not 
mark the beginning of a movement. Instead, it functions as an interlude between the 
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two sections. It includes the same sequential, first-inversion harmonic progression 
as the first Sonata (mm. 10-11, 93-4), but it has few other connections with any 
previous section. Its antecedent-consequent phrases and rest at its central cadence 
(m. 92) sets up a reflective quality, perhaps providing a moment of contemplation 
between the long "Kyrie" and "Christe" sections (32 mm., 27 mm.) 
In Schmeltzer's setting, eight of the eighteen sections feature progressive 
tonality, beginning and ending on different tonal centers. Three sections end on 
harmonies that function as both resolutions and dominant chords that connect to 
the next section. A fourth progressive section ends in the key of the ensuing section. 
Thus, these four sections of progressive tonality operate within the overall 
harmonic design. Conversely, the final movement pair juxtaposes tonalities between 
sections; the progressive tonality separates rather than connects sections. 
Schmeltzer generally expands the scope of sections and elongates structures 
by focusing on a limited amount of musical material and exploiting it in numerous 
permutations. The "Kyrie" section exemplifies this: a two-measure motive unifies a 
thirty-two measure section of accumulative textures (Kyrie, mm. 56-87). First, solo 
concertists state the motive individually and in duet. Next, the canto concertist takes 
up the motive with three violas and sequentially repeats the second half of the 
motive, "eleison." Then, the four concertists enter successively in imitation (B, T, A, 
C) and continue the sequences. Lastly, the singers in Capella, brass, and violas join 
the concertists in nine fugal measures and conclude homophonically. In summary: 
the "Kyrie" motive is first presented in three different stile concertato textures; 
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second, the quartet of concertists sing the motive in imitative polyphony; third, tutti 
forces perform the motive in a fugal section. In addition to accumulating textures, 
each section accumulates length: the five textures listed above have lengths of three, 
three, five, eight, and thirteen measures, respectively.58 The "Christe" and "Osanna" 
sections similarly use one or two motives to sustain expanded structures; the fugal 
techniques receive further attention below with regard to contrapuntal procedure. 
The general pattern of textural accumulation within sections appears 
elsewhere: the "Pleni sunt caeli" adds one vocal part in each measure and 
culminates at "gloria gloria tua" (Sanctus, mm. 23-31). The first two "Agnus Dei" 
iterations start with two concertists, add a third concertist, and conclude with two 
tutti measures (m. 11-26). Short sections that maintain or only minimally 
accumulate represent exceptions to this textural pattern: in the Benedictus, alto and 
canto concertists sing the motive individually and in duet; no further accumulation 
occurs (mm. 60-70). Unchanging textures include the tutti "Requiem aeternam" 
section (Introit, mm. 16-35), and the six-measure "Lux aeterna," which maintains a 
texture of canto concertist and violas (Communion, mm. 36-41). 
Harmony, Rhythm, and Phrase Structure 
The harmonic rhythm in the Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine occurs 
steadily in phrases and accelerates at cadences. Changes in harmony normally occur 
at the rate of every two beats, and neighboring and passing harmonies contribute to 
ss A notable occurrence of the Fibonacci sequence. 
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the forward motion (e.g. Introit, mm. 36-44). The first sung section, "Requiem 
aeternam," establishes the pattern of accelerating harmonic changes at cadences: 
first harmonies change every whole note, then every half note, and at the cadence, 
every quarter note (Introit, mm. 16-19). Some cadences utilize sustained bass 
pedals on the fifth scale degree as harmonies change in other voices; this further 
emphasizes these cadences (Kyrie, mm. 122-3; Sanctus, mm. 18-19). 
Harmonic progressions cohere through the uses of secondary dominants, 
series-of-fifths relationships, and common-chord transitions. Secondary dominants 
appear often in sequential repetitions with series-of-fifths progressions. First-
inversion harmonies smoothly facilitate these series-of-fifths relationships, utilizing 
stepwise movement in the lowest voice from the leading tone to the root of the 
successive harmony (Introit Sonatas, mm. 10-11, 93-4). Phrase structures also 
unfold naturally through Schmeltzer's use of dissonance, such as intensifying 
dissonances in sequences of suspensions (e.g. Introit mm. 45-6). Common-chords 
facilitate tonal shifts to relative major or minor keys. In the Introit, the "Te decet" 
section alternately tonicizes the relative major and minor eight times (mm. 36-5). 
Schmeltzer sometimes employs harmonies in irregular and striking manners. 
Three examples illustrate such unexpected techniques. First, in the Sanctus "Pleni 
sunt coeli," dominant harmonies occur on downbeats, followed by tonic resolutions 
on beat two. The location of this stress and harmonic rhythmic is irregular because 
other harmonic changes occur at the half-note level; it is incongruent because of the 
previously established downbeat stress (mm. 25, 27). Second, sequences do not 
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always progress through expected harmonies. The Kyrie sets up a series-of-fifths 
sequence: it begins on F major and proceeds from C major to G minor; one would 
expect it to continue with D minor, A minor, and perhaps passing through the 
subdominant to an authentic cadence. Instead, Schmeltzer thwarts the sequence and 
modulates to an unrelated key: F major: (6 to Gm, Dm6 to A-flat major (!), E-flat6 to 
B-flat4-3, and cadencing in E-flat major (see figure 3.12). Given the preponderance of 
series-of-fifths progressions, this deviation is striking. Third, particularly in the 
Agnus Dei-Communion, Schmeltzer uses distant keys and unstable harmonies. The 
two measures of A major inserted between F major and C major and G major 
between F major and B-flat major create harmonic instability (mm. 17-18, 25-6). 
Later, distant harmonies include B-flat minor in a section for solo canto (m. 40). 
Figure 3.12 -Schmeltzer Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine 
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Sections that employ fugal techniques remain tonally stable and venture only 
to closely related keys. Forays into different tonal areas are often brief and quickly 
return to the primary tonality. For example, the "Osanna" fugue mostly stays in F 
major or closely related tonal areas for its twenty-eight measures (mm. 32-59). The 
E-flat major exception occurs at the climax just before the fugue's conclusion. 
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Vocal sections shift tonality suddenly through chromatic alterations. 
Although earlier settings of the Requiem Mass occasionally used such alterations, 
Schmeltzer employs them regularly as juxtapositions. Earlier Requiem Mass settings 
primarily alter one pitch and remain in one mode, whereas Schmeltzer usually 
alters two pitches and shifts to new tonal areas. In the Requiem aeternam dona eis 
Domine, juxtapositions appear at phrase junctures, at sectional breaks, and in the 
middle of phrases. They function integrally in the composition and are a regular part 
of its harmonic language. Figure 3.13 demonstrates the pervasive use of chromatic 
juxtapositions in the Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine with a representative list. 
Figure 3.13 -Schmeltzer, Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine 
Chromatic juxtapositions 
Movement or Section 
Introit 
Introit 
Introit 
Kyrie 
Sanctus 
Sanctus "Benedictus" 
Sanctus "Benedictus" 
Agnus Dei 
Agnus Dei 
Communion 
Communion "Requiem" 
Measures 
19-20 
26-27 
29-30 
67 
18-19 
62 
64-65 
16-19 
26-27 
48-49 
52-53 
Harmonies 
C major- A-flat major 
G major - E-flat major 
E-flat major- G major 
E-flat major- G major 
C major- A major 
D major- B-flat major 
G major- E-flat major 
F major- A major- C major 
G major- E-flat major 
A major - F major 
C major- A-flat major 
The Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine uses only authentic and medial 
cadences. Authentic V4-3-to-I cadences conclude every section and often include a 
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dissonant anticipation before the resolution:. on the penultimate harmony, one voice 
anticipates resolving to the tonic while another voice with the 4-3 suspension 
simultaneously sounds the leading tone, resulting in a minor-second dissonance. 
Schmeltzer constructs phrases rhetorically similar to earlier Requiem Mass 
settings (i.e. hemistich or problem-solution), which results in some antecedent-
consequent phrases. In addition, he transfers the textually based rhetorical 
construction of phrases to the instrumental Sonatas. For example, the Kyrie Sonata 
consists of two periods that each comprise two two-measure phrases: the first 
pauses on a half cadence on A major, and the second resolves with a perfect cadence 
on A major (mm. 88-92). The second period of the Sonata consists of an imperfect 
cadence followed by a perfect cadence (mm. 93-7). The equal phrase lengths in this 
Sonata facilitate antecedent-consequent structure; elsewhere, however, rhetorical 
construction of phrases joins short questions or problems with long solutions. 
Common meter pervades most of the Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine. 
The two instances of 3/2 meter coincide with structural repetitions of the Sanctus 
"Osanna" and Communion "Cum sanctis" (mm. 32-59 and 42-8, 64-76). These triple-
meter sections utilize hemiola at significant cadences (e.g. Communion, mm. 7 4-5). 
Motivic Composition, Transformation, and Text Illustration 
The sung motives of the Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine derive from the 
natural stress of the text. Motives emulate rhythms of natural speech: long note 
durations correspond to stressed syllables, and short note durations correspond to 
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unstressed syllables. Tutti sections primarily use syllabic text setting, whereas 
concertist phrases incorporate melismas (e.g. Sanctus, mm. 10-16). Motives and 
phrases focus on fragments of text, often using only three words. 
Schmeltzer constructs motives by repeating individual words within phrases. 
Such repetition utilizes the text's characteristic rhythm and stress, highlighting the 
use of the text as a vehicle for motivic construction rather than semantic illustration 
or emphasis. Examples include "dona dona eis Domine" and "luceat, luceat, luceat 
eis" (Introit, mm. 20-2, 33-4). The Sanctus "Osanna" fugue subject repeats the first 
word three times (m. 32-5: "Osanna Osanna Osanna in excelsis"). This subject serves 
as the primary material for episodes and bridges, which add further repetitions: 
"Osanna Osanna Osanna Osanna Osanna in excelsis" (mm. 35-9). 
The primacy of the text's rhythm exceeds that of its exact preservation in 
repetitions. Incongruous text setting in motive repetitions demonstrates this. In the 
Agnus Dei, the first iteration states "qui tollis qui tollis peccata mundi," but the 
repetition states "qui tollis peccata peccata mundi" (mm. 12-16, 21-5). Therefore, 
the relationship between text and music is principally one in which the text is used 
for constructing motives and not for text illustration or emphasis. 
In addition to the text-driven rhythms of motives, the intervallic content of 
motives contributes to their unique character. Sung motives regularly have leaps as 
large as perfect fourths, and the Sonatas include triadic, arpeggiated, and other 
distinctive figures. In the Kyrie Sonata, for example, the first viola includes a striking 
figure of two successive, descending tritones (mm. 90-1). 
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The Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine uses pre-existing material in one 
notable occasion. The Introit "Te decet Hymnus" replicates the first psalm tone as it 
appears in the plainchant setting of the Requiem Mass (mm. 36-44). Schmeltzer 
places the plainchant in the traditional cantus firmus voice, the tenore concertist. 
When compared to the viola and the organ-violone accompaniment, the plainchant 
appears in relatively long durations. The accompaniment frequently shifts 
harmonies in contrast to the static melody. Schmeltzer thus continues the tradition 
of using pre-existing plainchant in a stile concertato setting of the Requiem Mass. 59 
Rhythms subtly connect motives within and among movements. The rhythm 
that opens the Introit Sonata-a dotted-quarter note followed by an eighth note-
recurs throughout the Introit; some recurrences also outline the original melodic 
contour (mm. 1, 39: viola I). The beginnings of the Kyrie and Sanctus Sonatas also 
feature this rhythm (m. 88: viola I; m. 1: organ, violone). In the Introit, motives 
undergo subtle transformations of inversion (m. 1: viola I, III); transposition (mm. 1-
2: viola I, II), and rhythmic diminution (mm. 1, 31; 33-4). These transformations 
often alter only one musical element and may be more aptly classified as imitations. 
Rests primarily function in one of three manners, and the Introit includes an 
example of each type. Rests function as active, integral components of motives (mm. 
9, 50-1). They also clarify the contrapuntal texture (m. 17), and simultaneous rests 
in all voices create tutti pauses before repeating a text (m. 30). 
59 This Baroque tradition may be connected to the Viennese Classical practice at the 
same point of the Requiem Mass, possibly prompted by the "Hymn us" text. 
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Rhythmic and motivic similarities in the Sonatas bridge the three pairs of 
movements. The perfect-fourth B-flat-E-flat leap occurs on the same beats and with 
the same rhythms in the Introit and Sanctus (mm. 7-8, 3-4, respectively). The Agnus 
Dei quotes the prominent first motive of the Introit; both appear in the treble-most 
part of the first viola (Introit, m. 1 and Agnus Dei, m. 7). 
Schmeltzer seldom employs text illustration: only four possibilities are 
discernable. In the Introit "Requiem aeternam" section, the canto voice sustains CS 
for nearly nine beats on "aeternam," plausibly illustrating the "eternal" nature of 
"rest" (mm. 18-19, 25-6). The canto sings this word only once, sustaining while the 
lower three voices repeat the word. In the Sanctus, the "Pleni sunt caeli et terra" 
motive loosely outlines the rise to "heaven" and fall to "earth" (mm. 23-9); this 
motive is not entirely consistent upon repetition, however, and the illustration 
remains subtle. The Sanctus "Osanna in excelsis" fugue may depict "highest" through 
its climactic ascent (m. 54), but it avoids literal imagery: "excelsis" is not the highest 
note of the motive nor of the Requiem Mass. Lastly, one dynamic marking appears at 
the repetition of the Communion motive "quia pius pius pius es," indicating its exact 
repeat to be performed softly (mm. 47-8, 75-6). While this may be a simple echo, it 
may also illustrate the gentle, "merciful" character of "the Lord." 
Counterpoint 
Counterpoint plays a prominent role in both instrumental and vocal sections 
of the Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine. The Sonatas and sections performed by 
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the three violas and violone are constructed contrapuntally. The Introit Sonata 
exemplifies this in its techniques of voice exchange, imitation, and varied species of 
counterpoint (mm. 1-15). The few homophonic textures are brief; they do not occur 
over extended periods to create non-contrapuntal accompaniments. 
Schmeltzer attends to vertical relationships in contrapuntal vocal sections. 
Horizontal principals remain important, however, as evidenced by cross relations 
(Introit, m. 65) and linear voice leading at cadences. In particular, the penultimate 
dissonances at cadences indicate that Schmeltzer yields to the linear demands of 
each part and subordinates vertical consonances at V4-3-to-I cadences. 
Three fugal sections in the Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine are the most 
notable aspects of Schmeltzer's counterpoint. Each contains the salient elements of a 
fugue and is long enough to state the subject and present it in various permutations. 
Including the "ut supra" repetitions, five total presentations of these fugues occur-
a substantial number. The characteristics of the fugal "Kyrie" section have already 
been described, and the "Christe" and "Osanna" fugues, discussed below, highlight 
the importance of counterpoint in Schmeltzer's setting. 
The "Christe" fugue follows the Kyrie Sonata, and it is the only stile antico 
fugue, composed with colla parte doubling by instruments and in Capella singers. Its 
fugue subject features a disjunct contour and tonal answer. The countersubject uses 
the same text but contrasts with the subject via its delayed entrance, rhythmic 
character, and conjunct contour. The fugue includes two expositions, one partial 
exposition, and two episodes derived from the subject and countersubject. The first 
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episode presents the countersubject in stretto, and the second consists of a subject-
based sequence in a lean texture. Figure 3.14 outlines the "Christe" fugue structure. 
In the Sanctus "Osanna" fugue, a stile concertato section states the subject 
twice, and the stile antico fugue follows (see Figure 3.14). The subject descends and 
consists of three statements of the word "Osanna" followed by "in excelsis." Like the 
"Christe" fugue, the "Osanna" countersubject features the same text but contrasts 
with the subject by its ascending contour and rhythmically active character. The 
rhythmic element of the countersubject occurs on "in excelsis" and, therefore, 
focuses on this text. Although the fugue subject and countersubject use the same 
text, the internal repetitions of the word "Osanna" (subject) and the rhythmic 
character (countersubject) clearly delineate the fugue's two components. 
Figure 3.14- Schmeltzer, Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine 
"Christe" and "Osanna" fugue structures 
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Exposition 
Episode on countersubject 
Partial exposition 
Episode on subject 
Exposition 
"Osanna" fugue 
Concertato subject 
Exposition . 
Bridge 
Exposition 
Bridge 
Exposition 
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98-104 
104-106 
107-111 
111-114 
115-124 
32-39 
39-45 
45-46 
46-52 
52-53 
53-59 
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T subject, A answer, C subject, B answer 
B,Aand T, B 
C subject+ 2 mm. extension 
TandC 
B subject, C subject, A answer, B subject 
C, A concertato with violas 
Tutti: T subject, A answer, B subject 
C subject, A answer, B subject 
C answer, B answer 
Text Setting 
The text primarily serves as a tool for creating rhythms of motives, based on 
the stress of the text. Schmeltzer observes the natural stress of the text in stile 
concertato sections by setting motives with speech-like rhythms (e.g. Introit, mm. 
31, 33-4: "Luceat"). He observes the text's stress in stile antico subjects by 
legthening and shortening note values (e.g. "Christe eleison"). Due to the extended 
fugal sections and repetitions of entire subsections, the Requiem aeternam dona eis 
Domine repeats complete phrases of text more frequently than earlier settings of the 
Requiem Mass (e.g. Introit, mm. 16-22, 23-9). It preserves the standard Requiem 
Mass text but omits the "Requiem" repetition after the "Te decet Hymnus" section; 
this may have resulted from a copyist error. 
Rhetoric and Oratory 
Schmeltzer employs rhetorical devices to reinforce the structural design of 
the composition. The Sonatas at the beginning of each movement pair prepare for 
the text's entrance, and the introductory nature of these Sonatas, described above, 
establishes a solemn character: rhythmic values are restrained in comparison with 
other sections, and phrases are constructed reflectively and rhetorically. At the 
same time, the Sonatas do not reflect an overly somber character: violas play in the 
upper extreme of their overall range; rhythms and harmonies create forward 
motion; and all sonatas utilize the tonality of F major. They support the work's 
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formal design by establishing parallel structures among the three pairs of 
movements: a Sonata initiates each movement pair, multiple sung sections follow, 
and an imitative or fugal section concludes each pair ("Kyrie," "Osanna," and "Cum 
sanctis," respectively). 
Rhetoric shapes smaller structural levels through the manner in which 
motives are presented and through contrasting harmonies. For example, the Introit 
Sonata accelerates its harmonic rhythm from the initial long phrases to shorter, 
sequential phrases (mm. 1-8, 9-13); this creates a gradual antecedent to the opening 
tutti section, effectively preparing for the homophonic statement of the 
composition's theme: "Requiem." With the exception of the final note of the previous 
section, this important word is set with note values longer than any used thus far in 
the work, and it sounds solidly in homophony, as if announcing the subject. The 
brief pause in canto and alto results in counterpoint at "aeternam," expanding the 
initial idea. "Requiem aeternam" may be considered the composition's argument or 
problem, and "Dona eis Domine" provides the solution. The rhetorical argument and 
solution are juxtaposed via different rhythms and a striking harmonic relationship. 
This seven-measure presentation of the subject is then repeated, transposed down 
by a perfect fourth. The firm, clear statement of the text and the ensuing repetition 
deliberately announce the over-arching theme. 
Rhetoric shapes how motives unfold at the phrasal level, and the Agnus Dei 
exemplifies this. In the first and second "Agnus Dei" iterations, the alto and tenore 
concertist first pose the textual subject (Lamb of God) as a question by arriving at a 
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half cadence; a concertist trio expands the texture and defines "who" through a 
weak medial resolution; the texture accumulates in the third part of the phrase, 
where tutti forces supplicate, "grant them rest" (mm. 11-18). This third part is 
harmonically unstable: it is surrounded by distant harmonies (F major - A major - C 
major); it quivers with uncertainty between A major and G minor (V- iv- V); and 
the tonic harmony is absent near this phrase. This rhetorical unfolding intimates 
that the "rest" is not yet achieved or that something remains unsettled. The third 
"Agnus Dei," however, changes this pattern: tutti forces participate in the entire 
iteration, beginning with the first phrase, and an authentic cadence resolves the 
second phrase (mm. 27-30). At the text, "dona eis requiem sempiternam," an 
imitative section sets up the final cadence, which resolutely concludes the section 
with a homophonic authentic cadence. Schmeltzer's presentation of the three 
"Agnus Dei" stanzas underscores an uncertain or temporary element of "rest"-
perhaps that of earthly, temporal rest-and emphasizes the importance of the final 
word, "grant them rest eternal." 
Rests punctuate phrases as pauses and interruptions in an oratorical manner. 
For example, the rests before and after the first "et lux" frame its rhetorical 
statement (Introit, mm. 29-30). They isolate the subject (light) as a pillar, separated 
from any description or action. Having identified the subject, the text quickly 
advances after the rest to the action "luceat eis" (shine on them). Rests similarly 
precede the repeated "ad te," simulating the breath of an orator who initiates and 
restates the text for emphasis (Introit, mm. 50-1). 
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In addition to mid-phrase pauses, rests set up the final iterations of certain 
texts and their respective cadences as general pauses. After the imitative stile 
concertato "Kyrie" section, a rest in all parts-including the organ-separates the 
final homophonic "Kyrie" from the previous imitative section, activating it with 
rhythmic potential (m. 84). This results in an emphatic cadence that definitively 
concludes both the section and-upon repetition-the complete pair of movements. 
General pauses similarly precede the concluding cadences of the Sanctus "Osanna" 
fugue(m. 58) and the Communion "quia pius es" (mm. 47, 74, 77). Thus, general 
pauses prepare the final cadences of every movement pair. Because they constitute 
the only uses of simultaneous rests in all parts, including organ, they impart 
decisiveness to each final cadence. 
Summary 
The Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine integrates stile concertato techniques 
with fugal and imitative stile antico techniques. Extended sections feature fugal 
elements, which appear in the same movements with stile concertato composition, 
such as solo concertato and homophonic, declamatory sections. Schmeltzer includes 
significant music for violas in four instrumental Sonatas and in independent 
accompaniment of concertato singers. He uses harmonic relationships to generate 
motion and juxtapose phrases, including chromatic alterations, secondary 
dominants, and series-of-fifths progressions. Schmeltzer does not, however, employ 
plagal progressions or cadences. The harmonies and tonal areas in the Requiem 
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aeternam dona eis Domine are adventurous and sometimes shift unexpectedly. 
Motivic similarities of melody and rhythm establish connections within and among 
movements, subtly cohering the composition. Schmeltzer uses plainchant from the 
Requiem Mass in one instance and only minimally utilizes text illustration. He 
constructs phrases rhetorically and also moves towards antecedent-consequent 
phrase construction. He attends to large-scale structure not only through repetitions 
of sections but also by omitting and altering sections upon repetition in the final 
movement, resulting in a complete and cyclical rhetorical structure. 
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Missa Pro defunctis (1689) 
Johann Kaspar Kerll 
Compositional Context 
Kerll published the Missa Pro defunctis in his 1689 collection with six settings 
of the Mass Ordinary: Missae Non sine qua re, Patientiae et spei, Corona virginum in 
trino et uno, Sanctorum Innocentium, In jletu solatium, and Renovation is. His preface 
describes each mass, addresses performance practice issues, and identifies the 
compositional impetus for each work. Regarding the Missa Pro Defunctis he wrote: 
Since the Missa Pro defunctis carries its name in its face, so to speak, nothing 
further needs to be explained, except that I humbly pray all Domini Phonasci 
[masters of singing?], whom I embrace most amicably, to have their 
subordinates sing this same Mass with its sequence Dies irae for my own soul 
when they learn that I travel from this life into the next on the command of 
the supreme Lord of Heaven and Earth, - and let me have some solace. This 
is the deepest wish of all the souls detained in Purgatory, with all their 
thoughts, and they also expect it from their brethren who [still] observe their 
duty in this vale of sorrows. And thus I, too, give, consecrate, dedicate all my 
labor put into this work to the benign Godhead, to further the liberation of 
these afflicted souls.6o 
Kerll assembled this publication near the end of his life at the age of sixty-two, living 
only four more years. The 1689 publication, therefore, is a testament to his 
compositional achievements. Kerll's age and this collection naturally shifted his 
thoughts to his own death, as evidenced by the request in his preface. Kerll does not 
60 Johann Kaspar Kerll, Missae Sex a /'V. V. VI. Vocibus, cum Instrumentis 
concertantibus, & vocibus in Ripieno, Adjuncta una pro Defunctis cum seq: Dies irae 
(1689), trans. Nicolas J. Radulescu in Johann Kaspar Kerll, Missa Renovationis, vol. 26 
of Wiener Edition Alter Musik, eds. Rudolf Hofstotter and Ingomar Rainer (Vienna: 
Doblinger, 2006), xix. 
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identify the original impetus for composing the Missa Pro Defunctis, but his 
theological language suggests that the work may have received a performance on 
the feast of All Souls. The justification behind his personal request ("further the 
liberation") echoes the feast's liturgical prayers. Given that he composed the other 
Masses for specific events preceding the 1689 publication,61 he likely composed the 
Missa Pro defunctis for an earlier, specific occasion. 
In the section of the preface dealing with the Missa Pro defunctis, Kerll's 
language shifts rather remarkably from rancor to tenderness and piety. Immediately 
prior to this section, the language regarding his detractors includes "barbarians," 
"frauds," "torpid monsters," "ignorant gropers," "invidious dogs," "braying mules," 
lunatics," "hapless musicians," and "junk-peddlers."62 He refers to their criticism as 
"critical burps" and "bark[ing]" and advises that "their unrestrained tongues be 
crushed in a paper-mill until they learn to speak."63 Kerll's vitriol towards his critics 
drastically contrasts with his attitude as he discusses the Missa Pro defunctis. His 
supplication to his colleagues, whom he "embrace[s] most amicably," and his desire 
for "solace" reveal his seldom-witnessed, sentimental character. Kerll's dedication 
towards liberating the souls of the dead reveals his devotion and concern for those 
"afflicted souls." Above all, his comments about the Missa Pro defunctis indicate how 
he regarded the Requiem Mass genre as a vehicle to connect with the dead and to 
61 Ibid., xvii-xviii. For example, "that memorable siege of Vienna," a commission by 
"the Sacred Order of Virgins Consecrated to God." 
62 Ibid. 
63 Ibid. 
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alleviate their suffering through its performance. This testifies to the perception that 
the Requiem Mass functioned as a potent bridge between the living and the dead. 
Performing Forces 
Kerll's 1689 publication, Missae Sex a IV. V. VI. Vocibus, cum lnstrumentis 
concertantibus, & vocibus in Ripieno, Adjuncta una pro Defunctis cum seq: Dies irae, 
includes nineteen partbooks, which comprise music for six vocal concertists, six 
vocal ripienists, two violins, three violas, bass viola or bassoon, and basso continuo: 
Cantus primus., Cantus secundus., Altus., Tenor prim us., Tenor second., Bassus., 
Cantus primus Rip: Cantus secundus Rip:, Altus Rip:, Tenor prim us Rip:, 
Tenor secundus Rip:, Bassus Rip:, 
Violino primo., Violino second., Viola prima., Viola seconda., Viola terza., 
Bass viola, o Fagoto., 
Bassus continuus.64 
Not all of the partbooks include music for each of the Missae, depending on the 
performing forces of each Mass. Fifteen partbooks include music for the Missa Pro 
defunctis. They include three violas, bass viola or bassoon, five vocal concertists and 
ripienists, and a figured "bassus continuus" for organ (see figure 3.15). Notably, 
parts for the two violins are omitted. The Sequence does not include a part for 
second tenor; the texture for that movement comprises only four concertist and four 
ripienist singers. 
Kerll's preface advises that the instrumentation may be augmented with 
instrumental ripienists in two of the other Missae, noting, "Although the Missa Non 
64 Kerll, Missa Pro defunctis, i. 
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Figure 3.15 - Kerll, Missa Pro defunctis 
Performance forces and vocal concertato ranges 
4 violas 
Viola Prima 
Viola Seconda 
Viola Terza 
Basso Viola, o Fagoto 
5 singers [concertato] 
Cantus Primus 
Altus 
Tenor Primus 
Tenor Secundus6s 
Bass us 
5 singers Rip[ieno] 
Cantus Primus 
Altus 
Tenor Primus 
Tenor Secundus 
Bass us 
Bassus Continuus (figured) 
Vocal concertato doubling 
Cantus Primus 
Altus 
Tenor I 
Bassus 
Concertato range 
A3- G5 
F#3- B4 
C3- G4 
C3- F4 
02 -C4 
sine quare and the Missa Renovationis have no other instruments apart from two 
violins, one can add the Ripieni described elsewhere by using several plucked 
[bowed] or wind instruments."66 In the Missa Pro defunctis, strings double as ripieni 
in tutti sections, but KerB's instruction also provides for additional doubling by 
brass. Given that no string part doubles the tenor II, this practice may have been 
observed so that this line was also doubled by an instrument. 
The violas perform in four different capacities as concertists and ripienists in 
the Missa Pro defunctis. In tutti sections, they double four vocal concertists, omitting 
65 Sequence omits Tenor Secundus, resulting in CATB forces. 
66 Kerll, Missa Renovationis, xix. 
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the second tenor. In sections sung by only the concertists, the violas may provide 
sustained, chordal accompaniment (e.g. Kyrie, mm. 1-5), or they may assume the 
role of a second choir of vocalists through brief, echo-like responses that repeat the 
pitches and rhythms sung first by concertists (Kyrie, mm. 29-30; Sequence, mm. 79-
81, 83-5). In this echo role, violas also partner with one vocal concertist, playing in 
duet (Sequence, mm. 182-6). In stile concertato sections-especially in the 
Sequence-violas accompany the vocal concertists with active motives. The only 
extended instrumental section without voices occurs in the Offertory at the first 
section's conclusion: violas and bassus continuus repeat the previously sung motive, 
"ne cadant in obscurum" (mm. 39-44). Thus, rather than functioning as an 
independent instrumental sonata, it provides closure to the preceding vocal section. 
Bass instruments do not merely double each other or the bassus voice as a 
unified continuo group. The basso viola performs as a member of the viola group in 
stile concertato sections and as a colla parte instrument in tutti sections, but it does 
not play constantly with the organ (bassus continuus). The organ, however, plays 
continuously throughout .the work, performing a simplified bass line that outlines 
the fundamental harmonic progressions; it omits non-chord tones and rhythmic 
figures found in the concertato voices and violas. Even in tutti sections, it simplifies 
the bassus voice and provides only the principal harmonic structure (e.g. Introit, 
mm. 4-13). The organ truly functions as an independent, continuous bass; basso 
seguente sections are rare, and they relieve the texture through a treble concertist 
texture of cantus, altus, and tenor I (Introit, mm. 20-1; Offertory, mm. 45-8). The 
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Offertory uses this textural change to juxtapose the intimate, quartet texture with 
the tutti, fifteen-part homophonic repetition ofthe same text (mm. 49-52). 
Tutti forces are used for stile antico and homophonic declamatory textures. 
Vocal forces divide into polychoral groups once and comprise two vocal groups: CAT 
and ATB (Communion, mm. 51-7). This division facilitates a brief section of 
imitation between the two blocks of forces. 
The ranges of the vocal concertists and ripienists feature low extremes, 
which generally illustrate the text. In the Offertory, the cantus's unusually low A3 
occurs once at "defunctorum," where the bassus also descends to D2 (departed, m. 
14-15). The bassus later descends to D2 at "in obscurum" (obscurity, m. 39). The 
low range extremes of the two tenors occur at "et de profunda lacu" (and the deep 
pit, m. 21) and "in obscurum" (m. 35). The bassus and altus frequently sing in the 
lower extremes of their ranges in the Sequence ritornello, respectively repeating E2 
and F#3. High ranges accentuate text declamation, such as the second tenor's rare 
F4 at "gloria" (Sanctus, m. 20) the altus B4 on "judicanti" (Sequence, m. 42). 
Formal Structure 
The Missa Pro defunctis contains the principal movements of the Requiem 
Mass, including the Sequence and Offertory. Each movement features sectional 
divisions and repetitions, many of which follow established practices of the genre. 
Some exceptions occur, however, highlighting Kerll's innovation. Repetitions 
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observe textual recurrences by duplicating sections of music. This occurs at the two 
Introit "Requiem aeternam" sections and creates an arch structure. 
An innovative repetition in the two-section Kyrie integrates motives from 
both sections while observing the tripartite text. The movement does not exactly 
duplicate the first "Kyrie" section at the final "Kyrie" section; thus, it does not overtly 
match the ABA form of the text. The movement has one sectional division after the 
first "Kyrie," but no such division separates the "Christe" from the final "Kyrie." 
Instead, after presenting the "Christe" motive, the two motives overlap, combining 
for seven measures (mm. 13-25). The "Kyrie" motive then supersedes the "Christe" 
motive, pervading all parts, and the end of the first "Kyrie" section repeats (mm. 9-
11, 26-8). Lastly, a plagal extension concludes the movement. This process of 
gradually reintroducing the "Kyrie" motive with the "Christe" motive and partially 
repeating the first section observes the textual repeat without slavish duplication. 
Deviations from common practices in the genre include not repeating 
musical sections at textual reiterations in the final movement. The Communion does 
not reprise the Introit at "Requiem aeternam" (mm. 43-50), nor does the music 
repeat for the two sections with the text "Cum sanctis tuis" (mm. 36-42, 51-65). 
Textual deviations also include omitting the "Hostias" and its associated "Quam olim 
Abrahae" repetition in the Offertory. The Agnus Dei omits the second of three 
strophes. The two "Agnus Dei" iterations share motives and phrase structures, but 
they avoid exact repetition in that the textures and tonal centers differ. 
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Kerll employs a ritornello to join together the nineteen stanzas of the 
Sequence. The opening section of this movement establishes the ritornello, which 
appears seven total times. Each time it returns, the original motive is overlaid with a 
new text. As previously discussed regarding the ritornello in Sances's Missa 
Defunctorum a 12, the Dies irae text easily lends itself to such repetition due to its 
consistent trochaic tetrameter. Unlike Sances, however, Kerll varies the ritornello by 
alternating between duple and triple meters. 
Kerll incorporates stile antico and stile concertato techniques in the Missa Pro 
defunctis, and their stylistic differences frequently reinforce sectional divisions. For 
example, the Introit and Kyrie almost exclusively employ stile antico imitative 
counterpoint in all sections. Although the imitation has stile concertato elements, 
such as syllabic or text-driven motives and brief homophonic declamations, the 
overriding texture and compositional approach remain stile antico (Introit, mm. 45-
52: "ad te omnis caro veniet," mm. 40-2: "exaudi"). Conversely, the Sequence utilizes 
only stile concertato techniques, which pervade solo concertato and tutti ritornello 
sections. It features frequent sectional divisions that correspond to the text, and stile 
concertato techniques and new motives for each stanza create distinct characters in 
each section (see figure 3.16). Stile concertato techniques facilitate the creation of 
short solos and imitative sections for concertists in this movement. 
The remaining movements of the Missa Pro defunctis combine stile antico and 
concertato techniques. This integration or alternation of textures, imitative 
techniques, and motivic construction results in stile mixto in the Offertory, Sanctus-
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Figure 3.16- Kerll, Missa Pro defunctis 
Formal Divisions and ReQetitions, Tonal Centers, and Meter 
Movement, Section Tonal Form Meter Center mm. 
·· ·············· ···············-·-···········-
............................................................................................................................................. ,,,_, .... ,,_,, .... .......................................................................................................... ,_,,,,, 
Introit 
Requiem F A 1-27 c 
Te decet F 8 28-52 c 
Requiem "ut supra" F A 53-79 c 
Kyrie 
Kyrie F a67 1-12 c 
Christe - Kyrie F b, b+a, a 13-31 c 
Sequence 
Dies irae Em A 1-6 CAdagio 
Quantus tremor C-Ern 8 7-21 c 
Tubamirum G-Em c 22-30 c 
Mors stupebit D D 31-47 c 
Liber scriptus Em A 48-52 c 
Judex ergo Em A' 53-65 3 Adagio 
Quid sum, Rex tremendae 8m,C-Em E 66-88 c 
Recordare, Quarens me G-Em F 89-117 C,3 
Juste judex Em A 118-122 c 
lngemisco Em A' 123-135 3 Adagio 
Qui Mariam, Preces meae 8m G 136-152 c 
Inter over G-Em H 153-161 c 
Confutatis C-Ern I 162-172 c 
Oro supplex Em A 173-178 c 
Lacrimosa G J 179-186 . CAdagio 
Huic ergo + plagal Amen Em A' 187-201 
Offertory 
Domine Jesu Gm-D A 1-44 
Sed signifer D-Gm 8 45-67 
Quam olim Abrahae Gm c 68-89 
Sanctus 
Sanctus F A 1-22 
Osanna F 8 23-46 
8enedictus F c 1-22 
Osanna "ut supra" F 8 1-22 
Agnus Dei-Communion 
Agnus Dei I, II F A 1-32 
Lux aeterna F 8 33-42 
Requiem aeternam Dm-D c 43-50 
Cum sanctis, Quia pius F D 51-65 
67 "a" refers to "Kyrie" motive; "b" refers to "Christe" motive. 
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C 3/1 Adagio 
C,Adagio 
3 
C, Allegro 
c 
0 3/1 
c 
0 3/1 
c 
c 
c 
3, C 
Forces, 
texture 
tutti 
8 +violas 
T +violas 
A+ violas 
tutti 
tutti 
C, C +violas 
T, T +violas 
tutti 
tutti 
AT8 
CA 
8 +violas 
tutti 
C +violas 
tutti 
fugal 
fugal 
AT8 
fugal 
a, a' 
Benedictus, and Agnus Dei-Communion. The Offertory alternates bold, homophonic 
declamations of text with imitative sections based on rhythmically active motives 
( mm. 1-4, 31-34 ). The Sanctus and Agnus Dei open with sections of imitative 
counterpoint (mm. 1-8 and 1-9, respectively), which contrast with the rhythmic 
motives or homophonic, text-driven declamation in the ensuing sections. 
Harmony, Rhythm, and Phrase Structure 
The harmonic language of the Missa Pro defunctis primarily relies on major-
minor tonality, though it occasionally has modal properties. Harmonic progressions 
incorporate series-of-fifths (e.g. Introit, m. 8-10: Dm-G-C-F) and use secondary 
dominants (e.g. Introit, m. 51). Sequences repeat music one semitone or whole tone 
higher or lower than the initial statement, and the tonal area correspondingly shifts 
by step. For example, the Sequence "salva me" appears first in G major and then 
repeats in A minor (mm. 79-82, 83~6). Modal properties include Phrygian and 
medial cadences as well as phrases with limited modal pitches. For example, the 
Introit opens in F Lydian with no key signature, though the passage irregularly 
includes B-flats. The Sanctus "Gloria" uses Dorian colorings, which dually function as 
leading tones ( mm. 17, 20). In this instance, Kerll exploits the inherent melodic 
directions of pitches within different modes to contribute to the harmonic motion. 
Kerll creates harmonic connections and impetuses between phrases that do 
not overlap. The "Te decet hymnus" phrase ends on a Phrygian cadence on A major; 
this partially-resolved harmony doubles as a dominant harmony that leads to the 
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beginning of the next phrase in D minor. Such connections across phrases provide 
harmonic and structural cohesion among phrases and sections. 
Most sections of the Missa Pro defunctis remain tonally stable, beginning and 
ending in the same tonal areas. The Sequence deviates from this stability in six 
sections of progressive tonality. Each section, however, ends in E minor, which 
matches the prevailing tonal center of the movement (figure 3.16). Harmonic shifts 
to distantly related keys seldom occur. Two rare chromatic alterations occur at the 
Sanctus "Dominus Deus Sabaoth," a phrase of homophonic declamation with shifts 
from G major to E major and A major to F major (mm. 8, 10-11). The role of 
rhetorical construction in this passage is discussed below. 
The harmonic rhythm of the Missa Pro defunctis does not remain constant 
due to the use of different stile antico and concertato techniques. Harmonic rhythm 
speeds up at cadences in stile concertato sections, whereas stile antico sections 
maintain a more regular, unchanging harmonic rhythm. In polyphonic sections, 
harmonies may change every quarter note (Sequence ritornello, e.g. mm. 1-6) or 
eighth note (e.g. Agnus Dei, mm. 24, 28-30). Conversely, homophonic sections often 
change harmonies every whole or half note (e.g. Agnus Dei, mm. 1-4). 
Plagal progressions play a significant role in concluding movements: every 
movement save the Introit and Communion ends with a plagal extension. The Introit 
logically excludes a plagal ending, for the Kyrie follows immediately. The Sequence 
features a particularly significant plagal extension after the final ritornello (mm. 
199-201); this plagal cadence occurs twice and is a conclusive addendum to the 
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lengthy movement. The conclusion of the Communion uses an authentic instead of 
plagal cadence, which may impart unique finality to the entire composition. This 
conclusion features a prolonged ascent in the bassus, consisting of whole notes 
ascending to the dominant for a two-measure pedal before resolution. 
Most sections in the Missa Pro defunctis utilize common meter, and some 
sections include tempo markings. An "Adagio" marking appears at the beginning of 
the Sequence and Offertory; the use or omission of "Adagio" indicates the tactus's 
occurrence at the half-note or quarter-note levels, respectively. Exceptions to 
common meter are rare, and most occur in the Sequence ritornellos. These are 
marked "3" and Adagio, indicating three tactus pulses per measure. Notably, these 
triple-meter sections exactly repeat the music of the common-meter ritornello, 
effecting a metric modulation. 
The textures and phrase structures of the Missa Pro defunctis unfold evenly 
and gradually stile antico and tutti sections. Vocal entrances overlap at cadences in 
stile anti co sections, creating seamless textures between phrases. The opening of the 
Introit particularly exemplifies this in its construction of twelve continuous 
measures. Overlapping phrases minimize conclusion or pause at internal cadences, 
and new parts emerge out of the texture by starting on pitches already sounding at 
their entries. New motives enter and sound concurrently with previous motives, 
gradually replacing them. These stile antico techniques recall those Kerll used in his 
1669 Missa Requiem a 5 vocibus, though sounding more refined with continuous 
phrase structure and not depending on plainchant or cantus firmus technique. 
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Phrases also unfold naturally due to accumulating textures and regular 
phrase lengths. Particularly in the Offertory, voices and instruments are gradually 
added as cadences approach, effecting a textural crescendo that leads towards each 
cadence (e.g. mm. 4-8). Phrases sometimes occur in regular lengths, such as in the 
Kyrie. The first twelve measures divide evenly into three groups of four measures, 
and the "Christe" section falls into semi-regular phrases of two or two and one-half 
measures. This regularity does not pervade the Missa Pro defunctis, but its use 
contributes to the overall characteristic of naturally unfolding phrases. 
Motivic Composition, Transformation, and Text Illustration 
Whereas Kerll composed his 1669 Requiem a 5 vocibus almost completely on 
the Requiem Mass plainchant, the Missa Pro defunctis quotes little preexisting music. 
In the "Te decet hymnus" section of the Introit, the second tenor concertist and 
ripienist quote the first psalm tone, corresponding to the Requiem Mass plainchant 
(mm. 28-33). This quote does not sound prominently for three reasons: it appears in 
the middle range of a dense, tutti texture; no instrument doubles the part; and it 
quotes only the first phrase of plainchant. The long note values, however, evoke 
cantus firmus technique and highlight its structural importance. The Missa Pro 
defunctis also roughly outlines the opening "Requiem" chant. Like earlier settings, 
Kerll opens this setting with the fourth-species "Requiem" motive, though inverted 
and ornamented. After its isolated statement (mm. 1-2), the "aeternam" motive 
complicates the texture, eschewing the overt repetition characteristic of earlier 
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Requiem Masses. Each of the five voices states the motive once, however, forming 
the structural framework for the opening eight measures. 
The Missa Pro defunctis uses different types of motives for stile antico or 
imitative sections and stile concertato sections. Stile antico motives feature long 
phrases, melismatic text setting, and long note values. The Introit "aeternam" motive 
exemplifies this type, for its first statement lasts five measures and sets six syllables 
to twenty-one notes (mm. 3-8). The Sanctus and Agnus Dei open with stile antico 
sections, and they begin in contrapuntal textures with long note values. As each 
phrase progresses, the note values shorten, and the imitation assumes a 
rhythmically active character. Stile concertato motives feature active rhythmic 
figures and reflect the spoken stress of the text. In the Sequence many stressed 
syllables correspond with lengthened note values and melismas. At "Mors stupebit" 
the altus sings a long note on "Mors" and a six-note melisma on the penultimate 
syllable of "cre-a-tu-ra" (mm. 31-5). In general, stile concertato sections use syllabic 
text setting, whereas stile antico and imitative sections use melismatic text setting. 
The melodic contour and intervallic content of motives vary according to the 
style of composition. Vocal lines in stile antico sections tend to follow a rise-and-fall 
pattern, and they seldom use leaps larger than a third (Introit, mm. 3-13: 
"aeternam"). Conversely, stile concertato and concertato-like imitative motives 
commonly feature such leaps; they include triadic and arpeggiated figures, such as 
at the "Tuba mirum" text (Sequence, mm. 22-30). Motives in stile concertato sections . 
do not necessarily rise and fall; frequently, they only descend (Sequence, mm. 38-
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47: "Judicanti"). Stile concertato sections use chromatic motives that move by 
semitone, and a remarkable example of chromatic motion occurs in the Sequence at 
"Quid sum miser." The bassus continuus twice iterates the lamento bass motive, 
descending by semitone from tonic to dominant (mm. 66-9: B-A#-A-G#-G-F#). The 
first lamento bass descends from B3 to F#3; then, a diatonic descent leads to the 
second iteration, which descends from B2 to F#2. Thus, the two lamento bass 
motives span one and one-half octaves through the chromatic descent. 
Kerll introduces motives in stile antico and imitative sections by 
simultaneously layering distinct motives: one motive is initially presented alone; a 
second motive is added in combination with the first; and lastly, the first motive is 
completely replaced by the second. This layered process of introducing motives 
occurs in textures of tutti stile antico, tutti concertato-like imitation, and concertist 
imitation. The Benedictus exemplifies the latter (mm. 1-22): first, the altus 
concertist states motive A, "Benedictus qui venit." Second, motive A continues in the 
cantus and tenor I as the altus introduces motive B, "in nomine Domine." The two 
motives coexist in a contrapuntal texture, and motive B dominates the texture as 
motive a recedes in frequency. Lastly, motive B replaces motive A in all parts and 
continues imitatively. 
Motives undergo augmentation, fragmentation, and inversion throughout the 
Missa Pro defunctis. Several examples of these techniques establish the prominence 
of motivic transformation in Kerll's Requiem Mass. The triadic "Kyrie" motive 
appears in quarter notes and begins on stressed beats one or three, but in the final 
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phrase, the bassus voices and instruments exactly augment the motive (mm. 9-12, 
26-9). At the same time, the cantus voices rhythmically displace the motive, 
beginning on beat two (mm. 10, 27), and the altus voices loosely invert the motive in 
the "Christe-Kyrie" section (mm. 19-20). Kerll fragments motives, such as "statuens 
in parte dextra," for which he excises the three-note "statuens" figure in three 
sequential iterations by the cantus concertist (Sequence, mm. 157-9). In this phrase 
the altus concertist sequentially imitates the cantus voice, though the fragment is 
inverted. Inversions also occur in fugal sections. In the Offertory "Quam olim 
Abrahae" section, the scalar "et semini ejus" countersubject appears five times in 
ascending form and six times in descending form (mm. 79-85). Likewise, the 
"Osanna" fugal exposition states the subject three times in its original form, but after 
this exposition, three voices invert the subject in a second exposition. Lastly, the 
original and inverted subjects appear simultaneously (mm. 23-44). 
Text illustration abounds in the Missa Pro defunctis, and it is especially 
concentrated in stile concertato sections. The Sequence includes many examples in 
vocal concertist sections: At "Quantus tremor" the bassus includes six tremolo 
markings, "t.," and the violas sustain tremolos of thirty-second notes and sixteenth 
notes for the entire stanza (mm. 12-21). This combination indicates text illustration 
operating at two levels: specific depiction (bassus) and general effect (violas). The 
tenor I emulates the "trombone" at "Tuba mirum" with a dotted, herald-like 
arpeggiation, echoed by the violas (mm. 21-3). At "Mors stupebit" the altus evokes 
the warlike victory of "Death will be stunned" by recalling the dotted rhythms and 
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triadic intervals of the herald motive (mm. 31-3). At "Judicanti" the altus's dotted 
rhythm in the upper extreme of its range sharply depicts the "Judge" (mm. 38-43). 
The bassus continuus's chromatic descent at "Quid sum miser" woefully 
accompanies the question, "What shall I, a miserable wretch, say?" (mm. 66-9). The 
"Rex tremendae" motive recalls the heralding "Tuba mirum" motive via its rhythm 
and arpeggiation, evoking a triumphant, royal entry with trumpets for the "King 
tremendous" (mm. 75-6). At "Confutatis maledictis" the ascending sixteenth notes in 
the bassus and violas depict the flickering, rising flames (mm. 162-165: "flammis"). 
In addition to the Sequence, overt text illustration occurs in the Offertory, 
Sanctus, and Agnus Dei. At the Offertory "Rex gloriae" dotted rhythms and thirty-
second notes pervade the imitative, tutti texture and conjure a grand depiction of 
royalty (King, mm. 4-8). Later, a low sonority coincides with "defunctorum," perhaps 
evoking the earthly location of the grave (m. 15). Similar low register illustrations 
include the descent to the word "deep" at "profundo lacu" (mm. 20-23) and using 
the lowest cadential sonority in the Requiem Mass at "obscurum" (darkness, m. 39). 
At "poenis inferni," dissonant intervals coincide with the word "pains" (mm. 18, 20: 
minor seventh and minor second). At "ne cadant in obscurum" the motive's "fall" 
spans a major ninth and is accompanied by two-note sighing or weeping gestures 
(mm. 34-38). In the Sanctus at "coeli," the ascending cantus and altus voices depict 
the high location of"heaven" (mm. 14-15). At the Agnus Dei "requiem sempiternam" 
the cantus illustrates "eternal rest" with sustained tones: first it sustains the word 
"requiem" in two phrases, and then it sustains the longest pitch of the work in the 
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third phrase on "sempiternam" (mm. 24-5, 28-9, 30-2). Below the cantus's sustained 
pitches, ATTB voices homophonically repeat "sempiternam" several times; the 
combination of the sustained cantus voice with the faster, homophonic ATTB voices 
effectively maintains text consciousness while illustrating "eternal." 
The Missa Pro defunctis also subtly illustrates the text. The sole use of 
plainchant occurs at "Te decet Hymnus," (Introit, mm. 28-33: A hymn becomes you); 
the fact that the tenor II does not continue to sing the plainchant for "et tibi 
reddetur" may suggest that the word "hymn" was the impetus for quoting the first 
psalm tone. In the Offertory, a gradual ascent over fourteen measures leads to 
"light," illustrating the journey, "Michael repraesentet eas in lucem sanctam" 
(Michael leads them into the holy light, mm. 53-63). This begins in the bassus's long 
tones, ascending from D3 to 8-flat 3, and the cantus continues climbing to the "light," 
beginning below the altus voice on E4 and ascending to E-flat 5. In the Sequence, the 
cantus and altus voices sing in canon at the fifth at "Inter oves," following each other 
blindly by rule as "sheep" and then, inverted in quickly alternating imitation, 
perhaps tripping over each other (mm. 153-5, 157-9). 
Counterpoint 
Counterpoint generates forward motion through well-knit textures and 
harmonic rhythm in the Missa Pro defunctis. Counterpoint operates prominently in 
stile antico and imitative concertato sections but does not do so in stile concertato 
solo sections, such as the Sequence. In fugal and imitative textures, one or more 
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motives contrapuntally bind together complete sections. The Introit establishes the 
importance of contrapuntal techniques in the Missa Pro defunctis with the fourth-
species "Requiem" motive. Its incorporation of additional motives prefigures the 
complex counterpoint that follows. 
The Kyrie consists of two motives in contrapuntal imitation, which bind 
together the complete movement. Kerll begins in the manner of a fugue with a tonic 
subject followed by a dominant answer. He then turns to motivic imitation with all 
forces participating in pairs (mm. S-8). Each part maintains independence via the 
"Kyrie" motive, and they all generate harmonic motion and clearly articulate 
cadences through contrapuntal relationships. The "Christe" section begins similarly 
to the "Kyrie" with a fugal exposition, but then it combines the "Kyrie" and "Christe" 
motives in the manner of a double fugue: the altus states the "Christe" subject in the 
tonic; the cantus answers in the dominant; the bassus, tenor II, and tenor I enter in 
stretto; and tutti forces combine the "Christe" and "Kyrie" motives, resulting in a 
dense, contrapuntal texture. The intricate vertical relationships utilize dissonance 
and consonance in a manner that clearly defines cadential points and harmonic 
direction. Although the Kyrie avoids strict fugal technique, the introduction of 
motives and imitative counterpoint results in a coherent, ordered structure. 
Kerll's invertible counterpoint readily lends itself to restatement in different 
voicings, and he exploits this in the two contrapuntal statements of the Agnus Dei 
(mm. 1-4, 12-16). The essential structure ofthese phrases consists of suspensions in 
two voices, followed by a trio of homophonic voices. In the first phrase, the 
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contrapuntal voices consist of the descending bassus and altus. In the second 
phrase, the counterpoint inverts: the cantus sings the bassus part in a treble range, 
while the altus retains its part. Not only does the counterpoint invert, but the cantus 
begins below the altus, ascending and crossing voices with the descending altus. 
Thus, Kerll utilizes textural variations that are inherently possible in invertible 
counterpoint and varies the counterpoint through motivic transformation. 
The harmony in the Missa Pro defunctis heeds vertical considerations when 
approaching and resolving dissonances, but linear considerations also factor in the 
composition. In particular, ficta choices frequently yield to linear principles. In the 
Introit, the cantus ascends with an F-sharp and the first tenor simultaneously 
descends with a B-flat (m. 35), resulting in an augmented fifth; the next measure 
includes an analogous instance of a diminished fourth between altus and bassus (m. 
36). Cross relations and vertical tritones result from heeding linear direction. In the 
Introit, the altus sings an upper neighbor B-flat and descends while the bassus 
ascends through a B-natural (m. 10). In the Sequence, the altus ascends with C-sharp 
and D-sharp while the bassus starts on A and descends with D-natural and C-natural 
(m. 148). These ficta choices suggest that, in addition to harmony, linear 
considerations guided the composition of the Missa Pro defunctis. 
Kerll employs fugal techniques at the Offertory "Quam olim Abrahae" and 
Sanctus "Osanna." This corresponds to Sances's 1654 Missa Defunctorum a 12 and 
Schmeltzer's 1679 Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine. Kerll's "Quam olim Abrahae" 
consists of one abbreviated fugal exposition of the three-measure subject: each 
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voice enters in stretto by starting at the middle resting point of the previous 
subject's statement: the tenor II states the subject, and the altus answers one and 
one-half measures later. The cantus answers in stretto, followed by the bassus 
subject. Lastly, the tenor I subject enters without stretto while the other voices 
fragment the second half of the subject. After the subject's exposition in each voice, a 
new motive, "et semini ejus," enters and concludes the movement with an extended 
section of imitation. The second motive falls short of classification as a subject, and 
the section is not a proper double fugue due to its through-composed appearance 
and lack of integration with the first subject. Due to the limited treatment of the 
initial subject and the second motive's imitative procedure, the "Quam olim 
Abrahae" section has only fugal characteristics; it is not a proper fugue. 
The Sanctus "Osanna" exhibits similar fugal characteristics, and its multiple 
expositions of two subjects-the subject in prime form and in inversion-point to 
fugal procedure (see figure 3.17). The first exposition comprises three concertato 
voices singing the "Osanna" subject (St), and the second exposition comprises three 
concertato voices singing the inverted "Osanna" subject (S-L.). After these concertato 
expositions, a tutti exposition combines the two subjects (St and s-1,. ). The second 
tutti exposition also combines the two subjects but does so in stretto. All expositions 
close with a hemiola cadence, and the ensuing exposition overlaps its first subject at 
each cadence. A three-measure plagal extension concludes the "Osanna" fugue. 
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Figure 3.17- Kerll, Missa Pro defunctis: Sanctus "Osanna" fugue structure 
Measures Order and of entries68 
Exposition 23-27 
Inverted Exposition 28-32 
Combined Exposition I 33-38 
Combined Exposition II, Stretto 39-44 
Plagal Extension 44-46 
TI: st, A: st, B: Si 
c: s.J.., Til: s.J.., B: s.J.. 
TI: st. A: s.J.., c: st. Til: s.J.., B: s.,J.., A: si 
B: S.J.., A: st, C: Si +Til : st, TI: s.J.., Til: S.J..+A+B: Si 
Text Setting 
In stile concertato sections, the natural stress of the text determines note 
lengths, and musical rhythms reflect the text's spoken declamation. The textual 
rhythm generates musical motives, and words frequently repeat within motives. 
Such repetitions exploit the inherent rhythms of words rather than emphasize 
specific aspects of the text. Examples include "dona dona eis" (Introit, mm. 14-17), 
"Christe Christe eleison eleison" (Kyrie, mm. 13-25), and "gloria gloria gloria" 
(Sanctus, mm. 17-21). These word repetitions utilize the text's rhythm solely for the 
purpose of extending the lengths of motives and are necessary due to syllabic text 
setting in stile concertato sections. Because this style corresponds with syllabic 
composition, Kerll repeats words to increase the number of syllables, and thus 
notes, available for motives. 
The Sequence further confirms the text's rhythmic supremacy over 
semantics, and it prioritizes musical structure and dramatic effect over the text's 
meaning. At "Qui Mariam," the concertist trio overlaps three distinct texts sung to 
68 "a" refers to "Kyrie" motive; "b" refers to "Christe" motive. 
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the same motive; the identical stress and rhythm of the text facilitates using the 
same motive, and the overlap supresses the text's clarity (mm. 136-140: You who 
absolved Mary I and heard the thief I gave hope to me.). The last six lines of the 
Sequence deviate from the three-line rhyme pattern of the movement (aaa, bbb, ccc, 
etc.) by shifting to a two-line rhyme scheme of aa, bb, cc. The sectional division in 
the music ignores this poetic change: the "Lacrimosa" J section consists of "aab," and 
the "Huic ergo" A' section consists of "bee" (see figure 3.16). Lastly, rests separate 
the syllables of one word for dramatic effect in the "Quantus tremor" section, 
resulting in "dis- cu- sur-us," analogously translated as "in-ves-ti-gate" (mm. 19-
21, see figure 3.18). Thus, the striking musical effect takes precedence over 
uninterrupted text. 
Kerll omits two sections of the Requiem Mass text in the Missa Pro defunctis. 
The Offertory does not include the "Hostias" and its corresponding repeat of "Quam 
olim Abrahae," and the Agnus Dei omits the second "Agnus Dei" iteration. The 
omission in the Offertory may have been an option exercised at the Hojkapelle, for 
Straus also omitted the "Hostias" and "Quam olim Abrahae" repeat in his Missa Pro 
defunctis. The liturgical ramifications, such as whether or not this text was chanted, 
are unknown. With regard to the omission in the Agnus Dei, a cadence and clear 
division between the first and last "Agnus Dei" sections may allow two possible 
remedies: chanting the second intonation or repeating the first "Agnus Dei" (mm. 1-
12; possibie due to key relationship). Kerll's score indicates neither, nor does he 
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address the issue in his extensive preface. Thus, such a repetition or insertion of 
plainchant appears unlikely. 
Figure 3.18- Kerll Missa Pro defunctis 
Sequence mm. 18-21 
dis - cu - su 
6 4 3 
rus 
5 6 
# 
dis 
Rhetoric and Oratory 
r.'\ 
-e-
cu su rus. 
r.'\ 
-e-
6 4 3 
5 
Rhetoric in the Missa Pro defunctis operates at the phrase level through the 
use of rests and emphasized text declamation. Rhetoric also guides the deliberate, 
gradual presentation of subjects and influences the use of contrast. Structurally, 
Kerll avoids standard repetitions in the final movement, though evolved rhetorical 
motivations may account for this lack of inter- and intra-movement repetition. 
Homophonic declamation, rests, and repeated words combine to emphasize 
texts and to rhetorically present subjects. Homophony first occurs in the Introit 
after forty measures of stile antico composition, and the change in texture results in 
significant contrast (mm. 40-2). A rest separates this first homophonic "exaudi" 
from its immediate repetition, interrupting the continuous texture. As a result, the 
supplicant word is expressed as an insistent entreaty, and its separation by the rest 
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draws attention to the subject in a manner requiring consideration: therefore, the 
repetition beseeches, "hear my prayer." Likewise, at the Offertory "ne absorbeat," 
homophonic declamation separates the pair of words with a rest (mm. 31-2). This 
interruption of the homophonic declamation by a rest adds emphasis and suspends 
the progression of text with a potent pause, emphasizing the consideration of the 
entreaty, "do not let them be swallowed by the abyss." 
Homophonic declamation presents the text in a clear, oratorical fashion. The 
Sanctus begins with eight measures of tutti imitative polyphony on the word 
"Sanctus;" then, rhythmic homophony contrasts with this opening section, imparting 
grandeur and might to the subject's title, "Dominus Deus Sabaoth" (Lord God 
Sabaoth, mm. 8-10). In the Agnus Dei, tutti homophonic forces answer the subject's 
rhetorical presentation. The rhythmic "dona eis requiem" decisively implores, "grant 
them rest" (mm. 10-12, 21-4). In the Communion, the homophonic "luceat eis" also 
emphasizes the plea, "shine on them." With the exception of the Sanctus, each of 
these examples corresponds to united entreaties to God on behalf of the deceased. 
Kerll repeats phrases one tone higher in stile concertato sections to add 
emphasis, according to rhetorical techniques stipulated by treatises discussed in 
chapter four. For example, the phrase, "salva me fons pietatis," initially appears with 
the cantus descending from DS in G major. Its repetition descends from ES in A 
minor, intensifying the petition, "save me, fount of mercy" (Sequence, mm. 79-82, 
83-6). A similar repetition transposes "ne me perdas ilia die" up a fourth, 
heightening the plea, "Do not forsake me on that day (Sequence, mm. 92-4, 94-6). 
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Rare deceptive cadences set up the repetition of final lines of texts. In doing 
so, they manifest rhetorical gestures that emphasize and add a conclusive character 
to the text. Two instances occur in the Sequence. The first, "non sit cassus," 
deceptively cadences on VI in E minor (m. 114) and then repeats the last line of text, 
beginning the word "non" a perfect fifth higher. The deceptive cadence initiates the 
rhetorical emphasis of the negating word, which repeats immediately. Thus, the 
repetition emphasizes the text: "Let such toil not be in vain, not, not be in vain" (mm. 
108-117). The second deceptive cadence, also on VI in E minor, occurs at the text 
"in parte dextra" (m. 159-60). This cadence follows a sequential ascent in stretto by 
cantus and altus voices and sets up the text's repetition, sung homophonically by 
both voices. The repetition after the deceptive cadence imparts conclusive character 
to the phrase and releases tension built up by the climactic ascending stretto. 
Kerll introduces subjects rhetorically by revealing them deliberately and 
gradually or by preceding their introduction with open-ended cadences or prefatory 
material. The two "Agnus Dei" statements begin in stile antico, which establishes the 
sentence subject: "Lamb of God" (mm. 1-4, 12-16). The first phrase pauses on a 
Phrygian cadence and the second on a medial half-cadence, both of which open the 
subject to further qualification. These open-ended cadences rhetorically pose the 
subject as a point of inquiry and set up the ensuing relative clause, "who takes away 
the sins of the world" (mm. S-9, 17-21). This two-fold presentation culminates in 
tutti forces homophonically declaiming, "grant them rest" (mm. 9-12, 21-4). 
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The Sanctus rhetorically sets up the homophonic "Dominus Deus Sabaoth" in 
eight measures using one word, "Sanctus" (mm. 1-8). Kerll creates a colossal 
impression via its deliberate sense of motion. This results from slow harmonic 
rhythm, long melodic lines, unwavering density of stile antico texture, and 
continuous phrases without clear cadences. In the absence of clearly directional 
harmonic motion, this section functions as an eight-measure introduction to the 
declamation "Lord God Sabaoth" (mm. 8-10). 
Kerll uses gradual changes of texture to introduce new textual subjects and 
to bridge contrasting sections, thus rhetorically accommodating the listener's 
reception of the text. In the Offertory, two-note sighing or weeping gestures 
conclude the "ne cadant in obscurum" section, and instruments continue the motive, 
reducing the texture from fifteen to five parts (m. 38-44). The three highest vocal 
concertists then proceed with "Sed signifer sanctus Michael," shifting tonality to F 
major and allowing the sound to dissipate with two rests (mm. 45-8). The light, airy 
texture of this trio, combined with the preceding viola interlude, facilitate the 
transition to the bold, tutti declamation, which repeats the text (mm. 49-52). 
In Requiem Masses that employ rhetorical construction, the Communion 
movement often reprises the Introit "Requiem aeternam." The settings by Sances 
and Schmeltzer utilize this type of return, functioning as a peroratio or conclusio and 
creating a cyclic composition. Kerll, however, avoids this return in the Missa Pro 
defunctis; only the rhythm of "dona dona eis Domine" recalls the Introit (mm. 45-7). 
Kerll may have avoided this repetition in order for the text and music to serve a 
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rhetorical role different from summation. His homophonic "Requiem aeternam" in 
the Communion presents the text as an unsettled question with Phrygian harmonic 
motion and an unresolved half cadence (mm. 43-5). Perhaps, following the vivid 
imagery of the Sequence and Offertory, the fate of the deceased remains uncertain. 
By framing the "Requiem aeternam" as an uncertainty, however, it sets up the nearly 
final "dona eis Domine, et lux perpetua eis," which conveys confidence in its clear, 
emphatic declamation. This structure of uncertain-problem and assured-solution 
may acknowledge the potential difficulty faced by the deceased as referenced in the 
Sequence and Offertory. After this rhetorical shift, Kerll uses new music for the final 
text "Cum sanctis tuis," unlike his earlier Requiem a 5 vocibus. The triple meter, 
polychoral division of forces, and unobscured harmonic progressions in F major 
follow the "Requiem aeternam" section with a brief moment of dance-like triumph, 
firmly reinforced in common meter by an extended cadential phrase (mm. 57-65). 
Summary 
Kerll distinctively utilizes stile antico, stile concertato, and stile mixto in the 
Missa Pro Defunctis, and he largely restricts each movement to one of these three 
styles of composition. The musical motives match each style: long, sustained phrases 
correspond to stile antico sections, and rhythmic, text-driven motives correspond to 
stile concertato sections. Text illustration abounds in stile concertato sections, taking 
particular advantage of the vivid imagery of the Sequence. While some musical 
repetition coincides with textual reiterations, Kerll often alters the music at textual 
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repetitions or avoids musical-textual repetition altogether. In the Sequence, 
sectional repetitions function as a cohesive ritornello. Counterpoint imparts a 
refined, intricate quality to stile antico sections, gradually introducing new motives 
and cohering through imitative and fugal sections. Rhetoric functions at phrasal and 
structural levels, shaping text declamation and the overall unfolding of the question 
or subject of "Requiem" and its associated texts in the Mass for the Dead. 
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Requiem a 5, K 51-53 (1720) 
Johann Joseph Fux 
Compositional Context 
Leopold I's second wife died in 1676 at the age of twenty-two, bearing no 
children who survived infancy. In the same year, Leopold I married his third wife, 
Eleonora Magdalena Theresia of Neuberg, whose progeny included the emperors 
Joseph I and Charles VI. She survived her husband by fifteen years, dying in the 
Hofburg Palace in Vienna on January 19, 1720, at the age of sixty-five. As the wife of 
one Holy Roman Emperor and the mother of two, her death warranted significant 
commemoration, and thus, Fux composed the Requiem a 5 in 1720 for her exequies. 
The envelope containing the Requiem a 5 parts specifies its first performance on 
March 5, 1720, "per l'Imp:ce Ved:ua di Leop:do Imo Eleonora Mad:a Theresa."69 Based on 
this date, the Requiem a 5 first commemorated the empress dowager's death at an 
anniversary mass rather than at the funeral mass immediately after her death. 
By the time of the empress dowager's death, Fux had served in the Hojkapelle 
for over twenty-two years, the last of five of which he led as Hojkapellmeister. The 
Requiem a 5 received a considerable number of performances during the remaining 
twenty years of his tenure, and it continued to be performed after his death in 17 41. 
In addition to the premiere performance in 1720, the title page lists nine occasions 
for which the Requiem a 5 was performed. Four performances occurred on the feast 
69 Johann Joseph Fux, Requiem K 51-K 53, series 1, val. 7, ed. Klaus Winkler (Graz, 
Austria: Akademische Druck- u. Verlagsanstalt, 1992), 183. 
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of All Souls in 1731, 1735, 1737, and 1739. A performance associated with "il Due: di 
Lorena" took place on April 26, 1729, plausibly marking the one-month anniversary 
of the death of Leopold, Duke of Lorraine, who died on March 27, 1729. On July 12, 
1736, a performance commemorated "il Prenc: Eugenio," Prince Eugene of Savoy, a 
successful military commander loyal to the Habsburgs who died on April 21, 1736. 
Performances marked the death of Emperor Charles VI on November 16, 1740, and 
an anniversary of Fux's death on October 20, 1741. Lastly, a performance for an 
unknown occasion took place on August 13, 1743. The large number of prestigious 
performances during Fux's life indicates the composer's high estimation of the 
Requiem a 5, and its continued performance after his death suggests that his 
contemporaries shared this view. 
The Requiem a 5 survives in five sources. The first is preserved in Vienna by 
the Osterreichischen Nationalbibliothek, which comprises three envelopes of 
performance parts that contain the Introit, Kyrie, Sequence, and Offertory. The 
separate envelope titles, "Requiem," "Dies irae," and "Offertory," led Kochel to 
categorize them separately, hence the three-numbered designation, K 51, K 52, and 
K 53. A copy held in the Staatsbibliothek Preuf?.ischer Kulturbesitz in Berlin contains 
the Sanctus-Benedictus and Agnus Dei-Communion. A complete set of parts, dating 
from 1730 to 1740, survives in the Benedictine abbey in Kremsmiinster in Upper 
Austria, and two additional sources preserve copies of the scoreJO The number of 
sources in which the Requiem a 5 survives confirms its substantial dissemination. 
7o Ibid., 183-85. 
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The earliest source, the three envelopes, dates from approximately 1720. The title 
page of the first envelope reads: 71 
Requiem 
a.s 
2. Soprani in Conc.to 
1. Contralto. in Conc.to 
1. Tenore in Conc.to 
1. Basso in Conc.to 
2. Violini. in Conc.to 
e Alto Viola in Conc.to 
Ripieni 
Parti 40. 
Del Sig. Gio. Gioseffo Fux 
M.D.C. di S.M.a C.e C. a 
The Sequence envelope differs only in the title and inclusion of "1. Trombone" as in 
concerto. The Offertory envelope differs only in the title, "Domine Jesu Christe."72 
Performing Forces 
The title of Fux's 1720 Requiem Mass, Requiem a 5, refers to the number of 
vocal concertists and belies its considerable forces. The 1720 envelopes include 
twenty-one distinct parts: five concertato singers, five ripieno singers, two 
concertato violins, concertato viola, two ripieno cornetti muti, two ripieno 
trombones, one ripieno bassoon, violoncello, violone, and "M.D.C.,'' referring to the 
part used by the Maestro di Capella, identical to the organ part (see figure 3.19). The 
remaining nineteen parts of the "Parti 40" consist of supplemental parts that double 
the ripieno singers, two violins, and viola in tutti sections. The contents of the 
71 Ibid., 183. 
72 Ibid. 
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Sequence envelope differ only in the part marked "Alto Trombon Conc.to" due to its 
concertato role in the "Tuba mirum" section. 
Figure 3.19- Fux, Requiem a 5, K 51-53 
Performance forces, instrumental doubling, and vocal concertato ranges 
4 brass ripieno 
Primo cornetto muto 
Secondo cornetto muto 
Alto trombone [conc.to] 
Tenore trombone 
Fagotto ripieno 
5 strings 
Violino primo cone to 
Violino secondo cone to 
Alto Viola cone to 
Violoncello 
Violone 
5 singers concertato 
Soprano primo 
Soprano secondo 
Alto 
Tenore 
Basso 
M.D.C.73 
Or ano 
5 singers ripieno 
Soprano primo 
Soprano secondo 
Alto 
Tenore 
Basso 
i Vocal concertato doubling 
, Soprano 1 
Soprano 2 
Alto 
Tenore 
Bass 
Soprano 1 
Soprano 2 
Alto 
Bass 
Bass 
Concertato range 
C4-G5 
C4-G5 
F3- Bb4 
C3- G4 
Eb2- 04 
The Requiem a 5 includes significant independent material for the concertato 
strings, whereas the brass and bassoon perform as ripienists, doubling singers in 
tutti sections. One notable exception occurs at the Sequence "Tuba mirum," where 
the concertato alto trombone plays the complete melody with the pair of concertato 
73 Maestro di Capella part is identical to "Organo" part. 
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violins (mm. 21-34). This section reveals Fux's attention to instrumental detail 
through dynamic markings, "staccato," and slurred articulations. The concertato alto 
singer sings the same melody after the trombone, rendering the instrumental 
section as an aria-like introduction. The trombone also plays with the alto singer in 
imitation and in parallel and contrary motion (mm. 36-7, 45-50). 
The concertato strings perform in several capacities in the Requiem a 5. They 
play colla parte in tutti sections; they accompany or perform primary material in 
sections sung by concertato singers; and they play sections and transitions without 
voices. The last category includes the "Sinfonia" at the beginning of the Introit as 
well as instrumental introductions, interludes, and postludes. Such sections may 
share material with the sung music they precede or follow. For example, the strings 
introduce the "et lux perpetua" motive in the Introit and the "Christe eleison" motive 
in the Kyrie (mm. 23-5, 27). In the Sequence, the violins repeat the "cuncta stricte 
discussurus" motive one step higher than the concertato sopranos in a postlude 
(mm. 16-20). String introductions primarily establish tonality through decisive 
cadential figures, but they may also preview music sung in the ensuing section. In 
the Kyrie introduction, the second violin plays the "Kyrie" motive in an inner voice 
before it is sung (mm. 1-5). Conversely, introductions may contain no motivic 
material and last only one measure (Sequence, m. 170). Interludes provide brief 
transitions between contrasting keys and motives, generally lasting two to four 
measures and consisting of complete phrases (e.g. Sequence, mm. 50-2, 195-198). 
Chordal accompaniment by concertato strings provides harmonic support in 
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contrapuntal textures, yet these sections contain little motivic material (e.g. Introit, 
mm. 7-10: "Requiem;" Sequence, mm. 264-9: "Oro supplex"). 
Unique figures in the string instruments include repeated eighth notes with 
portato articulation in the twelve-measure "Quantus tremor" section in the 
Sequence (mm. 9-20). Later in the movement, the two violins alternate eighth-plus-
quarter-note figures in the "lngemisco" section, sustaining nine measures of the 
accompaniment with seventeen two-note figures in each violin part (mm. 186-94). 
Bass instruments perform as basso continuo and basso seguente in the 
Requiem a 5. The organo, violoncello, and violone function as an independent basso 
continuo group in all concertato solo sections. The basso continuo emerges from 
textures via rhythmically prominent and conjunct bass lines. For example, the 
Sequence "Juste judex" maintains an independent bass line for thirty-five measures 
(mm. 170-204), as does the Communion for seven measures (mm. 1-7). In tutti 
sections, the bass instruments perform as basso seguente, doubling the lowest voice 
with few exceptions (Introit, mm. 16) and diverging from the bassoon's doubling of 
the bass voice in only rare and negligible instances. 
Tutti sections feature textures of imitative counterpoint and homophonic 
declamation. Imitative counterpoint dominates sections with concise texts, such as 
the fugal sections in the Kyrie, Sequence "Pie Jesu," Offertory, Sanctus, and 
Communion. Homophonic declamation dominates sections with substantial 
amounts of text, such as the Sequence. A common vocal texture sets pairs of voices 
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in parallel thirds, and this occurs in dense, contrapuntal sections (Introit, mm. 31-
40) and in concertato duets (Sequence, mm. 190-2, 198-200). 
Fux achieves unique textures through different combinations of singers and 
instruments. The "Recordare" section features a compact voicing, sung by a trio of 
concertists: soprano II, alto, and tenor. The basso continuo adds a fourth voice close 
to this trio texture by using only the organ and violoncello; the narrowest range of 
the section confines the four parts to a minor third, resulting in an intimate texture 
(Sequence, m. 115). The "Inter oves" has a striking treble texture of three concertato 
strings and soprano I, soprano II, and alto singers (Sequence, mm. 230-48); the 
violoncello and violone are silent after the five-measure introduction, and the organ 
plays basso seguente with the alto voice, resulting in a dolce texture, particularly 
with the parallel motion in thirds and sixths (mm. 234-48). Other unique textures in 
the Sequence include combinations of basso concertist and two violins (mm. 82-8: 
"Judex ergo"), two soprano concertists and two violins (mm. 186-98: "Ingemisco"), 
and tenore and basso concertists with strings (mm. 264-9: "Oro supplex"). 
Formal Structure 
The Requiem a 5 consists of eight movements, and it features only minimal 
sectional repetitions. Instead, the Requiem a 5 uses subtle motivic connections to 
unify the composition. Movements tend to have through-composed structures, and 
frequent sectional divisions in the Sequence result in a disjunct structure. Extended 
fugal sections conclude nearly all movements or movement pairs (see figure 3.20). 
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Figure 3.20- Fux, Requiem a 5, K 51-53 
Formal divisions and reQetitions, tonal centers, and meter 
Movement, Section Tonal Form Meter Forces, texture, Center mm. 
Introit 
Sinfonia* + Requiem74 Cm A 1-42 c strings, soli, tutti 
Te decet Eb 8 43-85 3/2 soli, tutti 
Sinfonia* + Requiem Cm- F A' 86-117 c strings, soli, tutti 
Kyrie 
Kyrie*, Christe + Kyrie Cm 1-47 c double fugue 
Sequence - Dies irae Cm sl 1-8 c tutti 
Quantus tremor* Ab-Fm 9-20 c strings, SS8 soli 
Tuba mirum* Cm 21-66 3/4 Andante A trb, 2 vln, A solo 
Mars stupe bit Ab-C sz 67-73 c tutti 
Liber scriptus 8b-G s3 74-98 c AT8 soli 
Judex ergo75 Cm-Gm 8 solo, 2 violins 
Quid sum miser Gm SS soli 
Rex tremendae Eb 99-108 c tutti 
Recordare Cm s4 109-169 3/4 SII, A, T soli 
Quaerens me Cm Tutti, fugato 
Juste judex* Fm ss 170-204 c SSAT8 soli 
Ingemisco* Fm-Cm SS soli, 2 violins 
Qui mariam* Cm-8b s6 SII, A soli 
Preces meae Fm-F s7 205-229 CAndante tutti, cantus firmus 
Inter oves* Eb 230-248 3/2 strings, SSA soli 
Confutatis Cm 249-263 C Allegro tutti, fugato 
Oro supplex Ab ss 264-276 T8 soli, strings 
Lacrimosa Eb-Fm AT8 soli 
Pie Jesu +Amen Cm 277-324 Andante tutti, fugue 
Offertory- Domine Jesu F A 1-30 c tutti 
Sed signifer* 8b 8 31-56 3/4 SSAT8 soli, strings 
Quam olim Abrahae F c 57-89 C Presto tutti, fugue 
Hostias Dm-C D 90-104 AT8, tutti 
Quam olim Abrahae F A 105-137 C Presto tutti, fugue 
Sanctus Cm A 1-10 c tutti 
Plenisunt Ab-G 8 11-22 3/4 tutti 
Osanna Eb-Cm c 23-29 c tutti 
8enedictus Eb D 1-33 ¢ tutti, cantus firm us 
Osanna Cm E 34-66 3/4 soli, tutti, fugato 
Agnus Dei Cm-C sLs2-s3 1-24 c SS+2vn, AT8, tutti 
Communion - Lux aeterna Eb A 1-7 c soli 
Cum sanctis Cm-G 8 8-25 tutti, fugato 
Quia pius es Eb-C c 26-31 tutti 
Requiem Ab-F D 32-39 SI, A, T soli 
Cum sanctis Cm-G 8 40-57 tutti, fugato 
Quia~ius es Eb- C c 58-63 tutti 
74 The "*" indication denotes string introduction, interlude, or conclusion. 
75 Double indentation indicates no sectional break. 
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The Offertory and Communion exactly repeat complete sections, and near-
exact repetition in the Introit results in an arch structure. The Offertory repeats the 
tutti "Quam olim Abrahae" fugato after the concertist's "Hostias." The Communion 
repeats two sections as a linked pair: the "Cum sanctis tuis" fugato and the ensuing 
"Quia pius es" section. Similar to the Offertory, the Communion repetition occurs in 
close proximity, separated by only the eight-measure "Requiem aeternam" section. 
The near-exact repetition of the Introit Sinfonia and "Requiem aeternam" 
utilizes truncation, textural modification, and new motives. The Sinfonia repetition 
shortens by one measure and overlaps its final cadence with the concertists' 
"Requiem" entrance, bridging the sectional division in the initial statement (mm. 1-
7, 86-91). Non-structural changes include changing forces from concertists to tutti 
voices and adding voices to sparse textures in the repetition (e.g. mm. 10-12). The 
"Requiem aeternam" repetition omits the original, instrumental transition, which 
introduced the motive, "et lux perpetua" (mm. 23-5, 107). The "et lux perpetua" 
repeat truncates the first twenty-measure section to ten measures and utilizes 
different motives. In spite of these changes, the near-exact repetition in the Introit 
recalls the initial section by retaining its salient features: the Sinfonia, distinctive 
harmonies (e.g. Neapolitan sixth, mm. 6, 90), and the fourth-species "Requiem" and 
"Dona eis" motives. The truncation, however, demonstrates that text repetitions do 
not demand exact musical repetition. Fux achieves structural integrity by recalling 
salient characteristics through a partial, abbreviated restatement. 
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Fux employs subtle unifying techniques in the Requiem a 5. The Kyrie, for 
example, does not utilize exact ABA form to match the tripartite text. Instead, the 
"Kyrie" motive gradually returns after the "Christe," saturating the texture as the 
movement's final cadence approaches. The Kyrie also introduces a unifying motive 
that subtly reappears throughout the Requiem a 5, the "semitone motive," which 
consists of an ascending and descending semitone. It appears in the Sequence, 
Sanctus, Agnus Dei, and Communion, and its recurrences subtly connect movements 
by varying each iteration (indicated by "s" in figure 3.20). 
The Sanctus is through composed, eschewing the traditional repeat at the 
"Osanna" texts. The Sanctus "Osanna" comprises seven measures based on the 
semitone motive, while the Benedictus "Osanna" is a thirty-three-measure fugato. 
This suggests a structural hierarchy: Fux prioritizes development over unity by 
quickly moving through the first "Osanna" and then developing the second "Osanna" 
in an extended fugato, which concludes the complete movement pair. Similarly, the 
Communion music at the repeat of the "Requiem" text differs from that of the 
matching text in the Introit, thus avoiding a summarizing reprise. 
Fux divides the nineteen stanzas of the Sequence into thirteen sections, 
which results in a highly sectionalized structure. The sections contrast each other 
via dissimilar textures, motives, tonality, and meter. Furthermore, the brevity of 
these contrasting sections accentuates the disjunct structure. In this movement of 
three hundred twenty-four measures, sections are as brief as seven measures (mm. 
67-73: "Mars stupebit"). Unlike earlier Requiem Masses, the Requiem a 5 Sequence 
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does not unify through repetitions. Instead, it connects sections via subtle 
similarities, such as similar harmonic progressions (mm. 1-2, 67-8) and eight 
appearances of the semitone motive. Although nine sections include only one stanza 
of text, others sections include two or three stanzas. The latter category marks the 
beginning of new stanzas with different textures, but it also overlaps entrances to 
minimize the separation between stanzas (e.g. "Lacrimosa," m. 268). 
The final or penultimate sections of each movement or movement pair 
conclude with a fugal section. These fugal sections develop one or more subjects or 
motives over extended periods and impart a conclusive quality to the end of each 
movement. The Kyrie consists of a double fugue (47 mm.); the lengthy Sequence 
(324 mm.) concludes with an appropriately long fugue ( 48 mm.), which uses two 
countersubjects; the Offertory closes with a repeat of the "Quam olim Abrahae" 
fugue (33 mm.); and the Sanctus-Benedictus concludes with a fugato (32 mm.). 
While the very end of the Communion does not conclude with a fugue, it closes with 
a pair of sections, the first of which contains an eighteen-measure fuga to. Therefore, 
fugal sections serve a conclusive role in the Requiem a 5, providing finality to the 
end of each movement or movement pair. 
Harmony, Rhythm, and Phrase Structure 
The Requiem a 5 uses major and minor tonalities, and chromatic harmonies 
include the Neapolitan sixth chord, diminished-seventh chords, and augmented 
triads. The Neapolitan sixth chord initiates significant cadences in C minor, and due 
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to its distinctive color, it subtly unifies phrases as a unique cadential figure and is 
connected to the semitone motive (e.g. Introit mm. 5, 40, 90; Sequence mm. 63, 165). 
The opening of the Sequence conspicuously stresses a diminished-seventh harmony 
on the downbeat of the second measure; it sounds for one and one-half measures, 
suspended without resolution by an interruptive rest (mm. 2-3). The Sequence 
includes other diminished-seventh harmonies in unstressed, passing positions (e.g. 
mm. 6, 99). It also includes augmented triads, such as the sequential use of two 
augmented triads at the end of the "Mars stupebit" section (mm. 71-2). 
Contrapuntal techniques generate a variety of harmonic inversions. These 
inversions create forward motion as passing harmonies, and they sustain multi-
measure phrases. Series-of-fifths sequences also elongate phrases, and they increase 
and decrease harmonic energy through ascending and descending motion, 
respectively (e.g. Sequence, mm. 173-6: Ab-Eb-Bb-Fm-C; mm. 178-81: Bbm-Eb-
Ab-Db). Sequences of suspensions in fourth-species counterpoint similarly intensify 
and release tension (e.g. Agnus Dei, mm. 19-21; Sequence, mm. 181-6). 
The harmonic rhythm of the Requiem a 5 changes at regular intervals in 
phrases but speeds up at many cadences (e.g. Introit, m. 22). Exceptions to this 
pattern occasionally occur near the end of movements at final cadences. In such 
cases the harmonic motion slows or utilizes a pedal point, sustained below changing 
harmonies (e.g. Kyrie, mm. 44-6; Introit, mm. 115-6; Sequence mm. 322-3). 
Sections within movements use progressive tonality, but whole movements 
or movement pairs begin and end in the same key (see figure 3.20). This large-scale 
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tonal stability strengthens inter-movement connections. In the Introit, the second 
Sinfonia and "Requiem" section begins in C minor and ends in F major, unlike the 
first stable section. The Kyrie, however, corrects the progressive tonality of the 
Introit through a plagal relationship. The tonality of the Sanctus-Benedictus and 
Agnus Dei-Communion similarly remains stable; the second movement of each pair 
returns to the first movement's opening tonal center. 
Authentic cadences conclude the majority of sections and movements in the 
Requiem a 5; minor plagal cadences conclude the final two pairs of movements. The 
standard authentic cadence used in the Requiem a 5 concludes with V3-4-3- I (e.g. 
Introit, mm. 22-3). Internal cadences utilize first-inversion resolutions where two 
short phrases connect to create a longer phrase or period (Communion, mm. 58-63). 
Junctures between phrases use deceptive cadences to maintain harmonic motion 
and continue phrases without breaking the texture (Sequence, mm. 289, 293). 
The Requiem a 5 utilizes a variety of meters and tempos, and in particular, 
the Sequence frequently changes meter. Contrasts of meter and tempo reinforce 
sectional divisions and distinguish textual repetitions at these meter changes. For 
example, the Sanctus "Osanna" uses duple meter, whereas the Benedictus "Osanna" 
uses triple meter. Hemiola frequently occurs at cadences in triple meter, particularly 
in the Sequence (e.g. mm. 32-3,48-9,64-5: "Tuba mirum"). 
Phrases overlap at cadences in stile antico and stile concertato sections. While 
the latter alternates overlapping and sectional phrases, the former almost 
exclusively overlaps phrases. The preponderance of overlapping phrases in stile 
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antico sections results in seamless textures that sustain lengthy imitative and fugal 
sections until concluding with sectional cadences. 
Motivic Composition, Transformation, Text Illustration 
Two motives subtly unify the Requiem a 5 by recurring in each movement: 
fourth-species-counterpoint motives share a similar contrapuntal texture, and the 
semitone motive features a distinctive head motive. The fourth-species "Requiem" 
motive begins after the Introit Sinfonia, but, unlike Sances, Fux follows the motive 
with a series of suspensions sung by the concertato sopranos. This motive returns 
only at the "Requiem aeternam" text in the Introit. 
Suspensions and syncopations are pervasive throughout the Requiem a 5. 
They unify diverse motives and add to the composition's artistic character. Series of 
suspensions intensify or release tension in ascending and descending phrases; 
examples in the Introit include an instrumental interlude, concertato violins, and 
tutti sopranos (mm. 23-4, 55-7, 63-5). In addition, series of suspensions extend 
phrase lengths in the Sequence (mm. 178-81, 181-5), and they frame the 
Communion by appearing at the beginning "Lux aeterna" and concluding "Quia pius 
es" sections (mm. mm. 1-4; 26-31, 58-63). The third Agnus Dei statement features a 
remarkable example of an artistic effect created through counterpoint: basso and 
alto voices ascend in fourth-species counterpoint against the tenore voice, and the 
two soprano voices simultaneously ascend in a series of suspensions. This results in 
a blossoming crescendo and creates an effective aesthetic result. 
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The semitone motive appears as a common head motive throughout the 
Requiem a 5, and it unifies through its numerous statements. In minor keys it usually 
rises from the fifth scale degree to the lowered-sixth and returns to the fifth. It 
appears less often in major keys, rising from the third scale degree to the fourth and 
returning to the third. Although the music differs after each semitone motive, the 
head motive is recognizable in each appearance. The Kyrie introduces this motive 
first, stating it thirteen times as the primary "Kyrie" fugue subject. The Sequence 
prominently places the semitonemotive in the soprano voice at the beginning (mm. 
1-3), and it appears in a total of eight sections (figure 3.20). Furthermore, the 
concluding "Pie Jesu" fugue states the semitone motive ten times as a fugue answer 
(mm. 279-314). In the Sanctus, three "Osanna" statements utilize the semitone 
motive (mm. 23-5), and the motive begins each of the three "Agnus Dei" statements 
(mm. 1-2, 10-11, 16-17). Lastly, the semitone motive is a fugal answer in the two 
Communion "Cum sanctis" fugatos (mm. 8-25, 40-57). 
Pre-existing material in the Requiem a 5 includes plainchant presented as a 
cantus firmus. The Sequence plainchant appears twice as a cantus firmus at the text 
"ne perenni cremer igne" (mm. 215-29). Pairs of sopranos, violins, and cornetti muti 
perform it first, while three lower voices contrast the sustained plainchant with 
active, eighth-note rhythms. Then, the alto voice, viola, and alto trombone perform it 
a perfect fourth lower. The Benedictus extensively uses its respective plainchant as 
a cantus firmus. It begins in the tutti basso singers and instruments (mm. 1-5), and 
then it transfers to alto and soprano II with colla parte instruments, who perform it 
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in canon at the perfect fifth (mm. 6-33). The soprano II cantus firmus usually sounds 
as the highest part, further accentuating the plainchant. The long note values and 
alia breve marking confirm the stile antico character of the Benedictus, while other 
motives weave above and below the plainchant in an integral, contrapuntal manner. 
Fux limits the use of homophonic declamation in the Requiem a 5, but its few 
instances reveal the text's rhythmic influence. The Offertory begins with two 
homophonic declarations of "Domine" and "Domine Jesu, Jesu Christe," which heed 
the text's stress with long and short note values (mm. 1-5). The first section of the 
Offertory almost exclusively sets voices in homophony, and the natural rhythm of 
the spoken text governs the musical rhythms, resulting in a declamatory quality (e.g. 
"de poenis inferni," mm. 13-14; "ne absorbeat eas tartarus," mm. 25-7). 
Motives feature leaps and chromaticism. The Sinfonia opens with a minor-
sixth ascent followed by a diminished-seventh descent, a rhetorical gesture that 
establishes an unsettled or angst-like quality. Diminished-fourth melodic intervals 
appear inconspicuously in dense textures (Introit, m. 83), but in other instances, 
they prominently illustrate the text, such as the descent in the Sequence to depict 
"Confutatis" (confounded, mm. 249-55). 
Motives infrequently undergo transformation. Imitative and fugal sections 
maintain the intervallic and rhythmic content of motives and vary pitch levels, tonal 
areas, and textures. Distinctive motives, such as the rhythmically active "luceat, 
luceat eis" (Introit, mm. 32-41), largely remain unchanged; deviations occur only 
rarely, such as the syncopated "luceat" aberration (mm. 36-7). 
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Rests frequently appear at the beginnings of sections and phrases. Their 
functions include pausing to establish a new tonality and impelling phrases forward 
with rhythmic potential. The Introit "Te decet" shifts from C minor to E-flat major, 
and the downbeat rest in the vocal parts allows the continuo to establish the new 
tonality (mm. 42-3). The continuo similarly establishes the tonality at the beginning 
of the Sequence, accommodating the liturgical interregnum between the Kyrie and 
Sequence. In both cases, downbeat rests followed by entrances on weak beats create 
forward motion and lead to the downbeat of the second measure, where textual and 
rhythmic emphases align with the point of greatest dissonance (Introit, m. 44; 
Sequence, m. 2). Rests isolate head motives, which prepare text repetitions and 
provide brief, rhetorical pauses on the text (e.g. Introit, m. 55: "Coget omnes). 
New motives coincide with new texts, but multiple motives may also be 
assigned to a single text. For example, the Communion begins with two contrasting 
motives, both of which utilize the "lux aeterna" text: the fourth-species-counterpoint 
motive focuses on dissonance, while the basso concertist simultaneously sings an 
ascending scalar motive with the same text (mm. 1-4). Texts may also be 
. successively restated in conjunction with different motives; in the Sequence, the 
first "supplicanti parce Deus" ascends in parallel thirds between the two soprano 
concertists, but the repetition concludes in fourth-species counterpoint (mm. 190-2, 
193-5). Multiple motives are assigned to the same text in fugal sections; notably, this 
occurs less often in stile concertato sections, with the exception of contrapuntal 
textures (Sequence, mm. 171-3) and cantus firmus sections (Sequence, mm. 215-
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29). This process of associating one text with multiple motives limits illustrations or 
elucidations of the text. Particularly in stile antico sections, therefore, the text is the 
servant to the music. 
Textual repetition occurs at points of interruption: motives are introduced in 
two parts, interrupted by a rest, and the word preceding the interruption may 
repeat after the rest. The interruption and repetition of a single word rhetorically 
emphasizes these points in the manner of orator, such as the alto concertist at 
"coget omnes, [rest] omnes ante thronum" (Sequence, mm. 52-8). Conversely, 
individual words seldom repeat within motives. In the Introit, three examples 
exploit the rhythm or motive of each: the rhythmic "luceat, luceat eis," the eighth-
note descent and sigh gesture of "dona, dona eis," and the suspension of "omnis, 
omnis caro" (mm. 32-41, 16-19, 74-83). 
Text illustration .largely occurs in stile concertato sections of the Sequence 
and Offertory. The Sequence especially depicts the text literally, and some 
illustrations occur before or after the specific text. For example, strings literally 
illustrate "trembling" in pulsating eighth notes at "Quantus tremor," accompanying 
the singers and then continuing with an instrumental postlude (mm. 9-20). The 
concertato alto trombone solo introduces the "Tuba mirum" section, preempting the 
"sounding trombone" text (mm. 21-66). In contrast, some illustrations utilize only 
simultaneous associations. The "cum resurget" motive gently rises and falls, alluding 
to the "rising creature" (mm. 68-70); sixteenth-note melismas are unencumbered by 
text at "gratis" (freely, mm. 101-3); a suspension depicts the "groaning" or "sighing" 
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of the guilty one at "Ingemisco" (m. 186-7). The Sequence also illustrates the text 
subtly: the chromatic "Quarens me" motive thornily anticipates "cross" (crucem) 
with the diminished fourth and crossing motives (mm. 128-48); dual illustrations of 
"fire" occur at "ne perenni cremer igne:" the sustained cantus-firmus plainchant 
reflects "eternal," and the obstinate eighth note motive reflects the adamance of "not 
burning" in its twenty-three repetitions (mm. 215-31). "Confutatis maledictis" 
employs dotted rhythms at "acribus" to illustrate the "sharp" or "fierce flames," and 
diminished fourths at "Confutatis" depict the "confounded" nature of the accursed 
· (mm. 249-58). The textual shift at "voca me cum benedictis" (call me to be with the 
blessed) uses a major key, non-aggressive rhythms, and suspensions (mm. 258-63). 
The Offertory illustrates the text literally and figuratively. Its homophonic 
"Domine Jesu, Christe" is boldly triumphant; dotted rhythms invoke the royal 
character of the "king" at "Rex gloriae;" and sixteenth notes add a flourish at "glory" 
(mm. 1-8). A diminished-seventh harmony depicts the "pains of hell," basso voices 
descend one and one-half octaves to the "deep pit," and all voices end in low ranges 
at "profunda lacu" (mm. 14-19). At "de ore leonis" and "ne absorbeat," basso voices 
depict the "mouth of the lion" and "swallowing up of hell" with wide leaps and 
octave descents (mm. 20-2, 24-5). At "obscurum" the sonority ends low and "dark" 
(m. 30). The "Quam olim Abrahae" fugue depicts the assured, triumphant promise in 
the head motive through its repeated notes, ascending perfect fourth, and octave 
ascent (mm. 57-82). 
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Counterpoint 
Fux employs counterpoint throughout the Requiem a 5 in fugues and sections 
of pervading and canonic imitation. In addition, some stile concertato sections use 
exact canon or canonic imitation, such as that among the two violins, concertato alto 
trombone, and concertato alto voice at "Tuba mirum" and "Coget omnes" in the 
Sequence (mm. 21-68). An extended section of canonic imitation occurs at "Liber 
scriptus" among three concertists, first at the perfect fifth with delayed entrances of 
one measure and then at the perfect fifth and octave with a two-beat delay (mm. 74-
82). In the next stanza, "Quid sum miser," the two soprano concertists sing the 
canon as it narrows to the unison (mm. 87-98). Canonic imitation at the fourth and 
unison later occurs at "Ingemisco" (mm. 186-92). 
Fux's counterpoint in the Requiem a 5 generally remains conservative and in 
line with the principles outlined five years later in Gradus ad Parnassum (1725). 
Imitative and fugal sections reflect the importance of vertical relationships among 
parts, which observe voice-leading principles. Harmonic considerations take 
precedence over linear principles, exemplified by melodic diminished fourths in 
motives and imitative sections. Vertical principles are seldom disregarded; rare 
instances include voice crossing in cantus firmus sections (e.g. Benedictus). 
Fugal sections appear prominently in the Requiem a 5. Fugues or fugatos 
conclude each movement or movement pair (see figure 3.20), and these concluding 
sections have significant lengths. The Kyrie is the only movement entirely composed 
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as a fugue; it comprises a double fugue with two contrasting subjects, corresponding 
to the texts "Kyrie" and "Christe." After a three-measure introduction of the subject 
by strings, the "Kyrie" countersubject appears simultaneously with the first sung 
"Kyrie" subject. Episodes excise the second half of the "Kyrie" subject, "eleison," 
which saturates the texture at the conclusion of the first two expositions ( mm. 1-11, 
13-27). Then, strings introduce the "Christe" subject," after which vocal concertists 
add the subject's text (mm. 27-33). Lastly, tutti forces combine the two subjects, in 
syncopation and with pervasive suspensions (mm. 34-47). 
The Sequence concludes with an extensive fugue, and internal sections of the 
movement employ imitation in a fugal manner. The "Quaerens me" motive is 
successively stated at the tonic and the fifth; it appears in each of the five voices; and 
each entrance is delayed by three measures (mm. 128-149). The single exposition 
and lack of further development, however, classifies it as a fugato. Four of the five 
tutti voices state the "Confutatis maledictis" motive in delayed entrances and are 
accompanied by a countermotive (mm. 249-258). Its limited duration and lack of 
exposition in every voice part also designates it a fugato. 
The Sequence "Pie Jesu" section comprises a fully-developed fugue, 
consisting of a single subject and multiple countersubjects, each of which 
correspond to a distinct text, "Pie Jesu," Dona eis," and "Amen" (see figure 3.21). This 
fugue includes two expositions, two episodes based on the "Amen" countersubject, 
and a string episode, which separates the two expositions via contrasting textures. 
This fugue exemplifies Fux's through-composed fugal technique in the Requiem a 5: 
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one subject and countersubject begin, but then a new text and motive gradually 
pervade all voices. In the Sequence, the "Amen" countersubject overtakes the 
subject in the two episodes, the second of which concludes the movement. This 
matches Fux's practice in the Kyrie fugue, in which the "eleison" segment of the 
subject pervades the texture as the final cadence approaches. 
Figure 3.21- Fux, Requiem a 5, K 51-53: Seguence fugue structure 
Section Measures "Pie Jesu" "Dona eis" "Amen" Subject Countersubject Countersubject 
Exposition I 277-297 SI SII 
A SI SII 
T A B 
SII T A 
SI B T 
SII SI A 
T A SI 
B SII SI, T 
"Amen" Episode 298-303 B, A, B, SII, T, SI 
String Episode 304-306 Vni,Bc 
Exposition II 307-316 SII A SI 
B T SII 
SI B Silt 
T SI 
"Amen" Episode 316-324 SII, B, T, SII, A, T, SI+II 
In addition to the Kyrie and Sequence, fugues close the Offertory, Sanctus, 
and Communion. The Offertory presents the presto "Quam olim Abrahae" fugue 
twice, and its subject opens with a triumphant, heralding character via an ascending 
perfect fourth and eventual ascent to an octave. The Sanctus forgoes a fugue at the 
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first "Osanna" text but concludes with a fugato at the second "Osanna," utilizing a 
texture saturated with modified motives. The Communion includes a fugato at both 
of the "Cum sanctis" sections; the motives enter in overlapping pairs, which project 
a short duration (18 mm.). Each fugato ends on a half cadence, which precedes a 
non-fugal conclusion (6 mm.). The combination of the fugal section with the 
prolonged bass ascent in the final "Quia pius es" section (Eb-F-G-Ab - Bb-[Eb-E-
natural-F]-C) definitively signals the conclusion of the complete Requiem a 5. 
Text Setting 
Although stile antico sections minimize the text's spoken rhythm, the text 
generates rhythms in stile concertato sections and homophonic declamation. Fux 
observes the inherent stress of the text through agogic accents and by positioning 
them on strong beats. Cross-bar stress occurs when stressed syllables with long 
rhythmic values start on the last weak beat of a measure; the resulting conflict 
between textual and metric stresses creates phrases with high rhythmic potential 
and forward motion, such as the Introit "omnis caro veniet" (mm. 74-85). At the 
triple-meter "in lucem sanctam" section of the Offertory, the stressed downbeat 
aligns with "in" and the weak second beat aligns with the stressed "lu-cem" (mm. 38-
40). This stress corresponds with attributes of the Saraband and indicates the 
possible influence of dance rhythms (mm. 38-9). 
Unlike Fux's earlier Requiem a 4 voci, the Requiem a 5 presents the Sequence 
text in a deliberate manner and minimally overlaps texts. Cadences generally 
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overlap only the final syllable of one phrase with the new motive of a second phrase. 
Exceptions include stanza junctures in the Sequence, such as the three beats of 
overlap at "Judex ergo" (m. 82). Such instances do not significantly render the text 
unintelligible because motives and texts repeat before or after the point of overlap. 
Thus, the text remains intelligible. The contrapuntal presentation of motives seldom 
interferes with textual clarity, for one vocal part usually states the text before 
additional voices complicate the texture. 
Fux repeats texts to create litanies that emphasize and increase the urgency 
of entreaties. Examples in the Introit and Offertory illustrate this process. After the 
initial Introit presentation of "et lux perpetua" and "luceat, luceat eis," tutti voices 
homophonically interject "et lux perpetua" (mm. 23-31). This interjection restarts 
the text, emphasizes the entreaty, and initiates an extended section of pervasive 
imitation (mm. 31-42). In the Offertory, Fux exploits the syntactical construction of 
the text, inserting repetitions of "Iibera" phrases; they intensify the rhetorical nature 
of the supplication (mm. 9-24). The dotted "Iibera" rhythm unifies five iterations of 
similar texts, resulting in a rhetorical litany: "Free the souls ... of all the faithful 
departed. Free the souls . .. from the pains of hell. Free the souls . .. from the deep pit. 
Free them ... from the mouth of the lion. Free them ... [and] let them not be 
swallowed by the abyss." (mm. 9-30, see figure 3.22). The "Iibera" repetitions and 
the resulting litany structure emphatically stress the entreaty to "free the souls." 
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Figure 3.22- Fux, Requiem a 5: Offertory rhetorical litany, mm. 9-30 
Requiem Mass Text 
Domine Jesu Christe, Rex gloriae, 
Iibera animas omnium fidelium defunctorum 
de poenis inferni et de profunda lacu. 
Libera eas de ore leonis, 
ne absorbeat eas tartarus, 
ne cadant in obscurum. 
Fux's Litany Interjection and Ensuing Text 
Domine Jesu Christe, Rex gloriae, 
Iibera, Iibera animas omnium fidelium defunctorum 
Iibera, Iibera animas de poenis inferni 
Iibera, Iibera animas et de profunda lacu. 
Iibera, Iibera eas de ore leonis 
Iibera, Iibera eas ne absorbeat eas tartarus 
ne cadant in obscurum. 
Rhetoric and Oratory 
Rhetoric operates at multiple levels in the Requiem a 5. Unlike other Requiem 
Masses that feature overt over-arching oratorical structures, Fux employs subtle, 
evolving structures. Evidence of structural rhetoric appears primarily at the 
beginnings of movements with introductory or bold, initiating qualities. Evidence of 
phrasal rhetoric includes phrases of homophonic declamation, the gradual or 
incipit-like establishment of topics, and in the emphasis of certain subjects, 
particularly those associated with texts of negation. 
The Introit Sinfonia and first sung section introduce the movement and the 
entire composition as a rhetorical exordium. The Sinfonia, performed by concertato 
strings, unveils its subject gradually through delayed entrances by the two violins 
(mm. 1-6). The Sinfonia's brevity, chamber texture, and successive unfolding of the 
subject invite or prepare for the important, first statement of "Requiem aeternam." 
This text also unfolds gradually, beginning with only two concertato sopranos and 
steadily accumulating texture and additional texts. The fourth-species "Requiem" 
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motive establishes the composition's topic, and the ensuing series of suspensions 
alludes to the tension and release inherent in the Requiem Mass text. Thus, the 
Sinfonia and first sung section of the Introit serve as an exordium, introducing not 
only the movement but also the subject of the entire composition. 
The Sanctus opens with an expansive introduction, using only a single word, 
but the overall movement remains brief and points to its pair, the Benedictus, which 
more than doubles the length of the Sanctus. The "Sanctus" introduction achieves a 
broad character by sustaining a dense, contrapuntal texture of five voices and by 
featuring slow harmonic motion with one or two changes per measure; the 
sustained phrase length further contributes to its vast quality (mm. 1-6). Then, the 
Sanctus avoids extended treatment of texts and utilizes brief, rhetorical repetitions. 
The texture shifts to homophonic declamation at "Dominus Deus," where the text is 
progressively presented: tutti voices homophonically state the subject, "Dominus 
Deus," which is interrupted by a rest and restarted with the full subject, "Domine 
Deus Sabaoth" (mm. 6-10). Fux similarly presents "Pleni sunt coeli," stating it once, 
interrupting with a rest, and then continuing with "sunt coeli et terra." The "Osanna" 
receives minimal treatment, lasting only seven measures and avoiding fugal 
techniques. Therefore, after the broadly paced introduction, the remainder of the 
Sanctus concisely presents the text in a through-composed method, leading to the 
more extensive Benedictus. The Sanctus therefore serves a prefatory function to the 
Benedictus and its complex cantus firmus section and "Osanna" fugato. 
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Oratorical sections of bold, homophonic declamation initiate the Sequence 
and Offertory movements. The Offertory begins with tutti forces announcing 
"Domine" in relatively long rhythms; rests separate it from the ensuing text and 
present it as a textual incipit or title (mm. 1-8). The full text of the subject, "Domine 
Jesu Christe," follows in near-homophony, and the descriptive "Rex gloriae" briefly 
deviates from the syllabic homophony declamation to enliven the "glory" text with 
melismas. This incipit-like and homophonic statement rhetorically identifies the 
movement's topic, functioning as its heading or title. In the same way, the beginning 
of the Sequence rhetorically presents the movement's "problem:" the "day of wrath." 
This problem coincides with harmonic motion from the tonic to a diminished-
seventh chord, suspended without resolution over a rest for six total beats. This 
motion highlights the inherent tension-and-release of the text. The remainder of the 
first stanza continues in homophonic declamation, which results in a bold, 
introductory section that rhetorically presents the topic of the extended movement. 
The Communion "Requiem aeternam" section corresponds with a 
progressive type of rhetorical peroratio or conclusio: Fux states the text without 
repeating the music of the analogous text from the Introit. In doing so, Fux evolves 
the rhetorical argument from an entreaty to a confident vision. Whereas the Introit 
extensively develops the two "Requiem aeternam" sections (36 and 27 measures), 
the corresponding text in the Communion lasts only eight measures (mm. 32-9). In 
the Communion, a trio of concertists states the text with minimal repetition and 
slightly emphasizes "luceat eis." This emphasis on light reveals a shift from the 
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initial presentation of the text in the Introit, in which the music gradually introduces 
and develops the theme of "rest" for the deceased. In the Communion, Fux does not 
emphasize the entreaty, "Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine;" instead, he proceeds 
efficiently to the fugal "Cum sanctis tuis." By setting the Communion "Requiem 
aeternam" text to new music and by limiting its length, Fux focuses on the deceased 
being "with your saints forever" and the "merciful" nature of the "Lord." He further 
emphasizes this blessed existence by repeating the "Cum sanctis" fugato (mm. 40-
57) and "Quia pius es" conclusion (mm. 58-63). Thus, the argument shifts from an 
entreaty of rest for the deceased to envisioning a state of blessed post-earthly 
existence, sanctioned by confidence in the statement, "for you are merciful." 
Rhetoric operates at the phrase level through homophonic declamation that 
establishes and emphasizes the text's subject. In the Introit, the homophonic "et lux 
perpetua" interjection emphasizes the text and initiates extended treatment of the 
ensuing text, "luceat eis." (mm. 30-1; see above). The imitative, concertato "Te decet 
hymnus" section changes to tutti forces at "Exaudi orationem meam," declaimed 
homophonically with the exception of the displaced soprano I (mm. 62-71); these 
changes of textures and forces emphasize the supplication, "hear my prayer." The 
following text, "ad te" (to you), begins with staggered entrances and arrives at a 
sustained chord, rhetorically establishing the sentence's subject in multiple voices 
before tutti voices accumulate to illustrate the consequential text, "shall all flesh 
come" (mm. 72-85). In the Sequence, the tutti homophonic sections "Dies irae" and 
"Mors stupebit" serve as structural pillars (mm. 1-8, 67-8), and other stanzas also 
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begin with brief, homophonic declamations; the first phrases of "Liber scriptus" and 
"Rex tremendae" utilize homophony, presenting the problem plainly and then 
expanding upon it with an imitative section (mm. 74-5, 99-100). Similarly, the 
Offertory "Hostias" and "fac eas" phrases begin with homophonic statements of the 
initial text and arrive at unresolved harmonies (mm. 90-2: V, mm. 98-100: iii). Thus, 
homophonic declamations pose the texts' subjects, and brief, imitative sections 
provide answers via conclusive cadences. 
Homophonic declamation emphasizes the conclusion of each phrase in the 
Offertory litany. ·Tutti declamations conclude four of the five "Iibera" phrases, 
answering "from what" the deceased shall be liberated. The structure emphasizes 
"from the pains of hell," "from the deep pit," and "from the mouth of the lion" (mm. 
13-15, 17-19, 21-3). The fourth homophonic declamation intensifies the litany's 
conclusion through active rhythms, which increase the adamance of the entreaties, 
"do not let them fall into the abyss" and "do not let them fall into darkness." 
Rhetorical structures shape each of the three "Agnus Dei" iterations. Each 
iteration poses the subject and relative clause as a rhetorical problem or question by 
pausing at a Phrygian cadence ("Agnus Dei, qui tollis peccata mundi," mm. 5, 13, 18). 
Fux emphasizes the solution, "dona eis requiem," through repetition and . 
contrapuntal textures. The first "dona eis requiem" states its fourth-species solution 
twice, and both emphasize resolutions from dissonance. The final "dona eis 
requiem" marks the apex of the entreaty through the step-wise ascent in fourth-
species-counterpoint (soprano I, II) and by projecting a long phrase via the slow 
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ascent in parallel thirds (alto, bass; mm. 19-24 ). Thus, repetition, dissonance, and 
phrase length emphasizes the solution to the rhetorically posed "Agnus Dei." 
Fux rhetorically asks the two questions in the Sequence text by ending the 
phrases with weak or unresolved half cadences. The question, "Quid sum miser tunc 
dicturus?" ends with an imperfect authentic cadence, weakly resolving the phrase 
with the third of the final harmony in the highest voice (m. 90). The ensuing 
question, "Quem patronum rogaturus?" pauses on a half-cadence, illustrating the 
interrogatory nature of the question with an unresolved cadence (m. 92). 
Fux's musical devices imitate oratorical techniques, such as those that 
emphasize the contradictory character of texts of negation. In the Sequence, a rest 
interrupts the flow of text at "ne perenni cremer," and the silence emphasizes the 
first negative word, "not" (m. 215). The ensuing section distinctly states the text 
twenty-five times, further emphasizing the negation (mm. 215-29). A similar 
oratorical technique is used with the text of negation, "tantus labor non sit cassus" 
(Sequence, mm. 148-169). First, "Tantus, tantus labor" is treated imitatively in 
triple-meter (mm. 148-161); it pauses on a half cadence on beat three (m. 161), and 
a rest on beat one delays the homophonic "non sit cassus" until beat two, 
emphasizing the first word of the phrase, "not be in vain." The word, "non," repeats 
three times on beat two, each time preceded by a rest in imitation of an adamantly 
spoken word. The tenor voice zealously repeats "non" twice more in quick 
succession before the final, tutti homophonic declamation of "non sit cassus." This 
rhetorical emphasis on the text of negation corresponds with the supplication, "May 
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such great labor not be in vain." It conveys the importance associated with the 
previous line: may Christ's suffering on the cross ("Redemisti crucem passus") not 
be in vain and, thus, save the deceased person from the "Day of wrath." 
Summary 
The considerable length, the extended and complex contrapuntal procedures, 
and the variety of stile concertato sections of the Requiem a 5 designate it a 
significant setting of the Requiem Mass among the Viennese Baroque repertoire. 
Each movement or movement pair closes with a substantial fugal section. Although 
exact musical repetition does not coincide with all textual repetitions, Fux subtly 
unifies the composition through recurring fourth-species-counterpoint motives and 
the semitone motive. Cantus-firmus plainchant appears in multiple movements, but 
it does not pervade the composition. Counterpoint governs stile antico textures and 
guides the interactions of multiple voices in stile concertato sections, which utilize 
imitation in addition to other techniques. The Sequence and Offertory contain a 
plethora of text illustrations, which literally depict the text. Rhetoric operates 
primarily at the structural level in the Requiem a 5, gradually establishing the topics 
or problems of sections, but oratorical techniques also emphasize texts or depict 
questions at the phrase level in a limited number of instances. 
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Supplemental Funereal Compositions in Vienna 
Instrumental Lamentations and the Office for the Dead 
In addition to Requiem Masses, music that commemorated the death of a 
member of the Habsburg family in Vienna included instrumental lamentations and 
settings of the Office for the Dead. This repertoire affirms that music served an 
integral role in commemorating the deaths of significant members of the imperial 
family, including the emperor. A summary examination of four such works by 
Johann Jacob Froberger, Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer, and Leopold I supplements the 
context surrounding the composition and performance of Requiem Masses in 
Vienna. Mourning the death of an important member of the Habsburgs extended 
beyond official exequies and included non-Requiem music. 
Johann Jacob Froberger: Lamentations for Ferdinand IV and Ferdinand III 
Johann Jacob Froberger (1616-1667) arrived in Vienna circa 1634 and 
served in the Hojkapelle intermittently from 1637 to 1657, alternating periods of 
service in Vienna with travel to Italy, France, and England. In accordance with the 
Hojkapelle integration of Italian and Austro-German musicians and music, Fro berger 
traveled twice to Rome, studying with Girolamo Frescobaldi from 1637 to 1641 and 
with Athanasius Kircher from 1645 to 1649. Froberger was an important link 
between Kircher and the Viennese Hojkapelle. Kircher's Musurgia Universalis 
contains Froberger's first publication, and in a letter to Kircher in 1649, Froberger 
conveyed Ferdinand Ill's positive reception of his presentation of Kircher's area 
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musurgica, a system for composing in distinct styles_76 The death of Ferdinand III in 
1657 marked the end of Froberger's service in the Hofkapel/e, for his alignment with 
Leopold Wilhelm diminished his favor with the newly crowned emperor, Leopold I. 
Froberger composed several instrumental lamentations, including two 
instrumental lamentations for the Habsburgs and a Tombeau in Paris upon the 
death of Monsieur Blancrocher (FbWV 632). Froberger composed the first of the 
Viennese lamentations upon the death of Ferdinand III's son, Ferdinand IV. The title 
unequivocally identifies this occasion: Lamento sopra Ia dolorosa perdita della Real 
Maesta di Ferdinanda IV Re de Romani (Lament over the painful loss of the Royal 
Majesty of Ferdinand IV, King of the Romans). The unexpected death of the 
emperor-designate led to the composition of a Requiem Mass, Sances's 1654 Missa 
Defunctorum a 12, but Froberger's keyboard composition confirms that music's role 
in mourning the death of a Habsburg extended beyond compositions for official 
funeral rites. Music commemorated such deaths in secular genres. 
The original manuscript of Froberger's Lamento features two illustrations, 
which appear at the beginning and end of the work.77 The first illustration includes 
an hourglass nearly empty of sand, pointing to a predetermined limit of earthly time 
for Ferdinand IV. At the Lamento's conclusion, an ascending scale spans four octaves 
76 Howard Schott, "Froberger, Johann Jacob," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music 
Online, 
http:/ jwww.oxfordmusiconline.comjsubscriber jarticlejgrovejmusic/10298 
(accessed October 2, 2011). 
77 Johann Jakob Froberger, Klavierwerke II: Suiten Fiir Klavier, II, val. 13 of 
Denkmiiler der Tonkunst in Osterreich, ed. Guido Adler (Graz: Akademische Druck- u. 
Verlagsanstalt, 1959), xii-xiii, 32-33. 
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on the keyboard, ending in the instrument's upper range on C6. In Froberger's 
original manuscript, this ascending scale visually points to the second illustration, 
which depicts radiant clouds of heaven filled with three angels. Thus, Froberger 
distinctly composed Ferdinand IV's ascent to heaven in the Lamento, conceivably 
aiming to provide solace through faith in the deceased Habsburg's final resting 
place. This assuredness aligns with the confident and positive view of the deceased 
Habsburgs reflected in Viennese Requiem Masses from 1621 to 1720. 
Froberger commemorated the death of Ferdinand III on April 2, 1657, with a 
second lamentation for keyboard (FbWV 633). It bears the title and description: 
Lamentation faite sur Ia mort tres douloureuse de sa majeste Imperiale 
Ferdinand le troiseme; et se joiie lentement avec discretion. An[ no]. 1657. 
(Lament made on the very sad death of his Imperial Majesty Ferdinand the . 
Third; and to be played slowly with discretion. Year 1657).78 
The Lamentation features a tripartite pavane structure.79 Its chromaticism and 
dissonances may reflect Froberger's attempt to illustrate the "very painful death" of 
Ferdinand III. The Lamentation concludes with a deliberate, ascending arpeggio, 
which may parallel the heavenly ascent in the 1654 Lamento. In the 1657 
Lamentation, the final measure spans three octaves and ends on F5, a pitch sounded 
only once before the conclusion and unsurpassed in the composition. Froberger 
reiterates the uppermost F5 three times, perhaps highlighting Ferdinand III's final, 
heavenly resting place or referencing the Trinity. 
78 Johann Jacob Froberger, Clavier- und Orgelwerke abschriftlicher Oberlieferung 
Partiten und Partitensiitze, Teil 2, vol. 4 of Neue Ausgabe siimtlicher Werke, ed. 
Siegbert Rampe (Kassel: Barenreiter, 2003), 24. 
79 Ibid., xxxix. 
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Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer: Lamentation for Ferdinand III 
Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer commemorated the death of Ferdinand III with 
an instrumental lamentation titled Lamento sopra Ia morte Ferdinand Ill (Lament 
upon the death of Ferdinand III). The partbooks published in his 1659 Duodena 
Selectarum Sonatarum designate the composition for violino, viola I, viola II, and 
unfigured organo.so The work comprises five sections. The first functions as an 
introduction, featuring slow harmonic motion in an Adagio tempo and deliberately 
repeating motives at different pitch levels and tonal centers. The second section 
includes a unique indication, "Todtengloch," which invokes a "death knell" through 
pizzicato performance of the simultaneously sounding dyads and triads in the 
violino part. The third and fourth sections utilize rapidly ascending figures, and the 
latter features dance-like rhythms set in triple meter. The brief, fifth section sounds 
brightly in E and B major, alluding to a positive interpretation of the outcome of 
Ferdinand III's death. 
The official exequies of the Habsburg family did not require instrumental 
lamentations, yet the existence of such works by Fro berger and Schmeltzer indicate 
a commemorative musical tradition in Vienna that supplemented the official 
Requiem Masses. Although the composition of such auxiliary works may have been 
motivated by self-preservation, such as maintaining imperial favor during a time of 
so Johann Heinrich Schmelzer, Lamento sopra Ia morte Ferdinandi Ill a tre, vol. 105 of 
Denkmiiler der Tonkunst in 6sterreich: Duodena Selectarum Sonatarum (1659), 
Werke handschriftliche Oberlieferung, ed. Erich Schenk (Graz: Akademische Druck- u. 
Verlagsanstalt, 1963), 129. 
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political instability in Fro berger's case, the titles and content of such works diminish 
this motivation. The musical content points to the composer's role in mourning and 
providing solace. These lamentations acknowledge the necessity of mourning, but 
they also view the fate of the deceased positively and, therefore, reinforce the 
generally faithful, affirmative character of Baroque Viennese Requiem Masses. 
Leopold 1: Tres Lectiones nocturni pro Defunctis WV 33 
Leopold I composed the Tres Lectiones nocturni pro Defunctis in 1676 upon 
the death of his second wife, the "Piae Claudiae Felici." Her death ended their 
marriage just three years after Leopold buried his first wife, Margarita Teresa, for 
whom he composed his Missa Pro defunctis. The short interval between the two 
deaths may have served as the impetus for composing music for the Office for the 
Dead instead of a second setting of the Requiem Mass. 
The performance of the Tres Lectiones nocturni pro Defunctis followed the 
First Nocturne at Matins, and the readings appear in the liturgy after Psalms 5, 6, 
and 7 and their antiphons. Leopold composed music for the three lessons, taken 
from the Book of Job, and for their respective responsories. Each lesson opens with 
an instrumental sonata and comprises multiple sections. The Tres lectiones requires 
no fewer than twenty-one performers, including two concertato cornetti muti, two 
ripieni trombones, ripieno bassoon, four violas concertante, five vocal concertists, 
five vocal concertists, violone, and organ. The texts acknowledge the certitude of 
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death (Job 7:16b-21), express the dying person's objections and complaints (Job 
10:1-7), and assert belief in salvation by the divine creator (Job 10:8-12).81 
The musical content of the Tres Lectiones nocturni pro Defunctis is less 
significant than its mere existence and meaning with regard to this study. The texts 
of the Tres Lectiones nocturni pro Defunctis convey a first-person identification with 
the deceased person's state: "Parce mihi Domine; nihil enim sunt dies mei" (Lectio 
Prima: Spare me, 0 Lord, for my days are as nothing.), "Taedet animam meam vitae 
meae" (Lectio Secunda: My soul is weary of my life), and "Manus tuae fecerunt me, 
et plasmaverunt me tatum in circuitu: et sic repente praecipitas me?" (Lectio Tertia: 
Your hands have made me and fashioned me together: why, thus, do you suddenly 
throw me away?).82 The texts also assert faith in salvation for the deceased, such as 
"Credo quod Redemptor meus vivit, et in novissimo die de terra surrecturus sum, Et 
in carne mea videbo Deum Salvatorem meum" (First responsory: I know that my 
Redeemer lives, and that on the last day I shall arise from the earth; and in my flesh I 
will see God, my savior.).83 Therefore, the Tres Lectiones nocturni pro Defunctis 
reflect the duality of mourning and the desire or belief in salvation for the deceased 
person, which suggests a similar possibility for such signification in the Viennese 
Baroque Requiem Masses composed for members of the Habsburg family. 
81 Knud Ottosen, The Responsories and Versicles of the Latin Office of the Dead 
(Aarhus, Denmark: Aarhus University Press, 1993), 55. 
82 Guido Adler, ed., Musikalische Werke der Kaiser Ferdinand III., Leopold I. und 
joseph (Vienna: Artaria & Co, Wien, 1892-93, repub. Farnborough, England: Gregg, 
1972),183,198, 211. 
83 Ibid., 193-94. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
ORA TORY, RHETORIC, AND SIGNIFICATION: 
PRIMARY SOURCE IMPLICATIONS AND AN EVALUATION OF 
VIENNESE BAROQUE REQUIEM MASSES 
[Solace] is the deepest wish of all the souls detained in Purgatory, with all 
their thoughts, and they also expect it from their brethren who [still] observe 
their duty in this vale of sorrows. And thus I, too, give, consecrate, dedicate 
all my labor put into this work to the benign Godhead, to further the 
liberation of these afflicted souls. 
-Johann Kaspar Kerll, Missae Sex a HZ V. VI. 
Vocibus, cum Instrumentis concertantibus, & 
vocibus in Ripieno, Adjuncta una pro Defunctis 
cum seq: Dies irae, 16891 
Introduction 
The musical analyses of Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses in chapter three 
point to the importance of oratory and rhetoric in funereal compositions at the 
imperial Habsburg court The oratorical and rhetorical elements in this repertoire 
are readily apparent due to their prominent character, and the previous chapter 
identifies these elements, noting their general effects in the "rhetoric and oratory" 
section of each Requiem Mass analysis. Prompted by the observation of the 
influences of oratory and rhetoric in Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses, this study 
now turns to seventeenth- and eighteenth-century treatises to investigate 
correlations between theory and practice. A number of theorists addressed the 
1 Johann Kaspar Kerll, Missa Pro defunctis, vol. 27 of Wiener Edition Alter Musik, eds. 
Rudolf Hofstotter and Ingomar Rainer (Vienna: Doblinger, 2005), xviii. 
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concepts of oratory and rhetoric as they related to musical composition during this 
period. Theorists who may correlate with this specific repertoire due to location or 
dissemination of works include Johannes Nucius (c. 1556-1620), Athanasius Kircher 
(1601-1680), Christoph Bernhard (1628-1692), Mauritius Johann Vogt (1669-
1730), Tomas Baltazar Janovka (1669-1741), and Johann Mattheson (1681-1764). 
The following survey of correlations between these authors' works and the funereal 
Hojkape/le repertoire identifies representative examples and explores connections 
between theory and compositional practice. These primary sources may also 
indicate particular signification conveyed by this repertoire. 
The contexts and musical analyses of Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses 
presented in the previous chapter facilitate an evaluation of common, dissimilar, 
and unique musical characteristics of this repertoire at the imperial Habsburg court. 
In addition, musical trends and developments at the Habsburg court from 1621 to 
1720 provide significant context for this repertoire. Lastly, this evaluation of music 
and context leads to identifying areas for further study and application. 
Primary Source Correlations with Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses 
The musical analyses presented in the previous chapter included 
observations of rhetorical and oratorical elements. These observations employed 
the terminology "rhetoric" and "oratory" to generally describe instances in which 
composers employed "the art of effective or persuasive writing" in settings of the 
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Requiem Mass.z The present investigation of correlations between primary sources 
and Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses reserves the terminology "rhetoric" for the 
use of specific figures from the Baroque system of Figurenlehre and "oratory'' for 
qualities shared with "the art or practice of formal speaking in public."3 Baroque 
theorists were concerned with achieving a desired effect upon the listener. Although 
a universally applied system of the Doctrine of the Affections remains dubious, 
employing rhetorical and oratorical devices aided the achievement of such Affekt. 
The Baroque Viennese Hojkapelle composers combined elements of oratory 
and rhetoric in the Requiem Mass, and this combination reflected a unique 
integration of the two related yet distinct systems of oratory and rhetoric. Whereas 
Italian Baroque music focused on oratory as its compositional model, the system of 
Figurenlehre reflected a distinctly German approach. According to Dietrich Bartel, 
the Italian music of this period "was modeled after the art of oratory rather than the 
discipline of rhetoric. Its goal was to imitate the actor rather than the playwright, 
the orator rather than the rhetorician."4 For example, Vincenzo Galilei instructed 
musicians to observe and imitate actors and speakers, focusing on the direct and 
immediate sensory affect.5 The Italian influence of oratory in Viennese compositions 
z "Rhetoric, noun," Oxford Dictionary of English, ed. Angus Stevenson. Oxford 
Reference Online, 
http:/ fwww.oxfordreference.com/viewsfENTRY.html?subview=Main&entry=t140. 
e0708470> (accessed June 9, 2012). 
3 "Oratoryz, noun/' ibid. 
4 Dietrich Bartel, Musica Poetica: Musical-Rhetorical Figures in German Baroque 
Music (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1997), 59. 
s Ibid. 
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resulted from several factors: the close ties between the imperial Habsburg court 
and Italy, facilitated by the Italian constituency of the Hojkapelle composers such as 
Sances; the frequent sojourns to Rome by German composers such as Kerll and 
Froberger; and the Jesuit presence in universities within Habsburg lands and the 
imperial court. Furthermore, Athanasius Kircher's treatise, Musurgia universalis 
(1650), provided an important connection between Italian oratory and Viennese 
Baroque compositions. The section below explores this connection as it relates to 
Baroque Affekt 
Separate from the Italian influence of oratory, though related in effect, stands 
the German system of Figurenlehre, the concept of musical-rhetorical figures. While 
Bartel acknowledges rhetorical influences in Italian Baroque music, he connects the 
system of Figurenlehre with the German musica poetica tradition. This connection 
"was the result of the German predilection to rank the rhetorical structure of a 
composition above its affective delivery. Instead of looking to the actor or orator for 
inspiration and guidance, the musicus poeticus turned to classical rhetorical 
structures."6 Thus, the German musica poetica system attached great importance to 
rhetoric in music, while Italian composition valued oratorical elements. 
These two distinct yet related systems of Italian oratory and German rhetoric 
bore at least some influence in Austria, which was an intersection of the two 
systems due to Austria's geographic, linguistic, musical, and religious relationships 
with regions to the northwest and south. The question of which system-oratory or 
6 Ibid., 88. 
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rhetoric-played a more prominent role in the Hojkapelle repertoire finds an 
answer in the music itself: this study of the Viennese Baroque Requiem Mass has, in 
fact, identified the presence of both elements in the selected settings. The following 
exposition of representative correlations between primary sources and the 
compositions included in this study confirms the dual influences of rhetoric and 
oratory, which corresponds to the Austro-German and Italian constituency of the 
Hojkapelle musicians and composers. 
Several publications address the relationship between rhetoric and music in 
addition to that by Bartel. George Buelow's selective bibliography and his entry in 
Grove Music Online are essential departures for research? Brian Vickers outlines the 
historical connections between rhetoric and music by surveying rhetorical 
education and treatises in the Renaissance and Baroque, and he describes the shift 
towards "the rhetoricization of music" during these periods.s Especially in German 
regions, theorists such as Christoph Bernhard validated "the word over ... the 
music, resulting in an undervaluing of the specifically musical resources of music, its 
subordination to a literary text."9 Vickers identifies the inherent analogies between 
oratory and music: "Both use pauses, need punctuation systems; music easily adapts 
7 George J. Buelow, "Music, Rhetoric, and the Concept of the Affections: A Selective 
Bibliography," Notes 30 (1973): 250-55. Blake Wilson, et al. "Rhetoric and Music," 
Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, 
http:/ fwww.oxfordmusiconline.comfsubscriber /article/ grove/music/ 43166 
(accessed May 8, 2012). 
a Brian Vickers, "Figures of Rhetoric/Figures of Music?" Rhetorica: A]ournal ofthe 
History of Rhetoric 2 (1984), 15. 
9 Ibid. 
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a question, for example."10 Relevant to this study, he notes that pauses are "made at 
important points in the text, places of great dramatic significance, such as the 
representation of death or eternity."11 Conversely, Vickers points out the limits of 
applying rhetorical structures to music, particularly at a detailed level, and he 
avoids "extremely rare or unimportant linguistic devices" that lead to "getting lost in 
trivia."12 Connections between rhetoric and music below follow this pattern of 
research, focusing on broad, categorical concepts. 
Gregory Scott Johnston examines the use of musical rhetoric in Lutheran 
funeral music in seventeenth-century Germany.13 He focuses on newly composed 
texts of Lutheran funerals, including sermons and hymns. In particular, his study 
focuses on the use of prosopopeia, the rhetorical "personification of inanimate 
objects-including ... the dead."14 By using prosopopeia, the orator transmitted "to 
the congregation messages from beyond the grave, giving the mourners a 
consolotary and transcendent vision of the afterlife."15 Johnston's study suggests 
that this rhetorical tool did not apply to Catholic repertoire, including that of the 
Viennese Hojkapelle. In addition to the textual differences (newly composed hymns 
and chorales rather than the standardized Requiem Mass text), Kircher's use of the 
10 Ibid., 17. 
11 Ibid. 
12 Ibid., 18-19,23. 
13 Gregory Scott Johnston, Protestant Funeral Music and Rhetoric in Seventeenth-
Century Germany: A Musical-Rhetorical Examination of the Printed Sources (PhD diss., 
University of British Columbia, 1987), 20. 
14 Ibid., 48. 
1s Ibid. 53-54. 
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term in Musurgia universalis does not apply.16 Furthermore, the differences between 
Lutheran and Catholic theology regarding the dead and intercession on their behalf 
result in his conclusions applying primarily to German Lutheran repertoireP 
Daniel Harrison distinguishes between two types of rhetoric: "the rhetoric of 
persuasion and the rhetoric of literary device."1B He proposes that "rhetoric is 
primarily a means of persuasion ... and music ... is more like oratory."19 He states, 
"If ... music is conceived in terms of primary rhetoric, where persuasion and not 
surface beauty is the goal of the art, the relationship of rhetoric to music becomes at 
once more interesting and more suggestive."20 In this type of interpretation, figures 
of speech support content and affect signification. "Figures are not used because of 
their beauty, but because of their utility."21 His prefatory note regarding the use of 
rhetorical figures in musical analysis applies to this study of Requiem Masses: 
In more than a few cases, calling a musical effect by a Latinate term designed 
for another medium produces a bad fit; ideally, an analysis of a musical 
composition in terms of primary rhetoric should have a set of modified or 
newly coined figures that it could draw upon. One might justly be accused of 
putting the cart before the horse by not first defining such a set, but the 
rhetorical technique that a figure represents is bigger than its name, and it is 
hoped that the reader, more interested in the results of the analysis than in 
the nomenclature employed, will indulge this putting the analysis before the 
theory.22 
16 Ibid., 68-69. 
17 Ibid., 54. 
18 Daniel Harrison, "Rhetoric and Fugue: An Analytical Application," Music Theory 
Spectrum 12 (1990): 3. 
19 Ibid. 
2o Ibid., 4. 
21 Ibid. 
22 Ibid., 9. 
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Harrison's analysis of a fugue is built on "the assumption that the 
composition is a persuasive discourse with a self-defined topic," and it emphasizes 
the "oratorical, persuasive nature of the fugue."23 The questions that guide his 
analysis apply broadly to music and rhetoric: "What are the problems that the 
orator means to address and take a stand on? How do these problems determine the 
strategies used in the oration?"24 An ensuing section adds questions regarding 
signification of the Requiem Masses in this study: What does this repertoire mean? 
What are its composers trying to say about death and the deceased? 
Baroque Affekt 
Baroque treatises and composers' prefaces to published works emphasize 
the widely held belief in music's ability to directly affect the listener's emotion, 
constitution, heart, and spirit. Kircher's Musurgia universalis includes a section "On 
the Nature and Production of Consonance and Dissonance," which states: 
The emotions felt will be stronger as the music is more in accord and 
proportion with the natural complexion and constitution of man. Hence 
when we hear a perfectly crafted harmony or a very beautiful melody we will 
feel a kind of tickling in our heartstrings, as if we are seized and absorbed by 
the emotion.2s 
Achieving the desired effect depended on the regional and character differences of 
the listener, according to Kircher: 
23 Ibid., 7-8. 
24 Ibid., 10. 
2s Athanasius Kircher, Musurgia universalis, vol. 2 (Rome, 1650). In Joscelyn Godwin, 
ed. The Harmony of the Spheres: A Sourcebook of the Pythagorean Tradition in Music 
(Rochester, Vermont: Inner Traditions International, 1993), 266. 
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My second proposition is that just as the different nations each enjoy a 
different musical style, so in each nation people of diverse temperament are 
affected by diverse styles, each principally in conformance with their natural 
propensities. Hence all do not equally enjoy the same compositions, just as 
not everything edible is eaten with equal pleasure. The melancholy find 
pleasure in settings that are grave, dense, and mournful. The sanguine, 
because their spirits are easily agitated and titillated, are indiscriminately 
affected by the hyporchematic [dance music]. The choleric, because of the 
force of their bubbling bile, have an appetite for similar musical motion. 
Hence the military man, accustomed to trumpets and drums, seems to dislike 
all music that is more refined .... One person will be affected by this mode, 
another by that one, since all things depend on the different make-up of the 
temperaments .... What indeed is the case is not only that different people 
enjoy different music but, rather, different intervals .... Not absent also are 
those who would be attached to the harsh and discordant, all of which 
depends on the character of the nation, its propensities, particular 
temperament, and the customs it maintains.26 
According to Kircher, music achieved this effect due to the "mobile and tenuous" 
character of the body and spirit, easily "aroused harmonically by the air."27 He 
describes the process in Musurgia universalis: 
The various impulses of the spirit induce in it corresponding effects: by the 
faster or strong harmonic motions of the spirit it is excited or even shaken 
up. From this agitation comes a certain rarefaction causing the spirit to 
expand, and joy and gladness follow.2s 
Specified effects corresponded with different styles of composition, and Kircher's 
classification of eight types of composition highlighted such effects. The effects of 
the "Ecclesiastical" and "Motet" styles relate to works in this study: 
26 Athanasius Kircher, Musurgia universalis sive Ars magna consoni et dissoni, vol. 1 
(Rome, 1650); facs ed. Hildesheim (1970), trans. Margaret Murata in Oliver Strunk, 
ed. and Leo Treitler, general ed., Source Readings in Music History, revised ed. (New 
York: W. W. Norton & Company, 1998), 711. 
27 Ibid. 
28 Ibid. 
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Certainly, it must be noted that every one of these examined styles is 
appropriate to exciting now this one, now that one, of the affections. In this 
way the Ecclesiastical Style, filled with majesty, wonderfully leads the spirit 
to divine, grave, and serious matters, impressing its motion on the spirit, 
which the spirit itself reproduces. The Motet Style, since it flourishes with 
distinctive variety, therefore also causes an exciting of various affects.z9 
The belief in music's ability to affect the listener predated Kircher and 
differed between the Renaissance and early Baroque periods. As early as 1606, for 
example, Joachim Burmeister (1564-1629) wrote in his treatise, Musica poetica: 
Musica Poetica is that discipline of music which teaches how to compose a 
musical composition ... in order to sway the hearts and spirits of individuals 
into various dispositions.3o 
This statement reflects a shift in the view of the affections from the Renaissance to 
the Baroque, for Burmeister highlights the Baroque aim of achieving a desired effect 
on the listener. Bartel summarizes the new intent in the Baroque, which "wanted to 
arouse and move the human spirit to its passionate extremes. Music was actively to 
create the intended affections, not just passively reflect them. Compositions were to 
both portray and arouse the affections in the listener."31 This shift in the purpose of 
composition did not occur instantly and universally, demonstrated by exceptions 
such as the stile antico Requiem Masses by Kerll (Requiem a 5 vocibus, Munich, 
29 Andreas Hirschen, Philosophischer Extract und Auszug a us dess Welt-beriihmten 
Teutschen ]esuitens Athanasius Kircher von Fulda Musurgia Universali in Sechs 
Bucher verfasset (Schwabisch Hall: Grater, 1662; facsimile edition, ed. Wolfgang 
Goldhan, published as Athanasius Kircher: Musurgia Universalis, Deutsche Ausgae 
1662, Bibliotheca musica-therapeutica I, Kassel: Barenreiter, 1988), trans. Charles E. 
Brewer, The Instrumental Music of Schmeltzer, Biber, Muf!at and Their 
Contemporaries (Farnham, Surrey, UK: Ashgate, 2011), 23-24. 
30 Bartel, 10. 
31 Ibid., 3.2. 
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1669) and Stadlmayr (Missa Pro defunctis a 4, Innsbruck, 1641). At the Viennese 
Hojkapel/e, however, the focus on achieving a desired effect on the listener was 
integral in settings of the Requiem Mass, indicated by the compositional shift in 
KerB's later setting (Missa Pro defunctis, Vienna, 1689) and the settings by Straus, 
Sances, Schmeltzer, and Fux. 
Treatises and Application to Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses 
The following application of theoretical concepts of rhetoric and oratory 
focuses on treatises sharing general associations and direct connections to the 
repertoire included in this study. Although the theoretical material may lack a direct 
and unequivocal connection with this specific body of repertoire, the theoretical 
concepts describe rhetorical and oratorical techniques relevant to these Viennese 
compositions. The first chapter of this study established the close connection 
between the Viennese Hojkapelle and Athanasius Kircher via emperors Ferdinand III 
and Leopold I. The wide dissemination of Kircher's Musurgia universalis and the 
regional proximity and common concepts shared among additional theorists serve 
as the basis for theoretical applications, substantiated by observed musical elements 
in the Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses. The concepts discussed in correlation 
with this repertoire reflect the combined contributions of Johannes Nucius, 
Athanasius Kircher, Christoph Bernhard, Tomas Baltazar Janovka, Mauritius Johann 
Vogt, and Johann Mattheson. 
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Kircher's theoretical writings enjoyed wide circulation throughout Europe 
beyond the direct connections with the Habsburg court in Vienna. Born near Fulda, 
Germany, Kircher served as a professor at the Jesuit Collegia Romano in Rome from 
1633 until his death in 1680. From Rome, Kircher published his Musurgia 
universalis, sive ars magna consoni et dissoni in 1650, printing 1500 copies in that 
year alone. The relevance of Kircher's voluminous tome to the current study 
appears especially in book eight, which discusses "poetic and rhetorical musical 
combinations."32 Its broad dissemination throughout Europe and the New World, 
illustrated below through representative examples, establishes its significance and 
application to Viennese compositions. The distribution of the Musurgia universalis 
included gifts to a group of cardinals meeting in Rome in the year of publication, and 
the Kircher's Jesuit connection aided in extending its reach well beyond Italy.33 
Johann Gans, S. J., wrote from Vienna to Kircher regarding the forthcoming 
publication of the Musurgia universalis on February 6, 1649. His correspondence 
relays, "The emperor [Ferdinand III] is eagerly awaiting of a 'cistula musurgica."'34 
Johann Schega, S. J., wrote three times from Brussels in 1649, twice regarding the 
"engraving of Prince Leopold [Wilhelm] for the frontispiece to the Musurgia," and 
once reporting, "The Procurator of the Jesuit Austrian Province might be prepared 
32 Brewer, 13. 
33 Brewer, 10-11. 
34 John Fletcher, "Athanasius Kircher and His Musurgia universalis (1650)." 
Musicology Australia 7 (1982): 80. The appendix (pp. 79-82) summarizes "letters to 
and by Kircher on music and the Musurgia" from the archives of the Pontificia 
Universita Gregoriana in Rome. 
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to help subsidize the Musurgia."35 Francisco Ximenez, S. J., wrote from Angelopoli, 
Mexico, on April 20, 1661, stating he had "received the Musurgia and forwards in 
return 25 lbs. of chocolate and some select peppers."36 German translations 
appeared in 1662 and 1684, and cardinals and Jesuit officials of all Austrian and 
Flemish provinces received copies.37 
The correlations between primary sources and the Viennese Baroque 
Requiem Masses draw also on treatises by Nucius, Bernhard, Janovka, Vogt, and 
Mattheson. Born north of Vienna in Garlitz, Silesia, Johannes Nucius became a 
Cistercian monk in Rauden in 1586 and an abbot of a monastery in Himmelwitz in 
1591.38 He published his Musices Poeticae sive de compositione cantus praeceptiones 
in Neisse in 1613. Christoph Bernhard was born in Kolberg, Pomerania, located in 
modern Poland, and from Dresden he composed three theoretical writings, 
including Von der Sing-Kunst, oder Maniera (c. 1649) and Tractatus compositionis 
augmentatus (c. 1657).39 Tomas Baltazar Janovka received a Jesuit education from 
Charles University in Prague, where he served as organist at the Tyn Church from 
1691 until his death in 1741. Janovka published his Clavis ad thesaurum magnae 
35 Ibid., 81. 
36 Ibid., 82. 
37 Ibid., 7 6. 
38 Bartel, 100. 
39 Kerala J. Snyder, "Bernhard, Christoph," Grove Music Online, Oxford Music Online, 
http:/ jwww.oxfordmusiconline.comjsubscriberjarticlejgrovejmusic/02875 
(accessed June 9, 2012). 
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artis musicae from Prague in 1701.40 Due to their birth in the same year, 1669, and 
their mutual study at Charles University in Prague, Janovka may have known 
Mauritius Johann Vogt. Born in Konigshofen, Bavaria, Vogt entered a Cistercian 
monastery northwest of Vienna in Plasy, from where he wrote his Conclave thesauri 
magnae artis musicae in 1719.41 Although the majority of Johann Mattheson's 
treatises date from after 1720, his consideration ofthe affections initially appears in 
1713 with his first publication, Das Neu-Eroffnete Orchestre, which spurred the lively 
correspondence with Fmc. 42 In addition, Mattheson's Der vollkommene Capel/meister 
(Hamburg, 1739) provides a retrospective summary of rhetoric and oratorical 
structure reminiscent of earlier treatises. 
Rhetoric in Musical Composition and Structure 
Theorists such as Kircher and Mattheson linked the successful use of 
affections in musical composition to rhetorical structures and devices. The following 
survey of concepts that connect rhetoric and composition establishes the premise 
40 John Clapham and Tomislav Volek, "Janovka, Tomas Baltazar," Grove Music Online, 
Oxford Music Online, 
<http:/ fwww.oxfordmusiconline.comfsubscriberfarticle/grove/music/14143> 
(accessed June 9, 2012). 
41 Bartel, 127. 
42 Joel Lester, "The Fux-Mattheson Correspondence: An Annotated Translation," 
Current Musicology 24 (1977), 37-45. The correspondence between Mattheson and 
Fux focused largely on the issue of modes versus major-minor tonality, discussed 
through the lens of antiquity versus modernity. Although mostly unrelated to 
rhetorical issues, the existence of this correspondence provides a basis for 
considering the implications of Mattheson's writings on rhetoric with regard to the 
Requiem Mass repertoire in Vienna. 
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for exploring specific applications to the Hojkapelle repertoire. Kircher, the first 
theorist to apply rhetorical structure to composition theory, introduced three 
rhetorical concepts into music.43 They include inventio, the invention or discovery of 
arguments, which applies to the generation of musical ideas; dispositio, the 
organization or arrangement of arguments, which refers to the structure of musical 
ideas in composition; and elocutio, the manner of style employed, which applies to 
the delivery of the music.44 The concept of dispositio is divided into six sections: 
1. Exordium (introduction) 
2. Narratio (factual account) 
3. Propositio (proposing the argument, the supporting points to be made) 
4. Confirmatio (supporting arguments) 
5. Confutatio (rebuttals) 
6. Peroratio/Conclusio (concluding comments)4S 
Kircher also outlined the pre-compositional process in Musurgia universalis, 
book eight, chapter 3, in which he emphasizes the affections. First, the composer 
selects a theme or subject to become the foundation for the represented and evoked 
affection. Next, the composer chooses a key, considering the affection. Lastly, the 
composer decides the meter and rhythm, considering the text and affection.46 
Mattheson further developed the dispositio divisions and applications to 
musical composition in Der vollkommene Capellmeister. According to Mattheson, the 
exordium introduces the work, "arousing the audience's attention and preparing 
43 Bartel, 52. 
44 Kircher, Musurgia universalis, Book VIII, trans. in Bartel, 76. 
45 Bartel, 67. 
46 Ibid., 77. 
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them for that which is to follow." 47 The narratio, an optional section, advances the 
intention or nature of the composition. The propositio presents the content and 
purpose of the composition, and the ensuing confirmatio includes "varied and artful 
repetitions to reinforce the propositio." 48 The confutatio uses "suspension, 
chromaticism, or contrasting passages which, when properly resolved, strengthen 
the original theme."49 Lastly, the peroratio conclusively and emphatically ends the 
work and may include a repetition of the exordium, ritornello, or pedal point.so 
The structural designs of Requiem Masses included in this study parallel the 
rhetorical elements of dispositio, and the connections between theory and practice 
are especially evident in the exordium and peroratio structures. Several Requiem 
Masses delay the initial presentation of the Introit text with sonatas or sinfonias, 
which establish the affect of the composition. Works that employ this device to 
arouse the attention of the audience include Straus's Missa Pro defunctis, Sances's 
Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20, Schmeltzer's Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine, and 
Fux's Requiem a 5. Straus's title for the instrumental introduction, "Symphonia ad 
imitationem campanae" indicates a shared purpose with the rhetorical exordium, for 
church bells ( campanae) signaled the beginning of liturgical services, paralleling the 
arousal of the audience's attention. In this setting's ensuing section, two concertato 
tenors state the "aeternam dona eis Domine" text deliberately with long rhythmic 
47 Ibid., 81. 
48 Ibid. 
49 Ibid. 
so Ibid., 81-82. 
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values; simultaneously, the harmonic motion begins slowly, gradually accelerating 
its changes. This section continues to accumulate forces until the tutti "luceat eis" 
(mm. 26-8). The gradual introduction of smaller rhythmic values and the 
accumulation of forces may reflect the exordium function of preparing the audience 
for the unfolding of the composition in a deliberate manner. 
The rhetorical exordium also appears in Sances's settings of the Requiem 
Mass. The Missa Defunctorum a 12 begins with a gradual, four-fold presentation of 
the fourth-species "Requiem" motive, and tutti forces boldly enter at the text 
"aeternam," the sudden shift of which effects an arousing of the audience's attention. 
The sonata in Sances's Requiem Ferdinand III a 20 doubles the exposition of the 
fourth-species "Requiem" motive, preparing the audience for its texted entrance 
with four instrumental statements of the motive. This motive itself reflects a 
deliberate presentation of the theme of "rest, moving to conflict, and returning to 
rest" through "unison consonance, moving to dissonance, and returning to unison 
consonance." The Adagio tempo and concertato forces further separate this section 
of the musical exordium from the Allegro, tutti "aeternam." The contrast between 
these two sections musically attracts the audience's attention. 
Fux's Requiem a 5 employs exordium tactics of deliberately preparing the 
audience through the Sinfonia's brevity, concertato texture, and gradual unveiling of 
the subject. These qualities impart an invitatory character preceding the first 
statement of "Requiem aeternam," which then unfolds gradually through the fourth-
species "Requiem" motive and immediately accumulates texture. 
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Kerll's Missa Pro defunctis does not include an instrumental or arresting 
exordium. Instead, the Introit parallels the rhetorical function of a propositio by 
presenting the composition's purpose in the contrapuntal exposition of the text. The 
fourth-species "Requiem" motive in KerB's setting does not appear as an isolated 
exordium, stating the title or subject of the work separately from that which follows; 
rather, the second "aeternam" motive combines with the "Requiem" motive to create 
a natural progression towards "dona eis Domine" and "et lux perpetua luceat eis." 
This contrapuntal exposition of the text thus outlines the work's intention of leading 
towards "perpetual light," revealing the purpose of the composition to the audience 
in a manner that avoids overt or arresting means of arousal. 
The Requiem Masses of this study reveal the influence of the rhetorical 
conclusio or peroratio through the use of conclusive, emphatic endings. A majority of 
the settings, possibly influenced by the connections between rhetorical and musical 
structures proposed in Musurgia universalis, link the concluding movement with the 
initial presentation of the argument in the first movement. The Requiem Mass text 
presents a unique opportunity for restatement of the primary argument, for the 
Communion "Lux aeterna" reprises the Introit text, "Requiem aeternam." Three of 
the six Viennese settings repeat at least part of the Introit in the Communion. 
In both of Sances's Requiem Masses, he revisited and truncated music from 
the first movement. This parallels the concluding-comments nature of the peroratio 
or conclusio: a full restatement of the argument is unnecessary because a truncated 
recapitulation suffices. The Missa Defunctorum a 12 includes a modified return, in 
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which diminished rhythmic values (Communion, mm. 33-4, mm. 37-8) alternate 
with exact repetition (mm. 35-6, 39-46). The year of composition, 1654, may be 
notable, for it was only four years after the wide-scale distribution of the Musurgia 
universalis. Unlike Straus's 1619 setting, which does not include any such repetition 
and lacks an emphatically conclusive character, Sances may have benefitted from 
Kircher's connection between rhetorical dispositio and musical composition. 
Sances's Requiem Ferdinandi lll a 20, composed three years later, similarly includes 
a near-exact reprise of the Introit (Communion, mm. 34-48). It omits the 
introductory Sonata and incorporates a minor truncation in the reprise (m. 42). 
Schmeltzer continued this truncated-reprise model twenty-two years later in 
his Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine. The Communion restates the initial 
argument in a truncated reprise (Communion, mm. 49-63), omitting a repeated 
phrase in the Introit (Introit, mm. 23-6). Thus, of the five Viennese settings that 
postdate the publication of the Musurgia universalis, three restate the opening 
argument in a truncated and summarizing manner. 
Text Illustration 
Text illustration in Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses reflect the nuanced 
views of theorists by avoiding a plethora of literal pictorial devices. Burmeister 
described such devices as broadly vivifying and elucidating the text, 
through which the meaning of the text is clarified in such fashion that those 
words without life or spirit of the underlying text appear to have been given 
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life. This figure is most commonly used by real artists. 0 that it were applied 
skillfully by all composers!51 
Kircher admonished composers to avoid simply painting individual words. Instead, 
he declared that they must illustrate the overall effect. In distinguishing the 
difference between specific and broad illustrative techniques, he cited a passage 
from the Book of Revelation, "God shall wipe away all tears from their eyes, where 
no mourning, crying or sorrow shall be anymore." He then explained the 
impropriety of piling up "self-indulgent" saddened figures on the tearful words 
while missing the larger concept of the "overflowing joys of the celestial 
fatherland."52 Bernhard concurred in On the Art of Singing; or, Manier (c. 1649), "The 
words, once understood, suggest what affects, occurring therein, should be elicited. 
The noblest affects which can be represented in music are Joy, Sorrow, Anger, 
Contentment, and the like."53 
This emphasis on conveying a text's general affection rather than specific 
imagery continued into the eighteenth century. 54 Mattheson's instructions regarding 
the composition of melodies stated, "In setting a melody, our primary purpose is to 
establish the affection. . . . In summary, everything which occurs without 
51 Burmeister, Musica Poetica (1606), trans. Bartel, 310. 
52Athanasius Kircher, Musurgia universalis sive Ars magna consoni et dissoni, Book 
VII (1650), trans. Bonnie J. Blackburn and Leofranc Holford Strevens, The Perfect 
Musician (Krakow: Musica Iagellonica Katedra Historii I Teorii Muzkyki 
Uniwersytetu Jagiellonskiego, 1995), 77, 79. 
53 Christoph Bernhard, "The Treatises of Christoph Bernhard," trans. Walter Hilse in 
eds. William J. Mitchell and Felix Salzer, The Music Forum, vol. 3. (New York and 
London: Columbia University Press, 1973), 21. 
54 Bartel, 52. 
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praiseworthy affections signifies nothing, accomplishes nothing, and is worth 
nothing."55 Regarding instrumental melodies, he instructs composers to avoid literal 
or programmatic imagery: 
One must remember that even in purely instrumental, textless music, the 
intention of every melody without exception must be directed toward the 
presentation of the reigning affection, in order that the instruments are 
allowed to speak intelligibly and understandably through their notes. 56 
These nuanced views did not exclude the use of text illustration, but such 
illustrative devices served the broader purpose of achieving a desired affection. 
According to Kircher, "figures are to actualize the intended affection."57 Kircher and 
Janovka identified the representation of textual imagery in music as assimilatio or 
homoiois, which Janovka generally defined as "a musical passage through which the 
attributes of a certain thing or word are actually expressed, for example when 
individual voices in a passage depict different elements."58 Kircher and Janovka also 
identified specific rhetorical figures, such as those intended to convey directional 
affect. The catabasis or descensus, "a descending musical passage which expresses 
descending, lowly, or negative images or affections," for Kircher conveyed 
"servitude [and] humility;" for Janovka, "lowliness, baseness."59 The anabasis or 
ascensus, "an ascending musical passage which expresses ascending or exalted 
images or affections," for Nucius was to be used with "words of motion and place, 
55 Mattheson, Der volkommene Capellmeister (Hamburg: 1739), §7 4 and §82, trans. 
Bartel, 138. 
56 Ibid., §45. 
57 Bartel, 214. 
58 Janovka, Clavis ad Thesaurum (1705), trans. Bartel, 208. 
59 Bartel, 214-15. 
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such as standing, running, dancing, resting, leaping, lifting, lowering, ascending, 
descending, heaven, hell, mountain, abyss, heights, and the like," but for Kircher 
aroused affects of"exalted, rising, or elevated and eminent thoughts."60 
The Requiem Masses infrequently employ directional devices, such as the 
catabasis or anabasis. Their few appearances aid in creating broad effects. Examples 
include the ascending motives in the Sanctus at "Osanna in excelsis" (Straus Missa 
Pro defunctis, Schmeltzer Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine), the contrast of treble 
and bass ranges in the Sanctus at "coeli" and "terra," respectively (Sances Missa 
Defunctorum a 12 and Requiem Ferdinand III a 20), and the baseness of the lowly 
Offertory texts "profunda lacu," "obscurum," and "poenis inferni" (Kerll Missa Pro 
defunctis, Fux Requiem a 5). 
The fourth-species "Requiem" motive occupies a place of prominence in four 
of the six Viennese Requiem Masses, detailed in the previous chapter, and Sances 
initiated this pattern with his post-Musurgia universalis setting. The genesis for this 
motive may derive from the opening plainchant of the Requiem Mass, which the 
contour of the motive exactly or approximately matches. In addition, theoretical 
notions regarding the unison may have supplemented reasons for using this motive 
at the outset of Requiem Masses. According to Bartel and his discussion of Andreas 
Werckmeister's Musicalische Paradoxal-Discourse, published in 1707, 
The unison, with its proportion 1:1, was considered the starting point of all 
music, much like the point of a line in geometry. It remained only a small step 
60 Nucius, Musices poeticae, G3r; Musurgia universalis, Book VIII, trans. Bartel, 179. 
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to make the connection between the perfection of the unison and the 
perfection of God, the "starting point" of creation.61 
The compositions that employ the fourth-species "Requiem" motive do so with 
variations in the motive's appearance, but in each setting the motive originates from 
a unison between two distinct vocal or instrumental parts. This invocation of 
perfection via the unison may have served as an intentional association with a 
specific deceased person, particularly given that the first two works using this 
motive, Sances's Missa Defunctorum a 12 and Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20, 
commemorated the deaths of Ferdinand IV and Ferdinand III. 
One interpretation of the motive's expanding-and-contracting movement of 
unison, major-second, minor-third, and unison reflects the mortal journey of the 
Habsburgs from the Divine to earth and returning again to the Divine. A second, 
related interpretation of the motive's origin in the perfection of the unison reflects 
the elevated perception of the Habsburg Holy Roman Emperors and their divinely 
ordained rule, discussed in chapter one. Although the intention behind using such a 
figure cannot be confirmed, the motive's frequent reappearance in Requiem Masses 
across a fifty-six-year span affirms its importance independent of any substantiated 
signification. 
In summary, although theorists did not explicitly shun musical illustrations 
of texts, they redirected the focus of such illustrations to convey the affections in 
accordance with a broad understanding of the text rather than narrow depictions of 
61 Bartel, 14. 
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individual words or phrases. Composers of the Requiem Mass at the Hojkapelle 
employed text illustration to varying degrees, but the general tendency in their 
settings leaned towards the subtle rather than overt. Thus, they contributed to 
broad affections rather than narrow imagery. The subtle instances of text 
illustration in this repertoire, documented in the previous chapter, confirm this 
approach, and the instances of specific imagery align themselves with the general 
affection of the text, avoiding unrelated or disjunctive depictions. 
Rhetorical Figures and Oratorical Devices 
Baroque theorists described specific musical figures in technical and affective 
terminology, focusing on successfully conveying the musical intention and moving 
the listener. Kircher's Musurgia universalis describes this function: 
Our musical figures are and function like the embellishments, tropes, and the 
varied manners of speech in rhetoric. For just as the orator moves the 
listener through an artful arrangement of tropes, now to laughter, now to 
tears, then suddenly to pity, at times to indignation and rage, occasionally to 
love, piety, and righteousness, or to other such contrasting affections, so too 
music [moves the listener] through an artful combination of the musical 
phrases and passages.62 
Janovka echoes Kircher's sentiment, connecting musical figures with the efficacy of 
rhetorical speech in Clavis ad Thesaurum: 
The musical figures function similarly to the tropes and the varied manner of 
speech in rhetoric. Furthermore, the musical figures consist of certain 
musical passages in which specific affections of the soul are manifested, for 
62 Ibid., 107. 
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example, love joy, ferocity, violence, dignity, modesty, moderation, piety, 
compassion, et cetera.63 
Mattheson expounds on the importance of moving the listener through the music 
alone, without words, but he also identifies the importance of using silences and 
pauses in music, drawing from the "divisions and caesuras" of speech: 
But if he is moved in a nobler manner and also desires to move others with 
harmony, then he must know how to express sincerely all of the emotions of 
the heart merely through the selected sounds themselves and their skillful 
combination, without words, in a way that the auditor might fully grasp and 
clearly comprehend the impetus, the sense, the meaning, and the expression, 
as well as all the pertaining divisions and caesuras, as if it were an actual 
narration. Then what a joy it is! Much more art and a more powerful 
imagination is required if one wants to achieve this without, rather than 
with, words.64 
Mattheson further addresses the necessity of speech-like silences of articulation, 
connecting them with affections in his statement, "This uncommon diversity in the 
expression of the affections as well as the observation of all caesuras of musical 
rhetoric can even more clearly be perceived when examining larger and more 
imposing instrumental pieces."65 Structure, pacing, and pause, he writes, are 
"indispensable for clarity and for stirring the affections," and he identifies "skilled 
and successful masters" as those who measure or count phrases and cadences and 
who make use of the "musical comma" and "colon."66 The attention of theorists to 
specific rhetorical and oratorical devices warrants the examination of such devices 
63 Ibid., 126. 
64 Johann Mattheson, Der volkommene Capellmeister (1739), trans. Ernest C. Harriss, 
johann mattheson's Der vollkommene Capellmeister, A Revised Translation with 
Critical Commentary (Ann Arbor, Michigan: UMI, 1981), 698. 
65 Ibid., 699. 
66 Ibid. 
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in Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses, and the following survey identifies exemplar 
figures of repetition, exclamation, silence, and emphasis. These devices underpin the 
prominent influences of rhetoric and oratory in this repertoire. 
The repetitio or anaphora referred to figures of general repetition or a 
"repetition of the opening phrase or motive in a number of successive passages."67 
Kircher and Janovka used this category to refer to general forms of repetition and 
associated it with heightened expressivity, while later theorists increasingly 
stressed its rhetorical and emphatic nature.68 For Mattheson, the "repetition of 
important words or phrases for purposes of oratorical or dramatic emphasis in 
sermons or ceremonial rhetoric was a prominent element of taste inherited from 
the previous century."69 One of several definitions of a sub-category of repetition, 
the climax or gradatio, referred to a "sequence of notes in one voice repeated either 
at a higher or lower pitch," which, according to Kircher, required intensificationJO 
These categories of emphasis do not refer to structural repetitions or to individual 
word duplication for the purpose of creating motives (e.g. luceat luceat eis); rather, 
they refer to musical phrases and associated texts repeated immediately after their 
initial statement. 
67 Bartel, 184. 
68 Ibid., 186. 
69 Beekman C. Cannon, "Johann Mattheson's 'Inquiring Composer,"' in New 
Mattheson Studies, eds. George J. Buelow and Hans Joachim Marx (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 1983), 137. 
70 Bartel, 220, 223. 
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Examples of these types of rhetorical repetitions abound in the Viennese 
Requiem Mass repertoire, particularly due to sequential repetition serving as a 
means for motivic development and for expanding the lengths of sections. In the 
first section of the Introit alone, texts were frequently repeated at either the same 
pitch level (repetitio) or at an intensified level (climax, gradatio). They include the 
fourth-species "Requiem," "aeternam," "dona eis, Domine," and "et lux perpetua." 
Not all sections feature such concentrated repetition, and thus, special emphasis is 
given to those that do. Therefore, the Viennese Requiem Masses focus particularly 
on "rest," the desire for rest of an "eternal" character, and the supplications for rest 
to be "granted" to the deceased and for "light perpetual" to shine on them. 
Theorists applied several textually derived, oratorical figures to musical 
composition. Mattheson instructed composers to observe punctuation in texts and 
encouraged "the composer to be resourceful in setting the text. As such, each 
punctuation mark of the text could be given a unique musical interpretation, 
depending on the text itself."71 The exclamatio referred to a musical exclamation, 
"frequently associated with an exclamation in the text."72 The parenthesis functioned 
as "an interjection occurring when certain words, which are separated from the 
others by the brackets ( ), interrupt[ing] the flow of the oration's cohesion 
somewhat."73 The noema, a passage of homophony surrounded by a contrapuntal 
n Mattheson, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, trans. Bartel, 349. 
n Ibid., 265. 
73 Ibid., 349. 
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texture, connected texture with textual emphasis, and it underscored "particularly 
significant phrases in the text of the mass or in motets."74 
Composers of Viennese Requiem Masses frequently combined characteristics 
of the exclamatio and noema for textual entreaties and to impart an imploring 
quality to supplications. Sances employed this combination throughout the Missa 
Defunctorum a 12, for example, including the homophonic pleas "Lord, have mercy" 
in the Kyrie; "Free them from the mouth of the lion; let them not be swallowed up by 
hell" in the Offertory; and "shine on them, Lord" in the Communion. Other 
composers also set these and different textual entreaties as musical exclamations 
(exclamatio) and further emphasized the pleas with the noema. Specifically, "exaudi 
orationem" (hear my prayer); "dona eis Domine" (grant [eternal rest] to them, 
Lord); and "Iibera animas" (free the souls) received exclamatory emphasis via 
homorhythmic declamation. Thus, this repertoire focuses particularly on texts that 
convey prayers sung on behalf of the deceased, utilizing rhetorical speech figures to 
create a demanding character, as if each prayer ended with an exclamation mark 
rather than the more matter-of-fact period. 
Theorists devoted ample discussion to the role of silence in music. The 
division of silence into at least eleven classifications reflects its heightened 
importance as a rhetorical figure. The pausa referred to a general pause or rest, 
which either served an articulating role or clarified the structure of the text; Kircher 
74 Ibid., 340. 
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noted its usefulness in "expressing questions in music."75 The interrogatio specified 
musical questions "rendered variously through pauses, a rise at the end of the 
phrase or melody, or through imperfect or Phrygian cadences," and the interrogatio 
included partial phrases, whole phrases, or entire sections_76 Mattheson provided 
for exceptions to the construction of such questions: 
It is true that in common speech the raising of the voice at a question is more 
or less a given. But there are many circumstances specifically in music which 
not only allow for exceptions to the rule but often require them . . .. Imperfect 
consonances are most suitable in expressing a doubting question without 
raising the voice at the phrase ending, for example_?? 
The suspiratio or stenasmus referred to the "musical expression of a sigh through a 
rest," and Kircher specified the "affections of groaning or sighing" of eighth- and 
sixteenth-rests_78 The aposiopesis denoted a pause in all voices and appeared 
frequently in "compositions whose texts deal with death or eternity."79 It also 
provided a moment to contemplate an answer after a rhetorical question.8o Subsets 
of the aposiopesis included the homoioptoton or homoioteleuton which employed a 
pause in all voices that "either interrupt[ed] the composition ... or follow[ed] a 
cadence."81 The abruptio denoted "a sudden or unexpected break in a musical 
composition;" according to Kircher, it emphasized the break in texture rather than 
75 Ibid., 363. 
76 Ibid., 312-13. 
n Mattheson, Der vollkommene Capellmeister, trans. Bartel, 315. 
78 Bartel 392; Kircher, Musurgia universalis, trans. Bartel, 144. 
79 Bartel, 202-3. 
80 Ibid., 204. 
81 Ibid., 295. 
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the ensuing silence.82 The tmesis dealt with rests used in a single melodic line rather 
than the total musical texture, literally meaning a cut or incision and resulting in "a 
sudden interruption or fragmentation of the melody."83 The ellipsis or synecdoche 
referred to "an omission of an expected consonance" or "an abrupt interruption in 
the music;" the omitted element remained understood in context, however, due to 
corresponding sequences or intimations.84 
The pausa appears with Requiem Mass texts that do not explicitly express 
questions; this pause rhetorically sets up a problem utilizing antecedent-consequent 
phrases separated by a rest. Common usages include the subject "Lamb of God" in 
the Agnus Dei. Kerll's Missa Pro defunctis exemplifies a unique usage of the pausa at 
the return of the "Requiem" text in the Communion, expressing the desired state of 
"eternal rest" for the deceased as a question, which the consequent phrase "dona eis 
Domine" answers boldly and affirmatively. Fux utilizes the interrogatio in the 
Requiem a 5 at the Sequence questions "Quid sum miser tunc dicturus?" and "Quem 
patronum rogaturus?" by ending the phrases on an imperfect authentic cadence and 
half-cadence, respectively. The suspiratio appears in the same movement, 
expressing the sighing groan of "Ingemisco" through a quarter-rest inserted before 
the description "like a criminal" (mm. 186-7). 
Words of "eternity" in the Requiem Mass include "aeternam" in the Introit 
and Communion, "sempiternam" in the Agnus Dei, and "aeternum" in the 
82 Ibid., 167. 
83 Ibid., 412. 
84 Ibid., 245. 
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Communion. At these "eternal" points, composers generally avoided using rests in 
the manner suggested by the aposiopesis, although the use of sustained or repeated 
pitches focuses attention on the text's meaning. The three settings by Sances and 
Schmeltzer employ what appear to be articulating pauses in all voices after 
"aeternam" and "aeternum" in the Introit and Communion. The existence, however, 
of aposiopesis as a rhetorical figure may indicate that such rests should be 
performed not only exactly as musical articulations but slightly more generously, 
accommodating for acoustical considerations to convey the "eternal" character. 
Daniel Speer's definition of aposiopesis further supports such an understanding, 
conveying its expression of "the loss or destruction of something, as well as texts 
which imply a certain endlessness."85 In addition, the aposiopesis figure may indicate 
a longer pause at the end of the Agnus Dei, which ends with "sempiternam," before 
proceeding to the Communion. Composers rarely employed the tmesis in Requiem 
Masses, but a rare instance occurs in Kerll's MissaPro defunctis, in which rests cut 
the word "discusurus" into detached syllables: "dis- cu- sur-us." 
Theorists identified additional rhetorical figures of emphasis beyond those 
associated with the aforementioned figures of repetition. Such figures of emphasis 
provided both specific and broad means for adding particular importance to a 
musical passage or text. Vogt employed the term polyptoton specifically in reference 
to the "immediate repetition of an emphasis (accentus) in the same voice," while 
ss Daniel Speer, Vierfaches musikalisches Kleeblatt (Ulm: G. W. Kiihnen, 1697), trans. 
in Bartel, 204. 
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emphasis referred more broadly to a "musical passage which heightens or 
emphasizes the meaning of the text through various means."86 Emphasis, for 
Mattheson, illuminated textual meaning, whereas the accentus limited emphasis to 
individual words.87 
In this repertoire, such figures of emphasis frequently correspond with 
supplications for "eternal" rest via stressed repetition of the words "aeternam" and 
"sempiternam." For example, the Agnus Dei movements of Sances's two Requiem 
Masses repeat "sempiternam" on a single, repeated pitch in multiple phrases, 
emphasizing the eternal nature of the rest. Unlike Schmeltzer's Requiem aeternam 
dona eis Domine, which illustrates rather than emphasizes the eternal nature of 
"aeternam" (i.e. the sustained cantus pitch in the Introit), Sances's Requiem Masses 
emphasize and heighten the meaning of the petition for eternal rest by means of its 
emphasis in multiple phrases. 
Additional figures of emphasis include the epiphora and epistrophe, which 
used a single passage to end distinct, subsequent passages.88 Fux's Requiem a 5 
utilizes a similar rhetoric device not to end but to initiate five phrases in the 
Offertory, repeating the command "free them" (libera eas) or "free the souls" (libera 
animas) in the manner of a rhetorical litany. The epizuexis denoted "an immediate 
and emphatic repetition of a word, note, motif or phrase," particularly in instances 
86 Bartel, 369; 251. 
87 Ibid., 252-53. 
88 Ibid., 260. 
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of such repetition at the beginning of a sentence.89 Such a repetition occurs in KerB's 
Missa Pro defunctis after the first statement of the Sequence text, "let such toil not be 
in vain," at which point KerB immediately and emphatically repeats the negating 
word, "non," followed by a reiteration of the phrase "not be in vain." Lastly, theorists 
identified figures of emphasis that incorporated changes upon repetition for the 
purpose of intensifying the emphasis, referred to as paranomasia.90 An example 
occurs in the Agnus Dei of KerB's Missa Pro defunctis, wherein the "dona eis requiem 
sempiternam" is immediately repeated, beginning on the same pitches but 
transposed up by one scale degree · after only one measure, heightening the 
emphasis in the modified repetition. 
Baroque theorists connected elements of spoken oratory and rhetoric with 
musical composition, discussing broad elements of rhetorical structure and the 
proper employment of specific rhetorical figures in music. The preceding survey of 
rhetorical figures in Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses establishes the connection 
between theory and practice at the imperial Hojkapelle, highlighting exemplar 
correlations between musical figures and rhetorical devices. These connections 
establish the correspondence between rhetorical structure and musical structure, 
and they confirm the use of rhetorical and oratorical figures of repetition, speech, 
silence, and emphasis to communicate the text in an effective manner. 
89 Ibid., 263. 
90 Ibid., 350. 
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Signification in Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses 
The Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses share similar contexts, including 
performance in Vienna by the Hojkape/le, an explicit association with the Habsburg 
emperors or family in most works, and a combination of Italian and German 
influences (see chapter one). These works also have similar musical characteristics, 
such as retaining stile antico and contrapuntal composition while also integrating 
stile concertato techniques. These similarities lead to questions regarding the 
signification of these Requiem Masses: What meaning did this repertoire convey at 
performances for specific occasions? Does the repertoire suggest a common 
signification regarding death and the deceased? Does it similarly portray the role of 
the living in relation to the deceased? 
The use of rhetoric in composition, established above, may serve as a vehicle 
for investigating the possibility of common signification due to the employment of 
rhetorical figures (Figurenlehre) and affections (Affektenlehre). Kircher, for example, 
identified three general categories of affections: joyful, pious or subdued, and sad. 
According to Kircher, all other affections derived from these three and included 
amor (love), luctus seu planctus (mourning or lamentation), laetitia et exultatio Goy 
and exultation), furor et indignatio (rage and indignation), commiseratio et lacryma 
(pity and weeping), timor et afjlictio (fear and pain), praesumptio et audacia 
(presumption and audacity), and admiratio (admiration or astonishment).91 
91 Kircher, Musurgia universalis, Book VIII, trans. Bartel, 48. 
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Kircher was not the sole theorist to prescribe a well-ordered delineation of 
the affects; nearly every other theorist presented a unique set of the affections and 
respective characteristics. According to Bartel, "virtually every writer admonished 
the composer to examine the text which was to be set to music for affective words 
or implied affections," but no unified, pervasive system existed for all composers.92 
Mattheson asserted the non-universal nature by which composers employed such 
techniques and the affections. For example, regarding the associated affections of 
keys he wrote, "Neither do today's musicians agree on the character of the keys, nor 
can any uniformity in the compositions be easily established in this regard, 
reinforcing the saying: 'Many heads, many minds."'93 Burmeister also observed this 
diversity and pointed to the futility of applying a universal system regarding the 
affections of the modes. He conceded his failure to discover "the specific power of 
the different modes as defined by older sources, but [I] had noticed that a composer 
could express various sentiments using the same mode."94 
Based on the inconsistencies in treatises regarding the practical and musical 
implications of expressing the affections, George Buelow asserts the fallacy of 
employing "a unique and universal theory of analysis for the expressive content of 
Baroque music."95 Discussing Mattheson's application of the term "Affektenlehre" in 
Critica musica (1722, 1725), Buelow observes, "The affections played a role [in 
92 Bartel, 30. 
93 Johann Mattheson, Das neu-eroffnete Orchestre (Hamburg, 1712), trans. Bartel, 40. 
94 Bartel, 42. 
95 George J. Buelow, "Johann Mattheson and the Invention ofthe Affektenlehre," in 
New Mattheson Studies, 396. 
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Mattheson's rationalistic philosophy of musical expression] far exceeding anything 
implied or stated by earlier writers on music."96 The universality of Mattheson's 
practical implications of the affections in music, however, remains improbable by 
his own admission of "many heads, many minds."97 Broadly taking into account the 
compositional lens of the seventeenth- and eighteenth-century composer, treatises 
from this period confirm that the Baroque composer "assumed the role of the 
orator, and as a general principle he believed music should arouse the listener to 
feel these idealized emotional states."98 Beyond this general principle of the Baroque 
composer's purpose being one of affecting the listener, specific connections between 
theory and musical practice remain problematic due to the unfeasibility of 
universally applying such divergent descriptions of the affections. 
Although the non-universal nature of the affections precludes conclusions 
regarding common signification among Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses, 
hypotheses of signification respective to specific settings may be posited from broad 
perspectives of musical character, rhetorical emphasis, and illustrative techniques. 
Such observations do not exhaust all possible orientations of signification, nor do 
they purport to preclude alternative interpretations of signification. The following 
propositions remain hypothetical, therefore, and aim to identify possibilities of 
relevance and meaning in the Hojkapelle Requiem Masses for the Habsburg family 
and the Viennese imperial court 
96 Ibid., 401. 
97 Mattheson, Das neu-eroffnete Orchestre, trans. Bartel, 40. 
98 Buelow, "Johann Mattheson and the Invention of the Affektenlehre," 396. 
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Straus's Missa Pro defunctis focuses on positive or aspirational depictions of 
the deceased and avoids emphasizing negative images, particularly in the Dies irae 
and Offertory. This positive emphasis begins in the Introit at the text, "light shine 
upon them," with its distinctive triple-rhythm motive, repeated three times in pairs 
of voices and twice by tutti forces. The first movement, therefore; dwells on a 
hopeful, aspirational image of the deceased bestowed with favor from "the Lord." 
Straus avoids wrathful characteristics in the Dies irae, shunning chromatic intervals. 
Rather, he placates the violence of the Sequence text by excising eleven stanzas, thus 
increasing the proportion of the final prayer respective to the remaining text. The 
use of tutti forces at the beginning of the third section, a practice established as rare 
(see chapter three), draws attention to the mournful nature of the text, "Lacrimosa 
dies illa." Although the Dies irae includes little text repetition, this third and final 
section states "huic ergo parce Deus" (spare him, therefore, God) three times, "Pie 
Jesu" (Merciful Jesus) twice, and "Dona eis requiem" (grant them rest) six times. 
These repetitions of supplicating and merciful texts, combined with the dance-like 
rhythms in the "Dies irae" and "Mors stupebit" sections, results in a Sequence with 
reassuring, heartening qualities. Straus's musical setting pacifies the text's negative 
meaning, appropriate for the two possible occasions of its performance in 1621, 
which were the feast of All Souls and the death of Emperor Ferdinand II's younger 
sister, Archduchess Maria Christina of Austria. 
Sances's Missa Defunctorum a 12 focuses on supplications on behalf of the 
deceased and avoids undue emphasis on imagery with threatening qualities. The 
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deliberate, fourth-species "Requiem" motive establishes a solemn character 
appropriate for the occasion of its performance: the premature death of emperor-
designate Ferdinand IV. This setting emphasizes the desired "eternal rest" through 
its bold, homophonic statement, which contrasts with the slowly revealed, solemn 
"Requiem" motive. Sances emphasizes positive supplications, including "free them 
from the mouth of the lion" through the use of contrasting tutti forces and "lead 
them into the holy light" through three repetitions. The Sequence text illustration of 
"trembling" uses treble, bird-like gestures instead of a thunderous and threatening 
quaking of the earth in a low register. Also in the Sequence, the first tutti section 
that features music different from the ritornello coincides with the "Lacrimosa" text, 
drawing attention by means of its unique appearance. The end of the Offertory 
utilizes accelerated harmonic and rhythmic motion, which presents the prayer "lead 
them to the holy light" in a confident and even optimistic manner. This emphasis on 
mourning signals sadness regarding the death of Ferdinand IV, and the emphatic 
pleas on behalf of the deceased reveal concern for the fate of his soul. These 
sentiments were plausibly held by the Habsburg family and imperial court. 
The size of the forces of the Requiem Ferdinandi III a 20 and its character 
befit a Requiem Mass commemorating a musical emperor. Sances establishes a 
solemn character through the two expositions of the fourth-species "Requiem" 
motive. His use of the same motive in this setting as that of the Missa Defunctorum a 
12 connects the Requiem Masses for Ferdinand IV and his father, Ferdinand III, 
plausibly functioning as a familial musical emblem. The use of dotted rhythms in the 
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Introit at "luceat eis" may have subtly invoked the regal character of the emperor, 
designating this work as specific to the occasion of the emperor's death. The Kyrie 
utilizes lively, dotted rhythms, which may suggest a confident interpretation of the 
text, "Lord, [you do] have mercy," rather than the supplicant "Lord, have mercy." . 
The extended "Osanna in excelsis" likewise features dotted, dance-like rhythms in 
triple meter, evoking a joyful character. In the Communion, the "quia pius es" twice 
receives extended treatment (6 mm and 8 mm, respectively). This focus on the text, 
"for you are merciful," follows the peroratio restatement of the fourth-species 
"Requiem" motive. The repetition of this "merciful" text and its ascending motive, 
which conveys an encouraging or assured character, function as concluding 
comments within the rhetorical structure of the composition. Therefore, although 
the Requiem Ferdinand III a 20 acknowledges the solemn nature of the occasion, its 
regal, confident, and joyful elements recognize the fulfillment of Ferdinand III's 
reign as Holy Roman Emperor. 
The solemnity of Schmeltzer's Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine may reflect 
the pervasive presence of death in Vienna during the Plague of 1679. The three 
Sonatas that begin each of the pairs of movements convey restraint; at the same 
time, however, they avoid overtly somber and dissonant tones. The prevalence of 
death during the Plague and the environment of uncertainty at the time may have 
influenced the use of dissonance in this setting. In particular, the Agnus Dei includes 
elements that convey uncertainty, such as the double-descending-tritone figure. The 
use of dissonance at this plea may parallel the anguish of those suffering from the 
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plague; in this case the text may be interpreted as "grant rest to them [from their 
suffering]." Uncertainty also appears in the frequent use of sudden harmonic shifts 
and general pauses or aposiopesis, the rhetorical figure expressing loss or 
destruction. The fourfold "luceat eis" resists this uncertainty and emphatically 
expresses the plea: high in register, insistent in the number of repetitions, and 
demanding in the homorhythmic declamation. In contrast with this setting's solemn 
character and uses of dissonance and uncertainty, the fugues of the Requiem 
aeternam dona eis Domine utilize positive attributes. The rising, hopeful character of 
the "Kyrie;" the stable, assured character of the "Christe"' and the joyful, triple meter 
of the "Osanna" balance the solemnity of the sonatas and non-fugal sections. These 
positive elements indicate faithful confidence in the fate of the soul of the deceased. 
KerB's Missa Pro defunctis emphasizes the anguish suffered by the deceased 
and concentrates on the personal, first person entreaties of the Requiem Mass text. 
Unlike the other composers included in this study, Kerll addresses the motivation . 
and nature of his composition in the preface to his 1689 Missae publication: "I ... 
dedicate all my labour put into this work to the benign Godhead, to further the 
liberation of these afflicted souls."99 Kerll's statement particularly points to his 
identification with and concern for the suffering of the deceased. The musical 
depiction of such languishing appears in the Missa Pro defunctis in chromatic 
99 Johann Kaspar Kerll, Missae Sex a IV. V. VI. Vocibus, cum lnstrumentis 
concertantibus, & vocibus in Ripieno, Adjuncta una pro Defunctis cum seq: Dies irae 
(1689), trans. Nicolas J. Radulescu in Johann Kaspar Kerll, Missa Renovationis, val. 26 
of Wiener Edition Alter Musik, eds. Rudolf Hofst6tter and Ingomar Rainer (Vienna: 
Doblinger, 2006), xix. Emphasis added. 
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motives, such as in the Sequence at "Quid sum miser" and in the Offertory in the 
two-note weeping gestures (mm. 34-44); these chromatic motives have no textual 
impetus but result solely from Kerll's compositional design. The Missa Pro defunctis 
assumes a personal character by emphasizing the first-person entreaties; they are 
emphasized via heightened repetitions using the rhetorical figures climax or 
gradatio. Such rhetorical emphases occur at the first-person pleas, "Save me, fount 
of mercy" and "Do not forsake me on that day." Kerll's prefatory note corroborates 
an empathetic relationship with the deceased and shifts the signification of this 
Requiem Mass from one performed solely from the perspective of the living to one 
that voices and emphasizes the personal plea of the suffering dead. 
Fux's Requiem a 5 develops death's negative associations through vivid 
depictions of the day of wrath and judgment on the last day, but extended fugues 
prolong and emphasize texts that extol the merciful character of "Jesu" and 
"Domine." Therefore, although the Requiem a 5 does not avoid presenting wrathful 
imagery, the extended fugal treatment of positive themes overshadows this negative 
and fiery imagery. For example, in spite of the considerable length of the Sequence 
and the thorough development of each stanza, the concluding "Pie Jesu" fugue 
reorients that which precedes it, eclipsing the negative imagery via emphasis on 
"merciful Jesus" in the forty-eight-measure fugue. The Offertory similarly concludes 
with the assured, triumphant "Quam olim Abrahae" fugue. This fugue diminishes the 
importance of the text, which conveys the possibility of a fate of damnation for the 
deceased. In addition, the Requiem a 5 features progressive signification of "rest 
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eternal," developing from a tentative plea to an assured hope. The Requiem a 5 shifts 
from focusing on the entreaty in the Introit, "Grant them eternal rest," towards 
emphasizing the optimistic possibility of being "with the saints" in the Communion. 
This is accomplished in two ways: the final movement proceeds efficiently through 
the "Requiem aeternam" text, and it dwells on the possibility of a blessed post-
earthly existence via the two fugal "Cum sanctis tuis" sections. Although Fux's 
Requiem a 5 does not deny the negative threat intrinsic to the Requiem Mass text, 
the extended fugues shift attention to the theme of mercy and the deceased person's 
arrival at a place in heaven among the saints. 
An Evaluation of Characteristics of Viennese Baroque Requiem Masses 
The six Requiem Masses composed between 1621 and 1720 at the Hojkapelle 
share common characteristics, some of which are unique to Viennese settings. The 
following overview draws on the observations detailed in chapter three in order to 
establish common characteristics of this genre in Baroque Vienna. This overview 
also acknowledges deviations from these broad conclusions. 
Viennese Baroque settings of the Requiem Mass minimally comprise six 
movements linked as pairs. The three pairs of movements consist of the Introit and 
Kyrie, the Sanctus and Beri.edictus, and the Agnus Dei and Communion. In addition, 
most settings include the Sequence and Offertory; Sances's Requiem Ferdinandi III a 
20 and Schmeltzer's Requiem aeternam dona eis Domine omit these movements. 
Sectional divisions occur frequently within movements, and they usually 
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correspond with textual divisions. Exceptions to these sectional patterns include 
several Kyrie movements, which proceed without tripartite, sectional breaks, and 
the Introit of Fux's Requiem a 4, which features musical divisions that do not 
correspond to textual divisions. 
Repetitions of complete and partial musical sections in Viennese Baroque 
settings of the Requiem Mass correspond with inherent textual repetitions, such as 
the return of the Introit "Requiem aeternam" text in the Communion. This particular 
repetition results in a cyclical structure in four Requiem Masses. Textually based 
repetitions that occur within individual movements include the Introit "Requiem 
aeternam," the Offertory "Quam olim Abrahae," and the Sanctus "Osanna." Musical 
repetitions with different texts occur in some settings of the Sequence, and these 
repetitions function as ritornellos overlaid with a different text at each return. 
Through-composed forms result from the compositional procedure of setting new 
texts to new musical motives, and Sequence movements especially utilize this form 
due to the large quantity of text. 
Requiem Masses studied here utilize soli-ripieno divisions of instrumental 
and vocal forces. Instruments function as ripienists, doubling voices in tutti sections, 
and they also function as independent concertists. Concertato instruments are 
frequently limited to pairs of instruments, such as violettas or cornetti muti. 
Instruments also function as grouped consorts, performing as families of brass or 
string instruments. Some Requiem Masses utilize polychoral divisions of forces, 
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particularly in early compositions (e.g. Sances, Requiem Ferdinand III a 20). 
Instrumental sinfonias appear in several but not all works. 
Counterpoint features prominently in these compositions in both stile antico 
and stile concertato sections. Beginning after Straus's setting, Requiem Masses 
include fugal sections or fugues with increasing frequency as the period progresses. 
Phrases follow a general pattern of accumulating contrapuntal textures, adding 
voices until tutti forces conclude a section or phrase with a definitive cadence; this 
accumulative pattern appears particularly in pre-Fux compositions. Phrases overlap 
at cadences in stile antico sections, while sectional cadences typically separate 
phrases in stile concertato sections. 
The natural rhythms and stresses of the Requiem Mass text guide the 
construction of musical motives and rhythms. In general, stile concertato sections 
feature syllabic text setting, while stile antico sections feature melismatic treatment. 
Due to the prevalence of syllabic text setting, composers constructed motives with 
successively repeated words in order to elongate phrases (e.g. Schmeltzer "Osanna 
Osanna Osanna in excelsis."). Composers at the Hojkapelle infrequently used pre-
existing material, unlike wholly stile antico settings, such as Kerll's Requiem a 5 
vocibus. The rare uses of pre-existing material draw on the official plainchant of the 
Requiem Mass. The fourth-species "Requiem" motive or a variation of it appears in 
several settings at the beginning of the Introit movement. 
Textual omissions or additions occur infrequently in Viennese Baroque 
settings of the Requiem Mass. Straus truncated the Sequence; Straus and Kerll 
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omitted repeat of the Offertory "Hostias" and ensuing "Quam olim Abrahae;" and 
Fux created a rhetorical litany in the Offertory of the Requiem a 5 through the 
multiple insertions of "Iibera, Iibera." 
Text illustration in these six settings focuses mostly on creating a general 
effect rather than depicting an image in literal, musical figures. Although literal 
depictions occur more abundantly in some settings (Sances Missa Defunctorum a 12, 
Kerll, Fux) than in other settings (Straus, Sances Requiem Ferdinand; III a 20, 
Schmeltzer), such depictions are concentrated in the Sequence and Offertory 
movements. These literal illustrations occur most frequently in stile concertato 
sections. 
Rhetoric and oratory function at structural and phrasal levels in Viennese 
Baroque Requiem Masses. The influence of oratory is evident in several manners: it 
appears in sections of homophonic, rhythmic text declamation; in the use of rests to 
articulate sentence structure and to stress important words or phrases; and in the 
manner by which repetition transforms supplications into insistent, emphatic 
demands. The influence of rhetoric appears at the phrasal level in the unveiling or 
proposition of "problems" or "questions" in individual phrases (e.g. antecedent-
consequent structure) and in the use of rhetorical figures. Rhetoric also influences 
the overall compositional structure, which initially presents the theme of "rest 
eternal" in the Introit as an uncertainty or argument to be investigated. In the same 
way, rhetoric structurally influences the conclusive restatement of this theme in the 
final movement. 
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Areas of Further Research and Application 
Opportunities for further research regarding the Viennese Baroque 
Hojkapelle and Requiem Mass genre abound due to the limited scholarly research 
into this period and locale. Musical analysis and research regarding the genesis and 
performance of Fux's Requiem a 4 voci (1697) and Kerll's Requiem a 5 vocibus 
(1669) were completed as part of this project's initial research. Such research may 
be published at a future date. 
Four additional settings of the Requiem Mass may survive in manuscript 
form: Christoph Straus's (1575/80-1631) 1631 Missae publication included an 
additional setting of the Requiem Mass; Antonio Bertali (1605-1669) composed a 
Requiem Pro Ferdinanda II in 1637; Ferdinand Tobias Richter (1651-1711) 
composed a Requiem a 4 at an unspecified date; and Leopold I (1640-1705) 
composed a Missa Pro defunctis in 1673 upon the death of his first wife, Margaret 
Theresa. Inquiries to highly probable locations of the first two compositions, the 
Benedictine Kremsmiinster Abbey in Upper Austria and the Benedictine Gottweig 
Abbey in Lower Austria, respectively, confirmed that neither Musikarchiv holds 
either work. The Osterreichische Nationalbibliothek in Vienna, however, currently 
holds Leopold I's Missa Pro defunctis (Mus.Hs.16054). Creating scholarly editions of 
these manuscripts would enable their detailed examination and-particularly in the 
case of Bertali's composition due to its composition for Ferdinand II in 1637-
would provide a representative link between Straus's Missa Pro defunctis (c. 1621) 
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and Sances's Missa Defunctorum a 12 (1654). Analysis of these works may further 
refine concepts regarding characteristics of the genre and the use of rhetoric and 
oratory in compositions related to members of the Habsburg family. 
The historical and musical context described in chapter one aims to connect 
existing research, synthesize primary sources, and supplement missing information 
where possible in order to outline the characteristics and developments at the 
Hojkapelle from 1621 through 1720. The usefulness of such information does not 
apply solely to the genre of the Requiem Mass, but its relevance extends to 
compositions by many composers active at the Hojkapelle during this time period. 
Throughout the process of exploring repertoire of this period and location, settings 
of the Mass Ordinary and Vespers-in addition to the Requiem Mass-struck this 
author as unique and worthy of future investigation. For example, the works by 
Johann Heinrich Schmeltzer remain little explored, and a detailed study of his sacred 
choral works may complement the emerging scholarship on his instrumental works. 
A cursory survey of Schmeltzer's sacred music suggest that an investigation of 
relevant compositions may include his Vesperae sollenes and five Masses newly 
published in the Wiener Edition alter Musik: the Missae Mater purissimi, S. Spiritus, 
jesu cruciflxi, nuptia/is, and dei Petris Benedicti. 
Practical application of the historical and musical contexts and the musical 
analyses may provide the most promising and useful contribution to the musical 
community. Although the Requiem Masses included in this study are available in 
scholarly editions, performing editions are needed to facilitate their performances. 
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Such editions necessarily would utilize existing scholarship and address 
performance-practice issues surrounding these works. Issues of ensemble size and 
proportion of instruments-to-singers can be addressed utilizing the 
Hofzahlamtsbiicher analysis in chapter one. Additional issues include proportion of 
tutti-to-ripieni performers, musica ficta, ornamentation, pitch, tempo, context of 
acoustical space, and vocal technique, addressed in Musurgia universalis.1oo The 
inclusion in performing editions of such performance practice information would 
facilitate not only performances but also recordings of this repertoire.101 The 
practical applications of addressing performance practice issues, creating 
performing editions, and performing and recording this funereal repertoire remains 
the next step, for although Straus, Sances, Schmeltzer, Kerll, and Fux composed this 
music to commemorate the dead, the context and content of this repertoire justifies 
life being breathed back into the music once again. 
1oo Kircher, Musurgia universalis, trans. Blackburn and Strevens, 63, 65. 
1o1 Rene Clemencic and the Clemencic Consort recorded Fux's Requiem a 5, K 51-53, 
on the BMG Classics label in 1995 (BMG Classics CD ANA 277770). Eric Van Nevel, 
the Capella Sanctis Michaelis, and the Ricercar Consort recorded Kerll's Missa Pro 
Defunctis on the Ricercar label in 1990 (Ricercar CD 5400439810631), and Franz 
Rami and the Hassler Consort recorded the same work on the MD&G Records label 
in 1997 (MD&G Records CD 614 0739-2). No recordings exist for the remaining 
compositions, including Kerll's and Fux's other settings of the Requiem Mass. 
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